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AE3SrnCT 

ONE-TO-ONE TELEAPPRENTICESHIP AS A MEANS FOR NURSES TEACHMG 

AND LEARMNG PARSE'S THEORY OF HUMAN BECOUMG 

Judy Rae Norris 

Doctor of Philosophy 1998 

Graduate Department of Education 

University of Toronto 

This research was an inq- into the nature of one-to-one teleapprenticeship, 

defined for this study as a one-to-one leaming relationship, conducted entirely by email, 

in which a mentor-teacher guides a ieamer in the construction of knowledge about a 

domain. The primary purpose of this shidy was to explore teleapprenticeship fiom a 

teaching and leaming perspective. A secondary purpose was to ascertain if 

teleapprenticeship was useful to support clinically-based professional nurses' learning of 

the practice methodology of a nursing theory, Parse's theory of human becoming. Six 

teachers and 1 1 learners who resided in North America volunteered to participate. Each 

dyad was comprised of a nurse in a dinical setting leaming to practice nursing guided by 

Parse's theory and a mentor-teacher who was a more expert practitioner of this theory. 

The learners were asked to write dialogue journals with their mentors about theoretical 

and practice issues. 

Data sources were the eiectronic transcripts of al1 dyads' teleapprenticeship 

dialogue and concluding narratives witten by participants fiom the five dyads that 

engaged in the study of the theory for at least 12 weeks. Data were anaiyzed using two 

narrative approaches: for the first research question, Whar is the contexture of a 

teleapprenticeship?, the paradigrnatic type of analysis, which Polkinghorne terrns, 



"anai'jsis of narratives," was used to find cornmonalties in the stones; the second 

approach, termed "nmative analyss," was used to address the second research question: 

m a t  is the experience of sfudying Pane S theory online with a mentor? The second 

approach portrayed the uniqueness of each individual case. 

The teleapprenticeships were manifest as  processes of muhial engagement within 

the situation-specific context of the leamer's professional practice. The process was 

leamer-centered in both content and approach to learning. Compared with components of 

the cognitive apprenticeship model, the teleapprenticeships were a good fit, but the 

essence of these teleapprenticeships was not captured in the model. These 

teleapprenticeships may be described as "a situation where learning could happen"; five 

terms bring forth the essence of the teleapprenticeships: situation, self-directed learning, 

teaching as "being with," resources, and collateral others and events. 
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PREFACE 

This is educational research about teleapprenticeship, specifically, a study of 

nurses engaged in teaching and learning online in a one-to-one format. The content 

material the learners studied was a nursing theory, Parse's theory of human becoming, 

but it is Unportant to note that this theory was not the focus of the research. Readers are 

cautioned that exemplars that contain leamers' statements and beliefs about the theory are 

sometimes inconsistent with the theory-they are learners. For this reason, this thesis 

should not serve as reference materiai about Parse's theory. Those interested in leaming 

more about the theory are referred to the relevant publications in the reference Iist. 

Additional information may be obtained fiom The Pane Page on the World Wide Web: 

http://www.utoronto.ca/icps/ 



Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION TO T E  STUDY 

TELEAPPRENTICESHIP AND LIFELONG LEARNING 

This educational research is an inqujr into the nature of one-to-one 

teleapprenticeship, defbed for this study as a one-to-one leaming relationshi p, conducted 

entirely by email, in which a rnentor-teacher guides a learner in the construction of 

knowledge about a domain. Although the participants in this study happened to be adults, 

apprenticeship and teleapprenticeship (or other educational expenence) is not restricted to 

persons of a paaicular age. For this reason, 1 want to consider teleapprenticeship fiom a 

lifelong learning rather than an adult education perspective. The term fifelong Iearning 

seems better able to convey the idea of people learning fiom each other, without barriers 

of distance and t h e ,  in diverse ways, throughout their lives, as they feel the need. 

Lifelong leaming celebrates the idea of distributed knowledge (others know things that 

we don't) as well as the belief that people can leam almost anythmg if they are 

motivated. It would aiso seem reasonable that a lifelong leaming approach could reduce 

discrimination and baniers to learning goals for disadvantaged groups of people, 

especially those lacking particular credentials. 

Gerhard Fischer defines lifelong leaming as "a continuous engagement in 

acquiring and applying knowledge and skills in the context of authentic, self-directed 

problems." He has called for new fiarneworks of education to support people in their 

lifelong l e h g  quests. These frameworks must include the integration of learning, 

working, and collaborating; the engagement in authentic problems; learning on demand; 

intrimic motivation; and the creation of new content and domain areas. The fundamental 

challenge in creating design environments is to make them simultaneously open-ended 



and supportive. Fischer believes that computational and communication media will be a 

critical force in shaping this redesigned future.' 

Jonassen and Reeves propose that computers are one of the tools of contemporary 

intellectuai practices. They describe cognitive tools as "reflection tools that ampli@, 

extend, and even reorganize human mental powers to help learners constmct their own 

realities and complete challenging tasks." Cognitive tools work best in a constnictivia 

environment where the learner engages in "rnindfui" cognitive effort. Thus, in 

teleapprenticeship, the Intemet and the computer can function as cognitive tools in an 

"intellectuai partnership" with the participants' minds.' 

Teleapprenticeship, particularly for personal learning projects in nonschool-based 

environments, is well suited to lifelong leaming, especially since it is conducted by 

conversation-a naturai process consistent with the notion that "learning is essentially a 

form of discussion.'* Ivan Illich is of the opinion that most of what we know and value is 

learned in these kinds of informal ways. He believes that we can hust people to be self- 

motivated learners if they can be given access to three or four approaches within an 

"oppominity web" for ccleaniing exchanges." These four are: access to educational 

objects such as libraries, computers, or museums; ski11 exchanges where teachers and 

learners can find each other; peer-matching exchanges where people can h d  peers with 

'Cierhard Fischer. "Making leaming a part o f  life: Bcyond the "gift wrapping" approach to technology". Available 
on1 ine at http~~~~~.cs.coiorado.edu/-I3d~pre~entatiod~-wI~ 

bav id  H. Jonassen and Thomas C. Recves, *Leaming with technology: Using cornputers as  cognitive tools." in 
Handbook of research for educatiu~f communications and technoiugy, ed. David H. Jonassen (New York: Simon & 
Schuster Macmillan), 1996,697. 

3~onassen et al., "Leaming with iahnology: Using computers as cognitive tools," 696. 

' ~ a r r y  McMahon and William O'Neill, 'Cornputer-rncdiatcd mnes of engagement in learning" in Desigrring 
env i r~nments~r  constructive learning, ed. Thomas M. Dufi, Joost Lowyck, and David H. Jonassen (Berlin: Spnnger- 
VerIag), 1993, 55. 



whom to pursue a common inqujr; and professions educutors who can provide 

guidance for leamers in their educational adventures.' 

Since the advent of the Intemet, the leaming webs Illich envisioned are feasible as 

never before. If such a system were in place on the World Wide Web, when we felt the 

need to leam something, we might seek guidance by email from a professional 

educational leader, or search a database to find people with whom we could 

teleapprentice, alone or in the Company of peea. The teleapprenticeships in this study 

were situated outside the auspices of any educationai organization. The participants 

gahed access to each other, to a peer group, and to educationai resources through email 

and the World Wide Web. 

PURPOSES OF THE STUDY 

Teleapprenticeship could be one of the ways to address the educational needs of 

the lifelong learner, but there is no evidence in the literature that a systematic 

investigation of one-to-one teleapprenticeship has been conducted. The primary purpose 

of this study was to explore teleapprenticeship fkom a teaching and leaming perspective. 

An oppominity presented to study teleapprenticeship with a group of nurses who 

wished to engage in a voluntary learning project involving a transformation of their 

values and beliefs about health, nursing, and human beings. Consequently, a secondary 

purpose of the study was a practical one: to ascertain if teleapprenticeship was usefbi to 

support clinically-based professional nurses' leaniing of the practice methodology of a 

nursing theory, Parse's theory of human becoming. 

Ivan Illich, Doschoolingsociery (New York: Harper & Row), 1970. 



PARSE'S THEORY OF HUMAN BECOMING 

Briefiy, Parse's theory of Human becomuig6 is a relatively recent (1981) 

divergence fiom linear, causal theories of nursing and resultant modes of practice. In 

Parse's theory the human being is viewed as unitary or irreducible to bio-psycho-social 

parts. Persons are not seen as controllable in a cause-eEect way, but as participahg with 

the environment in the choosing and living of life priorities. Human beings change and 

are changed by the environment in a mutual process. According to Parse, personal 

meanings, relationships, and hopes innuence the ways people iive health. 

Nurses may becorne aware of Parse's theory through educational institutions that 

offer exposure to a variety of nursing theories as part of the curriculum or through 

happenstance ways. Many, like Mitchell, had experienced discodort with traditional 

ways of nucsing and recognized in Parse's theory a way to live out personal values in 

practice.7 Those who commit to the change process may expect a personal struggle. As 

Mitchell explains, 

Leaming Parse's theory is challenging and at times ktrating. In integratiog the 
lcnowledge base of Pane's theory, there is a rhythm of clarity-obscurity described by 
many nurses. This paradoxical rhythm represents the sudden giimpses of new insight 
and understanding that occur in the sea of obscurity when engaghg a whole new way 
of thinking. In order to grow and learn with the theory, the nurse needs to be 
committed, open, and willing to live with risk and ~ncertainty.~ 

Along with willingness to live with risk and uncertainty, nurses practicing Parse's 

Rosemarie iüzm Parse, Mm-living-hcalfh: A thewy of m i n g  (New York: John Wdey & Sons), 198 1 .; R R Parse, 
"Human becoming: Pane's theory of nwsing," N m n g  Science Quorledy 5, no. 1 (1992): 3-2.; Rosemarie Riao 
Parse, iiluminations: The hwnan becoming [heory in practice and research (New York: National League for Nursing 
Press), 1995.; Rosemarie Rizzo Parse, "The human becomiag theory The was, is, and wiii be," Nwsing Science 
QuanerZy 10, no. 1 (1997): 32-38. 
7 
G. J. Mitchell, "Stnisgling in change: From the baditional approach to Parse's theory-based practice," Nming S&nce 

@merl' 3, no. 4 (1990): 170- 176, Wmter. 

J. Mitchell, "Parsek theory in pradce," h Paffenrr of -hg theOnes inpwdice, ed. M a d p  B. Parker (New 
York: National League for Nursing Press), 1993.62-79. 



. . 
theory in a setting without adminrstrative or peer support may need courage. By 

practicing outside the traditional paradigm, nurses may incur various khds of derision 

nom nursing colleagues and professionals fiom other disciplines. As Ferguson notes, 

"New paradigms are nearly always received with coofness, even rnockery and h~stility."~ 

Thus, embarking on a course to leam Parse's theory, to use Tough's words, is a 

"highly deliberate effort to learn" or an "intentional change" consciously and voluntarily 

sought by an individual nurse for persona1 reasons.'**' ' Because it is a type of leaming 

12.13 that involves a perspectives transformation, that is, a change in world view, and 

requires reflective consideration of values and beliefs, it is transfomative leaming: I4 

Transfomative learning involves an enhanced level of awareness of the context of 
one's beliefs and feelings, a critique of their assurnptions and particdarly prernises, 
and assessrnent of alternative perspectives, a decision to negate an old perspective in 
favor of a new one or to make a synthesis of old and new, an ability to take action 
based upon the new perspective and a desire to fit the new perspective into the 
broader context of one's life. '' 

SUPPORT FOR NURSES LEARNING PARSE'S ~ O R Y  

For several reasons, Parse's theory is d a c u i t  for nurses to leam on their own. 

The theory is a drarnatic deparhue fiom the belief system in which most nurses have been 

Marilyn Ferguson, The Aqumimr Conspieey. Personal a d s o c i a l  trunsfonnafion in the 1980s (Los Angeles, CA: J. P. 
Tarcher, Inc.), 1980.27. 

1 0 ~ m  Tough, Ihe adultk Iemingprojectr. A fiesh q p m e ~ h  to theory mrdpractice in addt leuming (Toronto: The 
Ontario Institide for Studies in Edudon), 1971. 
11 
Men Tou& Intentiond chmges. Afiesh apprwch to helphgpeople change (Chicago, Illinois: FOU= Publishing 

Company), 1982. 

I2~ack M-W. "Perspective tradormatioir Adull Education XXVm. no. 2 (1978): 100-1 10. 

13Jack ~ezirow, '&A criticai theory ofaduit Ieaming 8id education," Ad& EducPtion 32, no. 1 (1981): 3-24. 
14 
Jack Mezirow, Fartering cn'rical reflection in aduithd : A guide to tranrfonnative and emtmapaiory leuming (San 

Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers), 1990. 

"Jack ~ez imw,  Transfomative dinenr.ons of addt leaming (Sm Ffs~cisco: Joosey-Bass Publishexs), 1991.161. 



educated. The theory is complex, uses abstract conceptd6 and requires extensive 

contemplative examination and restructuring of values and beliefs. Moreover, the theory 

has a very distinct l a n g ~ a ~ e ' ~  reflective of its human science roots.'* The unique words of 

the theory are unfamiliai- to most nurses yet leaming them helps us begin to think about 

humans and health in a Merent way. Mitchell writes: "It does indeed matter how nurses 

speak about human beings and hedth, since the way nurses speak about people shapes 

their attitudes and actions in practice and research relation~hi~s."'~ 

In the late 1980s, the use and evaiuation of Parse's theory of human becoming 

was undertaken by a cadre of Toronto nurses at St. Michael's ~ o s ~ i t a l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  on the 

streets of ~ o r o n t o , ~ ~  and at other nearby acide, chronic and comrnunity settings. During 

this period, instruction and discussion sessions were begun on nursing units where 

'6~ohn R PhilIïps. *'A critique of Parse3 Man-LivingHealth theory," in Nursing Science. Mcrjorp~radignr, fhe0t-i~~. 
and critiques, ed. Rosemarie Rizu> Parse (Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders Company), 1987, 181-204. 

l 7  An example of tbir language may be seen in the wording of the three priucipia of the theory: PMciple 1. 
Structuring meming multidimensiody is c o c r e a ~ g  reality through the languaging of valuhg and imaping; PrincipIe 
2. Cocreating rhythmid patterns of reiating is living the paradoxical Mity of revealing-concealhg and enabling- 
timiting while connecting-separating, and Pnaciple 3. Cotranscending with the possibles is powering unique ways of 
originaing in the process of transforming. (Parse, "The human becoming theory. The was, is, and wiii be," 33). 

'M. C. Smith and I. H. Hudepohl. 6bAnalysis and evaluation of Parse's theory of Man-Living-Health," Canadian 
Journal of Nursing Resemch 20, no. 4 (1988): 43-57. 

J. Mitchdi, "Parse% tbeory-based practice and researçh," Nursing Science Quarteri'y 7, no. 3 (1994): 109. 

2 0 ~  Mattice and G. J. Mitcheii, Taring for mniùsed elders," Cunadiun Nuse 86, no. 1 1 (1 99 1): 16- 17. 

"G. I. Mitchell. "Mao-Living-health: the theory in pradice," N-hg Science @merIV 1 (1988): 120-127. 

"G. I. Mitcheii. "Distinguishing pracîice with Parseps theory:' in Dflerentiating mhgpraci ice .  h o  the nvenryfimt 
cennuy. ed. 1. E. Goertzen (Kansas City, MO: Amencan Acaderny of Nming), 1991,SS-58. 

2 3 ~ .  1. Mitcheii and C. Copplestone, "Applying Parsek theory to perioperative nuning: A nontraditionai sppma&" 
AORNJournal5 1, no. 3 (1990): 787,790,792. 

24fL Quiquero, D. Knights, and C. O. Meu, 'T'hoory as a guide to practice: Etannurses choose Parse's theory," Candian 

J m a i  of Num'ng Rdministration 4, no. 1 (1991): 1416. 

2 s ~ .  L. Rasmusson, C. M. Jonas, and G. I. Mtcheii, 'The eye of the beholdex Parse's theory with homeles 
individuais," Cïinical Nurse SpeciaIist 5 ,  no. 3 (1991): 13S143. 



Parse's theory was beginning to be practiced. Since then, there have been ever-increasing 

requests by nurses in North America and elsewhere to gain access to ways to leam 

Parse's theory. Many nurse clinicians, educators, administrators, and students fiom 

various parts of Canada, Australia, Finland, Germany, Scotland, Thailand, and the United 

States have travelled to Toronto to leam fiom the Pane s c h o l a r ~ ~ ~  and to see the theory 

practiced. Currently, however, there is only a handful of nurses with enough expertise in 

the theory to teach others, and most of these are located in Toronto. Ways need to be 

found to accommodate the many nurses who wish to leam Parse's theory but who are 

physicdy distant £iom centea where the theory is taught. 

Nurses who have made the transition to practice guided by Parse's theory have 

reported that the guidance and support of personal mentors have been crucial to their 

transformation. Theoretical support for this phenornenon is provided by Mezirow, who 

notes that "moving to a new perspective and sustaining the actions which it requires is 

dependent upon an association with others who share the new perspective.'"7 

RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY 

Leaming Parse's theory requks a nurse to have "a cornmitment to live a different 

way in the nurse-person r e l a t i on~h i~ . ' ~~~  There is anecdotal eviden~e~'~'  that the nurse 

2%embers of the Intemational Consortium of Parse Scholars. The purpose of the gmup is to conaibute to human 
health and quality of H e  through practice and research guided by Parse's human becoming theory of nursiag. 

2 7 ~ ~ w ,  *Penpecrive traanormafion," 105. 

2 8 ~ a i l  J. Mitchell, Tarse's thmry in practice," in P~1t1ern.s ofmrsing theones in pmctice. ed Marïlyn E. Parker (New 

York: National League for Nursing Press), 1993.67. 

2 9 ~ .  1. Mitchdi. "Smiggiiag in change: Fmrn the traditional appmach to Parse's theoy-based practice," Niirring 
Science QuarlerZy 3, no. 4 (1990): l7Sl76, Wmter. 



effort to achieve this, but at this tirne, there is Little information available about how 

nurses go about the study of the theory. It has also been reported that those who have 

become proficient in the practice methodology have experienced a mentor relationship 

with a more expert practitioner of the theory. This phenornenon needs to be studied, and 

ways need to be found to extend the effectiveness of the few mentors available. 

Since February 1993, memben of the International Consortium of Parse Scholars 

have been interacting through a LISTSERP discussion forum, PARSE-L. Now that 

those with expertise in the theory are online, their capacity for teaching couid be 

expanded to benefit interested nurses in diverse parts of the world. It seemed plausible 

that the medium of ernail could be used to provide support for those engaged in learning 

Parse's theory; nurses could '?eleapprentice7' or be mentored online by a person with 

more expertise in the theory. The opportunity to conduct an investigation of 

teleapprenticeship with this group of nurses held the potentid for a number of beneficial 

outcornes. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

This research was expected to contribute to our understanding: a) about 

teleapprenticeship, b) of the desirability of teleapprenticeship for supporthg nurses in 

their study of Parse's theory of human becoming, c) about how nurses go about learning 

the theory, and fuaher, d) through the process of answering the research questions, new 

knowledge would be gained about ways to study the abundant yet underutilized texhial 



t r a n ~ c r i ~ t s ~ ' ~  that are generated during educational cornputer mediated communication 

(CMC) events. 

'' In their review of the CMC literature, Romiuowski and Mason state that *the most glaring omission in the CMC 
research continues to be the lack of anaiytical techuiques appiied to the conteut of the conference transcript." 
(Alexander Romiszowski and Robin Mason, "Cornputer-mediateci communication," in Handbook ofresearchfor 
eàucational ~omrnunic~ons and technology, ed. David H.  Jonassen (New York: Simon & Schuster Macmillan), 1996, 
443. 

3 f o r  discussions of  the educational and research value of the elecminic transcripts h m  leaming menu, sa: Diane E. 
Beals, "Computer networks as a new data base,"JuurnaZ of Educational Cornpuring Research 8, no. 3 (1992): 327- 
345.; Lynn E- Davie, Tacilitation of adult learning through computer confefeacing," in Proceedings of The Second 
Guelph Symposium on Computer Confeencing, University of GueIph, Guelph, Ontario, Canada, Juue 14,1987 
(Guelph, ON: University of Guelph), 1987,ll-21.; L. Davie and R Wells, "Empowering the Iearner through cornputer- 
mediated communication. " The American J m a l  of Distance Education 5,  no. 1 (1991): 15-23.; A Romiszowski and 
J. de Haas, "Computer mediated communication for instruction: Ushg e-mail as a seminar," Educational Technology 
29, no. 10 (1989): 7- 14. 



Chapter II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

The review of related literature is divided into three parts. First, two one-to-one 

educational forms, mentoring and apprenticeship, are examined. Then, an oveMew is 

provided of literature related to educational CMC and educational CMC with individual 

leamen. The chapter concludes with a summary of the literature review. 

Literature pertaining to distance education per se is not reviewed, dthough liberal 

use is made of wx-iting related to CMC in distance education. In this body of literature, 

even when the topic is learning oniine, or when there are S e q u e n t  references to 

individual study at a distance, there is always an assumption of the existence of an 

educational ~r~anizat ion.~~"- '~ The learning events for this study took place in dy adic 

relationships situated within a defined community of nursing practice but outside the 

auspices of any educational organization. 

ONE-TO-ONE TEACHMG AND LEARN~NG 

By whatever name, one-to-one teaching is simply drerent fiom teaching groups: 

"One-to-one is essentially naturai, the basic mit of our daily communication. Its essence 

is lack of artifice."36 One-to-one teaching is a social situation-a shared learning process 

where authentic personal communication is essentid; teaching happens by 

3 3 ~ .  Keegan, ^Thcoria of distance educaîion," in Distance educatiorr International perspectives, ed. D. Sewart, D. 
Keegan, and B. Holmberg (London: Routledge), 1988,6347- 

34~obin Mason and Tony Kaye. " T O M  a new paradigm for distance education," in Onfine education. Perspectives 
on a new environmenr. cd. Linda Harasim (New York: Praeger), 1990. 15-38. 

3 5 ~ .  F. Paulseh * n i e  Hexagon of moperative kedom: A distance education theoiy attuned to cornputer 
conferencing," DEOSIVEWS 3. no. 2 (1993). 

36~eter Wilberg, One ro one (London: Language Teaching Publications), 1987, 1 .  



communicating with the student, and everything, even silence, is a communicative a ~ t . ) ~  

One-to-one teaching is like partnering a student in a dance.38 

Many terms are used for one-to-one teaching, often interchangeably. The one-to- 

one online learning events in this study have aspects of mentoring, tutoring, 

preceptoring;9 coachuig, facilitating, guiding and apprenticeship. In the next section, 1 

will briefly examine two of these- mentoring and apprenticing-as they are used for 

education in professional practice. 1 will then discuss how these terms will be used in this 

study . 

Mentorinq 

From its origins in Homer's Odyssey, the term "mentor" has denoted a senior, 

experienced person who took an interest in the professionai development of a younger 

person. It is a complex relationship that has implied teaching, guidance, and sornetimes 

sponsorship. Byrne who analyzed literature for interpretation of the concept of 

mentorship, defined a mentor as "a sponsor, an enabler, a senior or leadership figure who 

has been more than a role model-rather an opener of do or^.'^^ This familiar career- 

relationships conception of mentoring is quite different fiom the mentoring for 

professional educational that took place in this study. Educators Taylor and Stephenson 

examined the mentoring literahue in search of a defit ion of mentoring and concluded 

37~i1ence or nonresponse is consequential in cmail communication. Sec discussion of this point in Sheila M. Bunting, 
Cynthia K. Russell, and David M. Gregory, "Use of electronic mail (email) for concept synthesis: An international 
collaborative projeam Qualitative Health Research 8, no. 1 (1 998): 182. 

38~ilberg,  One to m. 

3g~receptoring is a fmiliar structure in nursing which evolved in the United States around the 1970s for the pwpose of 
assisting new nurses to adapt to the realities of practice. In North America it is usudIy a unit-based peer support 
relationship where a new nurse is paired with an experienced and competent role mode1 who supports and teaches 
during the leamer's adaptation to the new role. See Alison Morton-Cooper and Anne Palmer, Mentoring and 
preceprorship: A guide ro support roles in clinicalpracrice (London: Blackwell Scientific Publiscations), 1993. 

4 0 ~ i ~ e e n  M. Byme. W ~ n v n  and science: me s m k  syndrome (London: n e  Falmer Press), 1993, 147. 



that because the term has so many applications and can be viewed fiom so many 

perspectives that "there really is no definitive answer to the question, "What is 

rnent~rin~?''~ They advise teacher mentors to simply do their best for their students in 

their own context. Thus, the term b 'mento~g" could be used broadly '20 refer to alrnost 

any relationship in which a knowledgeable person aids a less knowledgeable person.'*2 

Fish points out that mentoring in professional practice situations must be 

understood fiom within the traditions of the discipline. For her, "a mentor is someone 

who enables a student to leam through pra~tice.'A3 She suggests some principles of good 

mentoring: The mentor is a facilitator, not an expert "knower"; mentoring is not about 

telling, but about enabling leamers to constnict their own knowledge for themselves 

through experiential leanillig and reflective practice. The mentor assists learners to 

question the taken-for-granted, and communicates that disagreements are an important 

way to learn. Mentors are able to critically and publicly examine their own practice and 

to mode1 the inquiring, reflective practitioner. The mentor establishes that arnbiguity and 

uncertainty are noms, and creates an environment where learners are safe to tell their 

real views and tdk about the errors they have made." 

Fish's notion of mentoring in professional practice is very like the rnentoring that 

occurred in this study; it brings to mind the conception of what is considered to be the 

ideal in Tao mentoring: 

41~ichae l  Taylor and Joan Stephnison, "What is rnentoring?." in Mentoring in physicaf e&mtion: Issues and imights. 
ed. Mick Mawer (London: The Falmer Press), 1996,35. 

4 2 ~ .  Kevin O'Neill, Rory Wagner, and Louis M. Gornez, "Online mentors: Experirnenting in science class," 
Educational Leadership 54, no. 3 (1 996): 39-42. 

43~e l la  Fidi, Quality nientoringjw snident teachers: A principled approach to practice (London: David Fulton 
Publishers), 1995, 85. 

44~ish, Quofity nrentoringfir saident teachers: A principlcd opprwch to practice, 107- 108. 



With Dao Ying, [a Taoist concept] the mentor goes beyond the common notion of 
"master" to become a special kind of leader, one who can both guide and be guided. 
Dao Ying W s  an attitude of trust that enables a mentor to Say, '1 trust that at this 
point you guide me. In the next moment 1 trust that you wiU respect my guidance of 
y o d  In this interdependent, unfixed relatioaship of mutual respect, each partner 
displays Dao Ying fiom moment to 

Tao mentors do not take themselves too seriously-they c m  laugh at themselves. They 

are open and committed to the relationship, w a b g  alongside their students although 

they may not necessady become fnends with them. The best mentors have had a mentor 

themselves. The teacher does not force growth, but "guides the way sun and rain numire 

the Earth4ightly." 46 

apprenti ces hi^ 

Apprenticeship for Professional Disciplines 

~ o l l i n s ~ '  notes that at one time aimost everythhg was tau& by apprenticeship. 

The notion of adults apprenticing themselves to more experienced practitioners has a long 

tradition in the history of practice and performance disciplines. Apprenticeship has been a 

prevalent enculturation and socialization strategy in graduate education, and in schools of 

architecture, medicine, law, teaching, nursing, management, and the arts. In Renaissance 

Itaiy, for exarnple, 

the great painters of Florence-for instance, Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael, and 
Michelangelo-leamed their craft as apprentices in the workshops of master painters. 
During their apprenticeships, leaniing took place by obsenring the master's work and 
by heeding their occasional  comment^.^^ 

4s~hungliang Ai Huang and Jeny Lynch Mentoring: The Tao of giving Md receiving wbdorn (New York: 
HarperSanFrancisco), 1995, 17. 

46~uang et ai., Mëntorùig: The Tao of giving and receiving wisdom. 1 8. 

4 7 ~ ~ a n  Collins, -*Cognitive apprenticahip and instructional tshnology." in Eduecrtioml values und cognitive 
imtiuction, ed. Loma Id01 and Beau Fly Jones (Hillsdale, NI: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates), 1991, 12 1-138. 

4 8 ~ .  John-Steiner. Notebooks of the min& Explorations of thinking (Albuquerque. NM: University of New Mexico 
Press), 1985: 5&5 1. 



Intellectual skills can aiso be honed through apprenticeship. For example, the 

philosopher Gadamer apprenticed himself to a succession of teachers. He had early 

apprenticeships with Natorp, Heidegger, and Bultmann and later intellectual relationships 

with Nicolai Hartmann and Paul ~riedlander." 

Resnick notes the decline of apprenticeship education in the professio-the 

result of the retreat of professional education from the places of practice to educational 

institutions-where she believes there has been '900 much adherence to instructional 

forms borrowed fiom the traditional classr~orn. '~~ She cails for "bridging 

apprenticeships" to span the gap between classroom and practice. Cervero highiights the 

importance of knowledge gained nom practice and its value to professionals: 

The popdar wisdom among professionals is that the knowledge they acquire fiom 
practice is far more useful than what they acquire corn more formal types of 
education. This observation contradicts the dominant viewpoint in society and the 
professional education establishment that has given legitimacy to knowledge that is 
formai, abstract and generai while devaluing knowledge that is local, specific and 
based in practice.5' 

Apprenticeship in Nursing 

Nursing is a performing arts2 and as such will always require some form of 

apprenticeship even if we refer to it by names such as preceptorship, internship, 

mentorship, or buddying. Nurse-to-nurse story-telling and sharing of what works in 

practice is one way to improve practice." Polanyi wamç that "an art which has fdlen into 

49~ans-~eorg Gadamer. PhiIosophical apprenticeships (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press). 1985. 

'OL. B. Resnick, -Leamhg in schoal and out,* Educatiod Resewcher 16, no. 9 (1987): 17. 

''R M. Cervero. ~Pmfcssionai practice, Iearning, and contiming education: An intcgrated perspective," Interna~iond 
Journal of Li/elong Education 1 1, no. 2 ( 1992): 9 1 .  

S 2 ~ -  har said that "nursing is a scientifc discipline, the practice of uhich is a performing an" R R Parse, Wuman 
becoming: Parse's theory of nusing," Nursing Science Qunrterly 5 ,  no. 1 (1992): 35. 

5 3 ~ .  Katherine Maeve, "The carrier bag theory of nuning pracüce," Adwnces in Nursing Science 16, no. 4 (1994): 9- 
22. 



disuse for the period of a generation is dtogether lo~t . ' '~~  We have only recently becorne 

aware of the irretrievable knowledge loss that has resdted fiom recent healthcare 

restnicturing. Possibly for the fht t h e ,  part of a generation of nurses has been deprived 

of an important cornponent of their professional education; many young nurses have been 

unable to h d  work in nursing, or have been laid off, and the senior nurses they will 

eventually replace will retire before having passed on their fund of personal knowledge. 

Despite this, the very word apprenticeship is currently laden with negative 

meaning for many nurses. Nursing has made vigorous efforts to "exorcise the image of 

the apprentice-type educational system" which "was closely associated with an imitative 

leaming style and the acquisition of knowledge by accumulation of unrationalized 

e~~enences."~'  For example, in providing a rationale for why nursing needs to develop 

its own knowledge base, Ann Wall writes: "Without this base, nursing would be 

dependent upon apprentice-like rote leaming and would not be of equd stature with other 

disciplines.. . "56 Chuin writes: 

Student nurses were presumed to learn at random through long hours of expenence, 
with limited exposure to lechires or books, and to accept without question the 
prescriptions of practical techniques. The novice nurse acquired knowledge of what 
was right and wrong in practice by observing more experienced practitionen and by 
memorizing facts about the performance of nursing tasks. Nursing was viewed 
primarily as a numuing and technical art requiring apprenticeship leaming and h a t e  
personality traits congrnous with the a d 7  

With the rise of feminism, the apprenticeship system came to be viewed as 

%M. Polanyi, Persona1 knowledge (Chicago: University of Chicago Press), 1958,53 

''~arbara A. Carper, *'Fundamentai patterns of knowing in nursing," Advames in Nwsing Science 1. no. 1 ( 1978): 13- 
23. 

5 6 ~ n n  L. WhaIl. *'"Lei's get rid of ail nursing theory"." Nursïng Science Qurvtedy 6. no. 4 (1993): 164. 

S 7 ~ e g g y  L. Chinn and Maaona K Kramer, Thcory and nursing: A systematie approoch, 4th cd. (St Louis, MO: 
Mosby-Year Book, Inc), 1995,34. 



oppressive, "as a means of keeping a femaie group in subjection to male-domuiated 

groups [physicians and hospital ad~ninistrators]",~~ and impeding the growth of nursing as 

a profession: 

Apprentice nurses were taught to be loyal to the hospital, to be obedient and docile, 
and to accept the poor conditions of work and the stringent discipline. Repressive 
educational practices instilled in them respect for authority and a spirit of 
unquestioning loyaity to "master" institutions and to physicians. Nurses were not 
educated in a manner that might have led them to question the moral or social 
implications of a system that impeded their professional development. By design, 
apprenticeship education does not provide a liberal and general education. It most 
often stifles intellechial growth and prepares workers o d y  too willing to conform to 
prevailing customs, traditions, and efforts to maintain the status quo.'g 

This conception of apprenticeship is a legacy from the medieval guild system of 

apprentices in bondage, and is obviously not benevolent toward the learner: "The main 

purpose of having apprentices is to have them do as much of your menial, boring, 

repetitive work as possible, for as long as possible."60 Dewey warned of taking 

apprenticeship to the extreme in teacher education lest novice teachers slavishly follow a 

master without leaming to think for thern~elves.~~ 

Invaluable learner-positive experiences are possible using apprenticeship. Ivan 

Illich's beliefs about leaming contain these ideas: " ... leaming is the human activity which 

least needs manipulation by others. Mon ieaming is not the result of instruction. It is 

rather the result of unharnpered participation in a meaningful setting?"' The very best of 

apprenticeship is the opportunity for a learner to participate meaningfully in authentic 

'*JO Ann Ashley, Hospitals, p~~ternalism, and the role ofthe nurse (New York: Teachm Callegc Pnss). 1976.75. 
59 Ashley. Hospitaf~~ paternalism. and the role of the nurse, 32-33. 

60~art in  Andenon, Impostors in the temple (New York: Simon & Schuster). 199f 69. 

6 ' ~ o r  a dixussion of Dewey's cdicim of exmrne foms of apprenticeship, and an illustration from teacher pmctice, 
see: D. Jean Clandinin and F. Michael Connelly, "Narrative, experience and the study o f  cumculum," WUC Dmmenr 
Reproduction Service ED306208 (1 987): Canada, Alberta 

'*han Illich, Deschoofing socieiy (New York: Harpcr & Row). l970,39. 



activities with a more experienced practitioner within the real-world contexts of a culture. 

This learning arrangement is less abstracted, less political, and more practical than more 

conventional types-the work at hand dehes  the dimensions of the learning t a ~ k . ~ ~  For 

domains involving practicai knowledge, personal contact in the context of practice is the 

only way it may be acquired. Polanyi writes: 

An art which cannot be specified in detail cannot be transmitted by prescription, since 
no prescription for it exists. It c m  be passed on ody by example fiom master to 
apprentice.. . .By watching the master and emulating his [sic] efforts in the presence of 
his example, the apprentice unconsciously picks up the d e s  of the art, including 
those which are not explicitly known to the master himselfbl 

These ideas are central to the theory of situated cognitionP5 which suggests that 

meaningfid leaming of useable, robust knowledge takes place through a process of 

enculturation developed through participation in authentic activity, that is, within the 

red-world contexts of the culture. Understanding is "indexed by experience, Le., 

understanding is embedded in the experience of the individ~al."~~ The concept of 

"cognitive apprenticeship9"' derives fkom these beliefs. Other theoretical antecedents of 

cognitive apprenticeship can be found in the theories of Vygotsky, Leontiev, and 

~ e w e ~ . ~ ~  

63 Madeleine R. Gn.net.. Biiîer milk Women and teaching (Amherst: The University of Massachusetts Press), 1988, 
107. 
64 Polanyi, Personal knowledge, 53. 

6s~ohn Saly Brown, Allan Collins, and Paul Duguid "Situakd cognition and the culture of leaming," Educationcd 

Reseurcher 18, no. 1 (1989): 32-42. 

"~eter C. Honebein, Thomas M. DuW. and Barry J. Fishman, "Constnictivimi and the design of leaming 
environments: Context and authentic activitics for learnÎngU in Designing emrû-omencsfor conrtmctive learning, ed. 
Thomas M. DuQ, Joost Lowyck, and David H. Jonassen (Berlin: Springer-Verlag), 1993,88. 

67~ollins et al.. "Cognitive apprenticahip: Teaching the cniR of reading, writing, and rnathanatics," 453-494. 

6 8 ~ .  S. Brown, Allm Collins, and Paul Duguici, "Debating the situation: A rejoinder to Palincsar and Wineburg," 
Eâucational Researcher 1 8 ( 1989): 1 & IZ62. 



Cognitive Apprenticeship 

Cognitive apprenticeship is a "£kmework for the design of leamhg 

environments, where 'environment' includes the content taught, the pedagogical methods 

employed, the sequencing of learning activities, and the sociology of learning. "69 It seeks 

to incorporate the crucial features of traditionai apprenticeship, where complex skills are 

leamed in the presence of more expert practitioners within a culture of practice,70*7' and 

go beyond traditional apprenticeship ''to the focus of the learning-through-guided- 

experience on cognitive and metacognitive, rather tha .  physical, skills and processes."" 

Most of the early published accounts describe the use of cognitive apprenticeship 

for children's educational events7) By the 1 NOS, however, a few anecdotal reports of the 

use of the mode1 for the education of professionals began to emerge: for example, there is 

a description of the use of the mode1 as the conceptual foundation for cornputer-based 

teaching for m e t e ~ r o l o ~ i s t s ; ~ ~  as a fiarnework for designing staff development for 

teacher~;'~ and an inconclusive investigation of a preservice reading teachers7 practicum 

69~ollins et al., **Cognitive apprenticahip: Teaching the craR of reading writing and mathernati~s.~ 454. 
70 I. Lave, T h e  culture of acquisition and the practice of understanding", (Report No. IRL 88-0007). Pdo Alto, CA: 
Institute for Research on Leaxning. 

' ~arbara  Rogoff and Jean Lave, eds., Everyday cognition: ILI dewloprnent in social conrat (Cambridge, MA:  
Harvard University Press), 1984. 

*collins et al.. "Cognitive apprenticeship: Teaching the crafi of reading, writing, and mathematics," 457. 

73 For example see: Collins et al., "Cognitive apprenticahip: Teaching the eraft of reading, writing, and rnathernatics,' 
453-494; Denis Newman and Donald Momson, "The conflict benveen teaching and scientific sensemaking: The case 
of a cumculum on seasonal change," Interactive Learning hironments 3, no. 1 (1993): 1-16; Brent G. Wilson and 
Peggy Cole, "Cognitive apprenticeships: An instructional design nview", Proceedings of Selected Research 
Presentations at the Annual Convention of the Association for Educational Communications and Technology, 199 1. 
74 

Brent Wilson, Brian Heckrnan, and Sherman Wang, "Cornputer-based cognitive apprenticeships: An example fiom 
weather forecasting," Proceedings of the 33rd ADCIS Conference, St. Louis, MO, November 199 1. 

 onna na L Bmwnc and Donn C. Ritchie, "Cognitive apprenticeship: A modcl of naffdevelopment for implementing 
technology in schools," Confernporary Education 63, no. 1 (1991): 28-33. 



experience, which was hypothesized to function as a cognitive apprenticeship.76 F m e r ,  

Buckmaster, and LeGrand have used cognitive apprenticeship in a variety of continuing 

education settings and "have studied forms of cognitive apprenticeship used in several 

professions, hcluding aviation, engineering, orthopedic surgery, veterinary medicine, 

educational administration ...p rogram management," and pharrnacy.77 In 1993 De 

~ n i i j n ' ~  andyzed the cognitive apprenticeship approach in light of adult education 

theories and concluded that with minor modifications it is a valuable design strategy for 

adult leamers. 

The cognitive apprenticeship approach is ideally suited to a practice discipline 

such as nursing, and as wi11 be discussed on page 38, an andysis of the electronic 

transcript of the pilot project reveded a good fit with the elements of the cognitive 

apprenticeship model. A detailed description of this model is presented in Chapter IV 

concurrent with an examination of the fit between the categones that developed fiom 

coding the teaching and learning actions and incidents in the transcripts of the 

teleapprenticeships with the features of the cognitive apprenticeship model. 

Constructivist Philosophy 

The cognitive apprenticeship model assumes a constructivist perspective toward 

76~llen D. Evans and Carole S. Johnson, Theoretical orientations and content knowledge of pre-service reading 
teachers: A preliminary investigation into cognitive apprenticeshipsn, A refereed paper presented to The 19th Annual 
Pacific Northwest Research and Evaluation Conference, Vancouver, WA, March 14, 199 1. 

"lames A Farmer, Annette Buckmaster, and Barbara LeGranci, "Cognitive apprenticeship: Implications for 
continuing professionai education," New Directionsfor Adult and Continuing Education 55 ( 1992): 4 1 .  

"H. F. M. De Bruijn, 6bComputcr-aided leaming for adults: a ncw appro-" I~ern(1tionafhurn~1I of Li/iong 
Educarion 12, no. 4 (1993): 303-3 12. 



Ieaming. ~onstructivisrn~~ is not an instructional design method; instead, it is a 

philosophy with seven prïmary values: "collaboration, personal autonomy, generativity, 

reflectivity, active engagement, personal rdevance, and pluralism."gO Savery and DU@ 

characterize the constnictivist view in tems of three primary propositions. First, they 

consider the core concept of constructivisrn to be that "understanding is in our 

interactions with the environment." What we leam and how it is learned are inseparable. 

Second, "cognitive conflict or puzzlement is the stimulus for leaming and determines the 

organization and nature of what is leamed7?" and third, "knowledge evolves through social 

negotiation and through the evaluation of the viability of individual understandings." We 

test the viability of our understandings within our social ~ o r l d . ~ ~  

An assumption of consûuctivism is that leaniuig is not the response to teaching; 

instead "it requires self-regdation and the building of conceptuai structures through 

reflection and abstractionyy8* the goal of which is "a coherent concepnial organization of 

the world as we experience Constllctivist teachers view learning as an ongoing 

inq- conducted for a learner's own purpose and dependent on the active engagement 

of the learner. Noddings writes that teachers must be concemed with discovering what 

79 
Constnictivism is a very cornplex topic; it has many forms, crosses disciplines, and has a voluminous, confusing 

literanire. See D. C. Phillips, "The good, the bad, and the ugly: The many faces of constntctivism," EducationaI 
Researcher 24, no. 7 (1 995): 5-12. See also Thomas A. Schwandt, "Constructivist, interpretivist approaches to human 
inquiry," in Handbook of qualitative research, ed. Norman K. Denzin and Y v o ~ a  S. Lincoln (Thousand Oaks, CA: 
Sage Publications), 1 994, 1 18- 137. 

"~av id  Lebow. "Constructivin values for instructionai system design: Five principles toward a new minciset," 
EducationaI Technology Research and Developmenr 41, no. 3 (1993): 5. 

8'~ohn R Savery and Thomas M. Dum. "Problan based leaming: An imiructional mode1 and its constructivin 
ftamework" Educational Technalogy 35, no. 5 (1 995): 3 1. 

g2~mst  von Glaserfeld, "A constructivist approach to teaching," in Consmctivirm in educotion, ed. L. P.  Steffe and J. 
Gale (Hiilsdale, NI: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates), 1995.3-15. 

83~on  Glaserfeld, "A cansmictivist approach to teaching," 7. 



motivates students and how they think about a topic: "Carhg constnictivists are prepared 

to work sympatheticaiiy with a wide variety of d e n t  motives, to stay with their 

students through positive and negative experiences, aud to seek consistently to promote 

the generd growth of their st~dents."~ They go where the learner is. 

Although Parse's nursing theory is concemed with health and human becorning, it 

is basically congruents5 with the values and propositions of consûuctivist theories of 

education; both are grounded in the human sciences and are concerned with meanhg 

from the point of view of the person who lives the life. In order to practice nursing using 

this theory, a nurse must have this perspective. For Parse, a s  humans we are continuously 

evolving open beings who f?eely structure personai meaning while living "at 

multidimensional realms of the universe dl-at-once."86 We continuously create ourselves 

anew, glimpsing new possibilities, and choosing our own way of moving on8': "Human 

becomhg.. .is a cocreated process of e v o l ~ i ~ . " ~ ~  

Because Parse's theory is a system of values and beliefs, the teachers in this study 

live the theory, not just when nursing, but in al1 aspects of their lives. As one teacher said, 

You cannot take Parse's theory on and off. It is in rny mind, a way of being with 
people. To me it lies in the intent towards the other, in how 1 relate to the person. It is 
an widerlying philosophy of how 1 am with and do t b g s  with people. 

g 4 ~ e l  Noddings *'Constructivirm and caring," in Schook rnathemorics. and the world ofreafity, ed. Robert B. Davis 
and Carolyn A Maher (Boston: Allyn and Bacon), 1993,48. 

8s~arse would not ux the words "interaction" or .'Nmulus" seen in the propositions above. These woids have causal 
connotations. 

86~osemarie R i n o  Pane, Lhninatiom: nia human becoming rheory in practice and research (New York: National 
League for Nursing Press), 1995,8. 

8 7 ~ .  Beryl Pilkington and Chrisone Jonas-Simpson, The human becorning rheory: a mnual  for the reaching-fearning 
process (Toronto: International Consortium of Parse Scholars), 1996, 19. 

88~osemarie Rtzo Parse, Man-INing-heolth: A theory of nursig York: John Wiley & Sons), 198 1.58. 



For these reasons, it could be expected that the teachers would be with the leames in a 

comtructivist way, that is, they wodd go where the leamers were and would stay with 

them throughout their stmggle to understand the theory and its practice methodology. 

Journal writing as a device to assist the leamer to const-ct meaning by exploring 

it through written language is widely believed to be a powemil pedagogicd strategy (see 

as example, Feathers and White's reviews9 and ~ulwîle??. The journal is a good place to 

practice thinking and to take ~isks.~' Lukinsky describes journal writing as an 

introspective, synthesizing tool where "the writing, more than a means to an end7 

generates momentum and is, in a deeper sense, the meaning": 

Something happens now, as opposed to recording what h m  happened, and the journal 
becomes an objectification of the imer search, an anchor fiom which to make M e r  
e~~~ora t ions .~*  

Joumais have been used by nurses to track professional growth during internship 

programs93 and have been written using cornputers. lCellyg4 describes an instance where 

students kept a daily chronological diary on a word processor. They were able to track 

their daily progress related to their course work and simultaneously developed keyboard, 

word processing, cornputer literacy and writuig skills. Feathers and White9' analyzed 

89~aren M. Feathm and Jane H. White, -Leamhg to leam: Case hidies  of the pmeess," Reading reseatch and 
instruction 26. no. 4 (1987): 264-274. 

''~ob? Fulwiler, cd., The journal book (Portsmouth, NH: BoynronKook Publishers), 1987. 

"0. T. Ken& 3tudent joumals and the goals of philosophy," in Thejourmi book, ed. Toby Fulwiler (Pomouth, NH: 
Boynton/Cook Publishers), 1987,269-277. 

92~oscph Lukinsky, uRefiective wirhdrawai thmugh journal writing," in Fostecing criticail rejlection in aduilthod : A 
guide to tranrftormative and emanc@atoty learning, ed. Jack Mezirow (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers), 1990, 
2 14. 

93~ulwiler, The j o m l  book 

94~isa Kelly. 'Cornputa joumals," Cornputers in Education 7,  no. 2 (1989): 35. 

95~eathers et al.. "Leamhg to leam: Case studis of the proces," 264-74. 



college students' joumals to study the process of leaming, and specincaily to observe 

metacognitive growth as it occurred. This served a two-fold purpose: it assisted the 

student's metacognitive growth and allowed the teacher to study the leamhg process. 

For this study, using journal writing to explore leamer experiences fkom withui 

the reaim of the nurse's practice offered the potential to realize these two benefits. As 

well, the strategy makes use of the learner's prior knowledge, situates the leaming within 

an authentic activity, and if the journal writing is shared online in a mentor relationship 

with an expert practitioner, provides opportunity for dialogue. These are some of the 

essential characteristics of cognitive apprenticeships. An added benefit are the reciprocal 

benefits to the teachen as they engage in written dialogue with the l e a r n e r ~ . ~ ~  

Andrusyszyn used interactive journalling between instructors and students as a 

design saategy in a study of reflection in computer mediated learning environrnents. She 

identified three themes related to the interactive journalling process as: a personal process 

of reflection; as synthesis for knowledge construction; and as a communication process 

with the characteristics of a partnership: a respecdul, reciprocal, collegial leaming 

relationship rather than an intera~tion.~' Harasirn notes that the nature of text-based 

communication in the online environment provides an opportunïty to denve cognitive 

benefits such as the opportun@ to reflect and structure meaning. She States that %e need 

to verbalize al1 aspects of interaction withh the text-based environment can enhance such 

metacognitive skills as self-reflection and revision in ~ e a m i n ~ . " ~ ~  Dialogue joumalling 

- -  

g6~mie A Roderick, "Dialogue writing: Conta  for reflecting on self as tacher and mearcher," Jourmil of 
Curriculum and Supervision 1, no. 4 ( 1986): 30>3 1 5. 

9 7 ~ a r y - ~ n n c  Andrusyszyn. "Facilitating reff ection in computer mediatcd leaming envimnrnmts" (EdD Thesis. 
University of Toronto, Toronto, 1996). 

9 8 ~ .  M. H-im, "Online education: An mvhnment for collaboration and intelIedual amplification," in O& 
educaîion. Perspectives on a new environment, cd. L. M. Harasim (New York: Praeger), I990,49. 



can be used as an adjunct to the technology: 

Dialogue journal communication is a written conversation between two persons on a 
functional continuous basis, about topics of individual (and eventually mutual) 
interest ... effective dialogue journal communication involves much more than the 
written fonn or text; it involves the intentional use of writin to communicate, with 
two minds coming together to think about the topic at hand. !i!J 

Like individual journalling, the educational premise of dialogue journalling is that 

writing itself benefits critical thinking. Reinertsen and Wells state that "writen often do 

not know what they know until they have written it, reread it, and clarified it further for 

,, 1 O0 themselves. Susan, one of these authors7 students, illustrates these ideas: 

As i've been writïng these journals to you, 1 realize that you are not only an audience 
for my thoughts and feelings but also a backboard and mirror. When 1 write to you, 1 
also write to and for myself. It's a catharsis of sorts. 1 think that putting things on 
paper is the easiest, most efficient way to discover and Say what you (I) think and 
feel .... 1 address my questions to you, but often answer them for myself and bring 
things into better perspective. 'O' 

Dialogue journailing is less a teaching method than a means of communication 

between teacher and student that "involves an implicit cornmitment of self, an 

37 102 engagement with the other. Through dialogue journalling both teacher and leamer co- 

participate and co-constnict a personal educational experience.lo3 It combines 

"purposefid, heuristic writing," which ailows leamers to elaborate inner thoughts about 

an experience and then to incorporate this writing into ongoing thoughts, and a "dialogic, 

99~ana Staton, b'Contributions of the dialogue journal -ch to communicating thinking, and learning," in Dialogue 
journal communication.- CClarwm. linguistic, social, anà cognitive viéws, ed. h a  Staton, Roger W. Shuy, Joy Kreeft 
Peyton, and Leslee Reed (No~wood, NJ: Ablex Publishing Corporation), 1988,3 12. 

'oo~riscilla S. Rein- and M. Cyme Wells, "Dialogue journals and aitical thinking," Teaching Sociology 2 1, no. 2 
(1 993): 182-1 86. 

Io '~einertsen et al.. "Dialogue journals and criticai thinking" 182. 

'"J. Sauon, "The power of raponding in dialogue journais," in The joumul book. cd Toby Fulwiler (Ponmiouth, MI: 
Boynton-Cook). l987,47. 

'"~odrrick, .'Dialogue writing: Context for reflccting on self as teacher and researcher," 308. 



responsive stni~ture'~ where teachers' comments about the experience cm provide new 

information to be explored.'" One student likened "the exchange of ideas to a 

'mentoring' which validated some ideas, challenged others, and generally extended an 

hdividd7 thinking.?? 10s 

Staton notes that "diaiogue journals provide an extraordinary picture of the 

educational process itself, as teachers and snidents actually experience it but have seldom 

been able to share or explain to others";lo6 this is of great importance to this study. This 

allows the educationd process to be analyzed and understood in a nonfiagmented way. 

The recommendation fiom the pilot study that ongoing evaluation be built into the design 

could have been realized through the use of dialogue joumals. In one ieaming event 

where dialogue journalhg was used between a cooperating teacher and a student in a 

student-teacher experience, the teacher came to realize that dialogue journals could be 

used for both formative and summative evaluation: 

Because journal dialogues allow the student, her cooperating teacher, a d o r  her field 
supervisor to highlight, review, analyze, and synthesize what's being learned fiom a 
variety of perspectives, they can be used as important instruments for evaluation, 
offering a multi-dimensional perspective few other instruments provide.'07 

While evaluation of either the teacher or learner was not an objective of this study, 

participants c m  (and did) use the electronic transcripts for review and reflection. 

lo4staton, "Contributions of the dialogue journal research to communicathg thinking and leaming," 3 17-3 18. 

'O'M. F. Roe and A. C. Stallrnan, "A comparative study of dialogue and responx joumak," Teaching & Teacher 
Educufion 10, no. 6 ( 1994): 585. 

106~tatos "Conhibutions of the dialogue j o d  re~eafch to comunicatuig thinking and Ieaming," 3 19. 

"'~ndrea R Fishan, "Maybe l'm just NOT teacha material": Dialogue journais in the .Wdait teaching experience," 
EngIkh Educarion 21, no. 2 (1989): 106. 



Com~uter Mediated Communication in Education 

CMC can be descnbed as a technology that uses cornputers and 

telecommunication networks to enable interpersonal communication in a synchronous or 

asynchronous fashion between parties who may or may not be separated by space and 

time. Common forms of CMC are email messaging between individuals or mailing list 

group members, electronic bulletin board systems, and computer conferencing 

systems- This study employed the medium of text-based electronic mail used in an 

asynchronous fashion between individuals and among groups through mailing lists. 

Following Harasim, I conceive of CMC as a online environment for social and 

intellectual amplification,' 'O and also as a tool for mediating meaning through 

discussion:. 

Meaning is created between people as they take up various positions in discourse. The 
extent to which they can tramcend their different private worlds and create a shared 
social reality, no matter how fleeting, is the s t u f f  of human interaction. We feel that 
the challenge for designers of computer-based learning environments is to create 
mediating tools which will not only respect this form of human interaction but 
facilitate a reflection on the whole meaning making process."l l '  

The setting for this study was virhial-the global web of cornputer networks 

known as the Intemet. Users think of these computer networks as social space or as 

lo8~atthew Rapaport Cornputer Mediared Communications: Bulletin Bwci s .  Compu~er Confirencing, Elecronic Mail. 
and Information Retrieval (New York: John Wiley & Sons, inc.), 199 1. 

lW~lexandcr Rorniszowski and Robin Masos "Cornputer-mediated communication." in Hwzdbook ofresearchjb 
educatiomi communications and rechnology, ed. David H. Jonassen (New York: Simon & Schuster Macmillan), 1996, 
438-456. 

' 'OL. M. Harasin "Online education: An environment For collaboration and intellecnial amplification," in Online 
educarion: Perspectives on o new environmen!, ed. L. M .  Harasim (New York: Praeger), 1990,39-64. 

' ' ' ~ a r r ~  McMahon and William O'Neill, "Cornputer-rnediated zones of  engagement in leaming," in DeJigning 
environmentsfor corntrucrive learning, ed. Thomas M .  DuQ, Joost Lowyck, and David H. Jonassen (Berlin: Springer- 
Verlag), 1993,55. 



meetingplaces. Harasim explains that "computer networks are not merely tools whereby 

we network; they have corne to be expenenced as places where we network: a 

networld."' l2 

The use of CMC to support adult leaming in many disciplines is well established 

in the literature. 113.1 14.1 15.1 16.1 l7.ll8.ll9.l2O.l2l.l2LIU.l24.l2j.126.l27 N- have becorne aware of 

l '%inda M. Harasim, Wetworfds: Networls as social space," in Global network. Cornputen and internationai 

communication, ed. Linda M. Harasim (Cambridge, h4.4: The MIT Press), 1994, 15- 

'13~1izabeth J. Burge, 'Students' perceptions of Ieaming in computer conferencing: qualitative analyskW (EdD. Thesis, 
University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario. 1993). 

l 1 4 ~ .  E Davie and R Wells, "Instructional design in CMC: Maximuing the potentiai of the leamer and the medium," 
Z h  American Journal of Dktunce Education 5, no. 1 ( 1 99 1): 1 523. 

' "L. Davie, "Facilitarion techniques for the on-line tutor." in Mindiveuve: Communication, cornputers a d  dùtmce 

education. sd. R Mason and A Kaye (Oxford: Pergamon), 1989,74-85. 

1 6 ~ .  Davie, .'Learning through ncnvorks: A graduate course uwig cornputer corirerencing" Cmdi ian Jawnnl of 

University Continuing Education 8, no. 2 (1987): 1 1-26. 
I l i  

L. Davie, ."Facilitating adult learning through compter-mediated distance education." Journal of Disrunce &ducation 

Iii, no. 2 (1988): 55-69. 

'*L M. Harasim. "Teadiing and leaming on-line: Imes in cornputer-mediaied graduate courses," C a d i a n  Journal of 

Educational Communication 1 6, no. 2 (1 987): 1 17-1 35. 

1 9 ~ .  E. Davie and R Wells, %mmctional design in CMC: Maxirnizing the potentiai of the leamer and the medium,' 
The .herican Journal of Distance Education 5, no. 1 ( 1 99 1 ): 1 5-23. 
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Leaming Ofice, Ontario instihite for Studies in Education), 1992. 
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Educaîional Technology Publications), 1992. 
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Communication, and Online Educaion, Research Monographs, 7 (University Park, PA: Amencan Center for the Study of 
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the potential for CMC to increase access to university programs, especidly for learners 

with jobs and other re~~onsibilities. 128*' 29*130 Much of the CMC literature is not direct1 y 

useful for a study where adult learners are interacting in a one-to-one apprenticeship 

format with a mentor; even Romiszowski and Mason's recent review exciuded forms of 

one-to-one educational CMC.'~' The bulk of the current writing is concentrated on 

reporting the use of cornputer conferencing systems for educational events with groups. 

Email has also been used in this way; ~ e l l s ' . ' ~  lists several examples of the use of ernail 

for course delivery, and some educators, for example, Romiszowski and de ~ a a s , ' ~ ~  have 

reported the use of mail distribution software such as L I S T S E R ~  for educational events 

with groups of students. 

Until recentiy much of the educational CMC literature has been anecdotal in 

nature; for example, in a 199 1 bibliography containhg 400 references, only 10% to 15% 

were research s t ~ d i e s . ' ~ ~  The important areas of focus, such as cornparisons with face-to- 

face classrooms, collaborative leaming, group dynamics, rates of participation, 

information overload, information organization, gender, stanis and power relations, and 

1 2 8 ~  Atack .'Lciming by cornpar: Puauig continuhg educacion within -h of busy n-" Canadian Nurse 84. no. 3 
(1988): 24-26, Mar. 

12'~nn L. Lynes and 0th- 5ocial Leaming and Elecmnic Communication: Devdoprnent of a Conceptuai 
Framewo*" (1992), Paper presented at the Annual Conférence of the Association for Educational Communications and 
Technology (Washington, DC, Febniary 7, 1992). 

I3O8eth J. Sleightholrn Cairns, "Compter-mediated conferencing: An application to distance education in nming" in 
Proceedings of The Twelfih Educational Computing Organhtion of Ontario Confireme and the Eight I n t e m t i o ~ l  
Con/rence on Technology and Education. Toronto. Ontario. May 1991. ed. G. McKye and D. Truernan (ïoronto: 
ECOO), 1991. 
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moderator skills provide little direction for this study. The extant research on email was 

also not usefbl as it has been concemed mainly with organizations or office environments 

and has focused prirnady on group dynamics and social context variables. 135.136,137,138,139 

As well, the many disciplines that contribute to research about computer-supported 

cooperative work have produced a large body of literature about email that was not 

applicable to this research.I4* 

Educational CMC W ith Individual Leamers 

Three forrns of educational CMC that have been used in a one-to-one approach 

are: teletutoring, telementoring, and teleapprenticeship. These are not weil-defmed 

entities; some authors have used these terms interchangeably, or to mean very different 

things. Each of these terms has been used to descnbe one-to-one, one-to-many, or many- 

to-many structures in situations that have involved the use of email as a supplement to 

various face-to-face class formats or as the primary method of instruction. In some 

literature the application is referred to only as interaction by email between teachers and 

students. As example, one-to-one email communication between teacher and learner has 

'35~olene Gaiegher. Robext E. Kraut, and Cana i  Egido. eds.. Intellectuel Teamwork Social nndtechnological 
foun&tions of cooperarive work (HiIIsiaie, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates), 1 990. 

1 3 6 ~ t a n  Roxanne Hile  Oniine communities. A c a e  study of the oBce of thejunue (Norwood, NI: Ablex Publishing 
Corporation), 1984. 

1 3 7 ~ .  Sproull and S. Kieslcr, "Reducing social conmn eues: Elecmnic mail in organuational commwiication," in 
Cornputer-supported cooperative work A book of readings, ed. irene Greif (San Mateo. CA: Morgan Kaufinann 
Publishers, inc.), 1988,683-712. 

1 3 8 ~ e  Sproull and Sara Kialcr, Co~ectiorzs: new vqs  of working in the networked organkation (Cambridge, MA: 
MIT. Press), 199 1. 

13'L.ee Spmull and Sara Kialer, ''Cornputers, nenuoiks, and work," in Global nezworks- Cornputers a d  i n t e m t i o ~ l  
communications, ed. Linda M. Harasim (Cambridge: The MIT Press). 1993, 1051 19. 

140see as example: 1. GreiF, cd.. Compter Supported Cooperative Work A book of readings (San Mateo. CA: 
Morgan Kau finann Publishers, inc), 1 988.; Rondd M. Baecker, ed., Readings in Groupware and Compurer-Supported 
Cooperative Work Assisling human-hman collaborution ( S a n  Mateo, CA: Morgan Kaufinann Publishers), 1992.; 
Sad Greenberg, ed., Cornputer-mpported Cooperative Work and Groupare (London: Harcourt Bracc Jovanovich), 
1991. 



been described by D'souz~,'~' who used the medium as an instructional support aid. In 

her study, students who were required to send a weekly message to the instnictor scored 

significantly higher than a control group in four performance rneasures of Wntten 

assignments, course projects and examinations, but as the experimental group was also 

interacting informaliy with classrnates by email, it is unclear what effect that may have 

had on the performance rneasures. ~e l sch ' "  also used personal electronic mail as an 

adjunct to instruction for their face-to-face classes. Both reported satisfaction with the 

convenience of email communication and increased interaction with their students. 

Next I will provide a introduction to the inconsistent body of literature concemed 

with various conceptions of teletutoring, telementoring, and teleapprenticeship. 

Teletutoring 

The notion of tutorhg irnplies intensive support given to learnen, and may 

involve a broad range of styles, techniques, and levels of learner responsibility. The 

objective is to "nurture, to encourage, and to mùiister to processes that are already going 

on within each student. 143 One-to-one tutoring can cornplexnent online or face-to-face 

courses, or can be the primary mode of interaction with a learner.'" Most of the online 

tutoring literature concemed with adult learning is about tutoring in adult literacy and 

writing programs; the form is particularly effective in these domains. Describing his 

expenence as a hitor in a writing center, Coogan writes about the ways his relationship 

141 P. D'Souza, "The use of electronic mail as an instructionai aid," Journal of Computer-based Instruction 18, no. 3 
(1991): 1064 IO. 
142 L. Welsch, "Using electronic mail as a teaching cool," Communicationr of the ACM 23, no. 2 (1 982): 105-108. 

I4'philip Waterhouse, T W n g  (Stafford, UK: Network Educational Press), 199 1.8. 

144~inda Harasim, Starr R o m e  Hiltz. Lucio Tela, and Murray Turoc LPaming Networkr. Afi ld  guide to reaching 
and learning online (Cambridge. MA: The MIT Press), 1995. 



with students changed when he became an oniine tutor. He found that he was uiterpreting 

the student's text rather than the student: "both the tutor and the student become their 

i, 145 texts online. By conducting a writing tutorid ihrough writing, they are situated 

(writer to writer) as equals: he writes, " . . . her paper was not simply a paper to me. It was 

communication. And I read it like a letter." '46 In these horizontal relationships, the goal 

is '?O engage meanhg in a dialectic." Email tutorials "work when we somehow negotiate 

a "scene of leaming" where "ambiguity is a must, as are open text~."'~' 

Stephenson and Mayberry believe that online tutoring has the potential to create a 

greater degree of support than can be attained in classrooms or tutoring labs, particularly 

in long-term tutoring relationships. They note the 'pro found learning which occurs when 

tutoring takes place between the same two people over a long period of tirne. 9,148 

Telementoring 

In a paper that explored the potential for a telementoring program within an 

educational network, Wighton defined the concept of telementoring as "a mentoring 

relationship or prograrn in which the primary form of contact between mentor and mentee 

is made through the use of telecommunication media such as e-mail, listservers, etc."149 

Telementoring can take many forms fiom supportive penpal arrangements to more formal 

educational relationships. 

In the last five years, there has been a burgeoning of opportunities to mentor or be 

145 
David Coogan, "E-Mail tutoring, a new way to do new work" Cornputers and Compmition 12 ( 1995): 171. 

146 
Coogan, "€-Mail tutoring, a new way to do new wodc," 180. 

147 
David Coogan, Towards a rhetoric of on-line tutoring," ERlC Document Reproduction Service ED3 70 102 ( 1 994). 

148 
Denise R. Stephenson and Bob Mayberry, "Electronic tutoring: Long distance and long tem" ERIC Document 

Reproduction Service ED3 77486 ( 1994): 2. 

14'David 1. Wighton, "TeIemcntoring: Examinhg the potentid for an ducational networlq" Telec~ununications in 
Educution News 4, no. 3/4 ( 19%): 13. 



linked with subject matter or resource experts through the Intemet. This was envisioned 

by Ivan Illich in 1970 when he proposed "Leaming Webs"; he called for a match-making 

system where persons interested in senring as models for others could list their skills and 

the conditions under which they are willing to help. In his model, learning takes place 

outside of schools; the leamers are seH-motivated, and they are assisted and sustained in 

their educational adventures by professional educationd leaders. lS0 

The World Wide Web has become an excellent place to seek mentorhg 

relationships. For example, Hewlett Packard's Email Mentor Program pairs HP 

employees with students and teachers for the purpose of motivating "students to excel in 

math and science and improve communication and problem solving skills." lS1 The 

Electronic Emissary is a telementoring project which matches teachers with experts in 

different disciplines "for purposes of setting up facilitated curriculum-based, electronic 

exchanges among the teachers, their students, and the experts."'52  mes can mentor or 

be mentored by signing up at a vimial mentoring project'53 that was created as a 

surrogate for the traditional nurse-to-nurse mentoring opportunities that have been lost 

through downsizing. 

Examples of more formal telementoring projects with adults (one-to-one or one- 

to-many) descx-ibed in the literatwe are a pilot project by ~ r e ~ o r ~ ' "  hvolving the use of 

electronic mail and conferencing to suppoa novice librarians in their conduct of research; 

lS01van Illich Desehwlhg sociefy (New York: Harper & Row), 1970. 

' 'HP Email Mentor Pmgram: httpY//mmtor.cxtemal.hp.com/ 

" h e  Electronic Erniaary: http~/www.tapr.org!emis~/ 

153 The NursingNct Mcntoring Project: h~p:/I~~~.nuningnetorg/rnentonng.htm 

1s4~icki L. Gregory, nElec!ronie mentorhg of -hW. Papa presented at the Arnerican Library Association ACRL 
Research Cornmittee Program (Atlanta, GA, July 1,199 1). 



mentoring of vimial librarîans during training for accessing electronic based 

information; IS5 rnentoring of preservice teachers by a professor, lS6 and examples where 

telemento~g was used to link beginning teachers to experienced teachers. As well, there 

are several accounts of how online mentoring relationships were conducted between 

experts and children or high school s t u d e n t ~ . ~ ~ ~  

Teleapprenticeship 

Through analyses of instructional messages in CMC environments, Levin and 

associates 158,159 observed patterns that resembled interactions in face-to-face 

apprenticeships. They termed this pattern "teleapprenticeship" and declare it to be an 

emerging instnictiond mode1 with the potentia16'to become a major element of the 

education of student~." '~~ But these authors describe teleapprenticeships where novices in 

a domain would be added to a mailing list where experts were engaged in problem 

solving. The apprentices would initially monitor the messages and in time would 

graduaily move toward active participation. One-to-one teleapprenticeships are not 

discussed. 

'"RO~ Tennant T h e  Virtual Library Foundation: Staff training and support," Infirmation Technotogv & Libraries 
14, no. 1 (1995): 4649. 

l s 6 ~ .  Robert Moore, Tomputer to cornputa: Mentoring pouibilities," Ethcationat Leadership 49, no. 3 (1 99 1 ): JO. 
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Numerous articles'61 have appeared f?om researchers working in a h d e d  project 

at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign where investigations are underway to 

explore models of '9eachiog teleapprenticeships" for teacher education midents. 162 Levin 

and colleagues envision that teleapprenticeships will have features that are both like and 

unlike traditional apprenticeships, and they will be of distinct types. For example, 

students could apprentice to "educationally oriented instructional contexts, " or with 

pracriciog teachea, or could themeIves mentor others. Individuals could 'participate in 

multiple apprenticeships via multiple roles, Whially simultaneo~sl~." 163 Online 

instructional settings could range from collaborative activities to one-to-one mentoring, 

and could augment or support other activities with studentsT teacher education courses 

and practicums. 

Writing about teleapprenticeship within a cognitive apprenticeship fiamework, 

Teles states that "online apprentices cm build and share knowledge through goal-oriented 

leaming interactions with peers, experts, and mentors, and through full-time access to 

specialked sources of information."lM This author distinguishes online cognitive 

apprenticeship as peer collaboration or as apprenticeship through mentorship, which he 

For example: Michael L. Wwgh and Alex Rath, dTeleapprenticahips in an rlementary science methods class: A 
description of students' network expenences," Journal ofComputers in Mathematics andScience Teaching 14, no. 1/2 
(1995): 77-92; Laurie niornas, Ann Larson, Renee Clik and Jim Levin, "Integrahg technology in teacher education 
programs: Lessons from the Teaching Teieapprenticeship Projectw Action in Teacher Educarion XVII, no. 4 (1996): 1-8; 
Ray F. Boehrner and Michael L. Waugh, ^Developing a distributecl learning comrnunity: Undergraduate education majors 
use the internet to engage in early teaching experiences in biology," Jowrzal ofcornpuring in Teacher Education 13, no. 2 
(1 997): 7-1 5. See also the list of publications h m  this project at: http~I~~~.d.uiuc.du/tta/eval.pubs.h~ and 
conference presentations at: h ttpY/~~w.ed.uiuc.eddtta/eval.conf. html 

lQsee the Teaching Teleapprenticeship Pmject homepage at: hnp~l~~~.ed.uiuc.edu/Wtta-home-html 

163~arnes Levin, Michad Waugh David Brown, and Renée Clifl, "Teaching teleapprenticeships: A new organizational 
h e w o r k  for improving tacher education using electronic netwoh," Machine-Mediated Learning 4, no. 2 & 3 (1994): 
150. 

IMtucio Teles, "Cognitive appmticeship on global nenvorks," in Global nerworb: Computers Md i n t e m t i o d  
communication, d. Linda M. Harash (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press), 1993,271. 



defked as occurring when "a professional or a laiowleigeable person shares bowledge 

with apprentices of the trade."'65 Hence, the potential exists for professionals to engage in 

individual online leaming with a mentor or in a variety of other teleapprenticeship 

formats. I found no evidence in the fiterature that there has been a systematic 

investigation of one-toone teleapprenticeship. 

TERMINOLOGY 

The term mentor is used by the Parse scholars to refer to the supportive role in the 

one-to-one relationship that has been reported to facilitate leaming Parse's theory; in 

practice it is very like the Tao mentoring relationship described above. These 

relationships are informal and ongoing-mentees seek the counsel of their menton as the 

need arises. The teachers in this study reported that they had consuited with their mentors 

about questions their own students had asked. 

The term "mentoring" does not adequately describe the leaming events because 

they were time-delimited, less casual, and involved certain expectations of the 

participants. For this reason, the leaming events were deemed to be apprenticeships, and 

because they were conducted online, they were cailed "teleapprenticeships." The teachers 

acted as mentors to the learners in the teleapprenticeships. I usually refer to the teachers 

as teachers, although the learners most often called them mentors. 1 have tended to refer 

to the learners as learners; the teachers used the terrns learners, students, and 

occasionally, mentees. 

SUMMARY AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

One-to-one teaching and leaming is inherently different firom group situations; it 



is a shared leaming process between teacher and leamer, and is essentially natutal in that 

one-to-one teaching happens in the same way as our daily communication. Educational 

mentoring in professional practice c m  happen as mutually respectful social situations 

where both parties are lemers and mentors gently guide leamers to construct their own 

knowledge through experiential learning and reflective practice. M i n e  dialogue 

joumalling is a powerful tool for engagement and introspection that could assist 

participants to construct meaning . The literature provided direction to conceive of CMC 

for this study as an online environment for social and intellectual amplification and as a 

tool for mediating meaning through discourse. The teletutoring, telementoring, and 

teleapprenticeship titerature, although sparse and inconsistent, encouraged my belief diat 

one-to-one online forms could be used as "scenes for leaming" where professionai nurses 

could engage in meaningful transfomative online leaming projects. 1 found no evidence 

in the literahire that there has been a systematic investigation of the nature of one-to-one 

teleapprenticeship. Therefore, the primary question this research addressed was: What is 

the contexture of a teleapprenticeship? 

An opportunity presented to study teleapprenticeship with clinicaily-based nurses 

who wanted to leam the practice methodology of Parse's theory of human becoming. 

Nurses who choose to leam Parse's theory take on a leamhg project that is by nature 

intentional and transfomative. The process has been reported to involve challenge, 

stniggle, hstration, uncertainty, and the possibility of collegial censure for practicing 

outside the dominant paradigm. Perspectives acquired within the prevailing nursing 

culture become untenable as the nurse moves to new ways of thinking and living. Those 

who have made the transition have reported that personai mentors have been crucial to 



support their leaming. 

Growing numbers of nurses are seeking ways to leam the theory, but many are 

physically distant fiom centers where the theory is taught. In considering ways to 

accommodate their learning needs, it seemed possible that nurses could ^teleapprentice" 

with a person who had more expertise in the theory. In order to explore 

teleapprenticeship as a way to support nurses' leaming of the practice methodology of the 

theory, the secondary research question this study addressed was: What is the experience 

o f  studying Parse's theory online with a mentor? 



Chapter III 

METHODS 

I will begin this chapter with a bnef description of the pilot study conducted in 

preparation for this research. Subsequently 1 will explain the design of the study: 1 will 

discuss why 1 chose narrative inquiry as the approach to the research questions; the use of 

narrative in nursing; the compatibility of narrative methods with Parse's theory, and the 

two types of narrative inquiry I used for the analysis. 1 will then provide a description of 

the participants, strategies for the protection of participants, data collection methods, and 

initial data sorting procedures. Findy, I wili address evaluative cnteria for the goodoess 

of the study, and will identiS, some limitations of the study. 

THE PILOT STUDY 

Between February and April 1994 I conducted a pilot project'66 for the purpose of 

testing the technical and pedagogicd of the proposed thesis project. An eight-week 

leaming event was conducted as a one-to-one o n h e  educational mentoring relationship 

between an expenenced teacher of Parse's theory of human becoming and a post-basic 

baccalaureate nursing student learning to practice the theory during a clinical practicum. 

An analysis of the electronic transcript revealed that most of the elements of the cognitive 

apprenticeship fhmework were present. 1 concluded that the cognitive apprenticeship 

fiamework was an appropnate way to conceptualize a study of nurses learning Parse's 

theory in an online mentoring relationship. 

The transcript was also coded using selected portions of ~ e n n ' s ' ~ '  analytical 

166~udy Nomis, "Lcaming Pane's theory of human becouhg in au online mentorhg reldonship: A Uial of 
theoreticai, technical, and pedagogical aspects", Unpublished manuscript, 1994. 

' 67~rance Henri, "Cornpufa conficing and content snalysin," in Collaborative leaming throvgh computer 
conferencing. n e  Nqciden fapers, ed. Anthony R Kaye (Berlin: Springer-Verlag), 1992,117-136. 



mode1 which higtilights five dimensions of the leaming process that can be extenorized 

in CMC messages. Even in the short transcript, there was abtmdant evidence of the use of 

cognitive and metacognitive skiUs, processing of information, and interactivity. There 

was evidence that the mentee had progressed in her understanding of the theory, and the 

mentor felt that she had also gained new howledge. Both participants participated in a 

face-to-face interview at the conclusion of the learning event. Their recommendations for 

the planned research project were to ensure that the participants were cordortable with 

the cornputer technology before beginning the leaming event; to clearly articulate the 

expectations of the participants; and to have mailing lists available for both mentor and 

mentee groups. 

FINDING A METHOD 

Although I kxtew 1 would be conducting a qualitative data analysis, in the proposal 

for the pilot project 1 had been unable to specie which method of data analysis I would 

use. My previous experience had been with grounded theory, but the research questions 

were not the process problems this method is customarily used for. I scoured the library 

for methods; 1 looked at ethnography, ethology, ethnology, phenomenology, 

phenomenography, and various interpretive methods, but nothuig seemed quite nght. I 

then decided to conduct the pilot project to see what the data would look like. 

An examination of the electronic transcript of the pilot project revealed that most 

of the teacher-learner dialogue was in the form of stones. The teacher told illustrative 

stories fiom her experiences in practice, and the leamer related stories about nursing 

situations as weil as about her stniggle to understand Parse's theory within the context of 

her current practice. It appeared that within the participants' stories was the essence of 

their personal experience of teaching and leaming Parse's theory in an online 



enviromnent as well as the changing representations of their knowledge and how they 

knew their nursing practice. There was a memorable day in the library when 1 made the 

connection between stories and narrative, and then rernembered having seen literature on 

narrative inquiry. Most of this literature was by Comelly and  landi in in,'^^ and 1 was 

astonished to discover that not only was Michael C o ~ e l l y  right in the building, but that a 

great deal of early narrative work had been done at OISE by ConneUy7s s t uden t~ . ' ~~  1 had 

shunbled upon a goldmine of resources pertinent to my study. 

Conneiiy and Clandinin have written extensiveiy about the history, scope and 

16*see as example: M Conneliy and D. Jean Clandinm. "Narrative inquly," in T k  inrernational encyclopedio of 
education, 2nd ed., ed. Torsten Husm and T. Neville Postlethwaite, vol. 7 (Oxford: Pergamon Press), 1994,4046 
405 1 .; D. Jean Clandinin and F. Michael Connelly, "Personal experience methods," in Handbook of quiitative 
research. ed. Norman K .  DenPn and Yvonna S. Lincoln (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications), 1994,413-427.; F. 
Michael Connelly and D. Jean Cland- "Narrative inqujr: Storied experience," in F o m  of curriculum inquiry, ed. 
Edmond C .  Short (Albany, N'Y: State University of New York Press), 1991,121-153.; F. Michael Connelly and D. 
Jean Clandinin, "Stories of experience and narrative inqully," Educational Resemcher 19, no. 5 (1 990): 2-14.; F. 
Michael ConueUy and D. Jean C l a u ~  "On narrative method, biography and narrative unities in the study of 
teaching," The Journal of Educational Thought 21, no. 3 (1987): 13C139. 

16'The narrative thaes superviseci by Dr. Michael Connelly were a treasured resource for my leaming. Some of the 
doctoral dissertations that were particularly helpfùl were: Mary Beattie, "The making of relations: A narrative study of 
the construction and reconstniction of a tacher's personal practical knowledge" (Ed-D. Thesis. Ontario lnstitute for 
Studies in Education, University of Toronto., 199 l).; J i  Sinclair Bell, "Becorning aware of literacy" (PhD. 
Dissertation, University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, 1991).; Olive Chaprnan, "A narrative case smdy of pefsonai 
experiences in the learning and teaching of maîhernatics" (PhD. Dissertation, University of Toronto, Toronto, 1992).; 
D. Jean Clandinin, "A conceptualkation of image as a component of teacher personal practicai knowledge in primary 
school" (PhB. Dissertation, University of Toronto, Toronto, 1983).; Carola Code, "Leamhg cuiture and embracing 
contraries: narrative inquiry through stones of acculturation" (PhJ). Dissertation, University of Toronto, Toronto, 
1993).; Carol Elizabeth Dietrich, "Narrative of a nurse-educator: the interconnected beginnings of a daughter, a teacher, 
a fiend" (EdD. Thesis, University of Toronto, Toronto, 1992); Freema Luwisch Elbaz, "The teachers' 'practical 
knowtedge': A case study" (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Toronto, Toronto, 1980).; Loretta Dolores Furlong, "A 
Song of love: a narrative inquiry into carhg in tacher-learning relations" (PhJ). Dissertation, University of Toronto, 
Toronto, 1994).; Georgina Hedges, "A narrative inquiry into intuition: a personal development growth processn (EdD. 
Thesis, University of Toronto, Toronto, 1994).; Jessie B. Lees, "Educators and cornputers: visions and images" (Ph-D. 
Dissertation, University of Toronto, Toronto, 1993).; Jacquehe Scholes Eldridge, "Teachers who care: a narrative 
joumey into the development of the safe place" (EdD. Thesis, University of Toronto. Toronto, 1996).; Mary hue 
Simonson, "My mother, my teachet: a narrative inquiry into the relationsbip of mother as teachei' (EdD. Thesis, 
University of Toronto, Toronto, 1994); Gila Strauch, "Lifting a veil of silence: teacfiers and doctors talk about death: a 
narrative approach to death" (PhD. Dissertation, University of Toronto, Toronto, 1994). 



approaches to narrative in education and other These educational 

researchers have used narrative rnethods to study teachers' experience as expressed 

through stories. Following ~ e w e $ ~ ~  for whom the study of experience is the study of 

He, they believe that people record their expenence in storîed form. For them, narrative 

is both phenomenon and method: 

Narrative names the structured quality of experience to be studied, and it names the 
patterns of inquiry for its study. To preserve this distinction, we use the reasonably 
weiI-established device of calling the phenomenon story and the inquiry narrative. 
Thus we say that people by nature lead storied lives and tell stories of those Lives, 
whereas narrative researchers describe such lives, coliect and tefi stories of them, and 
write narratives of experience- 173 

Clandinin and Comeily state that rnethods for the study of personal experience involves 

the researcher (and ultimately the reader) "experiencing the expenence" simultaneously 

in a multifaced way through asking questions in four directions: imvard (intemal 

conditions of feelings, hopes, etc.), outward (the environment), and backward and 

fonvard (temporality, past, present, and future).'74 

Narrative is particularly useful for incorporating "multiple voices and 

contradictory stances." The universal nature of story allows audiences to connect 

"through both the familiar fiamework of the narrative and common experiences within 

it." For this reason Hollingsworth believes that our research "may take its broadest reach 

' 7 0 ~ .  Michael Connelly and D. Jean Ciandinin, 'Narrative inquiry: Storied experience,' in F m  of c-culwn 
impùry, ed. Edmond C. Short (Albany. NY: State University of New York Press), 1991, 121-53. 

'"F. Michael Conneily and D. Jaui Clandinin. 'Sioria of experimce and narrative inquiry,' Educatiorzai Researcher 
19, no. 5 (1990): 2-14. 

1 7 2 ~ .  Dewey, Democracy ond educan'ion (New York: Macmillan). L 9 16.: J. Dewey. An m erpenetzce (New Yorlt: 
Capricorn), 1934.; J. Dewey. Experience and e k m o n  (New York: Collier Books), 1938. 

1 7 3 ~ .  Jean Clandinin and F. Michael Comelly, "Personai expeximce methodi,' in Handbook of qualitative research, 
ed. Norman K. Denzin and Yvonna S. Lincoln (Thousand Oak, CA: Sage Publications), 1994,4 16. 

'74~landinin et al., "Persona1 eirperiaice methods~ 41 7. 



when cast in story form." Narrative makes experience available to othea in a personal 

and satisfjing way. ' 75 

A review of the nursing fiterature shows that narrative has been used as a way of 

orgaoizing and commrinicating nursing l~nowled~e , ' ~~  of making apparent elements of 

nursing practice,177v 17' and of facilitating leamuig for nursing teachers and students. 1 79.1 80 

We are accomplished storytellers, and as Maeve assures us, our stones capture the 

"knowledge, meanings, and essences of our practice"; the scholarship of the bedside 

nurse is made visible through stories: 

Our campfire is ofien the nurses' station, where we whisper our fears and sorrows and 
giggle over mumphs. in doing this, we are doing more than socializing; we are telling 
the story of who we are, what our fears are, what our successes and failures are like, 
what we wish for, how we resolve conflicts, how we care, and how we create practice 
knowledge. In our cornmitment to care for the future of nursing and to achieve 
excellent practice, we m u t  attend to these stories and narratives.'*' 

Various forms of narrative inquiry have also corne to be accepted as a method for 

175~imma Holiingsworth, "Narrative maîysis in literacy education: A story of changing classroom practices," ERIC 
Document Reproduction Service ED334174 (1991): 8. 

'76Anne Boykixt and Savina O. Schoenhofa, "Story as luilr betwcm nursing practice, ontology. epistemology," Image: 
Journal of Nursing SchoIarship 23, no. 4 (1991): 245-248. 

' 7 7 ~ .  Benna. "me mie of -enCe, Mrralive, md communïty in skiiied nhicai comporûumt," Amtances in Nwring 
Science 14. no. 2 (1991): 1-21. 
178 m e  Sandelowski, "We are the stories we teil. Nanative knowing in nursing practicq" Journal of HoI&ic 
Nwsing 12, no. 1 (1994): 23-33. 

17'~. L. Diekelmam, "nie emaocipiûory power of the narrative," in C - d m  revdutim: Commwily building md 
activism (New York: National League for NurSmg), 1991,4142. 

l 80Maude R Ritmann, "Preceptor development pmgrams: An interpretive a p p r o w  J m o l  OfNmhg Education 3 1. 
no. 8 (1992): 367-370. 

l8 l M. Katherine Maeve. "The carrier bag theory of nmhg piactice," Adwnces in N m  Science 16, no. 4 (1994): 
15. 



conducting nursing research. 1Q1"*1"~185 T b  is important because the knowledge and 

value claims resulting fkom a research project must pass the test of warrant or 

acceptability by the scientific community for which the research was conducted This 

research was conducted for nurses, but specifically for the community of nurses whose 

practice and research is guided by Parse's theory of human becoming. Conceptual and 

methodological warrant were strengthened by having ensured that the philosophies, 

theories, research orientation, procedures, goodness criteria and educational activities are 

congruent with this theory. 

ANALYSIS OF N A R R A W  NARRATIVE ANALYSIS 

To address the two research questions, 1 have used each of the two types of 

narrative inquiry distinguished by ~olkin~horne,'" who used Bniner's designation of 

paradigrnatic and narrative types of For the fust question, What is the 

contexture of a teleapprenticeship?, I used the paradigrnatic-type of analysis, which 

Poikinghome terms "ana2ysi.s of narratives." Here, the objective is to h d  cornmonalties 

and general knowledge about a collection of stories. That analysis is presented in Chapter 

IV. Polkinghome's second type of narrative inquiry, termed "narrative anaiysts," was 

used to address the second research question: What is the experience of studying Parse '.Y 

'%hgame  SandeIowski, Telling Ptones: Narrative approaches in qualiîative reseamh," Image: Journal ofNumÏ~ng 
Scholarship 23, no. 3 (1991): 161-166. 

' s 3 ~ ~ c i a  E. Stevens. "Rotective swtegies of lesbian clients in healttt wre mvllonments," Research in Nursng ond 
Hedth 17 (1 994): 217-229 

' M~atncia E. Stevens, 
. - women's access to healtb care: A feminist narrative anaiysis," Advances in N m n g  

Science 16, no. 2 (1993): 39-56. 

' ''David Gregory and A l i a  Longman, "Mothers' suffaing: Som who died of AIDS"Ptive Hwlh  Resemch 2, no. 
3 (1992): 334-357. 

186Donald E. PoUMghorne, "Narrative configuration in qualitative anaiysis," QuaiitafNe Shuiies in Education 8, no. 1 
(1995): 5-23. 

18% Bruner, Acniol min& passible worldr (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Ras), 1986. 



theory online with a mentor? The purpose of this method is to portray the uniqueness of 

each individual case. Eisner differentiates these approaches in this way: ki the 

paradigrnatic mode "you mean what you say," whereas in the narrative mode "you mean 

more than you say."'" A detailed account of the procedures I used, and the stories 

developed to portray each leamer's teleapprenticeship journey are presented in Chapter 

v. 

COMPATJBILITY OF NARRATIVE METHODS W~TH PARSE'S THEORY 

For an inquiry method to be compatible with Parse's theory, it would need to be 

located within the human science rather than the positivistic natural science tradition. 

Mitchell and Cody examined WilheLm Dilthey's and Amadeo Giorgi's writings on the 

human science tradition in order to M e r  spec@ the ontology and epistemology of this 

paradigm. They identifïed these criteria as: lg9 

OntoIogy 
Human beings are unitary wholes in 

continuous interrelationship with their dynamic, 
temporal, historical, cultural worlds. 

Hulflsia experience is preerninent and 
tindamental, and reality is the whole complex of 
what is experienced and elaborated in thinking, 
feeling, and w i h g .  

Human beings are intentional, fiee-willed 
beings who actively participate in life 
continuously . 

The researcher is inextricably involved 
with any phenornenon investigated, 

- 

Epistemofogy 
Research and practice focus on the 

coherent experience of the person's meanings, 
relations, values, patterns, and themes. 

Lived experience is the basic empirical 
datum, as gleaned fiom the participants' 
description fiee of cornparison to objective 
realities or predefined n o m .  

The person's coparticipation in generating 
knowledge of üved experience is respected, and 
no more firndamental reference than what is 
disclosed by the person is sought. 

The researcher seeks knowledge and 
understanding of lived experience and is 
cognizant of the other's Lived reality as a unitary 
whole. 

These authors then examined Parse's theory in light of the critena and concluded that 

1 8 k o t  W. Eisner, "The aew hntier in quaütative ceseaidi mnhodology," Qualitative inquiry 3. no. 3 (1997): 264. 

1 8 9 ~ .  1. Mitchell and W. K Cody, "Nursing knowledge and humau science: ontologieal and epistemological 
considerations," Nursing Science Qumterly 5, no. 2 (1992): 56. 



Parse's theory "accunitely reflects the ontology and epistemology of human science 

philosophy . Y, 190 

Parse considers nursing practice to occur within the situation of nurse-penon (or 

nurse-farnily) relation~hi~s. lgl Bo ykin and S choenho fer (who were influenced b y Parse, 

but who remain theoretically distinct) see story as the link between nursing practice, 

ontology, and epistemology. They hold that the nursing situation is the unit of nursing 

knowledge: "ail nursing takes place within nuning situations," and "the content of 

nursing knowledge ... is generated, conserved and hown through the Lived experience of 

the nursing situation."lg2 Stones about nming situations "convey the essence of the lived 

experience.. .a moment in time caught forever, and available for study." 193 

Morse states that in qualitative research sampling "is determined according to the 

needs of the study, and not accordmg to extemal criteria, such as random selection. 1.194 In 

this type of sampiing, c d e d  puposefil, researchers intentionally select cases "fkom 

which we feel we can learn the r n o ~ t , " ' ~ ~  that is, "information-rich cases whose study will 

illuminate the questions under study. "Ig6 Recruitment of participants was accomplished 

by soliciting volunteers. This type of sampling is appropriate to use when potential 

1 9 0 ~ i t c h e ~  a ai.. "Nursing knowledge and human science: ontological and epistcmological consideratiom,'' 6 1. 

lglparse, 'Wuman becoming: Parse's theory ofnursing," 3542. 

19%oykin a al.. "Stoiy as h i c  bdwgn nursing p d c e ,  ontology, epimmology," 246. 

lg3~oykin et al., "Stoy as link barneai nmhg practice, ontology, epistemology," 246. 

194~anice M Morse, "Designhg fimded quaiitative resfarc9' in H&mk of qualitative wearch, ed. Norman K. Denzin 
and Yvonna S. Lincoln ('housand Oaks, CA: Sage Publishers), 1994,229, 

"'~oben E. Stake, "Case midies," in Hmdbwk of qualitative reseach, ed Norman K. Dmzin and Yvonna S. 
Lincoln (ïhousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publishers), 1994,243, 

'''Mi Q. Patton, Qwlitcrtive ewldon md resemch rnethodr, 2nd ed. (Newbury Pa& CA: Sage), 1990,169. 



participants are not known to the reçearcher and must be s01icited.l~~ 

Six volunteer teachers for the study were located through announcements at 

meetings of the International Consortium of Parse Scholars. The teachers agreed to 

mentor more than one learner ifnecessary. The dyads were formed by the teachen 

selecting the learners; at the beginning of the study 1 posted a list of learners and their 

clinical areas to the teachea' private discussion forum (PARTEACH), as example, 

"Mary, RN workuig in an KU; James, master's student working in commun@ health." 

Teachers then wrote back to me uidicating which leamer they wodd take. For leamen 

who were recruited after the initial wave, I found teachers for them by posting a note to 

PARTEACH asking if anyone was able to take another learner (e.g., "Sue, RN working 

Twelve volunteer learners were solicited through a request for volunteers placed 

on the discussion forum, PARSE-L. Few of the leamers were PARSE-L subscribers, but 

they were told about the study by people who did subscribe. Critena for selection were 

that the learner wouid: be a nurse or nursing student; express a desire to learn to practice 

nursing guided by Parse's theory; be willing to devote time to active study of the theory 

over a 10-12 week penod; have access to some kind of clinical settuig; have access to an 

Internet email account; be willing to interact with a mentor by email (at least two notes a 

week); be willing to do reflective writing about their practice; and be w i h g  to be 

inte~ewed online at the close of the learning event. 

Protection of Participants 

I sent each potential teacher and leamer a document by e m d  (Appendices A and 

197 J. M. Morse, eci, Quaiitire nursing resemh: A contemporq didogue (Newbuxy Park, CA: Sage), 199 1,13 1. 



B) that expiained the purpose of the study, the benefits and risks of participation, what 

was required of them, and hcw the data transaipt would be stored and used M e r  they 

had read it, 1 conducted an asynchronous email discussion with each of them to answer 

any questions and to ensure that they understood what their participation would entail. 1 

then sent each of them by postal mail a consent form (Appendices C and D), and a 

~bmped (Canadian participants only), self-addressed envelope with which to mail back 

the signed and witnessed consent form. Once 1 had received the consent form fiom both 

members of a dyad, that dyad's teleapprenticeship could begin. The pseudonyms 1 have 

used to disguise the participants were chosen by them. Potentidy i d e n w g  information 

about the participants and other pesons have been removed or altered. 

Benefits to the teacher included the opportunity to test and gain experience with 

another way of teaching and to retain the transcnpt for study. Although precautions were 

taken, risk to the teacher included the potential for unauthorized distribution of the data 

by any of the parties with access. Benefits to the leamer included the opportunity to study 

Parse's theory of human becoming in a one-to-one relationship with a more expert 

practitioner, and to retain the transcript for study. Although precautions were taken, risk 

to the student included the potential for unauthorized distribution of the data by any of 

the parties with access. 

Twelve learners agreed to participate in the study and retumed the signed consent 

form. Of these, eieven participated in the teleapprenticeship to some degree (see Table I), 

and one could not be contacted again. Five leamers were considered to have "completed" 

their teleapprenticeship, that is, they actively engaged in studying the theory for a period 

of at least twelve weeks, and each of these learners and their teachers completed an 



o n h e  interview. Oaly these five leamers are profiled in Chapter V, but al l  eleven 

transcripts were analyzed. The six leamers who participated to some degree without 

completing the teleapprenticeship gave vatious reasons for withdrawing: two who were 

master's students f o d  they could no longer a o r d  the tirne; ont: left the cliaical setting 

to take a management job; one decided that the theory was incompatible with her beliefs 

about nursing; and one who had participated irregularly eventually said she did not wish 

to continue. Another leamer stopped responding to email messages. 

DATA COLLECTION 

I had intended that data would to be obtained fiom three sources: 1) the electronic 

transcript of each dyad's dialogue during the leaming events, 2) the electronic transcript 

of separate leamers' and teachers' discussion groups, and 3) odine i n t e ~ e w s  with each 

participant. It ensued, however, that the leamers' and teachers' discussion groups were 

never used by them for discussion. The teachers all knew each other and consulted by 

private email rather than using the k t .  One leamer attempted to eiicit conversation fkom 

the others on the leamer's list, but the learner did not receive any responses. Al1 

participants had the opportunity to interact with other Parse Scho!ars on PARSE-L, and 

some had access to meetings of the International Consortium of Parse Scholars; but these 

were not data sources. The two data sources (teleapprenticeships and interviews) are 

discussed below. 

The Telea~prenticeships 

The teleapprenticeships were conducted entirely online using email and 

L I S T S E R ~  mail distribution software. Each teacher-learner dyad was provided with a 

private L I S T S E R ~  List accessible only to those two participants and myself. This 

software automatically archives every note posted to a list, and these electronic 



documents compnsed the data set.''* The teleapprenticeships were conducted between 

December 1994 and October 1995. 

Each teleapprenticeship dyad was comprised of an expert practitioner of Parse's 

theory and a nurse in a clinical setting who is learning to practice nursing guided by 

Parse's theory. Leamers beginning the leaming event were at various levels of expertise 

with the theory. No teaching instructions were given to the teachen-they were asked to 

teach the theory as they wished, individualizing their instruction to the leamer's level. 

Each learner was given as reference material a set of prepared leaming modules199 that 

address the basic concepts of Parse's theory, but there was no requirement to use them 

during the learning event. 

Each leamer was in a clinical setting endeavoring to use Parse's theory in practice. 

They were asked to write dialogue journals with their mentors about theoretical and 

practice issues-at least two email messages a week. B o t .  teachers and learners were 

aven information about the definition, attributes, purpose, benefits and methods of 

dialogue joumdling (See Appendices A and B). I provided this information because the 

learner in the pilot study had been very unsure about what she was expected to do in her 

email notes. As none of the participants in the study had previous experience with 

leaming by CMC 1 felt that information about dialogue joumalling would provide a 

fiamework for them. 

Online I n t e ~ e w s  (Concludine Narratives) 

At the conclusion of the leaming event, my intention was to interview each 

1981 &y d e r  to the elechonic fiies that compriwd the data sa as "electronic transaipa* or "transcripts!' 1 use this 
term to mean "'a record of the proceedings." 

lg9Christine M. Jonas, Beryl Pikington, Patrick Lyon, and Gi- E. Madonalcl, Purse's Ineory of H w m  
Becoming Learning Modules (Toronto: St. Michaei's Hospital), 1992. 



leamer and teacher privately and asynchronously by email using a set of open-ended 

questions that 1 hoped wodd elicit stories about the participants' experience of the 

teleapprenticeship. In preparing the questions, 1 was guided by Clandinin and C o ~ e l l y  

who proposed that experience is experienced simdtaneously in four ways: inward, 

outward, backward and forward. Methods for studying personal experience focus in these 

four directions-to elicit the multifaceted nature of the participants' experience I needed 

to ask questions pointing each way.200 

1 had planned to ask and receive the answer to one question before going on to the 

next. But early in the first interview, it was apparent that this strategy was not going to 

work-the participant's answers were factual, succinct, and uninteresting-1 had invited 

a report rather than a story. Polanyi explained the ciifference: "Stories are told to make a 

point, to transmit a message,"201 and the burden of the t e lhg  is on the narrator. "A 

report, unlike a story is most typicaily elicited by the recipient.. .or in response to 

~ 2 0 2 ,  circumstances which require an accounting of what went on . 

Any parent who has ever received a dreary "report" of the day's happenings instead 
of a "story" in response to a cheery "Well, dear, what happened in school today?" 
will t e s e  to the differen~e.~'~ 

Further, it was painfully obvious that this participant was enduring rather than enjoying 

the online interview process. For months during the teleapprenticeship, 1 had observed 

her generously writing volumes of vivid text, but now her terse answers to my questions 

200 D. Jean Clandinin and F. Michel Conneily, "Personal experience methods," in Hanribook of qualitrative research, 
ed. Norman K. DeoPn and Yvonna S. Lincoln (ïhousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications), 1994,413427. 

2 0 1 ~ .  Polanyi, Telling the Anerican story: A s~tuctural and culnual unafysir of conversational storytelling (Nomood, 
NJ: Ablex), 1985, 12. 

20$olanyi, TeIIing the Amerhm sror): A s1nrcrur111 and cufturaf andysis of comwsatiood storytefIing, 13. 

203~oianyi. Telling the Ameràcan sioty: A stmchual and cuIttucaf analysir o~convers~~tiond stotyreIIing, 12-13. 



told me that something was very wrong. Susan Chase summarized her hstmtion on one 

occasion when she was an interviewee: These questions felt like w ~ r k . " ~ ~  She writes: 

Ifwe want to hear stories rather than reports then our task as inte~ewers is to invite 
others to teLi their stories, to encourage them to take responsibility for the meaning of 
their tak. A successful inte~ewer manages to shift the weight of responsibility to the 
other in such a way that he or she wiilixlgly embraces it.205 

Once I became aware of what was happening, 1 stopped the interview process and 

discussed the situation with the participant. From that point, following Chase's 

suggestions, I used the foUowing guide to invite her and subsequent participants to tell 

their story; this strategy was successful-most participants wrote elaborate and 

passionate accounts of their expenence. 

What 1 wodd like you to do is to write the story of your teleapprenticeship with [name], keeping in 
mind the following three important aspects of any experience: 
1. TIME: your past, present, and fhiure 

-what is important in your personal and nursing history that brought you to this learning event? 
-what is the meaning of the learning event for your present and future life? 

2. INTERNAL CONDITIONS: your feelings 
-what were/are your feelings about the teleapprenticeship event? 

3. EXTERNAL CONDITIONS: The situation or environmental conditions surrounding the leamhg 
event. 

-wtiat was going on around you that relates to your experience of the leaniing event? 
-wht was the meaning of your expenence of learning online? 
-wkt was the rneaning of your relationship with your online mentor? 

Please include in your story anything else you feel is important to the story of your teleapprenticeship 
emerience. 

At the beginning of the study, in the information I had sent the teacher and leamer 

participants (Appendices A and B) and in the consent forms (Appendices C and D), 1 had 

told the participants that after the narrative interpretations of their teleapprenticeship 

E. Chase, "Taking narrative seriously: Consequence for method and theory in interview studies," in 
Interpreting expenence, ed Ruthellem Josselson and Amia Lieblich (Newbury Park, CA: Sage Publications), 1995,1- 
26. 

20S~hase, "Taking narrative seriously: Consequmee for method and theory in interview midies," 3. 



experiences had been constructeci, that 1 would ask each of them to respond to it; this 

ongoing participation was understood to be optional. In practice this did not happen as 

planned; the learners' narratives were not completed until two years &er the event, and 

by this time most learners could no longer be located. The narrative of one leamer's 

teleapprenticeship was sent to her and she responded that she was satisfied with the 

rendition, but offered no other comments about the document. 

In retrospect, 1 am not convinced of the wisdorn or value of participant validation 

of analyses for this project. Pointing to the inherentiy revisionist nature of stories, 

Sandelowski has questioned the ment of this process: "Research participants ofien 

change their stories fiom one telhg to the next as new experiences and the very act of 

telling itself cause them to see the nature and co~ec t ion  of the events in their lives 

differently."206 1 believe this may be especially tme where data sources are educational 

leaming events, and particularly those involving transfomative learning situations; 

within a leaming event we expect people to be inconsistent (they are lean~in~).'~' While 

the transcnpts have caught the teleapprenticeships in freeze-fiame, two years later, these 

participants' views may have changed. Nespor and Barber state that in accounts " where 

the texts stay in the contexts of their production.. .the datedness of texts is jarring to those 

whose experiences they de~cribe."~~* This idea was vaiidated by one learner who 

commented to her mentor that "it seems as a person grows and learns with the theory, 

206M,arete Sandelowski, "Rigor or rigor mortis: The pmblcm of &or in qualitative ~search revisited," Advances in 

Nursing Scténce 16, no. 2 (1993): 4. 

2 0 7 ~ a r e t  Wetliereii and Jonathan Potier, M q i n g  the Iangwge of raeirn: Drscourse und the legitimation of 
exploitution (New York: Columbia University Press), 1992. 

208~an Nespor aad LU Barber, "Audieuce and the p l i t i a  of nanative," QuaIitarive Shules in Edicatian 8. no. 1 
(1 995): 49-61. 



there is a moving away fiom previous thoughts and almost an embarrassrnent that those 

thoughts were ever part of your belief system." On the other hand, revisiting dated texts 

could show participants how far they have corne; while reading her own words and 

stories, one of the teenage girls Bach studied over a period of three years told her: "I'm 

sure giad I've moved on."2w 

One teacher reviewed the narratives of the two leamers she had mentored, and 

was satisfied with my account of their leaming events. 1 made no attempt to seek 

validation of my analysis fiom the other teachers (although al l  but one could have been 

located) because ultimately, the narratives had became stories of the leamers' 

experiences, not theirs. Prior to the analysis 1 had not known that the teachen would be 

v h d y  invisible in the &ta. I was bafned by my inability to write about the teachers 

when 1 codd so easily constnict stones about the learnea' experience. The teachers had 

engaged with the learners as needed, but then seemed to recede nom view until called 

forth again. As 1 will discuss later, this unobtrusive way of being with the lemers was 

similar to the nune-person relationship in Parse's practice methodology. 

To accomplish an initial sorting of the daa210 1 engaged in a series of successive 

readings of the transcripts: 

209~edy Bach. A visual narraiive concerning cwn'culwn. gVlr. phorograply etc  onto on, AB: Quai hstitute Ras) ,  
1998,215. 

'''The guaiitative data analysis program QSR NUD*IST@ 4.0 (Non-numaical U-ctured Data hdexing Searching 
and Theorizing) was used to .sqport the coding, sorting, and questioning of the data. Throughout the anaiysis, 1 used 
NUD*IST for ongoing exploration, codinglre-coding, and manipulation of the transcript data The program cm search 
for words, strings, and pattem in documents and codes, aiiowing the user to ask questions of the data. With this tool I 
was able, for example, to fkd ali the questions the leamers had asked and aii their self-referencing statements. These 
search r d t s  can then be subjected to fllrttier analysis. Another tool, the information storage and retrieval software 
program, Folio VlEWSTM 4.0, was used to tàciiitate 0th . .  anaiysis activities, particularly the organization of text and 
writing for the narrative analysis that is presented in Chapter V. 



1. To get a sense of the participants' way of organizing the teleapprenticeship, 1 began 

with an analysis of the structure of the emd message activity pattem. Day of week, 

fiequency, response tirne, and spacing of the messages were examined for the five 

complete teleapprenticeships, but the analysis revealed no discernible patterns and 

was not informative when considered in the context of the participants' üves. For 

example, for some who were students or teachers, message activity decreased during 

the end-of-term m h ;  others had a hiatus during holiday periods, and some 

participants became temporarily mavailable due to travel or the pressure of other 

commitments. Usuaiiy, they notined each other when they would not be responding 

to messages for a tirne. 

2. Next, working one at a t h e  with each dyad's transcnpt, each message was read in 

sequence using Ader and Van   or en's^" method of finding the structure of a text 

and what it is about. 1 asked, What kind of note is this? What is it about? What are its 

major parts? What problem is the participant trying to solve by writing it? 

3. Continuhg with the Adler and Van Doren method, I then examined each note for 

various types of content. First, al1 teaching acts and learning acts were coded using 

genmds that answered the question: "What is she doing?'Examples of codes for 

teacher acts were: requesting clarification, providing encouragement, connrming, 

offering resource, explaining, and directing attention to a point. Some codes for 

learner acts were: seeking feedback, asking question, discussing theory with fiend, 

expressing concem, reading article, reporting progress, citing practice example, 

disagreeing, and practicing ûue presence. 

[ [~ortirner J. Adler and Charles Van Doren, How ro r e d  o book, înd ed (New York Simon & Schuter), 1972. 



Analysis of the content continued with the coding of the issues, tensions, dilemmas, 

and complexities that arose in the teleapprenticeship. The issues were related to 

practice, to Parse's theory, to learning and teaching, and to several aspects of the 

context of the participants' Lives. Episodes of discussion regardhg the subject under 

study (Parse's theory ) were also coded at this tirne. These included text about the 

principles, concepts, philosophical assumptions, and the dimensions and processes of 

the practice methodology . 

Foliowing these initial sortings, 1 engaged in the more focused analyses detailed in 

Chapters N and V. 

GOODNESS OF THE STUDY 

An evaluation of the goodness of this study must employ evaluative criteria 

consonant with the nature of the research; and as Comelly and Clandinin write, "Like 

other qualitative methods, narrative relies on critena other than validity, reliability, and 

generalizability."L'Z Blumenfeld-Jones believes that criteria for the evaluation of narrative 

inquiry should be considered to be emerging, fluid and interpretive: 

1 am arguing for a fluid set of criteria that reflects the fluidity of that which the 
cnteria elucidate, which is rigorom in being well thought-out but which still accounts 
for individual readings and understandings of both texts and the consciousness of an 
individual. In short, if narrative inquiry is a type of hermeneutic act, then the criteria 
which we apply to it also ought to be henneneutic in ~haracter .~ '~ 

These are my criteria: 

1. The account is tmstworthy if: 

a) the researcher has made the process visible and auditable, so the reader has been 

2 i 2 ~ .  Michad ConneIIy md D. Jeau Clandinin, "Stories of experimce and narrative inquiry," Educationd Resewcher 
19, no. 5 (1990): 7. 

2i3~ooald BlumenfeId-Jones, Tidelity as a Entaion for pastichg and evaiuating narrative inqujg" QuaIita~ive 
Sri<dies in Education 8, no. 1 (1995): 33. 



persuaded that good science has k e n  pra~ticed.2'4 1 do not mean this in the harsh, 

ngid "rigor morti~"'~ sense where there has been an "appeal to procedures for 

establishing formai and empincai proof;"216 and 

b) the commun@ of researchers for whom the study is relevant considers the 

results "sufnciently trustworthy to rely on them for their own ~ o r k , " ~ "  that is, 

the research can and should contribute to subsequent work by others. This 

form of validity calleci, "catalytic validity," entaiis "a responsibility to others 

who follow, to give them as clear an account of the research as possible.. .to 

help them with their re~earch";~ 

C) the work is in~itational.~'~ As Vezeau mites: 

A story is trustworthy if it provides a place to live that is not 
predetermined. Story aliows me to bring myself into it, changing the story 
altogether at times. A story maintains the ambiguity and complexity of 
Iife. A true sto changes me and my world, but with my eyes open: it is 
not icieology. 2z7 

2. the account is plausible: 

a) "A plausible account is one that tends to ring true. It is an account of which 

one might say '1 can see that happening"';*' 

14~argarete Sandelowski, "Rigor or rigor mortis: The problem of ngor in qualitative research revisited," Advances in 
Nursing Science 1 6 ,  no. 2 (1 993): 1-8. 

2is~andelowski, "Rigor or rigor mods: The pmblem of rigor in qualitative research revisited," 1-8. 

'~lliot G. Mishier, "Validation in insuUy-guidecl research: ïhe role of exemplars in narrative midies," Harvard 
Educational Revïew 60, no. 4 (1990): 417. 

I8~au Reed and Sue Rocta, Practitioner research in heaith c m  (London: Chapman & Hall), 1995.19 1. 

219~onne~y et al., "Stories of experimce and narrative iaquiry," 2-14. 

220~oni Marie Vezeau, "Narrative hguiry and nursing: Issues and original works" (PhD. Dissertation. University of 
Colorado, Denver, 1992), 88. 

22 ' ~oi inc i i~  a al., 'Stories of expaieme and ntirrative iaquiry," 8. 



b) The work is satis-g and appeals to our hearts;" 

C) The work is compeUing;" and 

d) There is "lifelikeness" or '%ensimilitude" rather than 'Yormal and empincai 

proof"u4 

3. the account is usefiil: 

a) The account has the potentiai for emancipatory and ephipanic moments and 

the ability to promote self-recognition and critical reflection? 

b) The account is persuasive, tempting "the reader to consider the usefulness of 

alternative meanings attributed to certain phenornena by the story's 

characters. 9 9226 

C) The account has explanatory power,*7 without taking a pmblem-solving or 

prescnptive approach. 

LIMITATIONS OF THE STüDY 

The shidy was limited to a convenience sample of nurses interested in a nursing 

theory that is situated outside the dominant paradigm ofnursing practice. By this fact 

aione, the participants are unconventional nurses, and as voluntary self-selected 

participants, they may have differentially possessed traits or characteristics that may have 

%arete SandelowslO, "The pmof is in the pottery: Toward a poetic for qualitative inquiry," in Ct-iticd issues in 
quuiicative resemch methods, ed. Janice M. Morse (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications), 1994,4643. 

223~homas E. Barone, "A narrative of enhancal professionalimc Educational raeardiers and popuiar storybooks 
about schoolpeople," Educational Resemcher 2 1 ,  no. 8 (1992): 15-24. 

224~niner, Actuai mir& possible worldr. 1 1. 

U s ~ o ~  Barone, "Persuasive writings, vigilant readings, and reconmucted diaractas: ihe pparadox of trust in 
educatiod stozysharing," QualifaiÏve S d i e s  in Educaîion 8, no. 1 (1995): 6374. 

*$amne, wA ' A n a  of enhanad professionalism: Educational reseafchers and popdu storyhoks about 
schoalpeopie," 20. 

"~onnel l~  et al., "Stocks of acperknce and narrative insuUy," 2-14. 



made their leaming events musual in some way. 

The participants are an elite professional group with access to computer 

technology and the Intemet. The teachea, six women and one man, are ail North 

Amencan Caucasian univeaity-educated employed nursing professionals. At the time of 

the study, two had PhDs, three had Master's Degrees, and one had a Baccalaureate 

degree in nursing. Except for the one nursing student, the eleven participating learners, 

nine women and two men, were dl employed registered nurses. The learnen resided in 

North Arnerica. The one leamer 1 have met is Caucasian; 1 do not h o w  the racial identity 

of the others. 

The audience for the narrative components of this study may be Limited. The 

expected outcome fkom narrative inquiry is greater understanding and personal 

knowledge as readers connect with the Stones to better know their own lives. Because the 

content under study is esoteric, and the stories that cary the participants' expenence so 

situated in practice, it may be that few readers other than nurses will be able to fhd 

common experiences in this account. 

S ~ Y  

This study was conducted within a human science perspective using both types of 

narrative i n q w  approaches (analysis of narratives and narrative analysis) disthguished 

by Poikinghome. The research was conducted for nurses, particularly a community of 

nurses whose practice and research is guided by Parse's theory of huma. becoming. 

Conceptual and methodological warrant were strengthened by having ensured that the 

philosophies, theories, research orientation, procedures, goodness cnteria and educational 

activities are congruent with this theory. Three evaluative criteria were proposed for this 

research: The account must be tnistworthy; plausible, and usefùl. The Limitations of the 



study are that almost ail of the participants are fiom an elite group ofNorth Amencan 

employed nursing professionals with access to cornputer technology and the Intemet. The 

esoteric content the Leamers studied, and the participants' narratives of tbeir nursing 

practice may iimit the usefulness of this research to groups other than nurses. 



Chapter IV 

UNDERSTANDING THE TELEAPPRENTICESHIPS 

In this chapter, 1 address the fint research question: Whut is the contexture of a 

teleapprenticeship? In this phase of the analysis, I wanted to understand the 

teleapprenticeships fiom a pedagogical perspective. What did the teachers and leamen 

do? How did they structure the online environment? What sort of relationships did they 

have with each other? How did they expenence the computer technology? In designing 

this shidy, 1 envisaged the online leaming events as teleapprenticeships-authentic 

apprenticeships in a professional practice discipline conducted online. Was this was 

realized in practice? Did the participants feel that teleapprenticeship offers an effective 

way to learn Parse's nursing theory? 

Presented first is an analysis of the participants' expenence and the learning 

environment. Then, to determine the if there was a fit between the data and the cognitive 

apprenticeship modelz8 1 contrast the coded teaching and leaming actions and incidents 

fkom the trmcnpts of the teleapprenticeships with elernents of this model. In the last 

section, 1 introduce the model 1 have used to portray these leamhg events, and discuss 

five tems that bring forth the essence of the teleapprenticeships. 

TUE PARTICIPANTS' EXPERIENCE OF TEACHMGLEARN~NG ONLME 

Ln the next section, 1 discuss the how the participants in the five dyads that 

completed the teleapprenticeships experienced teaching and learning online, the computer 

technology, and their relationships with each other. 

U g ~ .  Collins, I. S. B l o w  and S. E. Newman, "Cognitive apprenticeship: Teaching the cra€t of reading, writing, and 
rnathematics," in Kiiowing, learning, and instruction: Essays in honor of Robert Glaser, 4. L. B. Resnick (Hillsdale, 
NJ: Lawrence Eribaum Associates), 1989.453494. 



The Leamers 

Overall, the Leamers described their teleapprenticeship as having been a positive 

leaming experience not only for the opporttmity to study Parse's theory, but also as a fim 

exposure to a distributed leaming environment. They found that learning online was not 

without problems, but as one nurse said, "It certainly is better than trying to work on your 

own or just leaming it in a great big group, or leaming with someone who is not an expert 

with the subject." One learner summarizes her teleapprenticeship experience: 

1 started my learning experience with Parse on my own, reading information fiom the 
books and articles. 1 watched some videos and learned about the recording piece. For 
four months 1 worked on this on rny own not knowing if what 1 was doing was in any 
way correct, appropriate etc. Once 1 was linked up via computer with a mentor and 
began to share what 1 had been doing, 1 started to receive confirmation regarding 
what 1 was doing and was able to move fonvard with my leaming. Working online 
provided me with the opportunity to have questions posed to me which I had never 
considered. I was rnuch better able to leam the theory because my thoughts were 
validated by an expert. 1 was able to communicate actual practice and have it 
analyzed so 1 could change my practice. I was given verbal (via computer) 
reinforcement that what 1 was expenencing was okay and that 1 was progressing 
dong the learning c w e  effectively. 1 was given suggestions on how to change my 
practice but also given permission to be as 1 was. 

The learners noted that online leaming had removed the barrier of distance, 

allowing even those who lived far away to access this unique learning experience. They 

were thoroughiy appreciative of the oppominity to study with an expert in the theory. 

They enjoyed being able to communicate with their mentors at times that suited hem, 

and some found the transcript of the learning event to be of value: 

One very positive aspect to the computer learning is that the discussions are captured 
on paper so 1 can continuously retum to the discussions and not just rely on what 1 
remembered the teacher saying. Even now as I review this expenence 1 am continuhg 
to learn as 1 review the comments and interactions which occurred online. 

They liked having time to thuik about what they would write. One said, "The 

mentor was able to pose questions to me, which 1 had time to reflect on before 



responding. This can't happen when you meet face to face." These stated advantages of 

online leaming (participation fiom anywhere at any tirne; time to think before 

responding; and the ability to review the transcripts of the leaming event) are found 

consistently in studies of asynchronous CMC e v e x ~ t s . ~ ~  

Some found that writing as the sole way of communicating was somewhat 

limiting: "Since one is not face to face with your mentorlteacher it is sometimes hard to 

get an obscure point across." But writing also held the potential for growth. One nurse 

1 found it dinicult at times to explain myself clearly and to understand what [mentor] 
was trying to Say due to the limitations of written language. It was a good expenence 
to have to try to explain my thoughts in writing for othee to understand and then get 
a response indicating whether that had happened or not. 

Others felt they benefited fiom writing about their practice. One learner said, Y 

found that I REALLY liked writing about the things 1 was doing in my work. This was a 

very valuable experience from that perspective." Another discovered that writing about 

her practice was a reflective exercise that allowed her to see how she could have done 

things di fferentl y. 

Due to busy schedules, holidays and travelling, some dyads had infrequent 

episodes where communication was not as immediate as the participants would have 

liked. For the leamers, this sometimes meant that they felt stalled as they waited for 

responses to questions about pressing situations with clients. One said, "When you meet 

in penon there is the opportunity to have imrnediate response to questions which ailows 

229~ee. for example: Elizabeth J. Burge, *Studcnts8 perceptions of Ieaming in compter conferencing: A qualitative 
analysis" (Ed-D. Thesis, University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, 1993); L. Davie and R Wells, "Empowering the 
fearner through cornputer-mediated communication," The American Jwna l  of DiPtance Edllcation 5, no. 1 (1991): 15- 
î3; L. Davie, "Facilitating adult learning through cornputer-mediated distance education," Journal of Distume 
Educution I I I ,  no. 2 ( 1  988): 55-69. Robin Mason and Tony Kaye, "Toward a new paradigm for distance education," in 
Online education Perspectives on a new environment, cd. Linda Harash (New York: Praeger), 1990, 15-38, 



the teacher and student to have immediate flowing communication.. .the computer 

doesn't allow for this." The leames had some suggestions that would have made the 

teleapprenticeship better for them. One said that writing about actual nurse-person 

dialogue was difficult; she wished she could have tdked with her mentor by phone for 

this aspect of her learning. Two said that they would have liked to have observed a Pane 

nurse in practice and to have had their practice observed. 

Teac hers 

The teleapprenticeships were a fust-the experience with distributed Ieaming 

environrnents for dl of the teachers. They are al1 extremely busy people, and they found 

teaching online to be very t h e  consuming. One said, "My online leamers were very 

active and this was wonderful but it was exhausting with everything else on my plate at 

work." Another found that 

it was difficuit at times to keep the flow of the mentoring relationship going ... tight 
schedules, computer breakdowns, illness, my own leavhg the country, made the tirne 
span in which [leamer] and I spent in our mentoring relationship a lengthy one. 
However, while there were definitely great gaps, 1 feel confident that the tirne spent 
together was most valuable. 

Each of these experienced teachers of Parse's theory missed physicaily "being 

there" with the students. One said, "1 fmd that 1 have realized the importance of presence 

in my relationship with students. 1 missed that presence." One dyad, whose memben felt 

strongly about this, tried to bring some synchronicity to the experience by arranging to be 

online at the same time so that they could chat in almost-real tirne: 

In a modified online chat we were able to be in the moment and to go with the way 
things were unfolding in the moment. I think that is so important when one is 
mentoring. I missed at times the actual being there with [leamer], 1 wished for that as 
though for some reason I believed that wodd make a Merence in our working 
through whatever it was at the time. I think one's presence rnakes a difference; never 
was that made clearer to me than during this time of mentoring. If there was anythmg 
that hstrated me it was the inability to get to the person. 



Like the ieamers, the teachers sometimes found written communication to be 

somewhat limiting, and more than one said that they feared that using written dialogue by 

itself could lead to misunderstandings. One speculated that the missing nonverbal 

component might cause "a shifi in perception [so that] the actual meaning attributed to 

words becomes much more important." Some noted a trade-off in that CMC eliminates 

other problems that c m  be present when meeting students face-to-face. One teacher 

recommended that online leaming be supplemented with face-to-face meetings: 

1 believe that it neither will (nor should) ever totally replace the face-to-face 
interaction between student and teacher. If possible it should be cornbined with 
occasional meetings, particularly initially and at the end of the expenence. I cannot 
help thinking that I could have deait better in personal meetings with the problems 
and doubts that arose through the concurrent discussions and interpretations of the 
theory that often infunated [leamer]. Whenever 1 tallced about these same issues with 
others on a personal basis it seemed much more fivithi and immediate. There is some 
dimension that is lacking in the electronic medium; perhaps it is the expression of 
exnotions and sincerity. 

The teachen also commented on the convenience of being able to respond at 

times that suited their schedules and about the luxury of having time to think before 

responding. One teacher describes this expenence: 

At times it seemed easy to just sit down and respond immediately to a message, to 
write down my thoughts and feelings spontaneously. In some ways the barriers that 
rnight be there in a face-to-face confrontation seemed absent. It is airnost like talking 
to yourself; there were few thoughts about how it would be perceived, that make us 
sometimes hesitant when we are in presence of each other. At other b e s  I would 
think about my answer for a day or two, while driving dong, before going to sleep. 1 
would mull over things in my head if it was a more complex situation, perhaps 
consult my resources of the Iearnïng modules, Parse' s book, Mun-Living-Health, or 
some other article before 1 would respond. The medium provided this flexibility. It 
was up to me to give my answer when 1 was ready, without needing explanations like 
1 wodd in a face-to-face situation. 

Overall, the teleapprenticeship expenence was perceived as behg diflerent fiom 

what the teachers had experienced in teaching the theory in face-to-face situations. One 

teacher commented that the teleapprenticeship experience was "not as intense" as 



teaching face-to-face. It seemed more cornfortable in that the online environment seemed 

to shield her fiom the inevitable anger that leamers experience when w o r b g  through 

changes in their belief system, but it also prevented her fiom seeing their joy upon 

discoverhg the dflerence a new approach c m  make. She said, 

Before the teleapprenticeship event 1 was Iooking forward to mentoring [leamer], and 
yet I anticipated some of the same e-e challenges that 1 had experienced in other 
situations of more direct, in person teachuig. Actually these more difficult situations 
did not occur on the email system. Perhaps the distance and the convenience of being 
able to send messages and answer questions at one's own pace eased the tensions. 1 
did not have the same sense of leading people to this really difficult place where they 
didn't really want to g-and yet they insist you take them-with ail the anger and so 
on. 

The Teacher-Learner Relationsbir, 

The participants took their relationships with each other very seriously, and in the 

process, forged strong connections with each other. They felt they had gotten to know 

each other personally. One teacher said, 

1 wanted to know what my mentee looked like; 1 wanted to meet her in flesh and 
blood. I tried hard to develop a mental image of her and was very appreciative 
whenever she included personal information. 1 still do not know what she looks like, 
but 1 think 1 came to know ber ways of thinking quite well. 1 see her as a very 
dynamic person who searches for knowledge and growth, persona1 as well as 
professional. 

They described the relational aspect of the teleapprenticeship experience as 

"inspiring," "uplifting," and "gratifjmg." One teacher said, 

This experience was very important to me in that the three things that 1 hold to be 
very important in life were embraced here in this teleapprenticeship relationship. 
Those being: developing relationships, working with others in ways that they see as 
being valued and important in their living their lives, and thirdly, contributhg to the 
growth and development of fellow professional nming colleagues. 

Their personal valuing of each other was very evident throughout their dialogue, 

and it was also revealed in their interviews. One teacher said, "She was so authentic in 

her intention to learn, and she conveyed her love and concem for her patients." Another 



revealed that she missed her student's great sense of humor as well as their onluie 

conversations. The teachers related that they thought about their students a lot: 

1 found myselfofien wondering how [leamer] was, wondering what questions she 
would be thinkuig about today ... when you commit to the workhg with another to 
reach their goal, whatever that might be, there is a closeness that you cannot explain 
on paper. 

Mer  the teleapprenticeship was over, each of the participants expressed the 

desire to keep in touch somehow. A leamer said, "1 feel that my mentor and 1 became 

online fiends. 1 would like to rneet her in person one day, maybe at a conference 

sometime." A teacher wrote: 

The relationship with my online learners is very important to me, so much so that 1 
hope to meet them some day and stay in contact if possible. 1 feel a connection with 
students, and my teaching experiences are woven in my quilt of life. It is critically 
important to me that the students felt they had a valuable experience, and 1 am open 
to leaming how I might have been different and how I cm enhance my teaching 
skills. 

The teachen were concerned that the learners have ongoing support if they chose 

to continue learning the theory. Most offered themselves as  future resources: 

1 think I would like to be available to her on an on-going basis as someone she can 
cal1 or email to ask questions about the theox-y and to offer support during those 
dificult times when the theory and your cornmitment to it calls you to take an 
unpopdar stand with colleagues. 

The teleapprenticeships were conducted entirely online using LISTSERVO mail 

distribution software. Each dyad was provided with a private LISTSERVQ list, 

accessible only to the two participants and myself. Al1 had access to email accounts and 

had used ernail before, although ski11 levels varied. Some needed to learn how to post 

notes to the list, and others required instruction on how to tramfer files between their 

cornputer and their online account. 



Recommendations fiom the pilot project, the literature and practical experience 

with educational CMC events all led me to presume that the participants' ability to use 

the technoIogy wodd be an important issue in this online learning event. From harsh 

personal expenence 1 knew that until leamers are at ease with the required technology, 

they can not devote themselves to addressing the content under study or participate Mly 

in planned a c t i ~ i t i e s . ~ ~ ~  When 1 began rny first CMC course I had been online for seven 

years; 1 typed around 100 words per minute, was skilled with email and file transfer, had 

been an ardent BBS~?' for years, and had even held an online job. Yet by the second 

week into the CMC course, 1 was distraught and in tears over my inability to figure out 

the conferencing system being used. H i h m  and colleagues liken this situation to being 

unable to figure out how to use the headlights or windshield wipers of a rented c x u 2  

Whatever problem presents, it mut be solved before participants will be able to attend to 

the business of teaching and leamllig. 

In my assumption that there would be problems with the technology, 1 had 

defmed a "Technology" node when Iaying out the base node structure for coding the 

teaching/learning aspects of the study. But as the other nodes filled with text and 

'bTechnology" remained empty, it became apparent that technology had been an issue 

only in the very few instances when something went wrong. One technology-related 

incident that might have proved disastrous occurred when 1 realized that 1 was receiving 

Uo~aniel C. A. HiIlman, Dcborah J. Wiilis, and Charlotte N. Gunawardma, 'Leamer-interface interaction in distance 
education: An extension of contemporary models and strategies for practitioners," The American Jownal ofDistance 
Education 8, no. 2 (1994): 30-42. 

U ' ~ n e  who cdls and intemets on bulletin board synems BBSs have declined in popularity witb the advent of the 
World Wide Web. 

U2~i l lman et al., *Leamer-interface interaction in distance education: An extension of contemporary rnodels and 
mategies for practitioners," 33. 



only the teacher's notes on one dyad's list. The leamer had been postiag her notes 

directly to the teacher rather than to the list. Although she had not kept copies, the teacher 

had, so all the notes were retrieved. One learner lost a note during a download (easily 

replaced from the Iist archives), and one learner initially had trouble posting to the list. 

Two participants were on what they described as an overloaded unstable system. Not 

only did it fkequently crash, resulting in the loss of work, but it was difficdt for these 

participants to dial in fiom home except during late night hours: "Here 1 am at this 

unearthly hour!" There were no other comments related to technology in the &anscripts 

or in personal communication with the participants. 

The relative absence of problems with cornputer technology found in this study 

was initially puzzling because it is atypical; reports of studies of online learning events 

have consistently described some participants' frustration and anxiety with the 

technology and the need for training and support, particularly in the initial stages.*3 As 1 

pondered this finding long after the leaming events were finished I remembered that at 

the start of each teleapprenticeship, 1 had penonaiiy attended to whatever technology or 

learning-needs problem the participants presented with and continued to provide support 

throughout the teleapprenticeships as the need arose. Technology problems were not a 

significant issue in this study because I had provided the necessary training and support. 

It had certainly been in my interest to do so. 

EVALUATMG WHAT WAS LEARNED 

Evaluation of the teaching was not an objective of this study nor had 1 planned an 

233~ee, for example: James Levin, Michael Waugh. David Brown, and Rmee Clift, "Teaching teleappmiticeships: A 
new organizationd 6amework for improving ceacher education using e~ecbonic networks," Machine-Mkdiated 
Learning 4, no. 2 & 3 (1994): 149-161; Linda Harasim, Starr Roxanne Hiltz, Lucio Teles, and Murray Turoff, 
Learning Networks. A field guide tu reaching a d  learning online (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press), 1995. 



attempt to assess what had been leamed Leaming to practice guided by Parse's theory 

involves a monumental change in a nurse's values and beliefs about health, nursing, and 

human beings; such a personal transformation occurs slowly in a painful back and forth 

struggle to let go of the old ways. In three evaluation shidies where Parse's theory was 

implernented on nursing units as a practice model and where nurses received months of 

instruction in the theory as well as continuous support by Clinical Nurse Specialists, it 

was suggested that much longer that 12 weeks is required to see consistent evidence of 

change in nursing values and practice. One of these investigaton found meanin@ 

change after eight another in 10 r n o n t h ~ ~ ~ ~ ;  while a third recommended a 12- 

month interval elapse between implementation and e v a l u a t i ~ n . ~ ~  One of the teachers 

descnbed the extent of her struggle to learn to practice guided by the theory: 

It took me at least a year to be able to practice the theory comfortably without 
slipping back to old ways. 1 had to unleam first. 1 had to let go of 12 years of coming 
to know practice in the traditional, biomedical, people-are-problems way. 1 realized 
that many of the things 1 did and said with patients were automatic, verbal 
technologies, and 1 would Say things without even thinking about them. For instance, 
Parse guides nurses to go with persons if they Say they are sad or f e d ,  instead of 
hying to reassure them or fix them (what 1 was previously taught to do). When 1 first 
ûied to just go with people and for example ask, "tell me about your sadness or your 
fear," 1 could not do it. 1 would have the reassurance or cliché said before even 
thinking: "Oh, you shoddn't be sad, you have a lot to live for .... think of your children 
and grandchildren," I'd Say. Then 1 would smile, pat the person's hand and walk out. 
Ouch! 

Although it is patently unredistic to expect to see indicators of change after a 12- 

* 4 ~ 1  M. Mitchell. "Evaluation of the human becoming theory in practice in an acute care setting," in Illuminations: 
the human becoming theory in practice and research, ed. Rosanarie Rizzo Parse (New York: National League for 
Nursing Press), 1995,367-399. 

23S~hristine M. Jonas, "Evaiuation of the hwnan becoming rheory in farnily practice." in illumimtians: the human 
becoming theory in practice and research. ed. Rosemarie R i m  Parse (New York: National League for Nursing Press), 
1995,347-366. 

U 6 ~ a r c  D. A. Santopuito and Marlaine C. Smith, 'Eni ldon of the human becorning theory in practice with adults 
and ctiildren," in illuminaiiom: the human becoming theory in practice and research, ed. Rosemiuie Rizzo Parse (New 
Yotk Nationai League for Nursing Press), 1995,309-346. 



week teleapprenticeship, some of these lemers' stniggle to change was very apparent, 

and there was some anecdotal evidence that subtle shih  had occurred. This was 

particularly evident in the area of learners' growing consciousness of how they were in 

nurse-person relationships. For instance, one learner told her teacher, "Words like non- 

cornpliant now are harsh to rny ears." Some indications of change c m  be seen in the 

learner profiles in Chapter V; readers are invited to compare their observations of change 

with themes fkom two of the above-mentioned evaluation studies: 

 ona as^^^ 
1. Nurses descnbed enhanced satisfaction and meaningfulness in practice 
2. Nurses reported how they became focused on t h e  to listen. 
3. Described a heightened awareness of the person's perspective. 
4. Nurses clarified new benefits of being with clients. 
5. Nurses reported stniggling with living the different beliefs of Parse's theov. 

[ 6. Nurses indicated changed relationships with CO-worken that were more nurttiring and understanding. 1 

~ i t c h e l l ~ '  
1. Changed nurses' perspective of patient fkom problem to patient as human being. 
2, Changed morale in nurses. 
3. Less judging and labeling of patients. 
4. More t a b g  and listening to patients. 
5. Respecting the patient's right to choose. 
6. Enhancing quality of nurse-person relationship. 

At the beginning the study, 1 suggested to both teachers and learners that dialogue 

journal communication might be an effective way to structure their online conversations; 

no other suggestions or instmctions related to teaching or leaming methods were given 

(see introductory Uiforrnation sheets, Appendices A and B). 1 was surprised to discover, 

therefore, that each teacherlleamer pair was working in remarkably similar constmctivist 

leaming environments using rnethods cornmon to certain instructional design models, 

- -- 

U7~onas, "Evaluation of the hurnan bewming theory in family pnicticq" 354-357. 

238~itchell, "Evalustian of the human becomlng theory in practice in an acute rare setting," 388. 



particuiarly Cognitive ~ ~ ~ r e n t i c e s h i ~ . ~ ~  1 began to wonder if teleapprenticeship 

participants (particularly teachers) who hold philosophical views consistent with 

constnictivism create constnictivist learning environments, not as an intentional design 

strategy, but simply because they relate to others that way. 

I thought about what this might be saying about instructionai design. If teachea 

are constructivists with the intent to be with learners in a certain way, does al1 else 

follow? 1s it redundant, for example, to specifi five ( ~ e b o w ) ~ ~ '  or eight (Savery and 

~ u f f y ) ~ ~ ~  instructional principles for the design of a constnictivist leamhg environment? 

Do such teachers need to be told the six teaching methods designed for cognitive 

apprenticeships, or do they just naturaily do these things as a way of relating? And 

conversely, are those who are not constructivists able to teach this way fiom a set of 

instructions? 

Endeavoring to resolve this "puzzlement,"242 1 examined the primary 

characteristics of the teleapprenticeships fiom a relational and situational perspective. By 

this 1 mean how the participants were with each other and the situations243 they created 

for leamuig. Following that, I compared the participants' teaching and Iearning actions 

and incidents to the cognitive apprenticeship model. 

How the Telea~prenticeships Were Conducted 

Analysis revealed that the teleapprenticeships in this study were conducted as 

U9~ollins et al., 'Cognitive apprenticeship: Teaching the craft of reading writing. and rnathmatia," 453494. 

240~ebow. "Conmuctivist values for instructional systems design: Five principles toward a new mindsec" 4-16. 

"'savery a al., "Problem based Ieaming: An instructional mode1 and itr construîtivist 6amewoh" 3 1. 
242 

Savery et al., "ProbIem based learning: An instructional model and its constmctivist framework" 3 1. 

243~avid Cm,  "Cultural instititutions as structures for cognitive change," New Directiomjor Aduff und Colitinuing 
Education 53, no. Spring (1992): 21-35. 



collegial social relationships between a teacher and learner. The process was leamer- 

centered as to content and approach to leaming. The teleapprenticeships were manifest as 

processes of mutual engagement within the situation-specinc context of the leamer's 

professional practice. There, various dimensions and processes of the practice 

methodology were tried out and sometimes appropriated for practice if they were found 

to be usefbl. These elernents will be discussed below. 

A Leamer-centered Process 

About half the learners initiated practice-specific discussions about the theory 

aimost fkom the first message, but in the other dyads the participants conversed bnefly 

about how they would proceed with the teleapprenticeships. For example, one teacher 

inquired: "Maybe we could begin with my asking you to tell me where you are with 

Parse's theos, and what you hope to have happen over next 12 weeks." And a learner 

asked: "Do you think 1 should go through the modules in order or do you have other ideas 

of how 1 should move through this process? 1 would probably benefit from some kind of 

plan, even a loose one." Another wrote: "ludy has infonned me about the joumalling part 

of this project. 1 could use some guidance as to what else we will be doing." 

The teachers encouraged the learners to use instances £iom their practice as their 

primary guide to leaming. For example, when one learner suggested, "As we wili be 

working fiom the Pink Book, 2e< let's start from page one and have you lead," his mentor 

suggested: 

About me leading.. .well, Glenn, there is nowhere to lead, for there is no 
predetennined destination. While 1 am comrnitted to working WITH you as you are 
leaming to practice nursing guided by the human becoming theory, we are here for 

244~he "Pink Book" the leamers refer to is the l-ing modules booklet each of were givm: (Christine M. Jonas, 
Beryl Pilkington, Patricia Lyon, and GIenna E. MacDonald, Purse's Theoty ofHuman Becoming Learning Modules 
(Toronto: St- Michael's Hospital), 1992.) 



you and what it is that you would like to leam. 1 cannot tell you what it is that you 
need to know. 1 think that as you continue to read about the theory and as you 
continue to integrate the Parse theory into your practice, then your questions will 
come. 

Some teachers suggested that the leaming modules would be a good place to start: 

What I think will help you is probably if you familiarize yourself with the concepts- 
starting with the learning modules and perhaps try to think about situations that arise 
from the perspective of the theory. Whatever you think will help you to lem- 
discussion of concepts, or situations-it is al1 right with me. 

1 am willing to discuss whatever you think wiIl help your learning (and mine). 1 
believe that we will both benefit fiom this arrangement. If you have questions 1 will 
try and answer them or steer you t o w a .  other resources besides the learning 
modules. But they are an excellent start, simple and clear. 

in practice, except for some of the opening messages, content was entirely 

determined by what the leamers wished to discuss relative to a current or prior clinical 

practice situation. For some teachers, this was consistent with their beliefs about adult 

The reason I left the format of the mentorship up to [the leamer] rather than 
employing a stmctured teaching approach cornes fiom my own beliefs in the learner's 
knowledge about hidher learning style and what works for them. From the feedback I 
received fiom students in the past, 1 leamed that most adults like to apply theoretical 
learning to their practice situations. This allows them to make sense of the new 
material by connecting it to their known world. It also lets them explore the fit of the 
theory with their own values and ways of doing things. 1 tnisted that [she] would read 
the material herself and ask questions, when necessary. My role was to facilitate 
understandhg and application of the theory to practice. 1 personally came to enjoy 
our discussions a lot and felt challenged by the unfolding of the situations. 

For others, this leamer-determined approach was a change fkom teaching-learning 

relationships that the teachers had experienced before. One teacher with extensive 

experience teaching the theory reflected on the meaning of this difference for her: 

Because 1 kind of felt she was initiating and shaping the teaching-leamiog process, 1 
was much more comfortable as the teacher; every t h e  before I have taught the theory 
at nurses' request, 1 have always ended up in a situation of feeling like 1 am pushing 
them and taking them someplace they do not want to go. Now, 1 know they are going 
because they also want it at some level, but 1 am not comfortable with teaching when 



it seems initiated by me instead of the student. This is interesthg to me because 
Parse's theory guides nurses NOT to be teachers in the traditional sense of an expert 
who teUs others. But a teacher has to teackthat  is the mandate, is it not? To 
influence the thinking of a learner? The tele-event was more cornfortable because 1 
felt that when [leamer] wrote to me she wanted to and she knew what she wanted to 
ask, and 1 felt much more at ease with that knowing, s r  that approach. If the outcomes 
couid be the same, and that is what 1 do not know, meaning the effectiveness or 
meaningfuiness of the change for the nurse learners, if the outcomes on the email 
equaled those of in-person teaching, 1 would be more cornfortable with tele- 
mentorinp. 

Several dyads began their teleapprenticeship by engaging in discussions about the 

material on values and beliefs contained in the first section of the Learning Modules. 

Although this provided a structured starting point and an irnpetus for beginning dialogue, 

very soon their dialogue began to reflect their exploration of Parse's theory within the 

context of their own practice situation. As the theoretical content they addressed arose 

from specific nursing situations, some learnen covered more of the central ideas of the 

theory than others; none addressed al1 aspects of the theory. (See Table 3 for a list of 

content topics discussed by al1 the dyads, and by the five dyads profiled in Chapter V.) 

Rogoff writes that "information and skiils are not transmitted but are transfomed 

in the process of appropriation"; individuals "transform what is available to fit their 

uses."245 The learners in this study were discriminating about which aspects of the theory 

and practice methodology they deemed suitable for their practice setting. Even though 

they had expressed their desire to leam Parse's theory, they had to be convuiced of the 

workability of the theory for their practice. Nurses' overriding concem in practice is the 

safety of their patients:46 and this surfaced as a critical issue for each of these leamers: if 

245~aibara Rogoe Apprenticerhip in thinking: Cognitive Developmenr in Social Conlext (New York: Oxford 
University Press), 1990: 197. 

246~.  M. Hibberd and J. Noms, "Striving for safkty: Experience of nurxs in a hospiral under siegc," Jownul of 
Arivonced Nursing 17 (1 992): 487-495. 



their practice was guided by Parse's theory, would their patients be d e ?  Other practicai 

considerations involved Iearners' expressions of concem about the t h e  and m g  

levels required "to do Parse," and some who perceived that Parse nurses were elitist had 

fears that a staffing mix of Parse and non-Parse nurses might adversely affect the 

cohesiveness of a nursing unit. Nursing practice is not ody contexhial, but relational; a 

strained amiosphere on a unit cm compromise patient 

In Canada, where theory-based practice has been proposed by the Canadian 

Nurses Association as a standard for practice, many hospitals and other institutions that 

employ nurses have adopted one or more nursing theories ostensibly to guide nursing 

practice within that institution. These implementations, which required a considerable 

expenditure for training, policy revision, and evaluation,"* have in the main failed 

dismally, even when staff nurses were involved in the process. Practicing nurses in their 

wisdorn have been notoriously reiuctant to embrace theories or practice models that are 

not useful to them in pra~tice."g 

A Relationship Between Colleagues 

The teleapprenticeships were conducted not as a content delivery system, that is, a 

conduit for transmitting knowledge, but as an egalitarian professional social relationship 

between respectfd colleagues. The teachers enacted their roles as coaches, guides, 

models, and resource providers. The teachers were clearly CO-leamers; ail of the teachers 

said that teaching the theory advances their own understanding of it. One said, 

247~artha MacLeod, Practising nursing - becoming experienced (Edinburgh: Churc hi11 Livingstone). 1996. 

2 4 8 ~ .  K. Hardy. "The implications ofjumping on nunuig bandwagons-the case of nursing models in Newfoundland 
hospitals," Cunadian Journal ofNursing Administration 7. no. 1 ( 1994): 2 1-30. 

249 T. Kemy, "Nursing rnodels fail in practice," Britûh JOWMI of Nwsing 2, no. 2 (1993): 133-136; B. J. lacono and 
J. i. Jacono, "A holistic exploration of bartiers to theory utilization," Journal ofAhranced Nursing 21, no. 3 (1995): 
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1 knew that by being a mentor 1 would also advance my own leaming since I would 
have to explore concepts of the theory M e r ,  apply them to practice situations and 
(hopefully) receive stimuiating feedback. The teacher is aiways a learner, too. At the 
least it would help me with the process of renning my methods in how best to explain 
the theory. 

Several of them specificdy informed the leamers that they were leaming through the 

teleapprenticeship experience. One said to her student, '9t has been a real growing 

expenence for me. I have learned a lot fiom you. Thank you for sharing your questions 

and your stories and your thoughts." Another wrote to me in an interview: 

[Leamer] taught me a lot! 1 was often reminded duriog our mentoring relationship of 
why 1 entered nursing and of the deepest and most mernorable moments in practice. 
Fearner] encouraged and inspired me to take rny practice and what 1 was bearing 
witness to, to new horizons. Sometimes 1 wondered who really was the teacher in this 
relationship ! 

COMPARING THE TELEAPPRENTICESHIPS WITH THE COGNITIVE APPREN~cESHIP MODEL 

In the next section, 1 will examine the fit between the categories that developed 

fiom coding the teaching and leamhg actions and incidents in the transcripts of the 

teleapprenticeships with the features of the cognitive apprenticeship model. For each 

section of the model, 1 will present exemplars nom the data. Last, 1 will provide a 

summary comparing the teleapprenticeships with the cognitive apprenticeship model. 

The Cognitive Apprenticeship Mode1 

In the next section, the elements of cognitive apprenticeship that were present in 

the participants' dialogue will be illustrated with exemplars fiom the transcripts. Unless 

other citations are provided, the cognitive apprenticeship theory was denved primarily 

fiom Collins et and Wilson and ~ole? '  

250~ollins et al., -Cognitive apprenticeship: Teaching the d o f  reading, writing, and maihernatics," 453-494. 

25i  ils son n al., -Cognitive apprenticeships: An instructional design reviewy'. 



Content 

Cognitive apprenticeships are designed to teach not only domain and procedural 

knowledge, but the tacit knowledge experts access in order to make use of domain and 

procedural knowledge. Four categories of expert knowledge are defmed and illustrated 

below : domain knowledge, hewistic strategies, control strategies, and learning 

strategies. 

Domain knowledge. This refers to conceptual, factual or procedural knowledge 

related to the subject matter. Domain knowledge tended to be discussed relative to a 

practice situation, and as  would be expected, most of the leamers' questions were 

requests for this type of idormation. 

For example: 

Is there a way to ask questions thut is congruent with practice wing Purse 's theory? I 
redise that it is important not to interfire with the rhythm set by the person but is 
there a way to be with him through the asking of questions? 

Where does the fumily enter the picture according to Parse? 

How do 1 become in true presence with him when he doesn 't communicate? 

Learner exmpIes: domain knowledge 
Fact: In the totality paradigrn people are - 
viewed as a sum of their parts. They are looked 
ut with respect to separate parts, and these are 
then put together to create a whole. 
Concept: I am not sure if1 told you that Ifind 
the descriptions of the pmadoxes very hetpfirl 
in rny work with those who are h ing  with 
bying. Recently one woman told me that she 
was rea& to die, but in the next breath osked 
me $1 would help her stay awake os she 
thought that she might die ifshe fell arleep. 
Another wonder= woman who was near death 
said that she war tired of living with her 
disabilities but then wondered ifshe should get 
the ftu shot. 
Procedure= I do have some questions about the 
practice methodology. When "àwelling in true 

Teacher examples: domain kno wledge 
Facl: Choices fiom the human becoming - 
theory are viewed as being made buth 
expkitly and implicitly. 
Concept: Also it will help with your 
interpretation of concepts Zik revealing- 
concealing to consider t h k  Ait human beings 
reveal-conceal themselves continuotlsly in 
everything we do. 
Procedm As you center yourselfon the 
person and push everything else ouf of your 
min4 you me receptive to their languaging of 
comforr;/discomforî through body signals, 
synchronîzing rhythm with them 



presence " it ir d z ~ c u f t  to synchronire rhythm 
withour appearing tu direct or redirect the 
person During clmicai this week I cmed for a 
patient who wenf for a pseudoanewysm repair. 
mile he was in the OR I spent over an hour 
with hk wife. She started tafking about her 
b b a n d  and rnoved on to talk about herse& 
her history of hypertension, and her autktic 
son, her dpughter. grandchildren etc. I f l  had 
not asked her a question or two dong the way 1 
don 't think she would have felt cornfortable 
enough to continue. If1 didn 't interjecf 
occasionalfy, rnighr this wornm have ihought 
that I wmn 't listening, or that I di& 't really 
care? 

Heuristic stratepies. This refers to effective techniques and approaches: "tricks of 

the trade" made explicit by the teacher or leamer's accounts of approaches that worked in 

practice. The teachers provided abundant tips and how-to information about techniques 

and methods. When the leamers discussed "this worked for me" practice approaches, it 

was usually in relation to h a h g  tried out suggestions the teacher had given them. For 

example: 

Thank you for the answer to my first question around communication. 1 am very 
cornfortable with the two questions that you suggested: "What is most important to 
you now?" and "What is this situation like for you?'I believe that before I became 
aware of Parse's theory, these questions were what I wanted to ask but may not have 
always been able to ask because old ways of communication got in the way. 

Lemer a m p l e :  heurktic strategies 
I did not make any suggestions to him, 

just stayed with him, and a&r an hour he 
said that he needed twenty-four hours to 
think und asked me to corne back 

It was great for me in thar I did not have 
an agenda and Zistened to the person as the 
expert in their own life. 

Teacher exampies: heurMc strategies 
I think that it was some time ... before I 

actually Zearned that the best way to 
present the person 's perspective was to do 
just that: present if, not defend it, not 
aàvocate for thern, not speak to their 
issues on their behalfeven though I had a 
good idea of what they were about. 

When a person tells me about their 
hopes and dreams another question I 
ofien ask is " c m  you picture yourse I f  
doing thut. " As people picture their hopes 
and &eams thev move towards thern. 



Control strate~es. This type of knowledge is ofien termed metac~gnit ion.~~~ It is 

related to a learner's ability to select among problem-solving strategies. Ln Parse's theory 

where nursing situations are not seen as problems, this will mean selecting among 

approaches to the situation. Keeping in mind the learner's goals, current Ieaming 

difficulties, and remedial strategies available, the teacher assists the learner to learn to 

choose an approach. Control strategies may be related to learning: teacher monitors, 

diagnoses and suggests remedial strategies related to leamuig, and Iearner monitors own 

leaming process, or to practice: teacher or learner discuss choosing among practice 

approaches. 

Learner exampfes: control strategies 
Learninx: 

I should also tell you that this Pink Book 
is not enough for me to learn the theory I 
need to read more about the underpinnings. 
values, beliefs and interrelationships of the 
concepts of the theory. I cannot learn the 
theory and live it through practice without 
getting a deeper understanding of it. I feel 
[ike I only have part of the picture, and I'm 
one of these people who needr the whole 
picture. Could you suggest some reading 
material andperhaps tell me ( fyou can) 
where I couIdJnd Pane's book (not the 
new one)? 
Practice: 

I really listened to myseifthis week and 
speczjicuZly to the responses to my 
questions, i. e., whether they were open- 
ended type questions that maintained the 
conversation or ones that encouraged 
yes/no a m e r s .  In fact they most fiequently 
required yes no answers. Mr. L. is not a 
talkative person and doesn 't easiIy give 
Iengthy answers. This is an area I will really 

Teacher erxampfes: control straîegies 1 
I thought that it might be interesting 

for you to sort of plugyour own scenario 
into the example so us to better 
understand, or to creute a clearer picture 
of what this rhythm is about and how this 
rhythm changes bringing new possibles to 
lighl. 
Prac tice: 

With Parse '.Y theory we do believe the 
person is the expert. Pain is what the 
person says it is. Could you spend time 
with this person to talk with her about her 
situation? m a t  life is like for her, what is 
it Iike to live with chronic pain? Whar 
helps her Iive with this pain, what helps 
relieve the pain? 

The issue of what Mr. L wants with 
respect to getting in and out of bed and 
being lif td and the pain he experiences, I 
would try the following. First, when Mr. L 
said that he wants to be up for one hour 
only. you could explore what it is like for 
him to be le3 up longer thon an hour and 

2 s 2 ~ .  Ci. Paris and P. Winograd, %How metacognition can promotc acadernic leaming and instruction,'' in Dimensions 
of thinking and cognitive instmction, cd. B. F. Jones and L. Id01 (Hillxiale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates), 1990, 
15-51. 



work on next week 
I have a goad relationship with both the 

clients, but am phrasing rny questions and 
talking in a way which prevents or hinders 
true presence. cotramcendence, rhythmicity 
and meaning. It is not flowing yet. 

how he might feel ifhe knew the nurses 
wouldput him back when he requested 

le am in^ strateeies. Teacher or leamer discuss strategies for leaming how to leam 

the other three kinds of content, 

Learner excunples: learning strategies 
I have been working through my thoughts 

on choice with regard to people making a 
choice to be in the situations they are in. I 
have been trying to think about this as I 
relate with the cornmunitypeople at 
ffacility]. 

I would l i k  to participate in dialogte 
journalling. I have many questions and 
more keep surfacing. For now, I will 
probably be using the journal more for 
examination of world views, values, beliefs 
etc.. than for concrete examples of 
interactions. 

Teucher examples: learning sîrategies 
Would it help you ifyou and I 

practiced here on this list with some 
questions and amers?  

Now maybe picture yourself speaking 
dzyerently and see ifyou c m  practice. 
even with another nurse or afiiend 

Methods 

In cognitive apprenticeship, six teaching methods are proposed that wodd give 

the student the opportunity to discover expert strategies in context. The core group 

(modeling, coaching, and scaffolding) helps learners acquire cognitive and metacognitive 

skills in the context of practice. Articulation and refection allows thern to gain conscious 

access to their own strategies. Exploration teaches techniques for movhg into new areas. 

Learners are encouraged to problem-solve on their own, but also to learn how to fuvne 

questions for inquiry. 

Modellina. Modelling is a central quality of rnent~r in~.~"  It is important that the 

253~ugene M. Anderson end Anne Lucasse Shannon, Toward a conccptudization of mentoring," J o m I  of Teacher 
Educarion. 39, no. 1 ( 1988): 3M2. 



learner realize that the teachers sometimes struggle rather than seeing them always in 

situations where they easily succeed. The purpose of modelling is to make the intemal 

processes and activities explicit. The leamers often expressed how helpful it was when 

the teachers and others revealed their own past and ongoing struggle to leam the theory. 

One leamer, referring to a PARSE-L discussion, said, 

And [they] discussed this at some length, working through their own struggle and 
giving me hope that there were others who didn't already know everytbing. mentor] 
also gave me the sense that she stili had to work through questions about her practice 
and about the things she teaches. Thank goodness for them. 

Teacher examples: mdelling 
I am glad that you continue to ask your question because it really helps me work 

through ihis. I am finding it dzfimlt, so rnaybe we can work through this together. 
Regarding your continuing to suggest things to patients and the feeling that you are 

not yet living hue presence-l went through this fur month when starting to Iearn the 
rheory. I knew that I did not want to offer advice or make judgements, but I had been 
doing that for so long it was like autornaric. Each time I would offer an opinion or say 
sornething inconsistent with Parse 's theory, 1 would just ihink about it and how I could 
have done ii diferenth and then I would try again. Eventualij Ifelt so cornfortable in 
nue presence and in trusting thut the person knew the way. It takes t h e  to unlearn what 
the traditional mode1 hm taught. 

D took me about s k  months of this refective knowing/action inconsistency toJna2Zy 
let go of old belief. The oZd beliefs are very deeply ernbedded, und some do not even 
show themselves until months into the learninn. 
- -- -- - - -  

Coachinp. The teacher directs the leamer's attention to a point. The focus is on 

skills and how-to. 

Teacher examples: coaching 
Ifindyou are still speaking about clients fiom your own view. 
I wouldjust be with her without any expectations, fshe was wishing you lo sit with 

her. Being open to her in a way where she may or may not speak but just open to her 
and honoring her. 

I sometimes ask what would heZp the person get through this time. When the woman 
talked about speaking to her stepfather but he was in another city, could there have been 
ways to explore how she might s e  to him? Or ifnot, explore what she might ask him 
or what it would be like to talk with him? 

Scaffolding;. Some authors use this term to refer to a situation where a teacher 



does part of a task until the learner is able to do the whok task alone. Obviously, this is 

unsuitable for online learning. Referring to teleapprenticeships, Teles states that 

scaffolding refers to the intellechial support provided to the learner in the form of 
comments, suggestions, feedback, and observations. 2" 

Similady, ~ a r l e ~ ~ ~ ~  refen to scaffolding in temis of thc role of the teacher being 

supportive rather îhan directive. In this study, the teachers' provided intellecnial support 

in the form of commenting, expanding on content matters, and providing encouragement. 

Teacher examples: scaffolding 
comment in^ 

Your comments about the totality and simultaneity puradigmr are accurate. 
The lady who called her husband in the morning rather than sleeping: you helped her 

towarh health by letting her live her value priorities. In the totality paradigm. the nurse 
might have decided that sleep is bestfor her. 

To meet with persons to try to cairn or quiet the screaming andyelling would be to 
meet with an agenda.. . a plan of how things should be and should unfold 

Do not be too hard on youself: 
Your example of enabling-lirniting weî excellent. 
You are doing a wonderfil job. Keep up the good work! 
Your examples are wonderfil. 
With respect to your charting.. . what a greut start you have made. 

Articulation. The teacher leads the learner to articulate knowledge or processes 

surrounding the domain. 

Teacher examples.. articuiation 
How does thinking about paradox help you in your practice? 
What do you think made him confide into you? 
m a t  would be the bais for this dimence in approach? 
I wonder ifyou could tell me what implications in practice you would have to 

consider dzjj5erentlyfrom the two views. 

Reflection. The teacher or learner conducts a postmortem to replay the process of 

their practice. They may compare their own performance with that of an expert, another 

- -  

2Y~ueio Teles, "Cognitive apprenticeship on global nehvorks," in GIoM networkr: Cornpuers and international 
communication, ed. Linda M. Harasim (Cambridge, MA: The MiT Press), 1993,276. 
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penon, or an intemal mode1 of expertise. 

Learner exampIes: refleCnOn 
I also find 1 am advocating for the clients as opposed ro allowing them to express 

their desires. 
I do revert back to thinking in the totuiity paradigm but am working through this with 

your heh. 
I have heard you und Dr. P arse say they will ask for the information when they are 

ready to receive it. I believe this but in rejlective analysis see how I am not practicing 
this- 

Exdoration. With this methi ,  the teacher sets broad goals and then encourages 

the leamer to branch out, trying things out on their own. This is the outcorne of the fading 

of support, not only in problem solving, but aiso in problem setting. Perhaps because the 

leamers had so Iittle time to gain expertise, the method of exploration was rarely used in 

this study. In one example, the teacher asks the learner to think of other ways to be in true 

presence; in another, the teachers asks the learner if she codd facilitate a meeting 

between a provider-focused board and her clients who felt they were not being well 

served. 

Teacher exampies: ~xploratlen 
Tiy to rhink of  ways to be with persons in m e  presence, as much as the situation 

1 am thrilled to hear how the theory of human becorning hm also helpedyou as an 
administrutor. Hme you ever considered writing about th&? 

Sociology 

The sociology of the learning environment refers to cntical features of the social 

context and the ways they affect leaming. These characteristics are: situated learning, the 

m h r e  of experf practice, inhinîic motivation, and collrrboration (termed "exploiting CO- 

operation" when used with child leamers). 

Situated Leamina. Situated Iearning occurs within the ordinary practices of the 

culture. In this online study, the context of leaming was each leamer's practice setting. 



There were abundant instances where both the teacher and leamer related the theory to 

examples from practice. 

This woman hm over the years requested 
increasingly higher doses of morphine for 
her pain. The nursing staff are very 
d i s ~ s e d  when udministering the morphine 
to this woman-they see her as k i n g  
addicted to the drug and wonder ifshe is 
coming to the hospital for the sole purpose 
of gaining access to the morphine. The 
nursing stqffhave a great deal of empathy 
for the woman but feel that they m e  
harming her by giving her the morphine that 
she requests. The woman h m  information 
regarding pain clinics and alternative 
methoh of puin conhol, und she declines to 
see a family therapist. The nursing staff do 
not have a great deal of confidence in the 
physicicm who is treating her and 
prescribing the morphine. How wo uld a 
Parse nurse be in this situation? 1 do believe 
that the woman has a right to make her own 
decisions regarding the use of morphine. but 
do the nursing staff have a right not tu give 
it ifthey believe that they are harming her? 

Teacher examples: situated leiunhg 
Khen persons have pains that are deep 

and have not sLvfced in years, I believe 
that the person will know when they can 
surfocce t h  and be with them and when 
they cannot. A person rnay wish to see 
sumeone again to continue to discuss 
their situation and they may not. 
Sometimes to know I rnay never see this 
person again may open a door to tell a 
deep pain@ experience and not have to 
talk about it again. To m r  the person 
with knowing best is in this situation as 
well. I was with a Young woman as she 
described horrors she experienced In 
W t i n g  her and being with her where she 
was in hzre presence was my intention. 
Nursing practice happens in thut moment, 
and hue presence lingers on in both the 
nurse and person. Seeing the familiar in a 
new Iight is the changing of change. and 
this ripp1e.s on in persons. 

Culture of exwrt practice. It is important that learners are enabled to feel part of a 

comrnunity of practice where the relevant processes of practice are made explicit to them 

and where they can observe expertise in action. Collins et al. write that "drawing students 

9 9,256 into a culture of expert practice teaches them to 'think like experts. in a computer- 

based learning module, Wilson, Heckrnan and Wang used the technique of having the 

leamer listen in on a discussion among three experts. Leamers began identibng with the 

9 ~ 2 5 7  experts "as if the experts were 'in the computer. h a similar way, online 

256~oliins et ai.. "Cognitive apprenticeship: Teaching the craft of reading, writing, and rnathematics," 490. 

257~ilson et ai.. "Cornputer-based cognitive apprenticeships: An example from weather forecasting," 10. 



environments have been designed so that students in CMC courses are afforded exposure 

to practitioners of the discipline under study through the use of ""e-guests." For example, 

in one graduate program evaluation course, practicing program evaluators were invited to 

interact with the students during a designated week?' In another graduate program, the 

potential for electronic guest lectures to stimulate thinlcing among -dents and to induce 

their interaction was explored by Cotlar and Shimabukuro, who concluded that this 

strategy can improve the quality of 

During the shidy, al1 the learnee subscribed to the Parse Scholars7 discussion 

fonun, PARSE-L, where they were prîvy to discussions and story telling among the 

experts in the theory, including Dr. Parse herself. In this way, they were somewhat able 

to observe a culture of practice. They found discussions on the list to be interesting 

(especiaily the practice stories) and said that they learned a lot, and some planned to 

continue to subscribe after the study was over. They fiequently rehashed PARSE-L 

discussions with their teachers. One leamer said, 

PARSE-L formed the basis for some of our discussions but also supplemented ideas 
that we were discussing and helped to cl&@ some of my thoughts. 
Teleapprenticeship would have been a different expenence without the addition of 
PARSE-L. 

Another who found PARSE-L particdarly valuable said, 

I M y  found it very beneficial to also be part of the PARSE-L where there were 
dialogues about many issues and how they relate to the theory 1 was trying to lem. 
Other peoples' questions, comments, stmggles, and explanations about situations 1 
was not part of were very beneficial and assisted my leaming immensely. It was 
through this medium I leamed better how this true presence occurs, and 1 felt that 1 
was able once to achieve this with one client because of what 1 had experienced 

2 s 8 ~ .  E. Davie and R Wells, "Fantasy and structure in cornputer mediateci communicaiion courses." Journal O/ 

Dbtance Educution 7, no. 2 (1 993): 3 1-50. 

2s9~mton Cotlar and Jarna N. Shimabuhim, %imulating leaming with electronic guest Iccniring" Interpersonal 
Computing and Technology: An Elecrronic Jownof /or the 2lsr Cennvy. 1,  no. 1 ( 1993). 



environments have been designed so that students in CMC courses are afforded exposure 

to practitioners of the discipline under snidy through the use of "e-guests." For example, 

in one graduate program evaluation course, practicing program evaluators were invited to 

interact with the students during a designated ~ e e k . ~ ' ~  In another graduate pro-, the 

potential for electronic guest lectures to stimulate thinking among students and to induce 

their interaction was explored by Cotlar and Shirnabukuro, who concluded that this 

strategy can improve the quality of instni~tion."~ 

During the study, al1 the leamers subscribed to the Parse Scholars' discussion 

forum, PARSE-L, where they were privy to discussions and story telling among the 

experts in the theory, including Dr. Parse herself. In this way, they were somewhat able 

to observe a culture of practice. They found discussions on the list to be interesting 

(especially the practice stories) and said that they learned a lot, and some planned to 

continue to subscribe after the study was over. They fiequently rehashed PARSE-L 

discussions with their teachers. One learner said, 

PARSE-L formed the basis for sorne of our discussions but also supplemented ideas 
that we were discussing and helped to c l a i e  some of my thoughts. 
Teleapprenticeship would have been a different experience without the addition of 
PARSE-L. 

Another who found PARSE-L particularly valuable said, 

1 tnily found it very beneficial to also be part of the PARSE-L where there were 
dialogues about many issues and how they relate to the theory 1 was trying to learn. 
Other peoples' questions, cornments, struggles, and explmations about situations 1 
was not part of were very beneficial and assisted my leaming immensely. It was 
through this medium 1 learned better how this true presence occurs, and 1 felt that 1 
was able once to achieve this with one client because of what 1 had expenenced 

"*L. E. Davic and R Wells, "Fantssy and structure in cornputer mcdiatcd communicaîion courses," J o u d  of 
Distance &cation 7,  no. 2 ( 1993): 3 1-50. 
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through al1 these dialogues. 1 was then able to communicate this to my specific 
mentor and have this verified. 

Unfortunately, the climate on PARSE-L at the time of the study was such that 

most of the learners were afkaid to post their own questions. Some, including teachers, 

felt that the environment was intimidating and somewhat elitist: 

Why do 1 always feel like messages on PARSE-L, unless they agree and praise, are 
met with a "rap over the knuckles" response? Sends me back to elementary school 
and Sister Louise. 

I have been following the dialogue on PARSE-L ever since 1 have been subscribed to 
it. There have been wonderful discussions that have really enbanced my 
understanding of the theory. However. 1 have been bothered by the sense of US and 
THEM (Pane nurses versus al1 other nurses) that permeates through some of the 
discussions. 1 have perceived certain questions to be acceptable and others not. 
Questions that are not acceptable seem to be ignored or elicit responses that are 
sometimes sarcastic or even nasty. 

1 am going to be very honest by telling you that 1 am intimidated by the discussion on 
PARSE-L and hesitate to post a question about ideology and philosophy. 1 do not 
believe that 1 have enough background information on either subject to begin a 
conversation with people at the PhD level. 1 would not be intimidated about 
introducing discussion of the word "interaction" but 1 wouid about the ideas of 
ideology and philosophy. 1 don't believe that 1 could enter this discussion on an equal 
basis and fear that 1 would feel talked d o m  to by those with more advanced 
education. 

One learner thought that only those who were confident with the theory would use 

PARSE-L; others would be too intimidated to post. To her, this was a most unfortunate 

situation since "sometimes more is learned fiom those who are leaming than fiom those 

who have learned." 

Both teachers and leamers expressed distress over the environment on PARSE-L; 

they longed to be able to engage in open uncensored dialogue about the theory relative to 

their practice. Some felt the problem to be partially a function of email: "1 find the email 

way difficult in that it seems more abrupt when it is not meant to be." The participants 

discussed the matter at length on their teleapprenticeship Lists as well as by pnvate email 



to me since 1 was the listowner of PARSE-L at the t h e  of the study. "What do you think 

we can do to change the fear of going on PARSE-L?" they asked, ?O make it different?" 

-- . - 

Learner examples: culture of q e r t  pructice 
I particularly appreciated it when you 

showed that you were pualing through 
some of the issues that Ipresented and pied 
to get a better understanding of what it WCLF 

like for me through the asking of your 
questions. I would think this was a Pmse- 
like way of being with orhers as they learn. 

l read the discussions by [Parse nurses 
on PARSE-L] about the "Ah Ha, " and this 
helped me very much to hear them describe 
their struggles. It gave me courage to keep 
go ing. 

When I commmicated [lemning dz~cultyy] 
lo my mentor, I war @en some suggestions 
on how to move away from this practice but 
was also given permission to not be able to 
do this right off the bat. [She told me ] that 
this is very dzfieult and thatrshe] also had 
many months or yems also experiencing 
exactiy what I w u  going through. This was 
very heïj@f. 

Teacher txarn~fes: culture o f  emert ~racrice 
1 remember the time thar I was with 

[Parse nurse] at a communiîy centre for 
persons who lived on the streets. It was 
quite interesting to warch the changing, 
unfo fding rhythm ar [she] was with 
diferent members of the group in m e  
presence. Atfirst everyone sort ofjurf sat 
there and did not really talk much 
amongst themselves or to us at ail. 
Conversation was what I would cal1 
dzficult to get going. At first if w m  
dzflcult to go with the rhythm I think 
becarcse there were so many and they 
were so different. I witnessed a change 
rhough when [she] went with one person 
and interestingly enough another group 
member went with b e r ]  and, well. ..how 
can I best describe this? Okay.. . it wus like 
a whole bunch of really neat notes just 
floating about..so [she] went with a note, 
another joined, and she went with that, 
and the fzrst note joined the second CO- 

created note.. .and wow.. . rnebdy! 

Inhinsic motivation. In cognitive apprenticeship, learning is not considered a 

response to teaching, but the resuit of the learner taking responsibility for the learning 

process. Harley writes: 

The role of learners within authentic, situated leamhg activity is one whereby they 
are encouraged to recognize that they themselves are intentional agents creating their 
situated experience within a culture of activity, as opposed to being simply extemal 
observers or incidental a c t ~ r s . * ~ ~  

Brown and Duguid write that learning environrnents must be designed in ways 

260~arley, 'Siniated leaming and classmm instruction," 49. 



that "make it possible for leamers to 'steal' the knowledge they need.'"61 This has usuaily 

been difficult to accornplish in f o d  institution-based courses because students expect 

the familiar structure of k i n g  taughl teacher-selected content.262 Mason notes that 

attempts to devolve the teacher fiom stage centre and hand over responsibility for 
learning to the student are not met with cheers and grateful thanks. In most cases far 
fiom it! Students have for years been conditioned by teachen, by the system, by the 
educational milieu to accept the role of passive, dependent, cornpetitive ~ e a r n e r . ~ ~ ~  

In this study, perhaps because the content was something they wished to iearn, and 

because evaluation and grades were not an issue, the leamers were active and persistent 

in seeking the knowledge they wanted and in detemiining the manner in which they 

would learn it. 

Other evidence of intrinsic motivation was the willingness to risk some degree of 

censure while leaming to practice in a different way. Only two of the leamers worked in 

an environment somewhat supportive of Parse's theory. While this is always difficult, it 

is especially so for those new to the theory who do not yet have the confidence and words 

to explain their practice. They mentioned tensions that had developed with other nurses, 

other disciplines, a supervisor, an employer, and a family, and one leamer described the 

difficulty of being required to use a systems approach in a graduate course she was 

1 must Say that 1 am having some difficulty in living, working and studying in one 
world, that of the totaiity paradigm, and thinking in the simultaneity paradigm. One of 

" ~ o h n  Seely Brown and Paul Duguici, *Stolen knowlcdge," Educotianal Technology 33, no. 3 (1993): 1 1 .  The notion 
of "stealing the knowledge" is a familiar one in the skilled trades; a stone mason once told me, "Nobody is going to 
teach you this trad-you have to steal i t w  

26kartha L. P. MacLeod, "What d o a  it mean to be well taught? A hermencutic course evaluation," Journal of 
Nursing Education 34, no. 5 ( 1  995): 197-203. 
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my courses that 1 am taking is about fatnilies and iiiness and is based on a systems 
approach. In this approach, nurse are to assess, and intervene, and 1 do find the 
interventions that are prescribed to be quite intrusive and do not practice them. 
However, 1 do have to use the lmguage of the course white 1 am a student in it, but 1 
must Say that leaming the human becoming theory has really caused me to see the 
language of nursing in a new light. 1 find the traditional language very harsh and 
abrasive, but yet how do you communicate in a world that still uses that language? 

There was considerable evidence that lemers were persistent when they were not 

satisfied with their understanding of something. They pressed their teachers to explain 

fuaher, sought other resources, and tried other strategies. 

Learner examples= iirtrinsic motivation 
I will continue to dwell with this thought during my practice in order tojürther 

understand the situations and my beliefs surrounding them. Havever, 1 am not giving up 
because I know I wilifigure it out. I really do believe in the principles. 

This is an area I will really work on next week 
I searched the srate library system fur some of the articles thal have been mentioned 

in diSCussions and in the bibliography in the module. but we have none of the articles 
close by. 1 will t a k  a bib to the hospital education depmtment this week und have them 
get the articles fiom wherever they get them 

Cooperative Learning. This is tenned "exploiting cooperation" by Collins et al.,'# 

who see interaction with other leamers as both motivating and as another learning 

resource. It is another way to foster articulation and can provide an additional source of 

scaffolding. Constructivist educators encourage collaboration among leamers because 

they "believe that motivation to learn cannot be separated fiom the social context in 

,9265 which it is embedded. One of the drawbacks of individual learning experiences can be 

the absence of a rich leaming environment where Iearners can participate in a more 

advanced Ieaming activity than they would be capable of if they were workhg a 1 0 n e . ~ ~ ~  

- - - - - -. - - - - -  
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~ a r a s i r n ~ ~ ~  States that the online environment is particularly appropriate for this type of 

leaming, although this potential is not always realized. In the pilot for this shidy, the 

leamer strongly recommended the provision of a discussion fonun where learnen could 

interact with others who were at different levels of understanding about the theory: 

If you could have that opportunity for them ... especially for people that don? know 
anything about Parse, because for me with [fiiendl-she had a nice grounding in it, so 
to be able to ask ber] sorne different things and hear her side of it was very helpful, 
whereas with [another Eend] it was different leaming with her ... she didn't know 
anythmg, so I could tell her what 1 thought, and in telling her, 1 leamed. 

On that recommendation, the learners were introduced to each other and were 

provided with a discussion forum accessible only to them and myself, but other than one 

leamer's failed atternpts to elicit conversation fiom the others, it was never used. 

PARSE-L might have served this hc t ion ,  but as was reported above, during the period 

of the study, that list was not conducive to beginners' dialogue about the theory. 

Nonetheless, some managed on their own to locate others with whom they could discuss 

the theory. They found them online, at work, at a Parse Chapter meeting, and two 

leamers who were attending the same graduate school met for lunch to discuss the theory. 

As well, at the time of the study, a lengthy thread on the topic of ontology was underway 

on NURSENET (a large international discussion forum for nursing issues.) As several 

Parse scholars were participating, some learners said that this provided them with another 

source of information and personal contacts. 

Learner exampies: cooperative iearning 
As far as external events goes. the one event that really influenced my learning was 

the participarion of one of my classrnates in this experience. [Clasmate] and I spent 
many lunch hours discussing our teleapprenticeship experiences as well as our 
experience with the human becoming theory, and this was very helpfl. We talked a lot 
about presencing andpracticed with each other. We used the 1an-e with each other, 

"'L. Harasim, "On-line education: A new domah," in Minhveave: Communication. cornputers and distance 
education, ed. R Mason and A. Kaye (Oxford: Pergamon), 1989,50-62. 



and this helped us to become used tu it, and we used it in our seminars when we talked 
about our experiences. 

I atîended the [civ] Chupter meeting yesterday and found some a m e r s  (through 
listeni& to other questions that I had 

Mode1 Elements Not Found in the Data 

Component by component, the cognitive apprenticeship model as described by 

Collins et al. is a fairly good fit with the teaching and learning actions and incidents 

identified in the teleapprenticeships transcripts. Of the 18 characteristics of ideal leaming 

environments specified in the model, 14 were present (see Table 2). Those that were 

absent were exploiting competition and the three sequencing p ~ c i p l e s :  increasing 

compiexity, increasing diversity, and global before local skills. Three of these may well 

have appeared in teleapprenticeships concemed with a different subject matter. 

Exploiting competition is a strategy where the cornparison of students' work 

(ideally problem-solving processes, not products) is supposed to motivate them to 

improve. This strategy is inappropriate for adults and possibly for al1 leamers at the 

individuai level; Collins et al. themselves have noted considerable problems with this 

approach. They suggest instead a blending of the cooperation and competition strategies; 

individuals could work and learn within supportive groups, and these groups, not the 

individuals, codd be ~orn~eti t ive.~~* 

The three sequencing strategies have to do with the teacher stmchuing the 

presentation of Uiformation or activities in stages, Ievels, or d i f f e ~ g  contexts according 

to the leamer's needs. There are several possible reasons why the sequencing principles 

did not occur in this learning event. First, except at the very beginning, the teachers did 

26s~oilins et ai., "Cognitive appmticeship: Teaching the crafi of reading, writùig and rnathernaîics," 490. 



not determine the presentation of the content; it was the leamers who decided which 

topics would be explored in light of situations in theu practice. The one-to-one situation 

may have fostered greater learner-directedness than would have occurred in a group 

situation. 

Second, task complexity is not germane to the study of this theory. Parse's 

practice methodology does not consist of linear, ordered steps or staged progression 

toward the mastery of tasks, nor does it comprise a problem-solving approach. Rather, the 

methodology involves the nurse being tnily present as persons k c o v e r  the rneaning of 

their situations. The nurse's participation with the person, as she or he explores thoughts, 

feelings, hopes, and dreams, moves the peson beyond."26g While growth in knowledge 

about the theory and the practice methodology is ongoing for Parse nurses, movement 

toward greater understanding tends to happen in situational "ah ha!" moments rather than 

in a sequenced or deliberate way. As well, sequencing of instruction is not consistent with 

constructivist learning environments which are more process- than product-oriented.270 

Some constmctivists, arguing fiom the basic proposition that %derstanding is indexed 

by experience," point out that the notion of increasing complexity would mean removing 

complexities fiom the environment so that a learner begins in simplified circurnstances. 

Not only would this produce an inauthentic context and different learning o~tcomes,*~' 

but it is not possible to achieve in nursing practice. 

Deliberately employing the strategy of increasing diversity was not suitable for 

269~ilkington et al., The human becoming thoory: o manualfor the teaching-fearningprocess, 30. 

270~avid H. Jonasxn. Thinking techwlogy: Toward a eonmucrivist design model," Educationaf Technofogy 34. no. 
4 (1994): 34-37. 

27'~eter C. Honebein, Thomas M. Du@, and Barry J. Fishman, "Constructivism and the design of learning 
environments: Context and authentic activities for leaming," in Designing environments for constmctive feorning, ed. 
Thomas M. Du*. Joost Lowyck, and David H. lonassen (Berlin: Springer-Verlag), 1993, 94. 



this domain; Parse's theory can be used in any nursing situation. Parse nurses do, 

however, expand theU repertoire for practice through experience, study and research. In 

this study, the teachers did not act deliberately to increase diversity, knowing that each 

nursing situation the leamen considered in light of the theory moved them toward 

increased understanding of the human experience. 

The sequencing principle of global before local skills allows learners to constnict 

a conceptual model of the overall activity. This helps them to make sense of the domain 

and acts as a guide for performance. While the model is chiefly concemed with skills and 

processes, this principle could be interpreted to mean that learnea would be given 

theoretical information before being introduced to a practice methodology. Parse's theory 

is often taught this way, especiaily in group situations.''* The values, beliefs, and 

concepts of the theory are ofien presented first to give nurses a chance to thllik deeply 

about each of them in relation to the traditional way of nursing. To practice the theory, 

nurses must struggle to change their belief system about human beings and health. As this 

begins to happen, the practice methodology tends to make sease, and they c m  then begin 

to learn to change their way of being with patients. Their theoretical knowledge will help 

them to monitor their practice performance. 

It had been my expectation that the teleapprenticeships would play out sornewhat 

in this familiar fashion. The Learning Modules were given to the learners so that they 

couid begin to study the theory in this semi-structured way. But as we have seen, this is 

not what transpired. In this leaming event, the nurses learned the theory that was relevant 

to each nursing situation that presented. This is similar to Action Learning, where 

-- - . -- - 
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knowledge is sought in a just-in-the way based on felt needs." 

Data That Were Not Accomrnodated Within the Mode1 

Stories 

Learning fiom stories is deemed important by Brown, Collins, and ~ u ~ u i d ~ ' ~  but 

was not included in the modified cognitive apprenticeship mode1 of Collins and his 

colleagues. In a discussion about the role of narrative as an essential component of social 

interaction and leaming, Brown, Collins, and Duguid state that narratives "must be 

promoted, not inhibited": "Leaming environments must allow narratives to circulate and 

'war stories' to be added to the collective wisdom of the comrnunity. ,3275 

War stories allow 'peripheral participation" for people entering the culture; it is 

important that leamers are able '?O observe how practitioners at various levels behave 

and talk to get a sense of how expertise is manifest in conversation and other 

acti~ities.~'~" In this study, the teacher or leamer continwusly related stories from 

practice to illustrate aspects of the theoretical content under study: 

Learner exampie: stories 
I did have a good experience with a 

patient who was dying at home. The family 
and the home cure nurses needed to know 
what his wishes were in regarh to calling 
911 when he died Did he want a 
resuscitative eflort? As soon as that number 
is called the paramedics are obligated to try 
to resuscitate the individual. I decided to 
use Parse 's theory to guide my practice and 
introduced the topic to this man and then 
just let myselfbe with him as he thought 

Teacher examples: stories 
A person who had a heart artack and 

seemed stable at the tirne, once told me 
that he wer going to die. I laughed it ofi 
'remsuring' him that he was doing just 

fine. Five minutes Iater he arrested, and 
we were unable to resuscitate him. Had I 
just listene4 perhaps he would have given 
me a Zast message for his wfe and family. 
However, my reassurance prevented him 
'living his dying ' as he would have l i kd  
it- 

See Linda H. Lewis and Carol J. Williams, "Experiential learning: past and present" New Directions for Adult and 
Continuing Education 62, no. Summer ( 1994): 1 1. 
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about the issues. He talked and taIked and 
&d some questions, both of myseyand of 
his wife andfomily, he asked his wije whzt it 
would be Zike for her not to cal1 91 1, he did 
a lot of reminiscing. I did not m u k ~  any 
suggestions to him, just stayed with him, and 
ajier an hour he said that he needed twenty- 
four hours to think and asked me to corne 
back I came back the next day. and he had 
firmZy made up his mind-he did not wish a 
resuscitative effort. 

Resources 

Offering, seeking, recommending, asking about, commenting on, and evaluating 

different kinds of resources were prominent themes in the dialogue of both teachers and 

learners. The participants made reference to bibliographies, books, chapters, articles, 

videos, television programs, newsletters, conferences, Intemet resources such as websites 

and discussion forums (PARSE-L and NURSENET), groups such as the International 

Consortium of Parse Scholars, and various people. 

There is no specific mention of resources as a component in the model. This may 

be because the model was designed for children's leaming events or because Collins et 

al. consider resources to be a cornmonplace of learning environments that requires no 

mention. But for adults, especially professionals like nurses who are responsible to 

remain current in their area of practice, resources and knowing how to access and use 

them are of paramount importance in learning. The notion of resources for learning is not 

easily incorporated into the model. Aspects of resources as it was manifest in the 

teleapprenticeships can be found in domain knowledge, learning strategies, and 

collaboration, but none of  these components Mly accommodates it. Illich's notion of 

"educational objects" most closely approximates the resources theme in this study. He 



considers access to "things" such as cornputers, books, matenals, and experiences as one 

of the three or four essentials for leaming.277 

Summarv of the Teieap~renticeshi~s' Fit With the Mode1 

As noted previously, a component-by-component cornparison of the 

teleapprenticeships with the cognitive apprenticeship model revealed a good fit. Only a 

few elements were missing, and these were for the most part either inappropriate for adult 

leamers or not relevant to the subject matter under study. Two prevalent themes fiom the 

data were missing nom the model: stories and resources. This degree of fit was 

remarkable given that none of the participants was familiar with the cognitive 

apprenticeship model, and no instructions or recornmendations related to teaching 

methods were given to them. These nurses seem to have created a cognitive 

apprenticeship learning environment naturally, not by following an insûuctonal design 

model, but by relating to each other in a certain way. 

Although a component-by-component analysis proved to be a good fit, the gestalt 

of the teleapprenticeships was not captured in the model. As is often the case with 

instructional designs, the cognitive apprenticeship model is very much a set of 

instructions for teaching, while these teleapprenticeships are more accurately descnbed in 

a relational, situational way. 

Teleapprenticeship: A Situation where Leamina Could Ha~pen 

These teleapprenticeships are best described as social situations where learning 

could happen. The teacher-learner relationship was one of collegial, mutual engagement 

in real nursing situations. The integrity of the practice situation was the nurses' 

277~van Illich, Deschooling soOety (New York: Harpcr & Row), l970,79. 



predominant concem; theoretical and methodological aspects of Parse's theory were 

appropriated only as they were deemed safe and workable in the practice setting. The 

participants' life context, other people and events, and resources (things, people, 

processes) also comprised the milieu. Ali of the teaching methods of the cognitive 

apprenticeship mode1 were used, but these were maaifest simply as a way of being with 

the learner in dialogue. Thus, teleapprenticeship was a situation for learning within the 

nurse's context of practice; practice was paramount. Five key terms can be used to bring 

forth the essence of these teleapprenticeships: situation, self-directed learning, teaching 

as "being with, " resources, and colZaterui others and events. 1 have depicted these in 

Figure 1 and will discuss each below. 

Figure I .  Teleapprenticeship as a situation where leaming could happen. 

Situation 

Carr writes that cultural institutions such as libmries, museums, or aquariums are 

"ideal settings for the realization of situations where cognitive apprenticeship becomes 



possible.'"78 In this sense, the online environment dong with the nurse-learner's practice 

milieu served as a setting where a situation for teleapprenticeship codd be realized. For 

ComeIly and Clandinin, "cuniculum is somethuig experienced in situations." They 

define situation as being "composed of persons, in an immediate environment of thuigs, 

interacting according to certain processes."279 In the teleapprenticeships, the key persons 

were the leamer, his or her patients, and the teacher. Unlike a traditionai classroom, these 

immediate envkonments were virtual; they reflected the participants' shared nurse 

culture280 and aspects of the participants7 off-line life. The leamers' immediate practice 

situations were brought into the environment through narrative as were the teachers' 

practice examples. Nonvimial environmental "thingsY7 were the numerous resources the 

participants discussed. The processes comprised the participants7 odine dialogue and 

relationship. 

For Carr, "the situation is an exarnple of leaming in a creative social relationship 

involving experience, information, and sk i l~s ."~~ '  Following lZogop2 he  conceives of 

situations of cognitive apprenticeship as themselves being creative processes. 

The situations most favorable for learning and change are charactenzed by: 

(1) the transmission of trustworthy data, (2) contexts and spaces for pausing to 
expand and connect the information given, (3) an assisting voice who provides 
appropriate, expansive discourse, (4) confirmation of emerging expertise, and (5) the 

278~arr, "Culturai institutions as structures for cognitive change." 28. 
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opportunity to recognize and savor critical or insightfid  moment^."^ 

Al1 of these elements are characteristic of these teleapprenticeship situations. 

Self-directed Leaming and Teaching as "Being With" 

The learners alone had knowledge of both the practice and teleapprenticeship 

situations. They seemed to act as a filter or semi-permeable membrane between the 

practice situation and the teleapprenticeship. Essentially, everything that took place in the 

teleapprenticeship was determined by the learner and emanated fiom the practice 

situation; only those aspects of Parse's theory that they deemed safe and useful were tried 

out in practice. 

The learner was so central to the organization, process, and content of the 

teleapprenticeship that even though the teachers' notes were fairiy comparable in number 

and volume to the learners' (see Table 1)' their presence seemed low key or 

backgrounded in cornparison. Each teacher truiy did act as a "guide on the side" rather 

than as a "sage on the stage."284 In a early telling memo to myself, 1 wrote: 'This is ail 

about the learners. 1 am having trouble getting a fix on the teachers. They seem to be just 

one of several resources that the learners use." At first 1 had trouble understanding why 1 

was unable to wi te  about the teachers when 1 could so easily construct stories about the 

learners' experience. The teachers were engaged and wholly present in response to the 

learner's needs but then seemed to recede fiorn view until cailed forth again. They 

seemed to be acting as assistants to the learners' ~ e l f - l e a m i n ~ . ~ ~ ~  

The learners, though, experienced the teachers in a very different way. They felt 

283~arr, "Cdniral institutions as structures for cognitive change," 29. 
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personally comected with them and wanted to stay in touch. One leamer said that her 

mentor had had a profound impact on her life. How could the teachers have been so 

present to the learners, yet paradoxically, so invisible in the data, despite the volumes of 

text they had written? This could be because, as Lave and Wenger have noted, there is 

actually little direct teaching in most apprenticeship But also, skillfid 

teaching and nursing are often invisible; 287J88 in fact modem practice in many 

professions is only partially visible.'89 Von Laue writes that good teaching should be 

invisible so students don? know they are being taught. It "...means playing your role 

pianissirno."290 This way of being with the learners is reminiscent of the nurse-person 

relationship in Parse's practice methodology. In this approach, the nurse (quiet&, 

unobtrusively) dwells with persons in tme presence as they fînd meaning in their 

situations and mobilize to move beyond. The nurse believes that persons know the way 

and follows where they lead, being open to their u n f ~ l d i n ~ . ~ ~ '  While tme presence 

pertains to nursing situations, the nurses' values and beliefs about people do not change 

in other situations. Hence, the teachers would be open to the leamer's way of working to 

corne to an understanding of the theory. 

Coll~tructivism assumes that learners Lbconstnict their own understanding"; the y 

-- 
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do not "acquire new knowledge through a passive process of transmission, where 

knowledge is passed unchanged fiom teacher to s t t~dents ."~~~ But this way of being in a 

teaching-leaming situation does not mean that "anythuig goes" regarding content. 

Jonassen notes that a common misconception of constnictivism is the fear of anomie- 

that if we each constnict our own reality, this must lead to inteliectual anarchy. He 

contends that, "constnictivist envkonments are not the unregulated, unsupported, 

anarchic, sink-or-swim, opendiscovery leamhg cesspools that many fear."293 As one of 

the teachers in this study said, " M e n  any theory is taught, a teacher I believe is 

responsible to clar* what is consistent and inconsistent with the theory and be open at 

the same time to the student's own way of growing and learning." 

Parse's theory comprises dennite assumptions and principles as does 

mathernatics, so teaching Parse's theory is not unlike teaching mathematics; the issue for 

the constructivist mathematics teacher is how good the students' constructions of 

mathematics concepts will be. The teaching emphasis is on the creation of learning 

environments that will help the leamers create good schemas of ~ n d e r s t a n d i n ~ . ~ ~ ~  The 

teacher recognizes that a learner7s initial constructions may be less adequate than later 

ones, and for this reason, there must be motivation for ongoing i ~ ~ ~ u i r y . ~ ~ '  

Collateral Others and Events 

In contrast to more traditional learning environments these leamers integrated 

discussions of the people and events in their complex lives into the teleapprenticeships. 

2g2~eorge Gadanidis, 'Dtxonmuîting consûuctivim" Mathematics Teacher 87, no. 2 (1 994): 91 -97. 

293~onassen. "Thinking technology: Toward a conmuctivin design model+" 35. 
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Because this type of leaming invoived fundamental changes in their beiief systems, the 

learners may have needed to consider how the philosophy would fit with other aspects of 

their lives. Some who were students discussed Parse's theory in relation to other things 

they were leaming, and several engaged in "'what if' scenarios regarding their family 

lives. if they were Parse nurses, how would their changed belief system play out in the 

farniiy? For instance, a learner wrote to her teacher, 'Tve been a bit quiet lately, thinking 

about Pane in relation to a couple different things. First on a personai level. My 

daughter-in-law is pregnant. ..and 1 started thinking about her, me and Parse's theory." 

The learners discussed many people in their lives whom they saw as relevant to the 

teleapprenticeships or Parse's theory. This included other people in the work settings 

(patients, other nurses, people in other disciplines, administrators); other people at their 

schools; their families; people fiom other online comrnimities; and even their pets. 

Comelly and Clandinin have described this phenomenon as a process through which we 

integrate new theory into our beings: we %ork the idea into us. We gnaw it around. We 

think about what it means in t b g s  that we do. We relate it to our pnvate life. We d m  

up examples. We play with the idea. ,9296 

The attention the participants gave to simdtaneously occumhg events surfaced as 

a prominent theme in the teleapprenticeships. The most prevalent exarnple invoived the 

aforementioned discussions about the theory that were running concurrent to the 

teleapprenticeships on PARSE-L. One teacher mentioned this phenomenon in her online 

interview: "The [period] online in which 1 mentored [learner] was interesting. While she 

was working through her own set of issues in the work place, she, dong with others were 

2 9 6 ~ .  Michael Connelly and D. Jean Clandinin, Teachers as ewi&m p l m e r s  (Toronto: OISE Press), 1988.90. 



working through a whole other set of related/unrelated issues on the PARSE-L." 

Aiso important were events occurring in the participants' life situations relative to 

the leaming event Al1 the participants were extremely busy people, and the 

teleapprenticeships had to be accommodated within the demands of their personal lives 

and their hectic teaching, working, volunteering, and studying schedules. Workplace 

events, particularly administrative and policy decisions that affected nursing practice in 

general (and Parse-guided practice in particular), were often the topic of discussion. 

lhere were incidents (some are related in the leamer profles in Chapter V) where the 

leamers' growing client-centered perspective incited them to become activists in their 

work settings. Mezirow notes that ''the decision to act upon a new perspective is an 

essentiai part of the transformative learning process.77297 

Resources 

As discussed above in relation to the cognitive apprenticeship model, dialogue 

about diverse kinds of resources was a pervasive theme throughout the transcripts. The 

teachers fkequently offered resources (primarily articles and books) as an supplement to 

their discussions about the theory in relation to the leamer's clinical situation. The 

teachers discussed the many resources they used in the teleapprenticeship. Besides 

continually referring to articles and books about the theory, the teachers often conferred 

with other Parse scholars about the best way to answer a leamer's questions: "1 am 

awaiting a response fiom one of the Parse scholars . . . re: testing the theory . 1 think though, 

that my answer is on tmck but want to be sure." The luxury of tirne to thuik about a 

clinical situation was the teacher's most fiequently mentioned resource. They wanted so 

"'~ack MeBmw. "Conclusion: t o d  transformative leaming and emancipatory educariori," in Fatering critical 
reflection in adulthoud, ed. Jack Mezirow and Associates (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers), 1990.36 1-362. 



very much to "get it right" for the leamen: 

D is Friday, and I have thought so much about yow questions and concerns over the 
week 

I am going to give this more thought and get bock to you on this. 

I am thinking about the person who experiences pain and h a  been coming lo your 
unit for five yews. 

The leames' active approach to seeking out resources M e r  demonstrates their 

motivation and self-directedness. Clearly, the learners did not consider the teacher to be 

their only resource for learning. 

SUMMARY 

The teachers and the learners described their teleapprenticeship as having been a 

positive learning experience, not only for the opportunity to teach and learn Parse's 

theory, but also as a first exposure to a distributed leaming environment. They felt they 

had come to know each other peeonally and expressed a desire to keep in touch. Most of 

the teachers offered themselves as resources should the leamen continue to study the 

theory. The teachers found teaching online to be very time consurning, and each of them 

sorely missed being physically present with the students. The leamers felt they had 

benefited from writing about their practice; for some it was a reflective exercise that 

offered the potentiai for growth. But representatives of each group felt lirnited in 

depending solely on written text for co~~ll~lunicating; some feared that using written 

dialogue by itself could lead to misunderstandings, and several wished there could have 

been supplementary phone or face-to-face contact. As is typical in asynchronous CMC 

events, al1 the participants enjoyed the advantages of online leamlig: participation fiom 

anywhere at any time; time to think before responding; and the ability to review the 

transcripts of the leaming event. Because it had been in my interest to personally attend 



to whatever technology or cornputer leaming-needs problem presented during the 

teleapprenticeships, technology pro blems were no t an issue in this study . 

Although no instructions related to teaching or learning methods were given, the 

participants structured remarkabl y similar constructivist leamhg environments. The y 

seem to have created a cognitive apprenticeship learning environment naturally, not by 

following an instructional design model, but by relatïng to each other in a certain way. 

The teacher-leamer relationship was one of collegial, mutual engagement in real nursing 

situations. The inte- of the practice situation was the nurses' predominant concem; 

theoretical and methodological aspects of Parse's theory were appropnated oniy as they 

were deemed safe and workable in the practice setting. The participants' life conte- 

other people and events, and resources also compnsed the milieu. The teleapprenticeships 

were compared with the cognitive apprenticeship model, and although a component-by- 

component analysis proved to be a good fit, the essence of the teleapprenticeships was 

not captured in the model. 1 have developed a model portraying these teleapprenticeship 

as "a situation where leaming could happen," and have used five terms to bring forth the 

essence of these teleapprenticeships: situation, s e w r e c t e d  learning, teaching as "being 

with, " resources, and collateral afhers und events. 



Chapter V 

LEARNING JOURNEYS 

In this chapter 1 address the second research question: mat is the experience of 

stuàying Parse 's theory o n h e  with a mentor? To bring to the reader something of the 

"experience of the expenence," 1 constnicted stories about the teleapprenticeship of each 

leamer in the five dyads that "completed" their leaniing event. The stories of Maria, 

Glenn, Alice, Ethel, and Hoppy (pseudonyms) begin on page 120, but in a preface to that 

section 1 describe the process by which I found a way to represent these learners' 

experience. 1 discuss how the conformation of the data (complex, multi-layered, 

discontinuous, disorganized, incomplete, provisional stones in progress) and my evolving 

philosophy about research led to the choice of creative nonfiction as both form and as a 

method of analysis. 

THE RESEARCHER'S JOURNEY 

In the process of rendering the accounts of the learnersy teleapprenticeships, 1 was 

presented with some challenges 1 had not previously encountered. First, the data were far 

more complex than the more situation- or topic-focused research 1 had previously 

conducted. In addition to the participants' theoretical and phiIosophical discussions, the 

transcripts were a many-layered cornplexity of people and events; the five "complete" 

transcripts alone contained discussions about the nursing care of 25 patients and their 

families, incidents involving healthcare workers fkom several disciplines as well as events 

fiom the participants' own complex worlds of work, study and family. Many of the 

practice situations were "live action stones" happening nearly in the moment rather than 

being recalled fÎom a more distant past. Further, while these practice stories tended to 



have the familiar beginning-middle-end narrative structural properties~g8 stories about 

the phenomenon of concem-the leamers' attempts to integrate Parse's theory into their 

practice-usually did not take this h e a r  fom. In rnany instances, the story was not yet 

finished-the participants were still engaged in the stmggle. Narratives like these do not 

lend themselves to resolutions or conclusions. As Nespor and Barber write: "Instead of 

having end points, such narratives describe situations as portions of complex joumeys 

that continue to unfold. Their incompleteness and contingency is critical to their 

meaning . 9,299 

Ironically, while the participants' narratives seemed incomplete, the transcripts 

had a fixed and final quality; they were archival data in that they were a record of a 

learning event that had reached its conclusion. The teleapprenticeship participants had 

engaged with each other for a tirne, but like a universi@ course, when it was over, they 

dispersed. Thus, like historical research, the analysis of the leaming event was limited to 

the existing data. My relationship with the participants had been different fiom 

researchers who interview or otherwise interact directiy with their infamants; I had been 

298~any researchers have uxd variations of Labov's narrative nnicniral propertia (abma* orientation, cornplieating 
action, evaluation, resolution and coda) to delineate the unit of analpis or as an approach to anaiysis. Labov's approach 
was not usefui for this analysis; his work was with oral narrative, and written stories in email messages may take 
different forms.(See W. Labov, "The transformation of experience in narrative syntax," in Language in the imer ciw 
studies in the Black EngIish vernacular, ed. W .  Labov [Philadeiphia. University of Pennsylvania Press], 1972,354- 
396.; W. Labov and J. Waletzky, ^Narrative analysis: oral versions of personal experience." in Essays on the verbal 
and visual am, ed. J .  Helrn [Seattle: University of Washington Press], 1967, 12-44). 

299~,0 Nespor and LU Barber, uAudience and the politics of nanative," Qualitative Studies in Educaiion 8, no. 1 
(1995): 4 M 2 .  



a silent observer-a "Hy on the wall"-during the learning events, 3mcorresponduig with 

them only in response to questions about the teleapprenticeship or the technology. 

Afterwards 1 had only brief contact at the time of their concluding narratives. 

To M e r  complicate matters, in the course of my doctoral studies, my 

philosophical stance toward research had moved to a more postmodern perspective. 

~lsewhere'" I had described my new worldview: 

Postmodernism encourages us to examine o u  need for imposing order and 
and the way that our structuralist orientation leads us to think in 

cornpetitive false dualisms like quantitativelqditative, science/art, 
objective/subjective, 'normal' sciencehew paradigm science?" Postmodernism 
celebrates diversity and plurality; multiple voices, perspectives, truths, and meanings; 
tolerance for paradox, contradictions, and ambiguity; and the blurring of boundaries 
between research and everyday life. Uniike ~ u h n ' s ' ~  concept of "paradigm shift" 
where one paradigm e v e n W y  replaces another, postmodemism "insists on the co- 
existence, juxtaposition, and interaction of multiple paradigms. 9130~ 

Postmodern research tends to feature dialogue, self-disclosure, and process rather 
than goals such as theory generation or direct applications for practice.306 As the 
nature of d l  knowledge is considered to be traient,  partial, provisional, situated, and 
constmcted, new understandings are reported in open-ended instructive accounts that 
contain no "story of stories" nor a "synthesizing allegory." "At best, we make do with 
a collection of indexical anecdotes or teiling particulan with which to portend that 

300~  am very aware that although my mle during the teleapprenticeships was lirnited to that of eavesdropper and 
computer helpdesk technician, my silent presence had an modifying effect on the data; the participants knew that their 
every word was being preserved as research data. On two occasions. participants requested that 1 not include certain 
paragraphs as data, several told me that they had private (off-list) discussions between them, and one dyad chose to use 
the telephone to discuss a sensitive matter. 

J U ~ ~  R N o k ,  'Meaning through form: Alternative modes of knowledge repmentation," in Cornpfeting a 
quaiitative project: disczcssion and diafogue, ed. Janice M .  Morse (Thousand Oaks. CA: Sage), 1997, 88-89. 

302~ane Flax "Pomodemism and gaider relations in feminist theory," Sig- 12, no. 4 (1987): 621-643. 

303~enis Hlynka, uPostmodcrn excursions into educationai technology," Educatio~l Teehnology 3 1. no. 6 (1991): 27- 
30. 

3 M ~ .  Kuhn. The svucnire of scientijc rotolutions (Chicago: University of Chicago Press), 1 970. 

30S~lynka, "Posunodem excursions into educationai technoiogy," 28. 

306~ohn Shottrr, "'Geaing in toute The meta-methodology of a postmodern science of mental life," in Psychology 
anâpostmodernism, ed. S.  Kvale (London: Sage), 1992,58-73; Stephen A Tyler, "Post-modern ethnography: From 
document of the occult to occult documensn in Wn'ting culture: The poetics andpolitics ofethnography, ed. James 
CIifford and George E. Marcus (Berkeley: University of California Press), 1986, 122-140. 



Iarger unity beyond explicit text~alizat ion. '~~~~ 

Previously, using grounded theory or quantitative methods, my research ended far 

more quickly aod definitively with "findings," a "conclusion," and sometimes a 

prescriptive mode1 for practice. But with this study, 1 wanted to offer a text that allows 

the audience to experience the experience, one that is "primarily concemed with 

evocation raîher than 'tme representation"' and where "leaming about" has to do with 

"participahg with rather than describing for.'7308 Eisner calls this 'productive 

ambiguity": by this he meam " that the material presented is more evocative than 

denotative, and in its evocation, it generates insight and invites attention to 

~ o r n ~ l e x i t ~ . " ~ ~  1 had corne to feel uncornfortable predetermining rneaning so that 'Vie 

reader remains an outsider to the s t ~ r y , ' ~ ~ ' ~  and 1 had learned about the power of story to 

elicit personal knowledge. 

Following Jardine, I saw the goal of this inquiry as pedagogic in that it was "not 

the simple accumulation of new objective information" to be passed on in a definitive 

way; instead, 1 needed to find a form to represent the participants' experience in a way 

that had the potential to evoke in nurses and perhaps othen "a new way of understanding 

w31t themselves and the life they are living. Stake maintains that "researchers assist 

307~yler, "Port-modem ethnography: Frorn document of the occult to occult document" 13 1. 

308~am1yn Ellis, There are survivors," 7he Socio~ogical Quarteri) 34, no. 4 (1993): 726. 

309~lliot W. Eisner, The promise and pcrils of altemative forms of data representation," Erhrcational Reseorcher 26, 
no. 6 (1997): 8. 

''~oni M. V-U, Warrative inquiry in nursing" in An d aeil~thtics in nursing, ed. Peggy L. C h h  and Jean 
Watson (New York: NaîionaI League for Nursing Press), 1994, 166. 

31 ' ~av id  W. Jardine, "The fwundity of the individual case: considerations of the pedagogic heart of interpretive 
work," Jmrmt ofPhiiosophy of E$ucariun 26, no. 1 (1992): 60. 



readea in the construction of k n ~ w l e d ~ e . ' ~ ~ ' ~  He cites Eisner who believes that a 

researcher is a teacher who uses two pedagogical methods: teaching didactically as well 

as arranging for discovery leaming. With this in mind, 1 wanted to present the leamers' 

experience so that the reader is afforded an opportunity to leam what 1 have leamed, and 

also to provide material for discovery learning and vicarious expenence. This is termed 

naturalistic generoli~ation?'~ T h e  reader cornes to know some things told, as if he or 

she had expenenced them. Enduring meanings corne fkom encounter, and are modified 

and reidorced by repeated enco~nter.''~'~ 

F~NDMG A WAY 

In order to understand more about the structure of the teleapprenticeship leaming 

environment and the pedagogical aspects of the participants' experience, 1 had coded and 

then aggregated instances of teaching and leaming behaviors and happenings (see 

Chapter IV). But this approach was not appropriate for addressing the second research 

question: " What is the experience of studying Parse 's theory online with a mentor?" 

Each participant' s experience of the teleapprentices hip was unique and individual case 

study portrayals would best represent their experience. These two approaches represent 

the two types of narrative inquiry disthguished b y ~olkin~horne~ ' using Bruner ' s 

-- 

'kobert E. Stake, "Case midi=," in Hamibook ofiwlitative research, ed. Norman K. Denzin and Yvonna S. 
Lincoln (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publishers), 1994,240. 

1 3 ~ .  E. Stake and D. J. Trumbuil, uNaturaiiaic generaiizaîiom. " Reviou JO& of Phibsophy Md Social Science 7 
(1982): 1-12. 

3'4~take, "Case midies," 240. 

315~onald E. Polkinghorne, 'Wmtivc configuration in qualitative analysis," Qualitative Studies in Eductztion 8, no. I 
(1 995): 5-23. 



designation of paradigmatic and narrative types of cognition.316 

Poikïnghome terms the paradigrnatic-type of analy sis an "analysis of narratives ." 

Here, inductive or deductive methods are used to categorize narrative data. For the 

analysis reported in Chapter IV, 1 used bot.:  first, the data were coded inductively to 

derive categories; and then in a deductive way, these categories were examined to 

determine the fit with the components of the cognitive apprenticeship model. The 

objective of this type of analysis is to find cornmonalties arnong the data: "The strength 

of paradigmatic procedures is their capacity to develop general knowledge about a 

collection of stories. This kind of knowledge, however, is abstract and fomal, and by 

necessity underplays the unique and particular aspects of cach ~ t o r ~ . " ~ "  

In Polkinghome's second type of narrative inquiry, which he terms "narrative 

analysis," the researcher seeks to develop an integrated "emplotted narrative" f?om 

"eventful data" that "will reveal the uniqueness of the individual case"; the data may not 

be in storied form, but one or more the-bounded stories is the outcome of the 

research.'18 ''The power of a storied outcome is derived &om its presentation of a 

7,319 distinctive individual, in a unique situation, deaiing with issues in a personal manner' , 

it is this type of anaiysis that is presented in this chapter. 

Procedure for Narrative Analysis 

In this study, 1 wanted to use narrative analysis to provide a story that would 

depict what had occurred for each leamer during his or her teleapprenticeship. Narrative 

316~. Bniner, A c m l  mindr. possible worik (CarnbrÏdge, MA: Harvard University Press), 1986. 

317~olkinghornc, "Narrative configuration in qualitative analpis," 15. 

18~olkinghorne, "Narrative configuration in qualitative analysis," 15. 

L9~olkinghorne, Warrative configuration in qualitative analysis," 18. 



is a '?elling9' which makes it possible for us to gain understanding about the lives of 

other~.~'* For Polkinghome, narrative analysis involves creating a text by working in a 

-30-and-fro movement from parts to whole" to refine a plot that will serve '%O configure 

the data elements into a coherent s t o ~ y . ' ' ~ ~ ~  As 'Vie fiinction of narrative analysis is to ask 

how and why a particular outcome came the first step is to identiQ the 

dénouement and then to arrange the data elements chronologically, iden t img  which 

contributed to the outcome. Thus, not al1 data elements are included. The next step is to 

construct the plot outline and begin to link the data elements to the whole. If the plot is 

not strong enough to unite the data, it must be adjusted. Because the story is a scholarly 

explanation, the researcher draws on disciplinary expertise to make sense of what has 

happened. 

For several reasons, certain aspects of Polkinghorne's procedure were not useful 

in constructing accounts of the learners' experience. Fim, because there was ofien an 

ambiguous outcome, the data did not easily lend themselves to organization around a 

definitive plot; the learners' stories were about their back and forth struggles with a 

theory within the context of rapidly changing practice situations. Most often there was no 

distinct beginning, middle or end to the story, perhaps because the learners were living 

the story in the present and were still open to possibilities? 

"O~lliot W. Eisner. T h e  new frontier in qualitative research rnethodol~gy,~ QuaCitative Inqviry 3. no. 3 ( 1997): 264. 

'* ' ~olkin~horne, Wan-ative configuration in qualitative anaiysis." 16. 

32$olkinghome. "Narrative configuration in gualitativc anaiysis"9. 

323~attingly mites that applying narrative theori*' notion of emplotment to the analysis of lives in progres is 
problematic. In her opinion, Paul Ricoeur's notion of emplotment in his essay "Narrative Time," "focuses upon texts 
rather than social actions. His use of the term emplotment is developed thruugh considering the narrative structures of 
fiction and history rather than the more chaotic and improvisational realm of everyday Iife." Cheryl Mattingly, "The 
concept of therapeutic 'emplotment'," Social Science & Medicine 38, no. 6 (1994): 812. 



A similar structure was found in the narratives of persons in Turkey who were 

suffering nom epilepsy. The structure of these ihess  narratives lacked coherence and 

completeness, perhaps, as the authors speculate, because of the coherence lacking in the 

experience of illness. Those who told the stories seemed to be sihiated in the midst of the 

stories; endings were hypothetical, and story beginnings were subject to reevaluation as 

events unfolded. niese authors contend that reader response theory3" is somewhat useM 

for understanding this situation. The storytellers "were akin to readers part way through a 

story, rather than omniscient narrators who already know the outcorne.. .and they were 

still actively engaged in 'ernplotting' the condition fiom which they suffer, in seeking a 

plot open to a desired o~ tco rne . "~~~  Endings and conclusions are expected components in 

Western narrative, but some narratives, like the teleapprenticeships are d l  unfolding; 

"their incompleteness and contingency is critical to their meaning.'J26 

Second, the actual chronology was relative1 y unimportant to these stones. The 

learners did not learn aspects of the theory in a linear or incremental way; rather, they 

considered the theory in light of their current clinical situations, so "eventful data" tended 

to be a senes of situated and relatively discrete incidents.'" Finally, a linear approach to 

the construction of the stories would increase the likelihood that the resulting text would 

predetemllne meaning for the reader, while my aim was to offer a potential for optional, 

'"W. Iser, The act of reading A theory of amthetic rerponre (Baltimore: ï h c  Johns Hopkins University Press), 1978. 

325~yron I. Good and Mary-JO Del Vecchio Good, "In the subjunaive mode: Epilepsy narratives in Turkey," Socid 
Science & Medicine 38, no. 6 ( 1 994): 838. 

326~an Nespor and Liz Barber, "Audience and the politics of narraiive," Qualitative Studies in Education 8, no. 1 
(1995): 60. 

327~lurnnifeld-~ona (following Ricoeur) points out a narrative need no< be mie to the reai chmnology, but only to the 
logic of its own organizational synem (Donald Blumenfeld-Jones, "Fidelity as a criterion for practicing and evaluating 
narrative inquiry," Qualitative Studies in Education 8, no. 1 [1995]: 25-35). 



personal readings. As Eisner writes, c'The open texture of the form Ulcreases the 

probability that multiple perspectives will emerge. Multiple perspectives make ou. 

engagement with the phenomena more complex. Ironicdy, good research often 

complicates our ~ i v e s . " ~ ~ ~  

~ a r t h e s ~ ~ ~  dinerentiates between L'readerlyy7 text-an authoritative text that aims 

to govem the reader's expenence by offering a single meaning-ad the more 

arnbiguous, plural, open, '%vriterlyY' tex?" where the reader is given space to write him- 

or heself into the story, that is, ''the reader 'receives' it by composing ity'.331 As Vezeau 

A tme story, as opposed to lie or propaganda, has the power to lead me to focus on 
my own life expenence. It is inescapable to do othenvise; it is why I attend. 1 
continue to read because 1 need to know how I wiIl tum out as well as the story. In 
this way the story invites me to include personal knowledge with the content of the 
text, in essence, re-writing the story. As 1 read The Color Purple it became not only a 
story of Miss Celie in a particular place and tirne, but it became a story of my own 
voicelessness and acquiescence to the slavery of my world. The story is so deeply 
powemil to me, the shock of recognition so strong, 1 could not avoid CO-writing the 
story. Any story that prevents my voice fkom entering, my introduction of personal 
life experience, is dangerous and suspect. ,332 

Creative Nonfiction 

~ a r o n e ~ ~ ~  and ~ e l l e r ~ ~ ~  have each alerted qualitative researchers to a powerfùi 

328~imer, "The promise and prils of alternative forms of data representatioc 8. 

329~01and Barthes. S / Z  (Translated by R Miller). (New Y o k  Hill & Wang), 1974. 

330~or an excellent discussion and application of the notion of "writerly" text, sec Dennis I. Su- and Rebecca 
Luce-Kapler, "Action research as a writerly text: locating co-labouring in collaboration," Educarional.4crion Research 
1, no. 3 (1993): 387-395.; Dennis J. Sumara and Rebecca Luce-Kapler, "(Un)Becoming a teacher: negotiating 
identities while learning to teach," C a ~ d i a n  Journal of Education 21, no. 1 (1996): 65-83. 

33 ' 1ser. The oct of reading. A theoty of =esthetic response. 2 1. 

33%oni Mime Vezeau, "Narrative inquiry and nursing: Issues and original woiks" (Ph-D. Dissertation, University of 
Colorado, Denver, 1992): 86-87. 

333~homas E. Barone, -A narrative of enhanced professionalism: Educationai researchm and popular storybooks 
about schoolpeople," Erhrcatioml Researcher 2 1, no. 8 (1 992): 15-24. 



narrative mode1 for research writing that is cdled (among other things"') "'the New 

~ournalism."'~~ Ronald Weber, quoted in Cheney, surmises that this fom, which began 

appearing in the mid4960s, may have corne about as a Literary response to a new college- 

trained a u d i e n c ~ n e  that wanted factual information but in an entertainhg way. 

Desctibing the form, he writes: 

Creative nonfiction reqwes the ski11 of the storyteller and the research ability of the 
reporter. Creative nonfiction writing doesn't just report the facts-it delivers the facts 
in ways that move people toward a deeper understanding of the topic. Creative 
nonfiction writers must become an authority on the subject of their article or book. 
They m u t  not only understand ail the facts, but dso must see beyond them to 
discover their underlying meaning. And then they must dramatize that meaning in an 
interesting, evocative, informative ~ a ~ . ~ ~ ~  

Tom Wolfe identified four writing devices that define the form: 

ccscene-by-scene construction, telling the story by moving from scene to scene 

and resorting as little as possible to sheer historical narrative"; 

establishing and defining character through f i I I  recording of diaZogue; 

"third-person point of view: the technique of presenting every scene to the reader 

through the eyes of a paaicular character"; and 

detailing of the "status life7' (character's position in the world): "everyday 

334~ancy Zeller. "Nanative rationaiity in educational research," in Narrative in reoching, iearning, and research, ed. 
Hunter McEwan and Kieran Egan (New York: Teachers College, Columbia University), 1995-2 1 1-25: Nancy ZeIler, 
"Narrative strategies for case reports," Quaiitacive Studies in Eiiucution 8, no. 1 ( 1 995): 75-88. 

335~onald Weber, quoted in Cheney. wmte: "What is this genre of miting labeled various as p e r s o n a i j o u r n ~  
Iiterary journalism. dramatic nonjktion, the new journaiîsm. paraj~ctnalism. the new non/icrion. the nonficrion novel, 
the fiterame offact, etc? My feeling is that since it is nonfiction, and since everyone agrees that it is wrinen creativefy, 
it can best be labeled creative nonfiction" (Theodore A. Rees Cheney, Wrilirig creathe nonfiction (Cincinnati: Writer>s 
Digest Books), [1987], 2-3). I will use this tem. 

336~or  classic examples of this form, see the anthology in Tom Wolfe's The new jownafism and his book The ri@ 
stun Gay Talese's Fame a d  obs-ty; Truman Capote's In cold blood; Susan Krieger's Hip capitalism; and a more 
ment  example, Alex Kotlowitz's There are no children here: The story of w o  boys growing up in the other Rmerica. 

33 'C heney, Writing creative nonfiction, 3. 



gesnires, habits, mauners, customs, styles of fumiture, clothing, decoration, styles of 

traveling, eating, keeping house, modes of behaving.. .and other symbolic details that 

might exist within a ~cene."~' 

This form, with its scene-by-scene collstructions, gave me a way to represent the 

lemers' teleapprenticeship experiences in a way true to the transcnpts' relatively 

discrete instances, events, and happenings.339 Zeller writes about creative nonfiction as 

form, but through the process of writing, I have used it as both as a form and as a rnethod 

of analysis. In research, writing has commonly been thought of in the context of 

reporting, but it c m  also be a method. Richardson telis us that ". . .writing is not just a 

mopping-up activity at the end of a research project. Writing is also a way of 

"knowing"-a method of discovery and analysis. By writing in different ways, we 

discover new aspects of our topic and our relationship to it. Forrn and content are 

in~e~arable."~~* Besides writing and rewriting, my procedure involved numerous 

iterations through the data wearing "different hats." as example, 1 engaged in successive 

readings to get a sense of the whole and the themes; to extract available information 

about the character's status life; and to identify the scenes. Scene-by-scene, 1 then 

constnicted each small story using as much detail as was available in the transcrip," ' 
and eventually these were incorporated into the larger story. 

338~om Wolfe, The new j o w ~ l i s m  (New York: Harper & Row), 1973,3 1-32. 

33g~arthes' notion of [aius and Durida's mozuceau are conceptions of text in discme reading uni& that evoke the 
discreteness of the stories in the participants' email messages. Before settIing on creative nonfiction, I considered 
several forms to more preciseiy represent these data, including letter-writing models such as the plays 84, Charing 
Cross Road and Love Letters and Thomas and Znaniecki's The Polish pemant in Europe and America. 

340~aurel Richardson, "Writhg: A rnethod of inquiryr in Handbook of qualitative resewch, ed. Norman K. Denxin 
and Yvonna S. Lincoin (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications), 1994-5 16. 

"'cheney writes that cmtive nonfiction writers engage in "saniration reponing and immersion research," persisting 
sometimes for years until they have the story. My data was archival and was thin in places-some participants wrote 
with much more color and detail than did others. This was a limitation to using this form. 



In this way, stories were constructed for the five leamers who completed the 

teleapprenticeship. Three of the stories (Glenn, Maria, and Ethel), while making liberal 

use of the participants' own words, are written as third-penon narratives. The two others 

(Nice and Hoppy) are comprised Iargely of segments chosen fiom the transcnpt. 

Although many authors, arnong them ~anesick,~" and Clandinin and Connelly, 343 caution 

that the researcher must not let the field texts (no matter how compelling) speak for 

themselves, there are instances where nothing can speak as powerfully as the data 

themselves. The researcher's interpretive act is in the selection and arrangement of the 

data for the purpose of conveying certain meanhg, and this is an issue of form; following 

Langer, form is ". . .the configuration, or Gestalt, of an e~perience."~ Fom, as Eisner 

tells us, is usually thought of as a noun: ''the products made by both artists and 

scientist~, '~~~ but thinking of the word as a verb helps us to recognize that knowledge is 

made, or formed. When through our research we have corne to understand something 

about a phenornenon, we choose some medium to cary the e ~ ~ e r i e n c e , ~ ~ ~  to give it 

public form, thus making it into something else. Once this has been done, Alice and 

Hoppy's narratives are no longer field texts. 

Further, the very configuration of some data presents opportmities to convey 

rneaning. For example, data fkom Nice's teleapprenticeship offered a way to depict 

-- - 

342~alerie J. Janesiçk, T h e  dance of qualitative research design. Metaphor, rnethodolaay, and rneaning," in 
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segments of actual practice process and how the participants used this as a lemming 

situation. Hoppy's journalhg about her practice produced a text with the power to evoke 

(at least for nurses) a vivid image of her work setting. By selecting and displaying this 

text, i have used its unique characteristics to include aspects of the phenornenon of 

inqujr that could not othenvise have been brought forth. This is an example of how 

representational form is integral to a work, and &ses fiom it. As Tyler notes, "'questions 

7,347 of form are not prior, the form itself should emerge ... Form carries the experience 

"not as vehicles carry goods but as a mother carries a baby when the baby is part of her 

own ~ r ~ a n i s r n " . ~ ~ ~  Form is not superimposed, or merely associated with a work - it is of 

it.349 

What follows now are the five leamers' stories. 1 hope to have given readers, 

particularly nurses, multiple entrance points and space within which to rewrite these 

stories to include their personal experience. 

Writing stories is not a fact-finding activity. It is the open-ended exploration of ideas 
edarged by the reader. Stories are CO-created as some research is, but it is not 
completed even aiter it is read. The reader brings to the story a unique background 
even in multiple readings resulting in an endless number of interpretations. We read 
our own Lives into a story.3S0 

"'stephen A. Tyler. *Pest-modern ethnography: Fmrn document of the occult to occult document" in Writing 
culture: The poetics a,dpolifics of ethnography, ed. lames Cliffiord and George E. Marcus (Berkeley: University of 
Caiifomia Press), 1986, 127. 

348~ewey. Art as erpericnce, 1 18. 

3 4 g ~ e e  also: Judy R. Noms, "Meanhg through fom: Alternative modes of  knowledge representation," in Conpfeting a 
quatitutive project: discussion and dialogue, ed. Janice M .  Morse (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage), 1997, 87-1 15. 

3S0~oni M,e Vezeau, "Narrative inguhy and nurring: Issues and original works" (Ph.D. DissertaUon University of 
Colorado, Denver, 1 %Ki), 270-27 1. 



THE LEARNERS' JOURNEYS 

Maria 

Many years ago, as a very green first-year nursing student, Maria had an 

expenence that revealed to her in an incontrovertible way that what is truly important in 

nursing is the relationship between the nurse and the patient or family. On th is  day in a 

large downtown Toronto teaching hospital, her patient was undergoing a bone marrow 

biopsy; a registered nurse was assisting the physician doing the procedure. Typically, a 

crowd of student physicians surrounded the woman's bed, so Maria was prevented fiom 

getting near her patient. Relegated to the end of the bed, she persisted in an effort to 

provide cornfort for the woman: she reached over to the patient and held her feet during 

the procedure. Afterwards, the woman told her that it had made al1 the difference to her to 

know that someone was there witb her, touching her, during the procedure. In her 

subsequent nursing practice, Maria found that being there- just being there-is what 

patients and families find helpful. When her own father was dying, the one nurse who sat 

with her family was the ody nurse she would remember fkom that time. 

Maria said that she had never been able to articulate this persona1 knowledge in a 

meaningful way. When she went back to university to do a Master's degree, she found 

that many nursing theones had emerged, the human becoming theory being one of them. 

As she read more about the theory and had the oppomuiity to hear one of the Parse 

scholars speak, she realized that Parse had put into words many of her own beliefs. She 

saw her own philosophical perspectives reflected: "Parse had given me words to express 

my ideas about what I think that nursing is about." When Maria heard about the 

teleapprenticeship, she saw an opportunity to M e r  her knowledge about the human 



becorning theory. 

Maria is a student in a Master's in nursing program, and she is employed as a 

nurse administrator. In the months before the teleapprenticeship, she had been reading 

about Parse's theory and was using it in her workplace as a way of being with patients, 

families, and also the staff she supervises. As an administrator, she fosters a client- 

focused rather than a provider-focused unit culture, but at the time of the 

teleapprenticeship, bed closures were threatening the CO hesiveness of Maria's unit. New 

nurses with different philosophies of nursing had bumped351 into the unit. Maria 

explained a particula. instance to Michelle, her mentor: 

For one of these nurses, the transition has been very difficult, and it is obvious that 
she is grîeving for her former workplace where the culture of the unit was quite 
diflerent from ours. We perceive the culture on our unit as one where the patient and 
family corne ks t ,  and we at t h e s  disregard ngid policies and procedures that do not 
seem to be appropriate for our particular patient population. This nurse cornes from a 
culture where every policy was rigidly followed, and she makes ongoing negative 
remarks about her new unit and her new coworkers. 1 taked to her at length the other 
day about how she is alienating her new coworkers from her and listened as she 
taked about how difncult it is for her to try to live within the new unit. It seems that 
she really valued adhering to strict policies and now she is being asked to live some 
slightly different values. As 1 was sitting talking with her and being with her, 1 tried to 
think of how a Parse nurse would approach this dilemma: Should 1 continue to be 
with her on a periodic basis until she h d s  her own way through this? 1s it right to ask 
people to change? In this case, it is my perspective that this nurse's negative remarks 
are adversely affecthg the care on the unit as many of the nursing staff are distressed 
by these remarks, and 1 do think that when the staff are distressed there is a carryover 
to the patients in a subtle way. 

Maria felt caught in the middle. In the Pink Book, it said that "the nurse guided by 

Parse's theory does not judge a person's choices as good or bad, nght or wrong." She was 

35 ~ h e n  beck or uni& are closed in unionized hospitals nurses ''bump" las senior n u M  (by date of union 
membership) fiom their current positions. Bumping continues until the most junior nurses are laid off. Nurses may be 
bumped out of the area of their clinical interest and proficiency; in specialized areas, patient care rnay be compromiseci 
if there has been an extraordinary loss of nursing expertise specific to the patient group served on that unit. Morale and 
the culture and dynamic of a unit are often affecteci. 



adamant that the client must dways come f h ,  but if she is to live Parse's theory, she did 

not feel right judging other nurses and then requesting those who do not subscribe to a 

client-centered perspective to change their practice to be congruent with her own (and the 

other unit nurses') point of view. She thought perhaps that she could ask the nurse to 

image herself putting the patient ahead of the d e  and to descnbe what that was like for 

Micheile assured Maria that she could practice Parse's theory by being with staff 

members as they stniggle with change while at the same time upholdhg the unit values 

of being client-focused: 

1 think it is important to have client-focused standards of care and evaiuate nursing 
care in light of this. Being with the nurse and finding out what her barriers are to 
giving this care- what it is like to break the strict policies, what it means to follow 
the d e s ,  what this change has been like for her, and so forth-is also important. 
However, 1 believe as nurses we need to be more accountable to how we are client- 
focused rather than how we can follow rigid policies. 

Maria related a gratifjmg experience she had with rhe theory in a practicum 

experience for her Master's program. A man was dying at home, and the home care 

nurses needed to know what his wishes were in regards to calluig 91 1 when he d i e d d i d  

he want a resuscitative effort? If the number is called, the paramedics are obligated to try 

to resuscitate the individual. She tells the story: 

1 did have a good experience with a patient who was dying at home. The family and 
the home care nurses asked me to find out what this man's wishes were. I decided to 
use Parse' theory to guide my practice and introduced the topic to this man and then 
just let myself be with him as he thought about the issues. He tallced and talked and 
asked some questions, both of myself and of his wife and family; he asked his wife 
what it would be like for her not to cal1 9 1 1, and he did a lot of reminiscing. 1 did not 
make any suggestions to him, just stayed with him, and d e r  an hour he said that he 
needed twenty-four hours to think and asked me to come back. 1 came back the next 
day, and he had finnly made up his mind-he did not wish a resuscitative effort. 1 
found this to be a very satisfj4ng experience for me, and 1 would like to transpose this 
to the hospital. In hospital, the patients are asked by their physicians to answer this 
q u e s t i o d o  they wish a resuscitative effort?-and they h d  it difficult to find the 



time to be with the patient for the time it takes for them to think it through. Perhaps 
this is something that we nurses shodd be more involved with within the hospital- 
perhaps we could be more helpful to patients and families as they think about this 
issue. I am looking at ways to integrate this into my hospital-based practice. 

Another c h i c a l  situation arose on Maria's unit that created a dilemma for the 

nursing staff and tested their beiief that persons are the experts in their own lives. A 

woman who had been living with diabetes for many years was admitted to the unit for 

another reason. Although the woman was very well informed about glucose monitoring 

and had used it in the p s t ,  she now relied on her body sensations to determine her insulin 

dosage. The woman was administering her own insulin while in hospital, but the nurses 

who knew that body sensation is not a good indicator of insulin needs were worried that 

she might be harmuig herseifwith this practice. They believed that they were unable to 

safely care for this patient without knowing her blood sugar level. 

Maria spent considerable tirne with the woman and listened to her as she told 

about her expenences with blood glucose monitoring devices. In the end, the woman 

agreed to allow the nurses to do blood glucose monitoring while she was in hospital, but 

Maria was not sure if that had been the best solution: 

1 could see it from the nurses' perspective-we always like to know the patient's 
present status before administering insulin-but 1 could also see it more from the 
patients' point of view-she knew her own body and had been making decisions 
about her insulin based on her sensations. This woman had been practicing this for 
some tirne, so who were we to try to convince her to change? As you can see, 1 was 
pretty confused by this dilemma. 

MichelIe said that being with staff as they talk about what it is Like to care for 

persans who have values different than those of the nurses would be another way to live 

the human becoming theory as  a manager. She thought that Maria's having gone to be 

with the woman as she descnbed her situation was important. "If you require the blood 

glucose level as the indicator for Uisulin dosage given by the staff then that might be a 



limitation the person lives with while in hospital. To be with her as she describes what 

that is like or what would help her with that is one way to be with her." 

Like her mentor, Maria believed that care within hospitals could be very much 

improved if health care providers listened more to the clients' wishes, but some situations 

seemed to pose a dilemma for the nurses. She asked Michelle: 

if an individual wishes to stay inactive, Say d e r  a stroke, do you respect these wishes 
or do you try to encourage this individual to be active so that he or she will not lose 
any hc t ion .  We had a recent example of a patient who did not wish to be active but 
the rehab team was trying to "get him going." After some t h e ,  it was leamed that he 
also had another condition that he will probably die fiom within a few months. All of 
a sudden, the view changed-it seemed okay for him to be inactive then. My thoughts 
were: why do we encourage those who wish to be inactive, who are not dying, to be 
active? What if the person is inactive for a long thne and loses hc t i on  and then 
wants to be active and can't? What would be the Parse perspective on this? 

Michelle answered: 

With regard to the person who has had a stroke and does not want to be activ-nce 
again, we choose in the mornent how we are with someone. If we choose to try and 
"get him going" through various ways is one way. An alternative is to be with the 
person and explore what life is like for them and what is most important and what are 
their goals, hopes and dreams. Parse's theory is not magic but rather offers another 
way to be with someone in a given situation. I remember one man who said that he 
needed his rest after his stroke and everyone kept pressing him on and on when he 
needed rest in order to go on. I think sometimes we might not know the fears, 
concems and meanings that persons live &er having a stroke. To be with someone as 
they are without expectation and explore their meanuigs and wishes c m  open new 
doors to understanding sorneone and what would help them get through this time. 

Maria had an experience that enabled her to answer her own question to Michelle 

about whether a nurse should make suggestions to patients and families, for example, that 

they spend time with a pastoral care counsellor. She related a story of being with a dying 

woman who had said that her faith was being shaken by her expenence with her illness. 

Maria did stay with the woman while she explored that but then suggested that perhaps 

she should tallc to a pastor about that topic. The woman thought that she would like to 

talk to her stepfather who was a pastor, but he lived elsewhere and could not be with her. 



Maria then suggested another pastor who was in the city, but the woman did not follow 

up on that suggestion. Reflecting on these events, Maria told Michelle: "This expenence 

confirms for me that individuals know what is going to help them and that we need to 

wait for them to make their own suggestions and then help them to achialize these rather 

than make suggestions for them." 

The more she learned about the human becoming theory, the more Maria found 

herself being guided by it. This was particularly evident in regards to the language of 

nursing, which she was now seeing in a new Iight. The traditional language of the nursing 

world was starting to sound harsh and abrasive, and she was hding ways to not use the 

causal language of the totality paradigm, even in her courses, which used systems theory. 

It was, however, somewhat confushg to be living, working and studying in the traditional 

paradigm while thinking in the simultaneity paradigm of Parse's theory. 

Maria felt she had learned a lot from the study, although she d l 1  felt like a 

novice. She was having good experiences with the theory in her nursing practice with 

patients and in her role as an administrator. She had become convinced that although 

Parse practice would probably be easier in the home where there are fewer interruptions it 

was certainly possible to practice this way in acute care on a busy surgical unit. She 

related another satismg experience fiom her practice: 

1 had a wonderfid experience this week; 1 was going around to visit the patients, as 1 
often do as the head nurse on the unit, and one patient, a 56-year-old woman was in 
behind her curtains crying. I sat down on her bed and listened as she told me that she 
was waiting to go for her surgery and the doctor had told her that cases like hers were 
most often malignant. I took her hand and listened as she told me that she had just 
retired and was looking forward to spending tirne with her husband and family. She 
talked at great length about the history of her illness and how it had afTected her. 1 
believe that 1 was with her in true presence, and even though we were interrupted a 
couple of h e s ,  once when 1 had to go to the phone and once when a nurse carne to 
give her a pill, we had a wondemil connection, and she thanked me for helping her 



and asked me to corne to see her after her surgery. I did go to see her d e r  her 
surgery, and she was so relaxed, even though her worst fears were confirmed, she 
seemed able to deal with it. Two days later, just before she went home, she sought me 
out to again Say how helpfut 1 was for her. 

Maria was also finding satisfaction in using the human becoming theory in her 

nursing administration practice with the nursing staff. She said that the theory had 

enhanced her practice and had created greater joy in it for her: 

When 1 need to discuss some issues with the nurses, 1 try to be present with them, to 
hear their story of the situation, and to sort it out fiom there. 1 recently had to speak 
with a nurse about a cornplaint that a patient had-the patient requested that she not 
have this particular nurse look after her. I had to tell this to the nurse and explore with 
her the circumstances surrounding this situation. 1 tried to be with the nurse who was 
obviously deeply hurt by this patient's rejection of her, and I listened as  she taiked 
about her nursing career and what it meant to her. 1 spent quite a long tirne with her, 
about an hour, but 1 do think that this nurse leamed a lot about herself during this 
discussion and 1 think found meaning in this situation. 1 feel a difference in this 
nurse's attitude towards patients now and think that she changed as a result of this 
situation. 

Michelle was very iaspired by Maria's stories of how she had used the theory in nursing 

administration, and as there was very littIe in the literature on the topic, she encouraged 

Maria to write an article for publication about her expenence as a manager living the 

human becoming theory in acute care. 

Through her reading and discussions with her mentor, Maria believes that she has 

become a better practitioner and that the theory has helped her to articulate her beliefs 

about what constitutes nursing. Writing about experiences with the theory helped to 

illuminate the meaning of these experiences for her. Maria had a classrnate in her 

graduate program who also participated in the study, and this was advantageous for both 

of them: "We taiked a lot about presencing and practiced with each other. We used the 

language with each other, and this helped us to become used to it, and we used it in our 

seminars when we talked about our expenences." She also found Parse's book, 



Rluminatiom, to be a valuable resource-it became available just as she was starting the 

teleapprenticeship. As the teleapprenticeship ended, Maria had accepted a new position 

as a nurse educator; she believes the hurnan becoming theory will be helpfùi to her in this 

role. 



Glenn 

Glenn had worked in hospitals since 1969: six years as an orderly and the rest as 

an RN. Almost alI of his experience had been in psychiatry. He had become very good at 

the job. He was an excellent assistant to the doctors, helping to train the new docs when 

they came to the hospital and occasionaily saving the ass of some older ones. He knew 

what he was doing and felt good about it. But over the years as the docs came and went, 

Glenn started to feel like he was in an executive secretary role. It occurred to him one day 

that he was not fùnctioning as a professional nurse, but as a helper to the medical model. 

He was also getting burned out at work; there was no challenge, no problem that could 

not be solved, nothing that he had not already seen. Nursing felt so much like assembly 

line work that Glenn ofien thought that he may as well have been working at GM or Ford. 

The patients were slotted into a diagnostic mold and were labeled noncornpliant if they 

didn't listen to the doctors and nurses; they were expected to "get with the programme" 

so they could be changed or modified. Rather than being with patients, the nurses spent 

most of their time discussing them, either in meetings or in the nursing office. Glenn said, 

"1 did not know what to Say to hem outside of the DSM-III~~~ or the nursing diagnosis 

model." He was ready to quit, but the money kept him there. 

Glenn heard of the NURSENET and PARSE-L discussion fonims on the Internet, 

and after subscribing he was exposed to different views of what a nurse and nursing 

could be: "At fïrst 1 laughed at Parse's theory but came to see some nurses that 1 respect 

start to dabble in it. 1 needed a change, and this was the only one being offered to me at 

the t h e .  Once 1 started to learn about the human becoming theory, 1 suddenly realized 

354hc 3" edition of the Diagnostic Md stafistic~I manual of mental disorders. Published in Washington, DC by the 
American Psychiatrie Association, 1980. 



that there was an option." Around this tirne, three advanced practice nurses at Glenn's 

hospitai had also become interested in the theory and had begun oEering study sessions 

for interested staffnurses. After weeks of deliberation, the nurses on Glenn's unit had 

decided to study Parse's theory, and by the time Glenn started the teleapprenticeship with 

Alex, the goup had worked through the basic concepts in the Pink Book. Most of the 

nurses had attended al1 the learning sessions, and some, like Glenn, were changïng the 

way they practiced. 

Glenn works permanent night shift: "Working nights makes me feel like an old 

hippie; 1 love it." On his sh& even though there were people on the unit whose minds 

were racing, he opened up the kitchen and lounges so people were able to keep busy: 

"Psych hospitals are really temble places to live; the d e s  are so dehurnanizing that you 

can feel that you are in a jail. I thought at the time that a level playing field was necessary 

if 1 were to embrace and grow with the theory." Although some people were 

argumentative and co~l~tantly pushing the lirnits, Glenn did not intervene much unless 

someone tumed the radio up too high or started calling 91 1. He would try the Parse 

approach first, but he found that he tended to revert back to the totality approach when 

things were really getting out of hand: 

This is causing me great concem. This is night shifi on a 20-plus bed psych unit, and 
if one person is awake and has a racing mind with resulting yelling and screaming, I 
try to be with them. 1 realize that their life is unfolding and I try to be with them. 1 do 
not try to change them. The problem, however, is that there are twenty other people 
under my trust. Societal and institutional d e s  dictate that 1 also have to serve them. 
If 1 have to leave my practice and put lirnits on this person, then where have I gone? 
What is this other place called, as 1 am no longer using my nursing mode1 to base my 
actions. And for my next question, how do they get the caramel in the caramilka bar? 

Although he had not yet found amwers to some of his questions related to 

conflicts in the practice setting, Glenn noticed that things were going well on the unit and 



he was proud to have k e n  part of the change. The people were iiving their lives, and in 

the back room during Kardex, the nurses were giving the person's view. In the past, even 

team members who had seldom taked to the people believed they knew what was best 

for them. 

Then, a few weeks into the open unit experiment, a woman accused Glenn of 

having raped her two years before on night shift. Although Glenn was not womed about 

the outcome of the charges since he was not working nights at the tirne, and the woman 

later changed her story to Say that she had awakened to hnd him standing over her bed 

and had fightened hun away with her screams, he nonetheless was required to answer 

the charges: 

1 feel like a victim here. This charge will linger for some tirne. It hurts and 1 feel the 
theory has let me down. If 1 had been working in the totality mode, 1 do not think this 
would have happened. I wouid have medicated anyone who was up. I feel like 
chucking the whole theory and working like a prison guard again. 

Glenn said that the reality of practice is not like the Pink Book where d e r  a five-minute 

interaction everyone lives happily ever after. 

Even though Glenn had doubts about how the theory could work in the reality of 

the practice situation, he had been suficiently intrigued to sign up for the 

teleapprenticeship. 1 introduced Glenn and Alex a few days before Christmas, and they 

made plans to begin d e r  the holidays. Glenn informed Alex how far he had worked 

through the Pink Book in the group sessions held on his nursing unit. He said he had read 

many articles fiom NSQ?'~ and found the answers to some of his questions while 

attending chapte?" meetings. He felt that he understood some of the theory, especially 

3 5 3 ~ ~ ~  refers to the journal. Nursing Science Quarterly. Dr. Pane is the editot and much of the literatm about 
Parse's theory that the participants refer to was published there. 

354~lcnn aîîendcd meetings of his local ehapter of the International Consortium of Parse Scholars. 



%at the person knows what's best for themselves as their Life unfolds and that the face 

we see is one that no one else will truly ever know." Glenn said, 'Tm looking fonvard to 

this process. As we will be working fiom the Pink Book, let's start from page one and 

have you lead. I have a thick skin, so do not worry about putting me in my place. Let the 

games begin! Happy holidays!" 

Like the other learners in this study, Glenn subscnbes to PARSE-L where there 

has been vigorous discussion about how the concept of advocacy and the venerated 

image of nurse as patient advocate fits with Parse7s theory. One day, Dr. Parse posted a 

note sayhg, 

The whole notion of advocacy is inconsistent with the ontological base of the human 
becoming theory. The Parse nurse does not act on behalf of the person. Advocacy 
arises fiom a totality view. 

Glenn expressed annoyance to Aiex about the note: "1s Parse sayhg that we 

simply stand back and allow terrible things to happen? If we all have to follow dictates 

such as that advocating in al1 cases is part of the totality mode, then 1 am afi=aid as nurses 

we are not progressing but simply foilowing another leader who knows best." It seemed 

like a paradoxicd situation: to practice in this nonconformist way, a nurse needed to 

become a conformist! Glenn says that he has always been a nonconformist: 

There is safety in confomiing with the masses; however, 1 have always gone to the 
beat of a different drummer. 1 have been to more marches and happenings than 1 can 
remember frorn saving whales to banning nuclea. weapons, have fought for union 
rights, the California grape growers, etc. I like to raise shit but like to think the world 
is a little better because of it. 



Glenn is d c i e n t l y  annoyed about Dr. Parse's advocacy post that he taked 

about dropping out of the teleapprenticeship. Autonomy and power issues in nursing are 

old prickly points for Glenn: 

While working for the Tearnsters Union, I 
used to handle Labour Board cases for the 
organization. That meant going against a 
corporate lawyer. 1 corne back to nursing and 
find myself described as a C+ hi& school 
grad. Only in nursing do we put each other 
d o m  so much. In the private sector, 1 could 
make a caU and hire a $2505our attorney 

Glenn: At thes  1 was upset with the 
terse and sligbtly arrogant posts on 
PARSE-L. 1 realize that they have 
temtory to protecc but 1 found on 
private e-mail that the idea about 
only Masters' people being able to 
understand the theory was considered 
to be a putdown by some of the 
students. 1 feel that a diploma grad 
could understand the theory. 

without authorization. In nursing, you at times need a masters degree to order a taxi 
cab. 1 think you see my drift. 

For the next five weeks, Glenn did not seem to be participating in the 

teleapprenticeship. Alex had been out of the country for part of this period, but when 

there was no response to her messages, she finally cdled out through the void: "If you are 

out there and can read this message, please respond." She asked him to let her know if he 

was still committed to the teleapprenticeship and their agreed upon time fiame: "1 need 

your help with this. 1 am feeling like 1 have been stranded on an isolated island." Within 

an hour he responded: 

Hi Alex, 1 am out here and received your message. Was on-line yesterday and 
downloaded your post. While you were away, 1 have been reading NSQ as well as the 
good Doctor's [Pane] books. Will have a reply for you in one or two days. Yes, the 
t h e  fiame looks reasonable. Don't feel like you are stranded-consider yourself like 
the Skipper and myself as Gilligan. 1 guess that makes Judy The Professor. Tak to 
you on Tuesday. 

Alex said, "Great to be at this again, and 1'11 be looking for the bottle with the message in 

it. One question though, who then is the movie star?" Glenn replied: "Rosemarie of 

course." 

If Glenn had in fact been absent, he is now back, but on his own terms; he tells 

Alex: "Let's keep going. You have filled me with vigor and we shall face the beast. The 



raw red meat of the beast": 

We will go to the bowels of psychiatrie nursing and start fiom there. At $1 5 the pink 
book was a rip off in my opinion. We will talk about Street women who were sexually 
abused as children, dnig addicts in love with alcoholics, cross dressers, fn<strated 
married men and women, prostihites, a woman married to a hit man, a woman worth 
a million dollars whom the trustee has living on an ailowance, and fnistrated hookers. 
Ready to go and looking forward to it. 

Glenn tells Alex that through his reading during her absence he has learned to 

"spout off' a lot of Parse jargon. He feels, though that this information doesn't reveal 

much about his progress. "1 think instead that 1 should taJk about how 1 feel about the 

theory. M e r  months of reading, the most important aspect of the theory as 1 see it so far 

is to drop that d a m  agenda and admit that people are the expert in their own lives. This is 

the hardest thing to let go of': 

My old homd dog died a few years ago when he was 17. Old for a dog but too soon 
for me. After three years, 1 still miss him. In fact hardly a day goes by that 1 do cot 
think of him. 1 spent almost $1000 trying to pull him through his last cnsis, but at that 
age 1 would have had better luck trying to revive the Progressive Consenmtives. My 
dog was with me when 1 was singe. and we used to drink beer together on Fnday 
nights. He only drank a certain beer fiom Japan and no other, could never figure that 
one out. M e r  he died, 1 had him cremated. Al1 in dl ,  most people would Say foolish, 
but it worked for me. Screw anyone who tells me that 1 can't still miss my dog, we 
had a lot of great times together. 

"This is not the post 1 was going to send you yesterday. It was too clinical, too medical 

and white, this one is more fiom the soul." Glenn then related an example from his 

practice where the nurses had honored the person as being expert in ber own life: 



The Story of the Street Woman 

l There tS a young Street woman who gets brought into my hospital each winter by the police. Their 
actions are kind since as you know [ciryl can be as low as -50 with the wind chi11 some nights. Th& woman 
r-es to stay in shefters because when brought there she becornes combative. As a result she k sent to us 
as a dmgerou person. 

One night 1 asked her with complete attention (easier to do thk on nights) how she felt abour 
being in our hospital. She said that it made her #aici She had been abused as a child in the shower at the 
ami& home and for her to be forced to shower brought back al1 those memories. She went on to sqy that f 

she had the same problem with shower policies at the shelters. 1 asked her what she could see herselfdoing 
in r e g a h  to thk situation. She decided that it was besr to lïve on the streets than to be forced to shower as 

1 the memories of abuse were more painfil than any living siruarion she could encounter on the streets. 
The team placed her in one of our two private rooms so that other people would not be bothered 

by smells of body odor. She had no problem accepting medications as long as she did not have to showet. 
After a number of weeks, the medications were able to du11 her demon thoughts (schkzophrenic by h~toty),  
and she did in facr shower on a few occasions. She was mentual& dischatged to a group home but some 
d .  will be back on the streets. At l e m  next rime we will know her persona1 h&tory. We may be ahead of 
the rimes. but communiîy workers are being told for her, life is better on the streets than a clean and warm 

Shortly after the advocacy discussions on PARSE-L, the issue of advocacy, or 

"speaking for persans," arose in an example from Glenn's own practice. In this context, 

he also confionted the issues of choice and his intention or agenda as the nurse in the 

situation. 

The Story of Claude 

Claude is a 55-year-old man who worked in a bank until1980 when his chronic 
depression prevented him fiom working any longer. Claude moved here fiom Winnipeg a 
fav years ago hoping thut a geographic change would heip his depression. He used N 
cocaine afer al1 the bills were paid; ifthere was no money lefi ai the end of the month 
then there was no coke. He is dated for un out-patient addictions program starting next 
rnonth. Cocaine is not Chude 's problem, but he is so eager to pleme the docs that he will 
say he is an addict, although to me he says he is not. Glenn uskr Alex: "ShouZd Igo and 
see the Director of Addictions and do a PHD [Personal Health Description]?" 

Aiex advised Glenn, regarding the PHD, that he should be charting Claude's 

concerns, his chosen meanings and the ways that he chooses to Live on in his situation, 

always fiom his perspective: 

but Glenn, going to the Director to me wodd be advocating for this man, and as we 
know, this is not consistent with the human becorning way of nursuig. This man has 
s h e d  with you the rneaning of bis situation ... and while he has shared that he is only 
saying that he is an addict to please the doctors ... that is not for you to deal with or to 



change. This man has chosen a way of being in this situation based on his value 
priorities. How about inviting this man to speak about what his choice means for 
him-what it will be like-keep in mind, Glenn, that your intent is not to try to get 
him out of the addiction program that he has chosen to enter into but to explore what 
that means for him in choosing to do that and how that will be for him. Who knows- 
he may decide to back out, but he may also decide to stay. Our goal is not to have him 
align himself with what we think would be best, but our goal is always quality of life 
£tom the perspective of the person living the life ... what is his perspective? 

Glenn says he knows this is right: "1 have probably done more harm than good by 

advocating fkom the established models and not really 

Iistening to the person. Clients on my floor are starting 

to pick this up and are telling me that I am a good 

Glenn: I do not thuik that 
there is another theory 
which requires so much 
risk taking. 

listener, be it ambivalence about meds or possible demonic possession." He reflects that 

learning to let go of his own agenda in a nursing situation has been the most troublesome 

aspect of learning the theory; years of working in the totality mode have made it difficult 

for him to let go completely. But he wonders if he should chart this incident 30 cover my 

butt." He mentions the case of a dock worker who is afhid to go back to work so he is 

going to go ahead with a spinal fusion, even though he says the pain is in his head, not in 

his back. "What would the College of Nurses [CON] Say if they knew a nurse silently 

watched as a person went through unnecessary surgery?" 

Alone on my unit while m g  to live the theory I find myself in conflict with just 
about everyone. 1 keep trucking and 
sec myself letting go the more we a. 
1 AM SnLL CONCERNED ABOUT 
THE COLLEGE and if something 
untoward should happen. The theory 
bas never been tested. 1 feel this is a legitimate concern. Last night a woman wanted 
to sign out A M .  [against medical advice]. She said she could no longer deal with the 
place and just had to go. 1 asked her what leaving would mean for her, and she said. 
"Fuck off and just open the doors." Most nurses would have called for male staff and 
told her she had to be seen by the doctor. First-a violation of rights but happens al1 
the t h e .  1 opened the doon, and she left. This was 0500, a strange and weird time to 
be leaving the hospital by most perceptions. She came back by 0630 and went 
directiy to bed. In the moming, the first question was "What did the Doc say?" 1 



replied that she chose to leave and was voluntary [on a voluntary cornmitment]. Now 
if she had jumped off a bridge, there would have been a lot more questions. In my 
area the Docs depend on staff nurse input to manage their people. Instead of charting 
on pathology, 1 chart on what the person said and what it meant to the-fferent 
cntena than the DSM-III. To chart a pesons choosing and becoming is quite radical. 
I know of what you have said and slowly it is emerging, push-pull, push-pull. 

At one point, Glenn considered that he may have 

blown this incident a littie out of proportion: "Email 

seems to do that." But he k d s  he cannot let the CON 

issue rest: "With about perhaps fZty nurses in the world 

really using the theory, how would poor little Gilligan 

Glenn: 1 have a h i l y  to 
support and.. . legai 
concem are a reality. 1 
have enough union 
experience to know this. 
NO, 1 will not let this go 
and if that means I can't 
"becorne" then so be it, 

defend hirnself at the College when 1 based my actions on a theory that is smaller than the 

Flat Earth Society?" 

I realize that it is the person who chooses and becomes, but sitting in front of a board 
in [city] is another thing. We have talked about the push/pull that a Ione disciple feels 
on their unit. We have talked about risk taking, we have talked about many things. 
After ahos t  20 years of psych nursing and putting ail my ''patients" into a predehed 
rnodel, I have stopped that. 1 look at each person as one whose Iife is unfolding at the 
moment, a living unity. This brings me to the CoUege: "He left his 'pt' unclean; he 
did not try to persuade him to take medications; he worked against the doctor's 
wishes in havhg him take medications, etc., etc., etc." See what I mean? I could see a 
panel of totality trained people saying tisk tisk. Get my drift, Skipper? 

Alex had said several times that when we are with patients differently they are 

with us differently, and so what uafolds is 1 G i e ~ :  The feeling of me presence is 1 
remarkabk. It was great for me in that 1 

different. Glenn experienced the power of 1 did not have an agenda and listened to 

this approach as the story of Bob played 
the person as the expert in their own Iife. 
To be with a person whiIe they guide 

out across the unit and beyond. 

The Story of Bob 

Glenn describes Bob as a 61-year-old man who hm been divorced since 1980. He 
has no children, but a brother and sister who [ive in [ci&] visit him about once every two 
weeks while in the hospital. He has been on a disability pension since 1975 for 
schizophrenia. Until May of last year. Bob lived on his own in u little apwtment. Due to 



problem with bladder and bowel control as well as aggressive acts towardr members of 
the family, he was sent to Glenn 's unit. Bob is also having minor strokes. which causes 
confusion. He also experiences voices in his head which tell hirn he is "no good " He 
thinkr that these voices are corningfiom some government agency. He waks up early 
every morning and Glenn hm tirne tu be with Bob, sumetimes engaging in tme presence 
wirh him. Glenn says that Bob only wants to leave [cityl andfind a place to stay 
somewhere else in Canada. He says he has never been ill in any other place but [ci@]- By 
this he is talking about poor memory, bowel and bladder problerns. and government 
voices telling him that he is this and thut. He values his independence and wants to live 
on his own again andfeels all will be well once he can escape [cilyl ugain. He does not 
know how tu make this move, but he constantly thinks about it. 

In the earZy morning when he wakes, he is incontinent of urine and sometimes 
stool. He wears a pad under htr pants. He refues to be changed ai that time of the 
morning and denies being incontinent. He will blame damp pants on goingfishing in 
Newfoundland or else the forces in [cityJ. Most times onfirst glance no one could tell 
that he was in need of changing. When asked ifhe would like to be changed, he will yell 
and scream at the orderly. Glenn's approach h m  been to be b-ub present with Bob. 
foclrîing on his choices and the meanings of his situation rather than frying to convince 
hirn that the nurses 'plans to change him would be a better choice than his own Bo& said 
he worries about the fact that he has little or no conrrol over his bowek and bludder, but 
he feels the problem will go away once he can leave [cityl. " I  was never sick before I 
came to [ciryl; I wii2 get better when 1 leave. " When asRed what it is like for him to be 
changed by people and to ulso have to Wear heavy paak under his clothing, Bob replies, 
" I don 't like people touching my privates. I am not a baby. " 

But although Bob S incontinence is scarcely perceptible to others, and ifleft alone 
for a couple of hours he will either change himselfor arked to be changed there is an 
longstanding tradition among nurses that the offgoing shzp will leme patients clean for 
the ooncoming shw. Glenn's shifi leaves at 0715, sometimes be*e Bob hm been 
change4 und this has created tension among the nurses; Glenn said, ''1 am takingjlak 
fiom a few of the nurses. '"en the day staff corne in undfind t h t  Bob has been 
incontinent, some of the nurses demand that he be changed immediately. and they have 
the male staff take him to the washroom to do the job. AZex pointed out thut most of the 
nurses probabij believe that it is in Bob 's best interest to get changed right away, even if 
it means forcing him. They would see him as having impairedfunctioning with respect to 
making care decisionrfor himrelf: To leave Bob unclean "would be going againrr their 
values and beliefs about humam, health, and nursing. Provider focicsed care versus 
client focused care. Welcome to the battleground Glenn!" 

Bob 's family members have expressed their unhappiness about his oppearance at 
times when he refued to be shaved or had a slightly messy room. Glenn said he was sad 
because he knew that Bob would someday be tramferred to some sort of home where he 
will face restrictions: "He will not be allowed to r o m  the halls at night; he wiZl be 
bathed at a certain tirne, and when he objects (which is in quite a forcew way), he will 
be medicated andpossibly restrained He will have a neat ruom, neater appearance und 
so furth, but I suspect in about a three-rnonfh period when they see him medicated like a 
zombie because of noncornpliance, the family will realize that he had Q better Ife on oor 
unit. " 



Glenn said that over time 

the staff lightened up a bit about 

Bob, but sometimes when giving 

the rationale for his practice, he 

has gotten what he perceived to 

Alex: 1 think that it was some time for rnyseif - 
before I a d y  learned that the best way to 
present the person's perspective was to do just th& 

I present iî, not defend it, not advocate for hem, not 
speak to their issues on their behalf, even though 1 

i had a good idea of what they were about. 
Presenting their perspective as they have shared 
with me and have told me to calls for very different 
responses fkom staff 

be a "so you thllik you are better than us" response. He has asked for a team meeting 

supported by the advanced practice nurses to explain his practice. He says, 

1 have learned not to use the P word in explainhg or defending my actions but rather 
to just explain things fiom the person's perspective.. . .Ewe t d y  believe that the 
person is making the best choice for themselves at that time, then 1 do respect what 
other nurses are saying. My job is to quietly keep w o r b g  at the leamhg of this 
theory while respecting where rny peers are coming fkom and watch the wonders of 
the theory unfold. 

Alex said she has found this to be an effective way to be in these situations; when we are 

with persons differently, they are with us differently. 

Glenn said that the care plans on the unit were being done using nursing diagnosis 

labels such as "altered this, ineffective that." He said, "1 would rather see a snapshot of 

my situation as told and felt by myself than told al1 those negative things which no one 

really understands in the first place-" Glenn had observed that the way he and the other 

Parse nurses were charting and giving report differently, that is, nom the person's 

perspective rather than the nurse's, was having an effect not only on the nursing staff, but 

on stan from other disciplines: 

1 have seen meds changed as per the person's request. 1 have seen people decertified 
after 1 wrote their perspective in report. I corne into work at 2300 and sometimes h d  
two or three people wanting to talk with me. The unit below me has opened up the 
smoking lounge and kitchen on nights. My skin is thick, and I just don't use the P 
word anymore. 1 plod dong and wait to see what happens with the rest of the team. 



He had begun to practice writing Personal Health Descriptions (PHDs) and had 

charted: "Bob said that he does not trust dmgs and does not like to take them. He said, 

'They do temble things to me. 1 get stinand can't think.'" Glenn was elated when the 

physicians had adjusted Bob's drug profile based on this charthg. With Alex's ongoing 

commentary on bis work, he rewrote Bob's PHD several times, each t h e  writing more 

IÏom Bob's perspective and eliminating more of his own judgments, assessments, and 

labels. He recognized that his first PHD had not been solely for Bob's benefit: "The PHD 
1 

was in part an agenda to change the other staff, although 1 did not realize it at the tune." 

Bob was transferred to a nursing home for a short tirne, but he came back to 

Glenn's unit because staff there were unable to "manage" him. Glenn said, "1 would have 

told them just respect his right to live his life; it is really as simple as that." He smiled to 

himself but did not Say anything when he heard 
and powerful thing. 

nurses on the unit saying that Bob "should be back 

here; they just do not know how to handle him, he has to be able to do his own thing; 

these nuning homes are too rigid." Glenn's practice with Bob had been a s a t i s m g  

experience: 

I feel so good about my job now. 1 see a reason to go to work. The human becoming 
theory has in essence given me back my practice that admin, the docs, and apathy had 
tried to take away. 1 have a hard time accepting other modes of practice at the 
moment but am learning to keep my mouth shut and respect my peers. But it is hard 
when 1 know of such an alternative, 

Glenn tells Alex that he likes the way they are taking about real patients now 

rather than just discussing cases fiom the Pink Book: 'Y think we are on the right course 

now." The next story fiom his practice is an account of how he was with a man during a 

potentially explosive situation. 



The Man Who Asked for Codeine 

I came on duty aî 2330 and there w u  a man (38) pacing up and down in the halhvoy crunching a 
coke c m  This was making a lot of nolSe and keepingpeople up. In the msing  oflce, the three stafwere 
iust as agitated It turned out there was a power struggle going on between the four of them. The man was 
wanting codeine for his bock puin. and the doc h m  rejiued to order it, Stf lhad basicalij told hirn it was 
not available and to go to bed The cocreation of an angry situation was intermting to see develop. Since 
there areonly two of us un night duty, they were asking ifwe wanted male stafto corne over to the unit to 
help deal with the problem. I decfined. and the three went home. The evening ntuse had charted that he had 
been following her at a close range in a threutening manner, was verbally hostile, and had the potenfial to 
explode. 

I went into the hall and started walking with him. Asked hirn what the problem was, and he told me 
thar he was in severe pain and no one would help. As a result, fhe could not sleep then no one else should 
either. This fellow has a long history of drug abuse. I told him that I coufd not order h g s  but that I was 
here for hirn and wanted ro hear what he had to say. He again reported the pain problem and then went on 
ro say that no one cared I asked him to explore other ways he could deaf with this problem at th& lare hour 
and how I could be of help. In silence. I contimed to walk with hirn for about 15 rnimtes when he decided 
that a walk on the groundr would be of hefp. He also wanted tu call hk daughter at home. Evening s t d  
had r e e d  to let hirn use the phone since no cafb should be made rrfer 2200. Tnre. hospital policy statu 
rhat no one c m  leme the ward after 2 100. but I could see no reason for not afltming him to go for ha 
walk He called his daughterfirst belore leaving the unit. m e n  he returned he apologized for gnting me 
"a hard time " and went to bed 

1 knew that I was with hirn during our walk in the hall and that he ifiuminated the meaning that 
"no one cared " In dwelfing with him (in silence in this case), he felt aphone call and a walk would help. 
He then did this and by 2400 was in bed It was an easy solution, but staff the next day felt 1 was feeding 
into hirn and also broke hospital policy by allowing him to leave the unit. There was a certain amount of 
risk on my part in opening rhe door /suppose, but what Ifind interesring is that I could now explain my 
reasons for duing so ifasked instead of blindly following mles which are in fact iflegal in thefirst place. 
The ')honepolicy" is also interesting in that it is not written davn anywhere but considered to be gospel. 
Glenn said that the theoty has led him to think about the rules and sometimes take rkks when chullenging 
rhem. He hm had to defend hi. actions with peers and administration, but "it Ls worth the hassle. " 

True Presence With Groups 

One night in the smoking lounge, there was time to t a k  through a disagreement 

that had misen among the clients: "We t&ed about the problem and what the argument 

meant to each one." Glenn asked Alex if a nurse could be in tnie presence with more than 

one person because it seemed to him from what had happened in the smoking lounge that 

it was possible. Aiex said, 

Yes, Glenn, you are right in thinking that you c m  be in true presence with more than 
one person; for when we are truly present with persons, we are in whatever the setting 
of the situation.. .In fact, I would venture to Say that 1 th& that it is our responsibility 
to be truiy present to each person who has chosen to be present.. . . I know that this 
takes a centeredness yet openness and a knowing that how you are with each person 
reflects how each person is with each other and how each person expenences each 
other. Does this make sense? 



Alex: 1 remember the time that 1 was with [nurse] at a community centre for persons who lived on the 
streets. It was quite interesting to watch the changing, unfalding rhythms as [she] was with different 
members of the group in true presence. At first everyone sort of just sat there and did not realIy talk much 
amongst themselves or to us at d l .  Conversation was what 1 wodd cal1 difficult to get going. At first it was 
difficult to go with the rhythms 1 think because there were so many and they were so different. 1 witnessed 
a change though wben [shej went with one person and interestingly enough another group member went 
with ber] and, weli-.-how can I best describe this? Okay ..A was like a whole bunch of redly neat notes just 
floating about,. .so [she] went with a note, another joined, and she went with that, and the first note joined 
the x d n d  cocreated note ... and wow ... melody! -- 

In the grip of GRASP 

Toward the end of the teleapprenticeship, Glenn's 

hospital instituted a workload measurement system called 

GRASP, which is a widely used tool for staffing and 

budgeting. GRASP is primarîly concerned with 

predicting and measuring the number of minutes a nurse 

requires to do a technical task. "Being with" a person in a 

Glenn: 1 h o w  your 
concern about having 
feet planteci in two 
camps [practicing fiom 
two paradigms 
simultaneously J but my 
hospital will not let me 
lifi that other foot out of 
the mud. 

nurse-person relationship does not count unless the nurse is performing a task at the same 

time. The nurses on the unit have been told to ration the tirne spent with people. Glenn 

was apoplectic: 

The beast of work load measurement has struck at my hospital. It is called GRASP. 
Tsks corne before people. Such things as putting labels on doors count, while nurse- 
person interactions do not. To spend an hour with someone on night shifi does not 
count if I could be doing a task. 1 would appreciate replies to this post since 1 will not 
accept this definition of work. I realize the 90s are a strange decade, but this is asking 
too much. 

Alex said that she once worked in Emerg under the "grip of GRASP," and in her 

opinion, adherence to the tool a c W y  roboticized nurses: 

We did what we were allotted time to do, and that meant go in and "do" to people 
what they were in Emerg to have done-the medical somethingnesses. I can 
remember a man who was suffering through a MI, and he asked me to stay with him 
because he was scared. 1 can remember looking at him, l o o b g  at the clock above 
him and then back at him and basically telling him that it was not possible (1 had so 
much to do). That man died later in CCU, and 1 regretted not choosing to be with him 



She urged Glenn '90 stand up and shoutY'-to educate management about why GRASP is 

not patient centered as the new accreditation standards c d  for hospitals to be and now it 

does not measure nursing practice. After three memos, the coordinator of GRASP agreed 

to meet with Glenn: "And 1 plan to go to the S e ~ c e  Director as well as the Executive 

Director to tell them how silly the ratings are, e.g., putting labels on doors is more 

important than talking to someone who is fearful. And this in a psych hospital. Hard to 

believe." 

Gilligan Leaves the Island 

At this point, Glenn said, "What do you think about putthg a formal end to the 

tutorial and continue this relationship as fnends. Gilligan would like to leave the Island." 

After the closing of the teleapprenticeship with Alex, Glenn wrote this account of his 

expenence: 

Clients who have been readmitted have started to tell me that 1 have changed. 1 now 
feel good about going to work again, 1 am being with people while they worry, suffer, 
contemplate, and plan al1 without telling them that this is right or this is wong. 1 feel 
liberated, and many of the people 1 talk with feel the same way. When 1 arrive at 
work, I often find people wanting to speak with me; they know I am valuing their 
choices when after being told al1 day what should and should not be. This is a 
wonderfui feeling for me. 1 now go into work lookuig forward to the next shift. To be 
with people as they choose and become in their lives. This tutorial was a wonderfid 
gifi and without the Intemet would not have been possible. 

My main problem in the tutorial was that when I had seen an alternative 1 wanted to 
let everyone eise know. 1 had to l e m  to be careful about using the P word. People are 
cornfortable in the old ways and do not want to upset the routine. My mentor taught 
me to let the sprouts grow. Regarding the online experience, it was a little difficdt. 
Since one is not face to face with your mentorheacher it is sometimes hard to get an 
obscure point across-it may require many posts to do so. With a theory like this 
which is rather small, 1 see no other way though. It worked for me. 1 also work nights, 
and so posting at 0900 or so is iike 0200 for some people. At least at + ~ s  time the 
children were off to school and my wife out of the house, so I had some pnvacy. 

At h t  1 did not like my mentor but grew to not only understand her but to also 
admire her. 1 am so grateful to her for allowing some of rny crazy ideas at fist as well 
as having the tenacity of a bulldog to get the point across. She had to break down a lot 



of old barriers before 1 got the point, and sometimes 1 would be upset at the nagging, 
but it suddenly started to corne together. This theoiy has not only touched my work 
but also my life: What c m  you Say to a person like that? There are so few people that 
have such a profound impact on your life. 



Mice 

For many years, Alice had felt most codortable with the Roy Adaptation Model 

as a guide for her nursing practice. But the final course for her post-basic baccalaureate 

degree in nursing was a clinical practicum where the students could elect to work with 

any nursing theory. She chose the human becoming theory after hearing Dr. Parse speak 

at a conference. 

Alice had never used Parse's theory before, and set about trying to learn it on her 

own, mostly by reading books and articles. She had no access to other Parse nurses in the 

small nual t o m  where she lived, so there was no oppominity for her to be mentored in 

her leaming of the theory. She plodded on in this fashion, but after four months, she was 

becoming discouraged; she felt like she did not h o w  what she was doing. 

Alice heard about the teleapprenticeship study at school, and fortuitously, the 

second term of her clinical practicum coincided neatiy with the teleapprenticeship. She 

was able to negotiate with her university instructor that the joumalling she did for the 

teleapprenticeship could be used as part of the reflective analysis component of her 

university course. 1 introduced Alice and Sophie just before each of them started a short 

vacation. After they had agreed on a date to start the teleapprenticeship, Alice said, 

"Between now and then, 1 will reread Parse's book because I redly feel at a Ioss with this 

theory and really need a lot of help. However, 1 am not giving up because 1 know 1 will 

figure it out. 1 really do believe in the principles." 

For her course requirement, she needed to develop an undelstanding about the 

two major paradigms in nursing and to be able to discuss in depth the theory she had 

chosen for the course. Throughout the term, Alice wouid also be working with clients in a 

chronic care setting and would be using her chosen theory to guide her practice. Over the 



22 weeks of her teleapprenticeship, Alice joumalled about her developing understanding 

of various nursing theories, particularly those in the simultaneity paradigm where Parse's 

theory is located. Sophie, Alice7s mentor, responded with feedback and thought- 

provoking questions. Most of the dialogue, though, was about Alice's study of Parse's 

practice rnethodology as she worked through clinical situations with clients. Below are 

some excerpts fiom her practice. 

Mr. L. 

1 Otto ber 3 1 Nurse-Person Didogue 
Nice 
What is most important to 
you? 

How could this happen? 

1s there anything we could 
do to help ? 

What is this situation like 
for you? 

What about this situation 
is unhappy for you? 

What would you be doing 
if you were at home right 
now? 

Would you like to do that 
here? 

Mr. L 

Seeing my family. 

It can't because they live 
too Far away. 

I'd Iike to have someone 
to talk with. 

1 just want to die if 1 have 
to live this way. 

Getting up in the chair and 
being left too long is the 
greatest problem. 

1 would be watching TV in 
my I a q  boy and having a 
beer. 

No, 1 don't watch TV, but 
1 would like to have a 
beer. 

Alice 
Tears came to his eyes as he looked at a picture 
of his niece and nephew. 

Alice 
Mr. L. wants people to talk with, especially his 
family, but if thei are not available, anyone will 
do. 

So~hie 
When people do speak about things, it changes 
the meaning of those things because it brings it 
up close (kind of) and because hearing oneself 
say something is different than thinking about it. 
This does not mean that when people say 
something like "1 want to die" that they do not 
want to die just because it is said out loud in the 
presence of the nurse. Sayhg something out 
Ioud may also affirm or strengthen one's beliefs 
and desires. Saying something out loud for some 
people is a way of unburdening and that might 
be the changing that cornes with the explication 
of meaning. 

Sophie 
When exploring possibles, ask persons what 
they would like to do, or how they would like to 
proceed with issues. You did a good job of 
asking Mr. L what he might be doing if he were 
home, but then you said you asked if he would 
like to do the same thing here. Instead of 
suggesting things tike that, just ask, what would 
you like to be doing here? Now the person might 
indeed identiQ the same h g ,  but you did not 
Iimit his answer to yes and no as  your question 



AIice Documentation 
Nurse- Person Activities 
Arrange for volunteers to visit and to have the client moved to another room where there can be more interactions 
with other clients. Arrange to have his family bring in a beer so he codd have one when he wanted to. 

1 ~ o v e m b e r  7-Nurse-person Dialogue 
Nice  
What are your hopes and 
dreams? 

How could that happen? 

What wodd make things 
better for you? 

What is it l k e  for you up 
in the chair? 

How could we make this 
better for you? 

Mr. L 

To get a cornfortable chair. 

One has been ordered. It 
cost ~2,000.00. 

Let me stay in bed. 

It is very paiufiil, 

Don7 t Ieave me up so long. 

Commentmy I 

A k e  
When we got him up, he immediately started to 
cal1 for the nurse to put him back to bed 

[ Alice Do&nentation 
[ Nurse-Person Actntities 1 
1 spend t h e  talking to Mr. L. when he is up in the chair to determine why he wants to go back to bed. 1 

Sophie 
Try not to ask "why" questions, Alice. Many people have trouble with them and many choices people make are at 
the tacit level, so people do not know why. The Parse nurse would not explore why Mt. L wants to go to bed. 

AIice 
What's it Iike to stay in 
bed al1 day? 

November 7 Nurse-Person Dia10 e 

1 
What if you get bedsores? 

Do you want some more 
information on bedsores 
and the treatment? 

No, 1 respect your wishes 
and will help you any way 
you want. 

What will happen if you 
stay in bed? 

It's great. 1 move around 
in bed by myself. 

It's the doctor7s job to 
treat them if they come. 

No, 
1 just want to be an 
invalid. You probably 
think bad of me thinking 
Iike that, 

The nurses and doctors 
will take care of me and 

Alice 
He knows the possibility of bedsores and is 
willing to deal with these when they come. 

Alice 
We both feel better now knowing exactly what 
his wishes are. 



that would be better than 
what is happening now. 
What is happening now is 
terrible, just tem'ble. 

AIice (reflecting) 
1 probably was asking Mr. L. ifhe wanted to know more about what would happen if he stayed in bed so that 1 could 
teach. 1 really wsrsn't thllrking 1 couid sway his decisions, but 1 would feel more cornfortable that he was makuig an 
informed choice, 1 have heard you and Dr. Parse say they will ask for the information when they are ready to receive 
it. 1 believe this but in reflective analysis see how 1 am not practicing this. 

Sophie 
It is okay, Alice, that you have the experience of dissonance and inconsistency between what you know in 

reflective analysis and what you are still living. This is exactly the process required to make a paradigm 
shiR If we were already practicing the theory, or if you just had to read and understand it to live it, many 
more people would be guided by human becoming. It took me about six months of this refiective 
knowinglaction inconsistency to finally let go of oId beliefs. The old beliefs are very deeply embedded, and 
some do not even show themselves until months into the leaniing. Do not be too hard on yourself. 

You bring up a complex issue with "informed choice." You know, it used to be that 1 thought people did 
need to know more when they made a decision about care that was not consistent with what the experts 
wanted. At that time 1 would feeI it was my responsibitity to tell people what is expected, normai, best, 
possible, desirable, and so on. Once 1 gave the information 1 ais0 thougk "Well I have done my part. If 
s/he chooses that is hidher business." Now 1 wonder, what does informed choice mean, anyhow? Does it 
mean 1 as an expert have made sure that you know what my opinion is regardhg the matter? 1 don? know. 
1 mean, there is no certainty when it cornes to human choices and life. Parse reminds u s  that every choice is 
both enabling-limiting, each choice is pregnant with possibilities. So fkom Parse's view there is no best way 
to move on. And if the nurse trusts that the person will find their own way, then the nurse will be open to 
ask, "What is it that you would like to have happen in this situation," or "What is it you would like to know 
about this situation?" and then respecting the person's choice. 

- 

[ Novem ber 7 Nurse-Person Dialogue 
Alice 
How is your new chair? 

Was the new chair better 
than the old one? 

Mr. L 
They took it away. 

I'm not sure, but 1 want a 
chair. 

The old one doesn't work; 
anything is better than a 
broken chair. 

Alice - 
It is docurnented in the nurse's notes that he 
either refirsed to use the new chair or refùsed to 
stay up. 

Alice - Decem ber 15 
Mr. L is retiising to get up, and if the nurses force him, he becomes very aggressive. He's deteriorating: pressure 
ulcers, muscle wasting, lack of appetite. What would you do? 

Sophie 
What we do not know in this situation or in many others like it is what might have happened if nurses had 
been different with this man fiom the beginning. 

What does he see life like now? 
What does he think will happen if he stays in bed? 
Does he hope to die? 
If so, is that okay with you? 
What is it like for him to get out of bed? 
What would he like to do? 



I cannot tell you there will be different outcornes with Pme's theory, and yet 1 know there have 
k e n  great differences when nurses showed their valuing of the person. 

1 personally have been involved in situations just like you describe and have been told by patients 
that fighting with the nurses and demanding to be left in bed is the last thing patients can control. And the 
harder the nurses and other staff pushed, the more determined the patient became to fight- 

in the moments of being with persons, we as nurses make choices that show who we are. 1 can be 
directive and rationale, angry and punitive, and these actions and attitudes will cocreate my relationship 
with the person. Or 1 could be respecîful and loving, attentive and caring, unconditional and accepting, and 
these too will change what happens between me and a person. 

Aiice - January 8 
Mr. L. is not getting up. 1 could see last week how tnrly happy he was not getting up. 1 find it difficult to understand 
why anyone would waut to stay in bed al1 &y, but that is what makes him happy. 1 did not judge him. 

Alice - January 22 
1 noticed a complete difference in him when his wife was in to visit. 1 have noticed it before but am now observing 
the consistency. Al1 the stress/anxietyllack of feeling1 whatever he is feeling dissipates when his wife visits. He 
smiles and is very relaxed when she is there. He continues to articulate his wish to remain in bed, even if she is 
there, but is much less anxious in the discussion. 

- Sophie 
Alice, you are still "assessing" in your discussion of Mr. L and his wife. Note, you said, "1 noticed a 
difference in him.-.al1 the stress, anxiety ... and so on. Your description would sound like this with Parse: 

Mr. L said he feels at peace when his wife is around. He says she is rnost important to him, and 
when she is gone, he feels il1 and upset- When asked what might help him when she leaves, Mr. L 
said ... and so on. 

Alice - 22 January 
Sophie, is it contrary to Parse's theory to assess the client for possible depression, anxiety, fear etc. and suggest 
treatment based on the observations of the nurse? 1 am used to validating treatment with the client but very used to 
making some sort of diagnosis based on nursing knowledge and expertise. 

Sophie 
It is contrary to Parse to assess and label depression or anxiety. These labels are about human experiences, 
and they reduce lived experience, that is remember, rnultidimensional and paradoxical, into a label that is 
restrictive and judgmental. When you ask Mr. L how he would describe himself or how he is feeling in the 
moment, that is what you accept without judging or comparing to normal. 

The knowledge base of the old paradiBorn is hard to let go of initially because it is al1 we have, and 
what will we know with Parse? But there is a whole new knowledge base that is grounded in the theory and 
its roots that will guide you in other ways. It just takes a long time to learn it. 

Alice - February 14 
I'm still struggling, mostly with what questions to ask to keep the conversation going. 1 really listened to myself this 
week and specifically to the responses to rny questions, Le., whether they were open-ended type questions that 
maintained the conversation or ones that encouraged yes and no answers. In kct they rnost fiequently required yes 
or no answers. Mr. L. is not a talkative person and doesn't easily give lengthy answers. 

This is an area 1 will really work on next week. 1 also do ask for responses for very obvious things. Thus 
the clients just don? respond. 1 also find 1 am advocating for the clients as opposed to allowing them to express their 
desires. However, Mr. L did express his wishes to be part of his family conference after our discussions about what 
would happen there, and he had expressed a desire to be part of it and followed up on it himself 

Sophie 
Your struggling is part of a process, Alice. The fact that you are aware that your questions are still limited, 
sometimes to yes and no, is a sign of growth. It took me about three months of wanting to speak differently 



and then either getting stuck or relying on old habits of speech that 1 did not want to use-but they came 
out of my mouth anyway. 

Your being aware that you do it is a k i t  step toward changing it, Now maybe picture yourself 
speaking differently and see if you can practice, even with arother nurse or a fkiend. 

Alice 
1 reaily like your idea to visualize myself speaking differently, and 1 will try this, but best 1 like the idea of 
practicing with another nurse. One problem is that I'm not sure we will know if we are progressing in the 
right direction but this wilt probably reveal itself in my discussions with you. 

1 Fe b mary 14 Nurse-Person Dialogue 
Alice Mr. L 
What are yoÜr hopes and 

What do you think we 
should do for you? 

How could you make sure 
this happened? 

I don't have any dreams or 
hopes. I have been the 
sarne for seven months and 
will be the s m e  seven 
months fiom now. 

1 want to be left alone. Tt is 
the doctor's and nurse's 
job to take care of me, to 
prevent the bedsores. I 
don? want to get up-it is 
too painful. 

Just get me up for one 
hour. 1 want to go back to 
bed right after lunch. 1 
wanttoget upat 1115 and 
go back to bed at 13 15. 

They won? do it. They get 
me up at 1000 and put me 
back at 1330. The 
physiotherapist lets me 
stand to get back to bed. 
She is very strong. The 
nurses can't do this, they 
are not strong enough. 1 
would tike to not use the 
lifter, it hurts my legs 
when 1 am behg lifted out 
of bed. The nurses can't do 
this. 

Alice 
1 asked the nurse when he was present if it 
would be possible to get hirn up just before the 
staff Iunch and put him back nght after he 
finished his lunch. Of course, the nurse agreed. 
We also discussed using a two person transfer 
and for the staff to l e m  fiom the physio. 

Sophie 
The issue of what W. L wants with respect to getting in and out of bed and being Iifted and the pain he experiences, 
1 would try the following: First, when Mr. L. said that he wants to be up for one hour only, you could explore what 
it is Iike for him to be left up longer than an hour and how he might feel if he knew the nurses would put him back 
when he requested. The issue of the mechanicd lifter can be approached sirnilarly, which you obviously did since he 
spoke with you about the pain. As one of his nurses, you can share what he has said and wished could happen with 
other nurses, you can chart it, and you couId have a conference with nurses to share Mr. L.'s perspective. This is not 
advocacy. Mr. L. bas shared his views, concems, and wishes about his care and you c m  share that with others 
because you are part of a large system where patients have multiple caregivers. Advocacy is about rny rescuing you 



based on what is "best" without explicit requests. 

Aiice - 14 February 
Sophie, you asked me how 1 becarne respectfiil of Mr. L.'s feelings. h reading Parse's theory and relating it to 
myself and my own thoughts and feelings which are not the same as everyone else, 1 came to realize that no matter 
what others may think 1 stiil fiel the way I do. This, therefore, is tme of others, The way tfiey feel or think is their 
reality for them. I am not here to judge them but to assist them to understand how they are feeling and to find 
rneaning in their feelings and to move beyond them to move them in the direction they want to go. 1 still feel 1 am 
failing when they don't move on with our discussions. 1 am probably very impatient. 1 expect miracles. When they 
are ready to move on or make decisions or reveal îhings, they will. 1 just need to be there when 1 can. 

Your insights into one's own reality and your intent to be there for the other's sake as she  discovers 
meanings, clarifies thoughts is right on. This is so important As people speak and are with you in the 
moments they ARE moving on, Alice, and unfolding. Every time meaning is spoken, it changes in some 
way. The moving on does not necessarily mean a change that we would be abte to witness. 1 think you are 
saying that you are still wanting certain outcornes. That takes t h e  to let go of too. When Mr. L. says he has 
no hope, just to stay the sarne, what did you say? Might have asked him what it is like not to have any 
hope, wtiat he can do to stay the same, cm  he picnire himself staying the same? What helps him to go on 
day to day? 

Alice - January 20 
1 did a presentation about Mr. L and Parse's theory for the staff today. 

Alice - February 27 
1 went back in today, and the staff were charting on the nurse's progress notes using MT. L's exact words as 
opposed to the third person nanative typical of nurses' charting. 1 see this as a very positive evolution for the staff 
and the patients. 

One concem I do have though was a discussion 1 had with the CNS who attended the discussion re Mr. L. 
last week. Her response was that the caregivers goal was to arnbulate Mr. L. This to me is contrary to Parse's theory 
and not an effective way of caring for clients as we need to be working with the clients towards their goals and 
assisting them to reach their goais not our goals. 

Alice - April9 
1 asked the staff how W. L was doiag. They said that he is good as long as you let him decide what he wants to do. 
If he doesn't want to get up, there is no point to geîtiag hirn up. This is quite a change as they were forcing him to 
get up every day and to stay up for three hours. 1 have also noticed that following the presentation about Mr. L and 
his responses the staff are now charting in his words instead of interpreting his words and appearance. 

1 spoke to Mr. L. 1 asked how he was. He said, "Good. 1 am only getting up when 1 want. It stiIl hurts. 1 
only get up on Tuesdays and Thursdays for Physio. 1 don? go to cornputers any more. I quit. 1 didn't like it any 
more." We talked on about the orher clients in the room and his famiiy and the weather. He said, "1 don't like the 
surnmer. It reminds me of the cottage." Tears filled his eyes, and he turned his head away. 1 said, "Marilee said she 
would take you fishing in the s-er." He said, " 1 have lost interest in if it's just not t6e same. 1 like spring the 
best." 1 asked him how he would be next spring. He said, "1 wifl be just the same, right here." 

I have mon to follow later in the week; it is aiso very exciting. 1 am feeling much more cornforrable 
working with the theory but have a long way to go. 

Sophie 
Nice to hear of the staff changes. Are they seeing Mr. L differently, do you think? 

Alice 
Thanks for your comments. 1 see what you mean about staying with what Mr. L was saying about spring - - 
etc. In reflecting on what 1 did, 1 think 1 assumed 1 lmew whathe would say because we had taiked about 
this befon. 1 c& see how important it would be to stay on the subject and not to change it. 1 will continue 
to try this. 



Sophie 
When Mr. L said he didn't like the summer because it reminded him of the cottage, remember go where the 
person is and seek depth. You couId have said, tell me about the cottage. What was it like to be at the 
cottage in the summer? What is the worst thing about not behg able to be at the cottage? Something like 
that. When he said, "1 Like the spring the &est," stay there: "Tel1 me what you like best about it?" You asked 
how he would be next spring, which is another issue. it takes a lot of practice to acquire the ski11 o f  these 
flowiog questions, Alice, so please keep trying. 

Alice's university term had ended, which meant she would soon be Iosing her 

email access. She described the teleapprenticeship as a positive experience that had 

provided her with a mentor who was an expert in the theory-an oppominity that she 

would not othecwise have had. She had stniggied so long alone, but "once 1 was linked up 

via computer with a mentor and began to share what 1 had been doing, 1 started to receive 

confirmation regarding what 1 was doing and was able to move forward with my 

Nice was grateful to her mentor for always accepting her feelings as "okay." She 

was pleased with the progress she had made and realized that "changing the way I have 

been over so many years of practice can't happen ovemight." The integration of the 

theoretical and philosophical aspects of the theory with her practice was parîicularly 

helpful for her understanding: 

My mentor went back and asked questions about the theory itself, which allowed me 
to explain my understanding of the theory. It allowed me to reflect my understanding 
of what 1 was trying to put into practice and allowed the mentor to instnict me on the 
actual meanings of the theory. 

Alice told Sophie that she planned to continue to study the theory and would like 

to keep in touch if possible: "1 am finished my degree so should have more tirne to 

concentrate on the theory. I plan to do this, as it does create quality for people." 



Ethel 

When Ada Martin got her Febniary government check, she spend it dl on a room 

at the King's Hotel. It was a rundown old place, but it was right next door to the street 

people's health center (The Center) where she was one of the regulars. When she slept on 

the street, she came there to relax and keep warm, and sometimes she was able to score a 

few cans of a nutritionai supplement called BOOST. Ada did not talk much to the other 

community people-she had been hearing the other people tell about their lives for years, 

both here and in other cities, and these stories just depressed her. In her opinion, there 

was no use talking about things. 

Ada's government check was big enough to cover food or shelter, but not both. 

Although she had been homeless for years, at 63, she occasionally needed to buy some 

sleep t h e  out of the Canadian winter. It meant she could not purchase food that month, 

but she codd get lunch and supper at places downtown that provide free me& But last 

week, she was so sick that she could oot get out to eat. After severai days, although 

extremely weak, she managed to drag herself next door to The Center where Ethel, who 

was on duty as a referral worker, managed to find a case of BOOST for her. She helped 

her carry it home, and Ada appreciated that. Ethel found she could not stop thinking 

about Ada. 

Ethel is a public health nurse whose interest is in working with marginalized 

populations, particulady urban aboriginal families. She is presently on study leave fiom 

her job and is in the last semester of a masters in nursing program. She is working at The 

Center in two capacities: for a student practicum in administration, she has the task of 

determinhg how to get the users of The Center to participate more in the running of the 



place; and in order to have more direct contact with the community people (as the clients 

who use the services are called) she volunteers as a referral worker. In this role, she 

attempts to meet the basic needs of food, shelter, and clothing for clients like Ada. Ethel 

wanted to gain a better understanding of the people's experiences and situations in a 

noninvasive way: "If I had decided it would be appropriate to just hang around and tak  

with the community people while they used the lounge area of The Center, I wouid be 

invading their space without their pemission. This way, our interactions are at their 

request." She hopes she will be able to keep her student learning needs separate from her 

role as a volunteer referral worker. She told her mentor, Michelle, that even though she 

would not be in a nursing situation, it seemed to her that since a person could not step in 

and out of a belief system, she felt she could be with the people at The Center as a Parse 

nurse would. The Center would serve as her clinical situation for the teleapprenticeship. 

Like many nurses, Ethel knew virtually nothing about nursing theory until she 

went to graduate school. She heard about Parse's theory fiom her faculty advisor who 

suggested she look at the theory because it seemed to be congruent with the way she 

talked about nursing. By coincidence, one of the Parse scholars was visiting her school at 

that tirne, and Ethel attended her serninar and was aiso able to talk with her. In Ethelys 

words, "1 was sold. This is what 1 had been looking for. I recognized that there was a lot 

to leam and gathered d l  the reading materials that 1 couid. When the opportunity arose to 

be involved with this study, the timing was perfect for my learning needs." With al1 her 

commitments to family, school, and The Center, she womed she might be 

overcommitting by taking on the teleapprenticeship, but she did not want to pass up the 

opportunity to learn more about Parse's theory. 



Ada's situation disturbed Ethel, and she thought about her as she worked through 

the nrst leaming module in the Pink Book: "Responsibility and Choice." She said, 

"Men  I think about choice 1 just cannot accept that she chose to be where she is. 1 do not 

know her story, and it is not my place to make any judgements whether 1 know her story 

or not. I see her as a very lonely lady, and 1 wonder what wouid give her meaning and 

purpose in her life." A few days later when Ada carne hto The Center, Ethel had the 

opporhuuty to talk with her a bit, but it was not very satisfjmg; she had wanted to be 

' W y  present with her in a Parse-like way," but Ada does not like to talk about her 

circumstances because it makes her feel very sad and guilty. In fact, she tries very hard 

not to think about ber circumstances at d l .  

Michelle said that she had found it was not easy to tnily believe that persons are 

expert for their life and quaiity of life. She had been thinking about Ada: 

To go with someone means just what you did when she did not want to talk about her 
circumstances. We al1 reveal and conceal al1 at once and choose that which we wish 
to reveal and conceal. Her choice not to speak about her situation is one you have 
respected and one that a nurse guided by the human becorning theory would. She is 
living her meanings of life now. We al1 live our meanings and reveal them in different 
ways. We can not know hers but we can respect her and her choices. Offering tme 
presence to someone through discussion, music, art, or silence is something that a 
person rnay wish to have or not. I believe this person will sense your intention to 
respect her and her wishes not to speak. 1 would just be with her without any 
expectations, if she were wishing you to sit with her. Be open to her in a way where 
she rnay or may not speak, but just open to her and honoring her. 

Ethel believes that with support Ada %as what it takes" to move beyond where 

she is now, but recognizes that it is up to Ada to choose whether or not she wants to dwell 

with her thoughts in order to move beyond. She is concemed that if she is with A& in 

hue presence that she might do h m :  "1 think that 1 have no right to be involved with this 

process because she is very vulnerable and has a lot of pain in the past to deal with, and 1 

rnay not have the skills, support, and oppominity to help her through this. It is like 



playing with someone's life, and that is not fair.." Ethel was also afkaid that if she were 

not able to be available to Ada consistently, then it was not right to offer true presence: 

"If a process is begun with her, there needs to be an assurance and cornmitment that the 

nurse will be there with her throughout, with no established time limit on the process." 

Although Ethel almost immediately recognized her own agenda of having Ada move 

beyond, she continued to worry that in true presence Ada might open up pain and wounds 

that she had long suppressed in order to survive. Wouldn't she need ongoing help? 

When Ethel asked this question Michele thought of Parse's description of 

lingering true presence. She wrote: 

When we are with persons, and are t d y  present, that lingers on with the person and 
in us. There is a rippling of the true presence that is woven into our quilt of life. Even 
if the offering of true presence happens only once 1 believe is can be important. 
Sometirnes when I am asked to see someone who is dying it may be when death is 
imminent and 1 have only been in true presence with the person and family once. The 
family oflen cal1 and thank me for that time with them and tell me how much it 
meant. 

Ethel had ordered a copy of Dr. Parse's edited book lZluminatiom, and when it 

arrived, she devoured most of it at a sitting: "1 have to make myself stop in order to do 

what I need to do for my classes this week." The book made the theory corne dive for 

her. Still, she told Michelle how acutely she wished she could have direct contact with a 

Pane mentor: "1 envy your opportunity to leam directly (in peson) fkom someone who 

had reached a higher level of ability to use this theory in practice." She wondered if it 

would be possible to l e m  without this kind of contact, observation, and feedback. So far, 

the stories that had been shared on PARSE-L were the most usefiil resource for her 

learning about the theory. 

The part-time volunteer referral worker role at The Center did not provide Ethel 

with as many nurse-person opportunities as she would have liked. She worried that she 



would not have adequate situations for discussion with her mentor. She felt awkward and 

unsure when she attempted true presence on her own-she seemed to be holding herself 

back, and the conversation felt so unnatural. She felt particularly dissatisfied with the 

way she had been with one man, ALfred; he had been very inebriated, and when she could 

not meet his many demands, he l e 4  and she has not seen him since. Ethel was not sure 

how a nurse working w i t h  the Parse framework would relate to a person who is under 

the influence of alcohol. 

Michelle had told her that wherever the person is the practice method is the same. 

What was important in the nurse-person relationship was her presence and going with the 

person's flow. She related something Dr. Parse had said at a conference that had been 

helpfid for her own understanding: "It is like you are a boat on the ocean, and your 

anchor is true presence, and the peaon is the ocean. The boat goes with the waves and 

rhythms of the ocean as it is anchored just as you go with the person's rhythms while 

being anchored in true presence." Ethel remembered going with the rhythms when she 

was with a brain-injured adult at The Center; she tried to follow his rhythms as they 

taked, but then found it difficult not to provide information or introduce a new thought: 

1 believe that I did that reasonably well, but 1 had great difficulty knowing how and 
when to ask questions during oui- conversation. 1s there a way to ask questions that is 
congruent with practice using Parse's theory? 1 realize that it is important not to 
interfere with the rhythm set by the penon, but is there a way to be with him through 
the asking of questions? 1 found it difncult to not introduce a new thought or idea 
rather than have him develop his own ideas. He was very interested in helping 
handicapped children leam to ski (he was an avid skier and was injured in a skiing 
accident at the age of l e h e  is now 34 and skiing again). To be consistent with 
Parse's theory in practice, is it possible to explore options available to him such as 
"have you been in contact with Canadian Disabled Skiers Association?" 

As a public health nurse, it felt strange to Ethel not to give information; telling 

people about resources is a big part of community nursing. She knew that somethes 



people don't know what they don't know: What if they are not aware that there is 

information available and therefore cannot ask for it? Could she follow the rhythm of the 

person and still offer information? She was not sure even how to get herself into the 

conversation. She felt like she needed some examples of things to Say. 

Michele assured her that there are questions that are congruent with the practice 

rnethod. She provided some examples: 

What is life like for you now? What is your situation like for you now? 
What is most important to you now? M a t  helps you get through the day? 
What or who brings you cornfort? What are your hopes and dreams? 

These are just examples. During the discussion you may stay with the person and 
dwell with the rneaning. For example if someone said, "that was a homble the," you 
might say, "cari you tell me more about what that was like for youy'? Or if someone 
said, "My family is most important," you might dwell with them and ask what their 
family means to them. Again it is not the intention for us to know this information but 
rather for us to be with the person as their meanings d o l d  while going with them 
where they go; then the familiar may be seen in a new light. When the gentleman 
talked about helping handicapped children you could ask, "What would this mean to 
youy'? "What can you do to make this happen"? "What are your plans"? 

Ethel told a classmate at school how with Parse's practice methodology she was 

feeling restricted in the nurse-person relationship-the need to hold herself back-and 

how strange it felt not to be giving information. The classmate told her that she preferred 

to work with Margaret Newman's theory for that very reason. Ethel began to wonder if 

she could pick and choose the parts of Parse's theory that worked for her while filling in 

the gaps from other theones. She definitely perceived gaps: 

I have heard other masters students in the development of their conceptual 
fkameworks Say that they found gaps in Parse's theory and needed to add other pieces 
to it for their practice. 1 think that part of the reason may be a lack of an opportunity 
(such as 1 have) to examine the theory in greater depth, but 1 also have found that 1 
need to add Participatory Action Research philosophy, beliefs and values to ParseYs 
theory to make it more complete for my nursing practice. 1s it possible that 1 can 
agree with the major portion of Parse's theory but disagree with s m d  parts (such as 
use of the word advocacy) that cause me to make some changes and additions for my 
own practice? 1 am concemed about consistency in philosophicai background of the 



pieces, but 1 think it may be possible to make changes and st i i i  have congruency. 

Michele responded by saying that she didn't think it was possible to be rooted in 

both paradigms at the same t h e ,  that is, to believe in human beings as both 

biopsychosociai spiritual beings and unitary beings al1 at once. She wrote: 

With any theory of nursing 1 understand the phenornenon of concem to be the human- 
health-universe process. Nursing theories are not for everything but for nursing 
practice and research. For theory based practice and research 1 believe that 
consistency is very important. Theories are very broad and offer different views of the 
central phenornenon of the human-health-universe bterrelahomhip. 1 used various of 
the totality models before 1 changed paradigms and moved into Parse's theory. To use 
a bit of another theory from another paradigm would be inconsistent. 

As a master's student, Ethel was being exposed to new theorïes at every tum. She 

reveled in the opportunity to discuss theory and philosophy in relation to nursing practice 

and her own beliefs. Over the course of the teleapprenticeship, she used dialogue 

journalhg to explore Parse's theory in relation to chaos theory, critical theory, change 

theory, sociological theones about subjectivity/objectivity and confIict and order, other 

nursing theories, and the notion of congruence and dissonance with philosophies. She 

explained her theoretical explorations to her mentor: 

What 1 am learning.. .is that there is more than one way of viewing the world and that 
it is very easy to get caught up in believing your own view is 'Yight" or the only way. 
As 1 become familia. with different theories, 1 tend to immerse myself in those that 
"speak to me" in order to understand the ideas at a greater depth. Then, in tirne, 1 put 
the leaming into a larger perspective and resurface with a more balanced pictule. 

The thing that Ethel found most difficdt to understand was the apparent 

inconsistency between 'the person is the expert in their own life" and the way Parse 

nurses seemed to be so ngid about how to practice using the theory: 

Once a nurse discovers Parse's theory and agrees with the underlying philosophy, 
then it seems to me that shehe needs to evolve in her/his own way within the 
philosophy as each person is the expert in their own lives and need to evolve within 
their own philosophies. My reaction to some of the comrnents on PARSE-L, 1 think, 
is related to a sense that once a person becomes expenenced at the practice of Parse's 



theory that there is only one way to practice and the answers to questions seem almost 
restricting at thes .  Does not the individual nurse need to remain expert in her own 
way of using Parse's theory? 

She was getting a sense that there are right and m n g  answers: "'Parse herself said to one 

of the participants that as she l e m  more she will understand-implying that there is 

only one way of viewing nursing and situations if this theory is t d y  understood." Ethel 

said she needed to dwell with how that related to the word expert: 

If an expert is someone who "knows it dl," 1 think there may be a problem with 
expertise. However, if an expert is someone who has advanced knowledge about 
something, I find this more acceptable. It seems to me that it is necessary to remain 
open to new ways of viewing beliefs and values in order to continue growing. Or is it 
that people have become so used to defendhg their views and the use of Parse's 
theory that they have removed the possibility of doubt fiom their minds? 

Michele said that with regard to being an expert in Parse's theory, she thought of 

it as Ethel had put it- someone who has advanced knowledge about something. She 

explained: 

1 find 1 am always leaming and growing. 1 think that we can never corne to a place 
where we know all and the knowledge we leam fiom studying human experience is 
ever growing. The theory then expands in light of the new knowledge gained fiom 
studying human experience. 

Learning the theory is a process of coming to know. There is a struggle with being 
open to new ide% and thoughts yet there is a need to be consistent with the values 
and beliefs about the theory. With teaching the theory the teacher on one hand is with 
the student where they are, and yet on the other hand when a student is leaming and is 
inconsistent with the values and beliefs of the theory it needs to be addressed. 1 
struggled with that and continue to. 1 appreciated when Dr. Parse and others would 
ask me about what 1 meant when 1 described something in a way that might have been 
inconsistent. For example when 1 was fist leaming, 1 remember saying 1 had a nurse- 
person interaction to Dr. Parse. She pointed out to me that interaction was fiom the 
totality paradigm and causal in nature. Nurse-person discussion or interrelationship 
was more consistent with Parse's perspective. 

I found that helpfûl and learned how language did make a difference to how 1 thought 
about things. 1 think whichever theoretical perspective a nurse chooses there are 
values and beliefs that are consistent with one and inconsistent in another. 1 view the 
differences as being different and not: one is right and the other wrong. For example 
the concept of "ineffective grieving" is consistent with one theory and not another. As 



a person learning about Parse's theory I found it helpful when people pointed those 
out to me so 1 could reflect and leam. 

To discuss what is consistent and inconsistent with any theory can sound like 
correcting since a student is learning something new. However, if someone would 
choose to live another set of values and beliefs it would not be considered wrong or 
right, just different. 

Ethel was reading everything about Parse's theory that she codd lay her hands on 

and occasionally discovered the answers to her own questions before Michelle could 

respond. When she gained a new insight, she sometimes suppressed her urge to dash off a 

message so that there would not be a pile-up of notes for her mentor: '4 have some 

M e r  comments and questions to your response to the January 20 entry, but 1 will wait 

(if 1 don't get too excited and have something 1 have to say) for your response to the entry 

around choice before 1 ask the questions." Reflecting on her leaming, she said, "It seems 

as a person grows and learns with the theory, there is a moving away nom previous 

thoughts and ahost  an embarrassment that those thoughts were ever part of your belief 

system." 

Throughout the teleapprenticeship, Ethel was provoked to criticaily examine the 

meanings behind some everyday words nurses use. The process was often difficult and 

unsettling, but conscientization about language was a significant area of growth for her. 

With some words, especially the ones that are used to label, it was irnmediately obvious 

to her why, as her mentor had said, they "carry the h m . .  .and.. . c m  lirnit our view of 

persons and change how we are with them in health me." Early in the teleapprenticeship, 

she discovered that "words like noncornpliant now are harsh to rny ears." 

But with some other words it was not so easy; from the discussions about 

advocacy on PARSE-L7 it seemed to Ethel that the interpretation of word meanings was 

such a sensitive area that it could cause enonnous difficulties between nurses familiar 



with Parse's theory and those where were new to it. She said that even though ''the 

discussion [on PARSE-L] has expanded my thoughts and beiiefs about advocacy, and I 

have learned to re-examine the motives in an advocacy situation" she would continue to 

interpret the word slightly merently: 

1 fear that some definitions of words presented by those who have been involved with 
Parse's theory for longer than I have may have become ideology in that there is now 
only one way of seeing things and that way is the right way. The discussion on 
advocacy is a case in point. Dr. Parse gave a black and white answer that stated that 
advocacy does not fit with the paradigm. 1 would Say that only her interpretation of 
the word advocacy does not fit with the paradigm and that if others interpret and use 
the word differently that it rnay indeed be congruent. 

Ethel and her mentor engaged in lengthy dialogue about the rneaning of other 

words such as interaction, expert, and empowerment. Michelle told her that for Parse the 

idea of empowerment is inconsistent with the human becoming theory since the nurse 

camot empower another; the person powers him- or herself. Ethel said that once again, 

language seemed to be getting in the way of understanding: 

My interpretation of empowerment is just what you said happens in a nurse-person 
relationship using Parse's theory-"'the person powers themself on." 1 agree that one 
person does not have the power to empower another, and that thought is not 
acceptable to me. However, the nurse cm "enable persons to take control of the 
factors influencing their health"  WHO^'' Health Promotion defhition) through being 
aware of the power structures in relationships and society. Sometimes, as in relating 
to aboriginal people, empowement means gettùig out of the way so they can begin to 
work through their own situations and problems rather than having someone else do it 
for them. 

In another of Ethel's roles at The Center, she was a member of a Task Force that 

was examlliing the structure of The Center fkom the mission statement, to the 

organizational stnicture, to the prognuns and evaluation. She bctioned as an unpaid 

external consultant with access to knowledge and information at the University and also 

as a representative of the volunteers. As she neared the end of the teleapprenticeship and 



her t h e  at The Center, she realized that her growing client-centered perspective and 

greater kuowledge of the community people's situation had created a predicament for 

her. She discovered that the church people who had started The Center had a difTerent 

view of the mission of The Center than did the clients it served: "The president of the 

Board indicated that because The Center was started by the people of the churches they 

were the ones who could make the decision about the mission statement and necessary 

changes. He believes that the needs of the commiinity membea does not influence the 

mission of The Center." 

If she were folIowing Parse's theory, how could she be judgmentd about the 

Board members' view of the situation while at the same time making them aware that the 

community people were not being given the input that recognized their expertise about 

their own situation? How could she be an advocate for the community people and the 

volunteers? She said she wanted to use Parse's theory on two levels: "First at the level of 

the individual in my position as volunteer referrai worker and second within a group and 

organizational s e h g  in my role on the Task Force." Couid Parse's theory be used at 

other than the individual level? This is what she wanted to do when she retumed to work 

as a public health nurse at the end of the terni: 

1 will be using Pane's theory on a different dimension than the one most ofken 
represented in the literature where nurse-person relationship is usually individually 
focused (or individuais in familiedgroups). 1 will be attempting to use Parse's 
practice methodology in community settings where community is client rather than 
context. I will attempt to view the community as a whole and explore the paradoxical 
rhythms within a community at the same tirne as workùig with individuals, families, 
and groups who are part of that cornmunity and its rhythms. 1 will be using Parse's 
practice methodology as a basis for reflection on the process of comrnunity hedth 
promotion where the community is being enabled to take control of the factors 
affecthg the heaith of that community (e.g., poverty, iuiteracy, or whatever the 



community mernbers ident* as factors affecthg their health). 1 believe that 
illuminating meaning, dwelling with, and rnoving beyond are fundamentid to the 
comrnunity health promotion process, just as it is in nurse-person relationship. 

The time had gone quickly. As she began writing her last paper for the last 

semester of study in her masters prognun, Ethel said she was ready to move on. She kne 

the end was near because she could feel herself withdrawing fiom the relationship with 

her mentor in the same way as she had when her other practicums were ending. She 

hoped she would meet her mentor someday in the future and would be contiming her 

subscnption to PARSE-L. She told Michelle: 

1 very much appreciate your t h e  and thoughtful answers/comments to my questions. 
As I think I have said, I have saved al1 of our communication and will refer to it again 
iu the future as 1 try to put Parse into practice in public health nursing. I cannot think 
of any suggestions of things that would have enhanced my expenence. 1 particularly 
appreciated it when you showed that you were puzzling thmugh some of the issues 
that 1 presented and tried to get a better understanding of what it was iike for me 
through the asking of your questions. 1 would think this was a Parse-like way of being 
with others as they leam. 



Hoppy has been a nurse for 28 years, but right now, she needs to fuid a job that 

doesn't make her bones hurt at the end of the day. Critical care, where she has spent most 

of her career, is simply getting to be too much work. A few years ago, with the intention 

of getting out of nursing, Hoppy returned to school, got a bachelor's degree in English, 

and then tried law school for a year but found she hated everything about it: 

I spent that year in law school leaming how much 1 needed to be a nurse. M e r  
retuming to nursing 1 noticed a difference in the way 1 practiced. The biggest change 1 
perceived was in the closeness 1 felt to my patients. 1 sensed that I was spending my 
time with people a bit differently, with a greater willingness to give something of 
myseif., as well as a greater appreciation for the things they were telling me. 

Hoppy now works night shift in an ICU where she is a charge nurse who also teaches 

critical care skills. She thoroughly enjoys teaching as well as the hands-on patient care. 

Hoppy is not sure what she expects to get fiom Parse's theory and the 

teleapprenticeship. She became interested in the theory fkom discussions on the 

NURSENET list: 'The only folk who seemed to use a theory and taik as though it made 

some difference in their patient care were the Parse nurses." One nurse in particular had 

written about the theory in a particularly compelling way, and Hoppy said that it had been 

her writing that brought her to the teleapprenticeship learning event. The nurse wrote 

about the way that Parse's theory made her feel comected to her patients and had given 

meaning to her practice, and Hoppy wanted to know more about that: 

1 spend a lot of time workuig with people, listening to them, ûying to respond in ways 
that are meaningful to them (and to me). If there is something 1 can leam that will 
help me to listen better, to respond better, to connect better, then 1 would like to be 
able to use it. 

When the teleapprenticeship began, Hoppy was in the middle of finals week. She 

is enroiled in a master's pro-, stiil working towards her goal of getting out of 



hospitals and patient care and hding a way of Me that will be less physically taxing as 

she gets older. She wrote her dialogue joumals for the teleapprenticeship in the moniùig 

after coming home kom a 12-hour night shift. Her office faces est,  and sometimes she 

falls asleep at the computer in the moming sunshine. 

"Do Parse nurses always speak in Parse jargon?" Hoppy asked. She had been 

reading the Pink Book and said that as an English major she had been tumed off by 

words like "languaging." To her, this seemed a lot like nursing diagnosis where a whole 

new language was invented to tak about something for which we already had perfectly 

adequate names. She said, '4 have a favorite Calvin and ~obbes' cartoon that 1 tunied 

into a bookmark a couple years ago. Calvin is tall<ing to Hobbes": 

Calvin: "1 Iike to verb words." 

Hobbes: "What?" 

Calvin: "1 take nouns and adjectives and use them as verbs. Rernember when 

"access" was a thing? Now it's something you do. It got verbed." 

Calvin: "Verbing weirds language." 

Hobbes: "Maybe we can eventually make language a complete impedirnent to 

understanding." 

"That's what the term "languaging" does for me. 1 start thinking in ternis of psycho- 

babble." 

Hoppy found that she could agree with the Parse approach in ail the Pink Book 

scenarios, but then she thought about the patients she had been caring for that week: the 

Pink Book patients seemed to have a much easier time communicating than her patients. 

Most of Hoppy's ICU patients have long-tenn critical illnesses and serious 



communication problems due to intubation, neuro injuries, or confusion. She wondered 

how the theory could help her do more for the patient who goes for long periods with an 

inability to communicate. She felt she was already "being with" people: 

1 spend lots of time at my patients' bedsides, touching, t a h g ,  Listeaing ifthey can 
ta& to me. 1 think that people in beds are fiequently spoken to as though they are 
de& or stupid, as though their illness renders them incompetent. Worse than that, 1 
think they are usually touched for procedures, not often enough for simple human 
contact. 1 sometimes sit at a bedside holding han& with someone if that is what 
makes them feel comfoaable/secure. 1 think (fiom what 1 have read) that this may fit 
into the" being there" part of Parse nursing. 

Hoppy's practice 

When reading the transcripts nom Hoppy's teleapprenticeship, 1 was continually 

reminded of parts of the movie Don Juan ~ e ~ a r c o , ~ ' ~  where the Johnny Depp character 

relates stories to his psychiamst, who is played by Marlon Brando. As soon as Don Juan 

(Depp) begins a story, we are transported into the sceneusually a small Mexican town 

with vivid colors, music, scenery, and a cast of characters. We feel as if we are there. So 

it was with Hoppy's journalling about her practice: 1 was transported to the bedside of her 

patients in the ICUs. In order to brhg this experience to the reader, 1 have edited very 

Iittie in the transcript excerpts 1 have chosen to represent Hoppy's teleapprenticeship 

experience. The text preserves the working language of this clinicai setting and offers a 

glimpse into the cornplexit. of nurses' work life. 

The Saga of Edna 

HOPPY: The night ended badly for Edna. She's 74, a long-tirne smoker, and a woman with a mind of her 
own. She came to us fiorn home with chest pain, was worked up and found to have the-vesse1 disease, 
which was treated with a three vesse1 coronary artery bypass gr&. The surgery was done about two months 
ago now, and Edna has been with us for al1 but one ovemight on the medical floor sbce that time. She has 
been respirator dependent, and worse than that, she has cireadfiil decubiti?" The decubiti are improvuig, 

3 56 Francis Ford Coppola, Fred Fuchs, Patrick Palmer (Producers), & Jeremy Leven (Director), "Don Juan DeMarco". 
[Film]. (Available fiom New Line Productions, Inc., 1 16 N Robertson Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90048), 1995. 

3 5 7 ~  decubitus ulcer is a bedsore or pressure me. 



but consider that about two weeks ago the one on her coccyx was large enough to accommodate a dressing 
the size of my fist The decub developed in the postsp period when Edna refked to stay off of her coccyx. 
No matter how ofien she was twned, she would scoot to her back again as soon as the nurse left the room, 
In addition to the decub on her coccyx, there are areas on her thighs where the graft sites (fkom the CABG) 
broke down from Edna's flinging her legs across the side-rails. Her wounds are healing now with Dakin's 
soaks and packs. 

She has been extubated after long weaning processes at least twice that 1 know of, plus she has extubated 
herself at least twice. She is now trache& or at least she was at the beginning of last night- She was in the 
final stages OF weaning ftom the vent and doing pretty well when we came in to work. Edna has, because of 
her penchant for extubathg herself, been restrained nearly al1 of the tirne. When 1 am in the room working I 
leave her restraints off, exercise her anns as much as she will allow, and massage her arrns and han& with 
lotion. She seems to enjoy the massage and will sometimes just grab hold of my hand and hold on for a few 
minutes. She doesn't communicate a lot except to ask for water or indicate that she is in pain, She won't 
write notes, possibly because she is too weak to write. 1 don't talk a lot with Edna since this seems to bother 
her. So mostly, my relationship with her is based on performhg tasks, explainhg what 1 am doing, and 
touching. Edna is a big woman and cm be a serious handful if she doesn't want to do something. But when 
she cadwants to, she helps to move herself and participate in her care. 1 always end up apoiogetically re- 
applying her restraints before 1 leave the room, but she doesn't seem to be bothered too much by this-at 
least she is accepting. Lots of the tasks we perfom fodto Edna are quite painfiil articularly the Dakin's 

3 2  packs which are getting more painfûl as her wounds heal. We give ber Dilaudid before doing the painfiil 
procedures; sometimes this is very effective, and she sails through the dressing change, and sometimes 
nothing heIps much. 

Last night around midnight I went into her room in response to a ventilator alarm. Her nurse had left her 
han& unrestrained, and she had discomected the vent. No big deal except that she seemed really angry and 
wouldn't let go of the tubing so 1 could hook her back up. She was down to an iMV ofz3'' and doing very 
well with the weaning proceçs, but she wouldn't let go of the tubing. We restrained her and put her back on 
the vent. Now, the idea of Edna being able to decide that she wants the vent discontinued is a fine idea. In 
fact, when she came to the hospital she brought her advance directives with her. Yet, every time she has 
come off the vent and tired of breathing as her CO2 increased, she has insisted on being put back on the 
vent- Her family aiso bas insisted on this. So even if 1 agree that she can dc her vent whenever she chooses 
to do so, 1 am also looking at a process that is going well and may end with us able to get her off the vent in 
the next 12 hours. If she does this though, before she is physiologicdly ready, 1 can see us  goin down the 
same road over again. She went back on the vent. She did fine with weaning and was on CPAPg6~ at 6 this 
morning. 1 was finishing up my 1 when her nurse called me to the room. "She's got her tmch about 
1 0  way out." (While he was standing there!) 1 try to put it back, but when 1 meet resistance 1 don't try any 
more. We cal1 the ER. The doc can't get it back in, and when her pulmonologist cornes in, he can't pass the 
tube either. 

During al1 of this Edna is quite vocal about what she wants: "This is not a cardiac arrest. Get off of me." 
Presumably if it were a cardiac arrest it would be al1 right to "get on her." 1 left when the tmch had not yet 
been replaced. The surgeon who did the trach procedure was going to come in and try to replace a tube. 1 
hope he will be able to place a Shiley in case we have to reconnect the vent. In the meantirne, the longest 
Edna has gone before completely pooping out (CO2 in the 70s) is 12 hours. 1 expect she will want the vent 
back on when she gets tired. 1 expect 1 will be her nurse tonight. 

'"A narcotic anaigesic. 

"' ventilstor setting: Intermittent Mandatory Ventilation at a ra<c of 2 pcr minute. 

360~ontinuous positive airway pressure. 
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1 don't foresee a whoie lot of upward mobility here. 1 don't mind working withlbeing with Edna if she isn't 
going to get weII. 1 cm care for her as I have been doing without the necessiîy of her getting well. 1 have no 
problem with giving her what she needs to be cornfortable, whether that be the medication for pain, touch, 
just king there or even just leaving her alone. I don? know, though, what it is that she wants. This moming 
what she wants is for us to get off of her-and we did. Tonight it will be something different and 
completely opposite (possibly). It is difficult enough to take care of someone as sick as Edna is, but when 
there is no c1ear message, or even a reasonably good way of comrnunicating a message it is completely 
fhstrating to try and understand what it is she wants from any of us. 

Well, aiter much work and with the ski11 of the surgeon who k t  trached her, Edna had her trach 
r ep laceho t  with a ShiIey for vent support, but with a good old metal trach for secretion gathering. She 
bas now been doing well on a 40% trach mask with high humidity since Friday moming. Last night she 
was a difEerent woman. She now is feeding herself (pulled her feeding tube out and nobody had the heart 
left to teplace it), sitting on the side of the bed for very bnef penods and was due to start getting up on the 
tilt table today. She is wiliing and ready to start doing things but not willing to relinquish controls. Good for 
her! Yesterday Ann (my day shift counterpart) asked her about the restraints since we are stiII seeing the 
need for trach access. Edna told her "1'11 ieave the tube alone if you leave me with my cofftee. Mess with 
my coffee, though, and everything else is fair game." She had been without restraints and doing a great job 
of working. Given choices she rnakes fuie ones now, even though she is still not completely oriented, She 
will probably move offthe unit later in the week (after a secondary wound closure of the greatly 
granulating decubitus on her coccyx). 

1 expect that once she's home she will have her cigarettes at hand soon. Fine. She's an old Iady who has 
decided what gives her pleasure. If she wants to smoke okay-she certainly has evidence of the 
consequences and evidence of her own survival instinct- Now that she's talking, it's realIy neat to get her 
slant on things. She's a cmty old lady, and she will go on in the way that suits her. The entire time she's 
been with us we have been talking to her cousin in Atlanta, Georgia who calls about two or three times a 
week at 0500: "Well honey, i just thought it's not so busy this time of the day." (If she only knew.) This 
morning she asked me to hold the phone up to Edna's ear so she could tell her she loves her. Edna held the 
phone herself, and whiIe 1 occluded the trach, she talked first and last and most of the t h e  in between, Her 
cousin hung up the phone crying. 1 said, "Edna, she was crying pretty good there. 1 think you made her very 
happy today." Edna was cool: "She's just like a faucet" (making a motion as if to turn it on.) 1 guess Edna 
was our Christmas present this year. 

Now for how Parse's theory fits into al1 of this saga. I'm not tembly certain. It seerns that it is a theory well 
suited to communicating between folks (e-g., Edna and me). If we are looking at Edna in her sickest, most 
obstreperous (confused?) stage, then 1 have to Say that 1 wouldn't change anything that 1 do. 1 will still be 
with Edna talking, touching, doing what 1 can do to get her beyond that stage. If we are looking at the New 
Woman Edna, 1 guess 1 cm sti11 do the same things. 1 would be talking and Iistening and perhaps knowing 
that once she's home Edna will be herself. If that means she'll be a "pack a day woman," that's what she 
wilI be. Maybe what a Parse's theory perspective can do for me is alleviate the frustration that goes with 
relinquishing control over the way she moves on fiom here. Of course I'm not naive enough to think 1 
would have had any control over her future habits a year ago either. But 1 think maybe 1 would be a bit 
resentfiil to think that 1 worked very hard to "make her well" so she could go back to doing the same old 
destructive things. 1'11 have to think about this for a white. 1 don't think 1 have thatlany resentment about 
this now, even though 1 think it is highly probable that she will do exactly that. 1 picture her at home 
watching the soaps on TV with a cigarette and a cup of coffee to pass her tirne. 

IRENE: The biggest impact and benefit Parse's theory has, I believe, is the initial shifl of "the nurse as the 
expert" towards %e person as the expert" of hisher own health. That seems to change the nurse's 
perception. uistead of canying out and imposing al1 the nursing interventions designed to make the person 
conform to the normative mode1 of health, the nurse helps the person illuminate meaning (the meaning that 
the situation holds for them), synchronizes rhythm with the perception of the person as shehe Ianguages 
the meaning, and thereby allows the person to rnobilize üanscendence and to cotranscend with the 
possibles. From a study a CO-researcher and 1 did, teaching 4th year baccdaureate nursing students Parse's 
theory, we found that students felt liberated from not having to judge and label persons, which they always 



had felt uncomfortable doing, when trying to come up with a nursing diagnosis doing traditional careplans. 
They dso were Ilkrated h r n  feeling they had to fix everything. Going with the persons allowed them to 
accept them as they were, e.g., Edna going back to her smoking habits- Unless Edna wants to change her 
value priorities and quit smoking, nobody can make her do it, Human beings, after all, are uncontrollable. 

You could probably explore the meaning smoking holds for her. More likely it will make you understand 
why she smokes rather than change her habit, For me one of the biggest benefits of the theory is the 
recognition of the paradoxical patterns that emerge when persons try to make sense of the world. Instead of 
viewing it as negative ambivalence on the part of the person, paradoxical patterns are recognized as parts of 
everyday life that are always present and constitute the rhythmical patterns of life. Edna wanting to pull the 
trach tube, yet wanting to stay intubated, seemingly wanting to live, yet wanting to die are good examples. 
She made her choices pulling out the feeding tube and wanting to eat, which shows she is an expert of her 
own Iife--she h e w  she was ready. Her fhmily too are experts; they "knew" their Mom. I think it is a 
wondehl story. As we try and relate it to the themes and concepts of Parse's theory, using the learning 
modules, the theory becomes real. 

HOPPY: Edna is ready to move out of ICU. I expect she will be on the skilled nursing tacility within a 
week and fiom there will probably move quickly to home. Some things that made it possible for her to 
reach this point seem worth considering. Probably first in importance is the fact that she wasn't ready to 
quit. As we all took at her and feel really great about her present state several things have come up. It's 
interesting that nobody is talking about how much nursing effort went into keeping her alive. Rather, now 
that she is pretty much the 'Teisty old lady" who reluctantly agreed to surgery, the discussion is centering 
on just how feisty she is. This morning someone was discussing the hct that she was really quite 
apprehensive going into the whole thing but felt like she didn't have a lot of options. Perhaps her sense of 
no option (or few options) is related to the way things were presented to her. Perhaps they are more reIated 
to the attitude that we have in our culture that makes medical treatment a god. Edna has a living will. It has 
remained prominently on the fiont of her chart throughout the time she has been with us. Her living will, as 
most do, says she doesn't want to have extraordinary means used to treat her if there is no chance for her 
recovery (or some such wording). WeU, Edna has agreed to everything that has been done to her in terms of 
her surgery and ventilator support. She believed, and was led to believe, that she had a chance for recovery. 
Apparently this is the case since she seems to be recovering. 

Which brings me to the way the nurses are talking about her now. Nobody is talking about the plain old 
hard work that went into getting where we are today. Until the last week, there was no way to begin her 
A.M. care without setting aside at least a two hour block oftime. I'm not sure she ever really understood 
what was going on after she came back f?om her CABG. Some of her problem was no doubt related to the 
drugs we gave her for pain. But I would argue that most of her problem throughout her stay has been 
related to an inability to communicate. The biggest difference in her during the last week has come as she 
has been able to tell us what she wants and how she wants it. The surprising thing after all this time is that 
she wants really very little. The more she is able to communicate with us, the better oriented she becomes. 
She has never wanted to write notes, in fhct has rehed  to write whenever we have given her paper and 
pencil and asked her to write what she needs. I wonder now if she has been unaware that we couldn't hear 
her when she thought she was talking. She always has moved her mouth and tried to talk, getting really 
disgusted with us when we didn't know what she was talking about. 

IRENE: I am really happy for Edna and you! Yes, as you identified, and I agree, Edna had her hopes and 
dreams and was not ready to quit, and that is why she got better. She made her choicmpening one door 
and closing another. The question is how well informed she was. For me, that is why I believe that we, as 
nurses, have to be knowledgeable in order to present the choices to persons. Usually persons expect us  to 
be knowIedgeablc. Leaving information up to the doctors, in my opinion, is oflen too biased by either the 
medical model or the doctors' own vested interest. (On this point some Parse experts might disagree with 
me.) The more I think about Parse's theory, the more I believe that it is expressed in the process, how we 
go about doing things, rather than what we do. We do what is expected f?om us by the person to help them 
transcend the present situation. 



Mr. S. and his family 

HOPPY: 1 don? know if Parse says anything about the role of b i l y  but have realized once again the 
importance of family support with Mr. S. He came on Christmas kom a hospital about 100 miles west of 
here. He hiui been having chest pain for about two weeks and got much worse on Christmas. He's only 62, 
with bad three vesse1 disease diagnosed by heart cath on Monday. This man has recently retired fiom a job 
in CaIifornia and moved back to the mountains where he grew up, By Monday moming most of his 
California h i l y  had arrived hem, with the rest of them coming in on Monday eve. He has several sons, al1 
ofthem as delightful as he is. He went for a three vesse1 CABG yesterday and had to be taken back for 
bleeding last night 1 have watched this man and his sons and k e n  absolutely irnpressed by the effect they 
have on each other. The boys have stayed at night, sornetimes staying at the bedside, sometimes in the 
waiting room with fiequent visits. They have seen that their mother is taken care of and that she sleeps at 
night away fiom the hospital. 

Mr. S. is a bright man, but pretty apprehensive, so even though he has been receptive to explanati0~1~ and to 
presp teaching and the like, he hasn't asked many questions. He talked the first night he was here about 
retiring at the ranch he bought: " 1 10 acres so if the boys want to get out of LA they can each have a piece 
of land to build on." This is the closest and most supportive family 1 have worked with in a while. Mr. S. 
needs the m e  presence of his family. The boys ask lots of questions, and being bright guys thernselves, use 
the information they get to be really helpfbl to their dad. 1 have really enjoyed the last three nights with 
these folks. If I've worked with anybody recently who has put lots of thought into what is important in their 
lives, these folks may be the best examples. They will take care of each other and make sure that the 
important stuff gets taken care of, 

1 think ba t  what we have done by working with this whole family fits into a Parse model. 1 can identify 
several Parse principles in the way we are dealing with these folks, including the need to deaI with Mr. S. 
as the expert in his own life and the role that his family plays in that life. 1 think that the true presence that 
is most important to Mr. S. is the presence of bis family, so that even when 1 am at his bedside for twelve 
hours when he is pst-op, my presence meets a different need than the presence of the two oldest sons. As 
fiir as being with Mr. S. versus instnicting or prescriiing, 1 have done some of each. Once again, tasks can't 
be ignored. So when 1 am teaching him preop how to do breathing exercises, 1 have to explain to him that 
even though he doesn't feel the need to take deep breaths while he is just lying in bed, that he needs to do 
the deep breathing to prevent certain complications. He can understand about expanding his lungs, and the 
goal of preventing complications fits right in with his goal of getting back to the ranch (and the good life) 
ASAP. 

So here are the questions: 
Where does the family enter the picture according to Parse? 
1s it accurate to porh-ay this great family support systern as true presence? 
Since Parse wouldn't cd1 the tasks 1 do as "nursing" (that's probably not articulated very well), 

would she also not cal1 my pre-op teaching that parallels Mr. S.'s own goals as considering 
him the expert in his own life? 

W N E :  Pane's theory Ulcludes the family when they are in the picture. The persons can be a family unit. 1 
do not think that how the family are in true presence with each other is the same as the nurse in true 
presence. The nurse in m e  presence is centering herself on the person and puts her own thoughts about 
herself and her life situation out of the way in order to synchronize rhythms with the person. Hence it is a 
professional relationship with the intent to help the person illuminate meaning etc. FamiIy members tend to 
have an emotional relationship, where their own feelings are also at play. But persons and their Families can 
be seen as a unit, as experts of their own lives; 1 do not think that you could separate them. They form part 
of the integrity of the person with hidher universe. They constitute what is unique to the person. 

Parse does not object to "medical somethingnesses" like preop teaching. This is part of what we do as 
nurses. She only warns us not to think of nursing as a series of tasks. It is not nursing, but still part of what 
we do. As 1 said before, 1 think the theory is Iived more in the how we do things than what we do. How do 
you feel about it? Do you feel that you are thinking more about what you do and in a different way? 



HOPPY: Yes. 1 still look at labs and assessrnents when I'm caring for patients. 1 look at these thhgs first 
since these are things that 1 wil1 have to be aware of to answer questions (my own and those of others). 
Since 1 think 1 have been person centered in rny nursing for as long as I've been a nurse, it doesn't seem 
that 1 am doing anything particularly new when 1 start thinking in terms of what my patient is about and 
what is important to himlher, but I probably come to this with a slightly different perspective and come to 
thinking of what is important to them sooner. 1 think as 1 work with these things 1 will notice their persona1 
needdgoais earlier in out caring relationship (1 hope so), and perhaps 1 will someday be able to bring some 
creaîivity into incorporating the patient go& into the things 1 do with/for them- 

HOPPY: We have a two-mit critical care areq with ten beds in MICU and eight in SICU.~" Our units are 
right next to each other, sharing everything fiom staff to equipment to the coffee pot Last night we started 
with 16 patients and ended with 17. We had 7 nurses and two monitor techs. Two patients were on balloon 
pumps, one of these a fhsh post-op heart who was done as an emergency when a coronary artery ruptured 
following a P T C A ? ~ ~  In addition, we had four other ventilator patients, two fksh MI3@ patients, two 
PTCA patients who had just had their sheaths removed at the beguining of our shift, and assorted other fine 
and busy people. On the surgical unit, we had three nurses for eight patients; on MICU, they had five 
nurses with nhe  patients, three of whom should have been 1 : 1. It seerns we have more and more nights like 
this al1 the t h e .  I usudly work on SICU, last night being now exception, So 1 had three atients of my 

$5 own, then was asked if 1 codd help a less experienced nurse with his CABG on a LABP patient. 1 did 
this gladly, helping with the S W ~ I I - G ~ I K ~ ~ ~  insertion, advancing and retaping the endo-tracheal tube, and 
just helping him get organized. Al1 of this stuff was task oriented and time consuming and took place in 
MICU. So with al1 this task oriented stuff, and with my three patients al1 wanting to sleep and be left alone, 
when do 1 do the things that Parse says are my real nursing duties? 

IRENE: The issue you are mentionhg is precisely my argument. We do need more time and less work if 
we want to do a good job. There are Iimits to everything. 1 think that is part of the problem between some 
theonsts and the people who are actually working on the fiont line. They develop beautifid theones, but we 
don't have tirne to put them into practice. That is why 1 believe we need some political action to gain more 
recognition and value for our work It is not just "the nurse's unwillingness to change their practice." When 
you tak to young students, they show a high degree of idealism, but then it gets lost along the way. Why? 

HOPPY: And here is where 1 see a bi roblem with Parse's theory. The old paradigm is what we base our 
Y 7  s t a f h g  patterns on. It is what JCAHO bases its accreditation survey on. If, God forbid, 1 should ever 

wind up in court, the old paradigrn is what 1 will be judged on. (And the fact that 1 have just ended three 
consecutive sentences with prepositions wilI no doubt have an impact on my perceived credibility or virtue 
or something also.) So, it cornes down to this-in the reaI world we have to live the old paradigm. We 
don? have a lot of choices here because our paradigrn has not yet shifted. If we can do the new paradigm, 
that in a sense is the icing on the cake, and we should be happy to be able to do it. But without the cake, we 
aren't going to need any icing. We will not simply be judged on the cake we provide, but we will be 
required to provide the cake if we are to be allowed to practice-no cake, no license. So how do we 
reconcile these two competing paradigms in a time when everybody is looking at costs and seeing nursing 

3 6 2 M I ~ ~ .  SICU: Medical, Surgicai Intensive Care Unit 
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as 1) the biggest unbillable/uareirnbursible cost in the hospital and 2) therefore the first place we will look 
to make cuts when we are 'Yorced" to cut costs? A sirnpie little question, this. Who has the answer? 

IRENE: The answer is probably rather complex, not simple. However, I believe that if our clients are 
satisfied with the treatment they receive, e.g., Mrs. G. who made her informed decision with the help of 
caring hospitd personnel, I doubt there will be a court case. People sue because they feel they were 
wronged or neglected. In Canada, a trend is starting to look at client-focused caring due to consumer 
demand. That is, I believe, where the new paradigm can make a difference, whereas the old paradigm is 
inadequate. Several hospitals in Canada are starting to introduce Parse's theory; some nursing schools are 
based on a Caring Curriculum based on Watson's theory-there are pockets where change takes place. We 
nurses have to be there, showing the values of our care, showing how this approach makes a difference in 
client satisfaction and prevents costly law-suits as well as prolonged hospital stays due to client's inability 
to deal with the situation. Research and publication should help. 

HOPPY: I agree with you completely when you say that the old paradigm is not effective. There are things 
about it that are necessary, but being based in the "medical somethings" makes it a paradigm that makes the 
medical view the most important view (I would go so far as  to say the only view) that matters. So we look 
to the medical experts for dl the answers and sometimes even for all the questions that we will count as 
important, This is why it is the paradigm that will assume the superior position when we are looking at 
questions of stafEing, licensing, and all those things that are important issues for hospitals. I don't see any 
indication (at least in this country) that the medical someones are going to willingly let anyone introduce a 
new paradigm. 

Patients who might be in another realm of the universe 

HOPPY: In some ways it seems that ICU and nights is just the place to be doing Parse nursing. I often 
have more time because of the M m g  ratios and the lack of bothersome interruptions Ekom other 
departments to be with my patients and actually get to know what sorts of things are important to them. 
Then there are nights like the other night when there is so much going on that patients are lucky to get the 
bare necessities. And there are patients who, for all 1 know, have no awareness of my presence or anyone 
else's. It seems like these patients, no matter what I give, might not be on the receive mode at any but the 
barest necessity level. 

W N E :  But we don't know how much some of these people are aware. I was once involved in the care of 
a patient who had tetanus. Everybody had given up hope on him. He spent two months in the ICU, 
pavulonized368 to control his tetany. Anyway, he recovered against all odds, and I met him again after he 
left the ICU. This patient could remember what he had heard while he was "comatose"; he toId me many 
things he had overheard. He also remembered faces of the nurses, including mine. And we had thought that 
he was brain dead. Other patients who had clinically "died," e.g., a young mother who had an embolus after 
delivery and had been resuscitated, she too could remember the things we said and did, while she was 
"dead." She also said: ''I was dead wasn't I?" And other patients who had had cardiac arrests knew what 
had happened. They were at a different realm of the universe; however, they were still there. So even with 
them, one can be truly present, centering oneself and directing all our attention towards the person. 

The Vietnam veteran and the Vietuamese nurse 

HOPPY: We had an interesting situation develop last night that I certainly never would have anticipated. 
We admitted a man during the night who has liver filure fiom Hepatitis B that he contracted fiom a blood 
transfusion. He received the transhion over 20 years ago when he was treated for an injury he received in 
Vietnam. The nurse who admitted him is Vietnamese. I was a little concerned that he might have a problem 
with her based on her obvious ethnic identity and almost changed assignments with her to avoid a problem. 

368~he drug Pavulon is a neummuxular bloddng agent used to tmporarily paralyze a person. In this case it was used 
to control tetany (continuous tonic muscle spasms). 



I'm @ad 1 didn't. She Ïs a very good nurse (not to mention king a pretty terrific person); he seems to be 
quite a neat man. They got on very well, and 1 needn't have concerned myself 1 am glad this morning to 
have seen them work together. 

IRENE: You just gave a good example of the uniqueness of each person. The Vietnam veteran, whom you 
assumed might be uncomfortable with the Vietnamese nurse did not feel that way at dl .  It just shows how 
we are so used to trying to predict behavior and how our predictions are usually wrong. Being present with 
the person and listening to them is the only way to Eïnd out about their feelings and thoughts. Remember 
&O they are revealinglconcealing at the same the ,  so we will never know everything. 

Value priorities 

HOPPY: Had another nice experience with a lady who is with us for the third t h e  since Septernber. She's 
delightfiil but unfortunatel has bad cardiovascular disease. She cornes in fairly fiequently, this tirne for a 
carotid endar te re~tom~.~~~She  tries very hard to do the t b g s  that will give her the most tirne with her 
family. Actually she does very well, and they are very supportive of her-she just has bad disease. Played 
with ~itro~nisside'" all ni@ trying to keep her BP in a decent range-the Ievel the doc wanted was one 
that she didn't tolerate well. Fha iy  had her pretty well knocked out with dmgs this rnoiaing and had to 
wake her at her request to call her husband at 0615 so she could tell him Happy Birthday. She went back to 
sleep shortly after her call, but the call was more important than her sleep this morning. 

IRENE: Y ou helped her towards bealth by letting her live her value priorities. In the totality paradigm, the 
nurse might have decided that sleep is best for her. 

The Story of Mrs. S. 

HOPPY: Mrs. S. came to us on Saturday. She had been driven to her local hospital during the night on 
Friday when she awoke with chest pain and pmbably a bradyarrhythmia-371 Her daughter got stopped by a 
cop on the way to the hospital because she was speeding. The cop wanted her to stay put and wait for the 
ambulance to meet them. She got back in the car and took off, leaving the cop sitting there at the roadside. 
A very good move on her part since her mom was about to crash. So after their roadside adventures, Mrs. 
S. got to the hospital where çhe was given and was sent on to us the following morning. Nice lady. 
Nice family. (I'm not entirely sure about this, but I may be enjoying my relationships with patients more 
since 1 am tuning in to what these relationships involve-is that Parse at work? Or just serendipity?) 

Mrs. S. was REALLY anxious. She joked about her situation, laughed nervously, admitted that "I'm 
always a nervous kind of person" and just generally seemed ready to bolt and nin if she only had the 
energy. Her daughter was very interested in al1 the educational material we could give her, but Mrs. S. 
didn't want to know-at least the tïrst night she didn't. The cardiologist explained al1 the things he wanted 
to do to diagnose and treat her, and she seemed m i y  overwhelrned by the whole thing. Then on Sunday 
day shift Barb took care of her. When Bah went in the room with breakfiut Mrs. S was pretty weepy, so 
Barb stayed and talked/listened/reassmd. She spent the rest of the day answering questions, giving 
explanations, using the printed matenal and pictures to answer al1 of Mrs. S's. questions. Barb's 
background includes about I O  years working in a cath lab, so we couldn't have had a better person (this 
combined with the fact that she is inherently a kind and sensitive person) to do the pre-cath teaching. 

369~urgical removal of materid th% is occluding the carotid artery. 

370~n antihypeitensive dmg. 



Sunday night when 1 took care of her, M. S. was feeling pretty well-informed but still nervous. Wappily, 
we had a quiet weekend and could give her the things she wanted. Sunday night what she wanted was a 
shampoo and to be pampered- She wasn't having any chest pain but was still so anxious and there wasn't 
anything we could put our fiagers on. She wanted her feet rubbed, so she got them rubbed. Wanted her hair 
washed, so she got it washed. 

Monday she got her heart cath and a PTCA- She did fine-until Tuesday when she re-occluded and did not 
do well at ail. They tried to do another angioplasty without any luck. So they took her for a bypass. Happily 
(again) she did very well following the bypass. When 1 came back to work on Wednesday night, she was 
still a Iittle nervous but had al1 of her lines out and was doing very well. The fkst thing she wanted fkom me 
was an autograph on her heart pillow. Then she talked about what she had k e n  through, about how scared 
she had been, and finally "Did you know my husband died in this hospital?" About ten years earlier. 

1 doo't know if it wodd have made a difference to us or the way we responded to her if we had known this 
earlier. 1 know that until she was ready to taIk about that experience we weren't going to know about it- She 
didn't talk about it in any detail, but once she said it out loud, she seemed to relax a Iittle. 1 listened for a 
whiIe to her perceptions about al1 that has gone on in the last week and about her concems for her fiiture. 
She is 62 years old and does janitor work. She won? be able to r e m  to that work-at least not any time 
soon and is concemed about how she will support herseIf. We hooked her up with social services on 
Thursday morning to get her on disability benefits. At bedtime she asked, "Could you give me a rubdown?" 
Of course! and she was out for the night. Slept great, felt good in the moming, moved out to telemetry in 
the morning. 

When 1 think about Mrs. S., 1 can't think of very much that we (Bah and 1) did that was technically 
oriented. We spent a lot of time listening and responding to the things that Mrs. S. wanted us to take care 
of. On our days off, Mrs, S. got into big trouble and had fots of technical interventions that she probably 
won't remember much about. 1 think she will remernber the nurses who were able to spend the time and 
help her while she was going through so much stress and distress, 1 like that. 

Now, I think that the way Parse's theory applies here is: 
Beine with vs Fixindtelling-even though a11 of our pre-cath and pre-op teaching has to fa11 under the 

fixinghelling category, the things we taught were in response co her questions and in the time chat 
she decided was right to ask the questions. We spent lots of time just being with her, Ietting her 
daughter stay with her, doing the things she told us were important. 

Rhvthmicitv: Especially reveaiing/concealing . Al1 the nervousness and the "admission" that "I'm 
always a nervous kind of a person." Then two days later finding out that her husband died in our 
hospitai. It must have been temfiing to leave her t o m  knowing that she was coming to the same 
place where he died. Then to have al1 the extra added attraction of bypass surgery aAer she thought 
the PTCA had taken care of her problem. 

There's probably more here that I'm missing. Probably something about languaging (aaargh!). 

IRENE: I agree that what you did was mostly "being with." The Wg/telIing part was on the person's 
request, hence 1 believe is responding to her languaging (angh...sorry!) that need for knowledge. in rny 
experience that is what people expect h m  us as healthcare professionals to whom they have comc for 
help. The revealingkoncealing was on my mind as it unfolded through your story, just like you interpreted 
it. 

Just one word of caution about "reassurance." You referred to Bah having listened and reassured. In 
Parse's theory, reassurance is false as one presumes to know more than the person. It also leads to 
premature ctosure; it closes the door to firrther dialogue. When reassuring, we are effectively saying to the 
person that what she perceives is false and we, as the experts, know better. A person who had a heart 
attack and seemed stable at the t h e ,  once told me that he was going to die. 1 laughed it off, "reassuring" 
him that he was doing just fine. Five minutes later, he arrested, and we were unable to resuscitate him. Had 



I just listened perhaps he would have given me a last message for his wife and family. However, my 
reassurance prevented him "living his dying" as he would have liked it. 

The second point I want to make is about the person remembering the nurse who listened and did things she 
wanted her to do- We have to ask in whose interest is true presence, the person or the nurse. True presence 
is witnessing the unfolding of the person's becoming, the nurse's interest or personal satisfaction should 
not be a Factor. The intent should be to be with the person as she moves beyond the present towards her 
hopes and dreams in co-creation with the universe, However, feeling more personal satisfaction is 
definitely a by-product since the nurse is relieved of the pressure to "fix* everything and to reach perfection 
through her professional "expertise" (medical or totality paradigms). However, keep in mind, the nurse 
centers her attention on the person without any intrusion of personal interests. 

HOPPY: Interesting point, and one I hadn't considered before. Is there some point at which reassurance is 
positive under Parse? Or is it always seen as Mse? For instance, if I am explaining about a procedure that 
the patient sees as  a very fightenkg experience, and I tell hidher things about the procedure that are 
inherently reassuring things . (Of course this could backf i  when things go wrong.) I will have to think 
about this for awhile. It just seems that at times a realistic reassurance about some aspects of care ought to 
be an acceptable thing. 

I guess that in addition to my personal satisfaction (and this experience was definitely satisfying) I think 
that if the patient remembers a particular part of her hospitalization in a positive way that she has also felt 
some satisfaction. Perhaps if someone in this lady's family, or if she herself, has to come to the hospital 
again she will feel less anxious than she did with this hospitalization. 

The Story of Smitty 

Smitty is an old man. He and his wife have been married for fifty years, as  she has told me several times in 
the last few days. They moved here recently to be near their son. Wednesday evening, shortIy after having 
dinner, Smitty had a cardiac arrest, was resuscitated very quickly, first by a m i l y  member and within 
about five minutes by the fire dept. EMTs. Smitty arrived in the ER unresponsive, intubated, and with a 
stable cardiac rhythm (on ~ i d o c a i n e ~ ~ ~ ) .  He had a Swan-Ganz catheter inserted in the cath lab, and an 
arterial line. I'm not sure why, but he was heparinized3" before he came to the ICU. He arrived in our unit 
with pupils fixed and dilated (Atropine was given during the code), bleeding from his mouth and nose 
maybe fiom a traumatic intubation . He did not respond to any stimulus. Vital si$s were pretty good, with 
a normal sinus rhythm and a BP in the 1 10-1 16 range on I Omics of Dopamine. 75 

The son and daughter-in-law seem to understand the gravity of his situation and feel the need to support 
their mom through all this. She is staying at their home while her husband is so ill. Her daughter-in-law told 
me that she had fixed the room for her mother-in-law, telling her: "Sleep if you can, or if you are too 
worried to go to sleep I've put a comfortable chair in here for you." She made sure there was a phone in the 
room in case Mrs. G. wanted to call us and check on her husband. And she made sure that Mrs. G. knew 
she could wake her if she needed anything. They went home around 1 1 that h t  night, and Smitty started 
seizing around midnight (he has cerebral edema, most likely fiom cerebral hypoxia according to the CT 
scan we did the following morning). I spoke with his doc, and we started him on medication (Dilantin and 
Valium) for his seizures. We got a neurology consult for the fol1owing morning. 

I half expected that Mrs. G. would be on the phone every how during the night, but she didn't call till 
around three, She just sobbed when I told her he wasn't awake yet and that there was really nothing new to 
tell her (judgment call on the seizure activity, couldn't see that it would change anything to tell her). She 

373~ardiac antiarrhythmic drug. 
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told me that they had been married fi@ years, that he is a good man, that she loves him and doesn't know 
what she will do if he doesn't wake up, 1 couldn't say too much back to her. 

She cailed again around five. 1 told her then that a neurologist would be seeing h h  in the morning, that he 
still had not begun to respond, but that now his pupils had started to get smaller, so perhaps they had been 
so big earlier because of the drug he had received @ad explained about Atropine and big pupils while she 
was in the room with him). She told me she wouid be in early and hoped she would not miss the 
neurologist. 

Around seven the daughter-in-law called, and 1 explained a little more to her. 1 told her that 1 had toId Mrs. 
G. about the neuro consult but that 1 hadn't mentioned the seizures. She told me that the doc had called 
them around one in the moming to tell them that Smitty was seizing. She said Mrs. G. had been listening on 
the phone but that she hadn't said anything. She thanked me for not saying anything about the seinires to 
h4rs. G. But 1 don't know how much crediiility 1 have lost with Mrs. G. for not mentioning something as 
important as seizures. By the time 1 went home, his pupils were sluggishly reative. 

On Thursday night Mrs. G. was at the bedside when 1 arrived. She stayed there until about nine when the 
kids took her home for the night. Srnitty is still not responding. 1 keep talking to him while I am doing 
things, explainhg what 1 am about to do. His wife and his daughter-in-law want to believe that he squeezes 
their hands. He has no gag or cough reflex, so 1 doubt that he is doing anything that we could cd1 a squeeze 
even by the fiirthest stretch of the imagination. 1 explain to them that this squeeze may be possible, but that 
if he moves his fïngers, it is more likely a reflexive response to their touching of the p a h  of his hand. The 
son and daughter seem to understand this. Mrs. G. wants very much to believe that he is going to wake up 
and talk to her. 1 explain that he might do that, but that if he does they shouldn't expect it to be like it is on 
W. At this point, I tell them progress only happens very slowly. If they think he is squeezing tonight, they 
shouldn't be too disappointed if they can't see him do it again the next time they are in. 1 am trying to walk 
the fine Iine between skepticisrn and hope-f doubt that he is doing this, but 1 have seen people wake up 
when I never thought they would, so what ebe can 1 do? 

Her family takes Mrs. G. home around nine or a little after. They go out to the hdlway and wait while she 
says good night to Smitty. While she stands there she begins crying, 1 walk in the room as she is leaving 
and find her sobbing again; she Iooks totally bereft. She hugs me and tells me that she doesn't want to cry 
in fiont of the children because she doesn't want them to worry about her. I tell her that if she needs to cry 
she should and tell her that 1 expect the kids know she is crying even if she doesn't do it in fiont of them. (1 
would have said that 1 reassured her, but now 1 don't know if reassure is the word 1 want to use. Arrrgh! 
Parse language !) 

Smitty doesn't have any more seinire activity. Tonight he begins to breathe spontaneously, but it really is 
brain stem kind of breathing, and he uses every possible accessory muscle (sometimes it even looks like his 
kneecaps are working) with every breath he takes. 1 give him a Iittle Valiurn because he is working 
so hard. Mrs. G. calls twice during the ni@. 1 can't tell her anything new except that he is sometimes 
breathing on his own. She is still a little weepy, but tonight when she calls the first tirne she tells me that 
she just woke up. This is the fmt t h e  she has slept since Smitty came in. 

I'm back to work tomonow night. Smitty will most likely still be there. 1 guess 1'11 just have to see where 
M. G. is. By the way, lest 1 seem too offhanded and condescending here, the family has asked us to cal1 
him Smitty as everyone else always has. 

IRIENE: Thanks for the story about Smitty and his family. Yes, 1 think you are starting to get the idea about 
true presence. 1 believe that your main concem seems to be Mrs. G. while she is living Smitty's illness and 
tries to illuminate the meaning of it. Like you said, we never lcnow the cther person, al1 we can do is bear 
witness to the struggle. True presence would mean listening to what meaning it holds for her. You cm ask 
questions, e.g., "what is it like to experience such and such" rather than "giving reassurance," which denies 
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the person king the expert of her Lie. Tme presence with an anxious person (e-g., anxious about a test) 
means exploring the nature of her anxiety, what is it she is fiightened about. Reassurance cuts this process 
short, you might reassure about the wrong thing, while the person's anxiety remains. You can give 
information as the person desires; hence, it evolves out of the dialogue rather than assuming you know the 
cause of her anxiety. The same with Mrs. G. We don't know what she is really sad and anxious about 
unless she t e k  us. It could be that she womes about Smitty feeling pain, or Smitty having brain damage, 
whereas you might assume that she does not want to lose him. 

Advocacy 

HOPPY: 1 have ken thinking about advocacy as it applies to my nursing practice and about the way it has 
no place in Parse nursing. The hct is that sometimes 1 DO know more about what will help and harm the 
patient than the patient knows. 1 am put in this position daily because 1 work in a high-tech environment 
where the technology can help a great deal-or hurt a great deai. So when the patient cornmunicates a 
desire to live but then tries to extubate himself before his flail c h e ~ t ~ ~ ~  has a chance to stabilize, 1 am the 
one who wiI1 do the best 1 can to keep him intubated as long as it is necessary. 1 believe that this is just one 
of the things a patient expects of me when 1 care for him-in the same way that he counts on me to give 
him the right dmgs, the care that will help him recover, the respect he desemes. 

I have always been told that part of nursing is patient advocacy. 1 believe that it is part of what 1 do in 
caring for patients. Parse says there is no place for advocacy in her theoretical approach. This leaves me in 
something of a quandary as to my role when 1 have patients who don't know what questions to ask or who 
wouldn't dream of questioning a physician because of cuItural forces that donTt allow them to question 
authority. 1 care for a significant nurnber of patients who are fiom such a culture. In addition to cultural 
forces, 1 care for people who are not legally in this country and for whom it is of prirnary importance to 
keep a low profile to avoid immigration problems. Often these people are a h i d  to ask for anything more 
than is offered-they need someone to advocate for them. If 1 try to teach them I am placing myself in the 
position of dictating to t h e m g  away their own expertise in theu lives. If 1 advocate for them with the 
physician or with "the system,'? 1 run afoul of Parse principles a second tirne. It seerns that Parse pretty 
much leaves these people in the lurch in our medical system. 

On another subject: 1 guess 1 didn't ta& about Smitty and Mrs. G. in my last post. He died, as we al1 
expected he would. She had the time she needed to make the decisions she needed to make, e.g., deciding 
that he wouldn't have wanted to be on Iife support for an extended period and that we ought to wean hirn 
tiom his vent to let what would happen, happen. 

Dividing nursing into piles 

HOPPY: This division of my work between what is and what isn't nursing still bothers me a lot. 1 haven't 
accepted that if 1 do task "A" it is not really nursing, but my true presence with an individual is. To me this 
is still a false dichotomy. No matter how 1 try thinking about Parse's theory, 1 cannot simply divide my job 
into what is nursing in Parse terms and "medical somethings" that are really not nursing. You see, when a 
patient comes to my unit, sick, perhaps unconscious, they might be in a condition that allows them the 
luxury of choosing or exercising their authority as the expert in their own life. On the other han& they may 
be comatose with a vent r icu lo~tom~.~~~ When they corne to me like that, then 1 had better be able to deal 
with monitoring their I C ~ "  and treating it when it is hi&. There is no way that 1 will believe that this is 
not nursing. In fâct, the only place 1 have ever seen nursing dissected with true presence in one pile and 
evecything else 1 do in the non-nursing pile is in Parse's theory. It just doesn't ring true to me. 
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Maybe the big problem I have with this is that when 1 go to work these days (oights) I am luclq to be able 
to get the "medical somethings" done. In the last three weeks, 1 have had barely a moment for spending 
with aay of my patients ia any kind of presence that didn't involve the performance of a task It hardly 
seems that distracted, task-filled presence can be calied m e  presence by anyone's standards, If this is the 
basis of my real nursing, then 1 haven't done much nursing lately. YeS 1 have done some pretty serious life 
saving sniK Certainly this doesn't make me a doctor. 1 have doue al1 these things in the course of my job as 
a nurse-it is nursing that 1 have done. 

IRENE: The question you are posing is the one 1 am mggiing with. What is t&e essence of nursing. 1 like 
the way you described the "piles," one for medical somethingness, the other for nursing. And yet, 
paradoxicdly, Parse nurses will insist that you cannot just take off king a Parse nurse, like a costume, that 
you live the theory. #y can we not [ive the theory in any context, any nursing situation, be it in intensive 
care or a cornmunity setting? 1 tfiink that is where the rupture occurs between theory and practice; yet that 
is where continuity should exist. Why can 1 not be proud of my other knowledge, which 1 believe includes 
considerable skiIls and challenges? Why do 1 believe that by teaching nursing students physiology, 
assessment skills, problem-solving skills, they will become better d i  round nurses? f see Parse's theory as 
the core of nursing, where my intent emanates fiom, with many layers of knowledge added on. It is the 
base for my practice, even if the patient is unconscious and needs the life saving interventions. 1 still see the 
person as central; hence, living Parse's theory lies in my intent, my attitude towards the person. 

HOPPY: 1 too see the penon (1 will probably always say patient) as central to my practice. Without the 
penon, there woutd be no need for my practice. And even though 1 may have once believed that 1 could 
Save the world if 1 only had the opportunity to show everyone the proper way to live thek Iives, the things 
to do that wouId bring them health and happiness, 1 have grown up enough to realize that my way is my 
way, just as yours is yours. 1 will work with patients wherever 1 find them, on their te-, to achieve what 
they believe to be important in their lives. But 1 can't do that if 1 can't do the Medical Somethings that I see 
as nursing. 1 won? throw Pane's nursing onto the trash heap. 1 beIieve it to be an important part of my 
nursing practice. 1 also won't throw my skills ont0 the trash heap where Parse woutd relegate them to some 
non-nursing role. After dl, you won? be abIe to CO-franscend anything if 1 don? know how to use the 
defibrillator when you need it. Why this total rejection of medically based skills in Parse? What is there to 
fear in this part of my nursing practice? 

1 have worked hard and long to gain this knowledge, these skilis. Of course it is my interest in working 
with people that brings me to a place where 1 have Iearned the things 1 do to help them. When I am working 
with patients, being present with them, 1 am usually doing those medicd somethings that may be the thing 
that saves their Iives so they can go on to CO-transcend into the unfolding possibilities of their lives. My 
understanding of Parse is that these things, though they may be important, are not nursing. 

IRENE: 1 think that Parse woufd Say: these things are not unique to nursing, yet are part of what we do. 
They can be done by other professionds, e.g. , MDs, RTs etc. She wants to Say that tme presence is unique 
to nwsing practice, only nurses see the human being as unitary. Yet the knowledge required includes 
precisely an understanding of their physiological and pathological functions in interaction with the 
universe, which includes the bio-medicd hospitai environment. 

HOPPY: My argument is that if they are not nursing, then why are they exactly the things that everyone 
else in nursing requires of me if 1 am to practice as a nurse? The licensing exam doesn't test me on nursing 
in the Parse sense but in the physiologie, medical, skill-based sense. 1 rnust know about the physiological 
ixrtplications of diabetes (or MI or COP~' ' )  in order to even pass an exam that allows me to enter the 
market place as a nurse. When I am working in my 
do those skill-based things. 1 am not only ethically, 
suffers as a resuIt of my lack 

ICU, or a community health setting, 1 better be able to 
but legally liable for my lack of ski11 when the patient 
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IRENE: I think it depends on the practice environment of the nurse. Most nurses work in hospital 
environments, hence need the knowledge for safe practice. There are other nurses, working in the 
community, who need, perhaps besides the above type of knowledge, also knowledge of sociology, politics 
and how to negotiate the social system. That knowledge is shared by social workers. What remains unique 
to nursing is the comprehensive understanding of the human and hidher interaction with the universe and 
the possibilities and choices they have. After all, they are seeking my help when they enter the hospital or 
community center. 

Reassurance 

HOPPY: I understand what you are saying about reassurance but would like to explore something. When 
you are talking about me, the nurse being truly present, asking questions that encourage the patient/family 
to explore their feelings, (rather than offering reassurance); I think you consider only a part of the equation. 
In offering reassurance, I may make a mistake, say the thing that makes me feel '2lsehl" or helpfirl to the 
patient, The patient is not just a vessel, there to receive whatever right and wrong things I can pour into 
him/her, but is a reacting individual who can tell me that I am missing the point. 

IRENE: I believe that reassurance emanates fiom the nurse's own discomfort to deal with a situation 
where she feels helpless. In the old paradigm, we want to 'Ti'* things, predict and control. Reassurance 
allows us this control by denying any other possible, less hvorable outcome. 

HOPPY: So when Mrs. G. says to me, "Have you ever seen anyone like Smitty wake up?" I think she is 
looking for reassurance. And I have to tell her "yes," not because I want to give her that reassurance 
falsely, but because a month ago we had a patient who had severe cerebral hypoxia following a cardiac 
arrest and now he is awake. I also have to tell here that we have no way to predict if that will happen with 
Smitty or how awake someone might eventually be even if they do wake up, It seems that Mrs. G. is asking 
me a couple of things: 1. Can Smitty wake up? and 2. Is it likely? I have to answer both of the questions I 
think she is asking, leaving myself available to talk and to listen. But to behave as if I have the entire 
responsibility for clearly responding to her verbal and non-verbal communication is a mistake for me. She 
has some responsibility in this communication process also. And, regardless of how right or wrong I am, 
one of the things she will look to when she is giving meaning to this whole difficult experience is whether 
or not the nurses were caring. Letting her cry-feel like it's okay to cry here-may be the most important 
thing I did with her. But while these things are going on I may not know what is going to be what she 
needs. So she has to participate just as I do. 

IRENE: Perhaps she is not looking for reassurance but rather to explores her hopes. 1 would deal with the 
situation in exactly the same way as you described. I think what you describe here is true presence on the 
part of the nurse. The nurse in Parse's theory is not the expert, the person is. Hence she alone can 
illuminate meaning in the experience within the complexity of hidher life situation. The nurse bears 
witness to hidher struggle by synchronizing rhythms, expressed in true presence. It seems that Mrs. G. 
mobilized transcendence successfilly and came to her decision after having explored her choices. 

Bean counters won't pay for idealism 

HOPPY: I have been busy with work, with school, with family, even with politics. I have also been 
wondering about Parse's Theory and my nursing practice. I still have serious doubts about the way that 
Parse divides the tasks I perform fiom what she calls the real nursing. In the last week or two, I have taken 
care of some patients who required both my skills and my presence. I admitted the neatest guy about a 
week and a half ago who had been seen over a period of time by a quack in the military system. The guy 
walked into the ER in fklrninating pulmonary edema Said he had this pain that started between his 
shoulder blades, radiated down his arms and into his chest. He said he has been having this pain, on and 
off, for several years and that the doc at the base told him it was h m  a pinched nerve in his back. Usually 
the pain goes away after about half an hour, but tonight it stayed and developed into difficulty breathing. 
Right. 40 of Lasix got 4 liters of urine, and he felt a bit better. 



The next day he went for a heart cath and came back on the balloon pump. 1 took care of him again two 
nights later when he came back Eom his four vesse1 bypass, stiIl on the bdloon pump. Quite honestly, he 
pretty much coasted through his first post-op night since he was used to the pump and bad been stabilized 
p r eq  well pre-op. MostIy what he wanted that night was a hand to hold onto whenever he woke up. He 
was extubated in the morning, came off the pump two days Iater and went to the floor yesterday. Now this 
man did very weU because of his are, both medical and nursing. He was able to deal with al1 of his 
procedures because he had lots of confidence in his nurses, basically four of us, who were with him to 
Men, to answer, to support, to hold his hanci, and when he started to recover, to laugh with him. Okay, so 
we did a lot of just plain caring, but we also did a lot of rnedica' somethngs. 1 cannot separate the two, 
thinking of one as nming and one as "something." 

Then there was the letter in Dear Abby fiom the woman whose husband had a medicaI problem that he 
chose to ignore. Abby was so supportive of the woman in advising her to get her husband to the doctor and 
have the doctor "Iay down the law." "Whoa!" 1 said. ''Bill Cody would have a stroke. Maybe Dr. Parse 
would have one, too." 1 wonder how much the public expects the medical community to lay down the Iaw. 
Not that this is a sensible, desirable, or even an expectation that the medical community wants any part of. 

Then someone on the list in the ontology discussion talked about the desirability of having one or two 
nurses on a unit who did none of the medical somethings but practiced only Parse nursing. Whoa again! 
This strikes me as a way to really divide not oniy the nursing, but the nurses. How much more effective to 
have enough staffing that ail the nurses would have t h e  for both the medical somethings and the practice 
of nursing according to Parse's principles. This suggestion by a Parse disciple made me feel that Parse 
practitioners see themeIves as both evangelisfs and elitists. This sense of the Parse practitioners/the 
practice according to Parse puts me off. 

Does al1 of this make any sense or tie together Iogically? 1 thïnk that 1 am trying to accept Parse's theory on 
my tenns, 1 can see it as A theory of nursing, but certainly not as THE theory of nursing. 1 see it most 
clearly as a theory of caring. There are too many places where differer t parts of my practice overlap to 
eliminate any of them as 'hursing." 1 cannot fiuiction without caruig, tior without performing tasks. As far 
as the place of Parse based practice in the current health care climate, it seems to be a theory with no future, 
Why? Because the health care providers (illness care providers) want to pay the least they cm pay to have 
specific procedures performed. The nature of Parse based theory is too elusive to expect any of the boaom- 
liners who run our systems to pay for it. 1 believe they would allow that one or two nurses per unit to be 
present with patients-they would refer to them as volunteers. ïhen again 1 could be wrong. 

[RENE: 1, too, am a little incensed about the elitist attitude of some theorists. It sounds like they want to 
promote a hierarchy between physical and mental caring. A division of Iabor that has aiienated humans 
eom their work and will result in the exact thing that Parse's theory is cntiquing: The division of the 
patiedperson into parts. If Parse's theory is changing the approach, the way the person gets viewed by the 
practitioner, why then can I not do any type of procedure or care in any setting fiom this theoretical base? 
Why should 1 deny the persons in a physical crisis who need a professional nurse to be with them in true 
presence at this tirne because the medical somethingness is divided from true presence? As you described 
your last patient: he needed both: technical and nursing, a perfect example. Put a technician in your place: 
he will get only technical care. Put one or two Parse nurses who only do true presence in the setting: he has 
to get used to and Ieam to trust one more professional. It is a good thing that the discussion is out in the 
open. 1 still believe that it is the best theoretical base that a nurse can practice fiom, regardless of the 
setting. 

HOPPY: 1 think you are absolutely correct. As 1 mentioned in a post to you, the idea of a unit having 
nurses who do only true presence witii the patient while being responsible for no medical somethings seems 
to divide not just the nursing, but the nurses. Now, reading your message 1 see that it also divides the 
patient. 



Smoke and your thumb will fd off 

HOPPY: Had a 71-year-old guy in the unit this weekend who got his thumb destroyed while he and a 
fnend were pulling a stump, Somehow he got his hand caught in the chah. He now has his big toe 
transplanted to his hand. 1 haven't seen anyone with this procedure before. His situation made me think of 
thiags 1 haven't really considered before. He has been a smoker for the last 50 pIus years, a habit he wilI 
have to give up if he hopes to keep his thumb. The doc told him thk, and 1 had the impression he was 
newing about it a lot He chewed the daylights out of gum al1 night. At about five in the moming, he 
looked at me and said "no mas cigarros?" Not only that, but no cafFeine either. He really was pretty cool 
about it. There were none arorrnd, but 1 think even when he gets where there are cigarettes he won't smoke. 
He has no doubt heard al1 the stories about the dangers of smoking, but the damage one thinks of is not 
something that is right out there in fiont of your face d l  &y long. If 1 think about lung cancer 1 am not so 
impressed with quitting smoking, but if 1 see something that tells me about the direct effect of nicotine (my 
thumb fdls off), 1 will be more impressed and perhaps more Iikely to succeed in quitting. 

IRENE: It sounds like your patient/person is ready to quit smoking because it is now a value priority for 
hirn. He wants the gr& to work. As the expert of his health, he made the choice. A good example of a 
human being moving beyond the present. 

HOPPY: Thanks for putting that in Parse terms. 1 can describe what is going on in a lot of instances, but 
certainly don't think in Parse language at this point, When 1 read the message this evening, it occurred to 
me to wonder what if anything in this experience had to do with Parse's theory. Now I think 1 see where to 
begin. 

Jerks don? get brain tumors 

HOPPY: i had an interesting discussion the other night with our neurosurgeon. I'm taking care of a woman 
who went on Saturday for a stereotactic Iocalization and biopsy of her mass. Alas, her mass was a 
gtioblastoma. That was what they expected to fin& and even though 1 prayed for pus, they found the glio. 1 
have dways believed that we have an inordinately high nurnber of brain tumors in this town, a thought that 
was confirmed by the neurosurgeon. He says that most neurosurgeons see about four tumors a year. We've 
had three giios in the Iast month. The other thing 1 notice is that f o k  with brain tumors are without 
exception nice people. Some of the most memorable people 1 have ever taken care of are the ones who have 
just had their brain CA diagnosed. 1 mentioned this quality when we were talking the other night, and the 
doc said that this has been written about in the Iiterature. For some reason, jerks don't get brain tumors. 

My lady this weekend talked a little on Friday, but on Saturday she came back much more aphasic3*' than 
she had been preo That will most likely improve over the next few days, but for now, she is pretty silent 
and herniparetic?& Saturday night she had the look of a "deer in the headlights" in her eyes for rnost of the 
night. By moming she seemed to have figured out what was going on again, and by Sunday evening, I'm 
sure she understood everything that was going on. Funny, she could laugh appropriately but couldn't get 
out a yes or no when 1 asked about headache-but she got a look of great relief when 1 brought her a pi11 
because she looked like she was hurting. She has a great face that takes Iittle talent to read -1 just hope 
I'm as literate as 1 thought 1 was at the t h e .  

1 tried to think about tnie presence the other night when she kept holding onto my hand. 1 donTt know if 1 
cm  say 1 was with her in any different way than I would have been before hearing about Parse nursing. She 
couldn't talk, so she heId on. Afier she went to sleep, 1 let go. I would Iike to hear her story some day, 
partly because it would be good to hear her talk again, partly because 1 think it would be interesting. And 
where does that fit with the theory? Does my wish to hear her have any bearing on the way 1 nurse? 
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IRENE: She seems to Ianguage in many ways, e-g., body 'hnguaging through expressions on her hce, in 
her eyes etc. It is interesthg that you would want to hear Lier life story. 1 think enjoying people and leming 
about complexities of life is what makes nursing so rewarding. Meanwhile you seem to be able to be in true 
presence, facilitating her illuminating of meanhg by synchronizing rhythm (tuning into her needs) and 
rnobilizing her iranscendence hopehlly. 

Like peeling an onion 

HOPPY: Oddly, last night out of six patients, three were elderly women (74, 75, and 67) with MI or 
unstable angina Two of these women were rny patients Iast night, both scheduled for caths this morning, 
both preferring not CO go through the whole thing, but acceding to fàmily wishes. One was very cIear that at 
her age she isn't about to quit smoking, drinking coffee or enjoying her fiied chicken. She almost went 
AMA383 in the Emergency room, but her husband insisted on calling in a cardiologist. 1 mentioned that ber 
husband seemed a lot quieter than she was (this was afier she told me about dancing on a table at a party). 
She told me that he was king very quiet because he knew he had overstepped his bounds by insisting that 
the ER doc cal1 the cardiologist. OddIy enough, this feisty old woman who resists everything let herseIf be 
t . e d  into the cath by her grandson. He is a college student taking a philosophy cIass and sold her a bill of 
goods about Utilitarian Ethics and the greater good for the greater number (the whole family) that would be 
accomplished by her hem cath. Right! If 1 didn't want a procedure, my discornfort would never be 
perceived as accomplishing any utilitxian objective by making the rest of the family happy. This lady was 
pretty cool. Spending the night with her was like peeling an onion. Every layer revealed just a bit more, 
until by this moming it was beginning to be pretty plain that the heart cath was less disturbing to her than 
was the idea of lying on a table having the doc poking around in her groin. She is incontinent, wearing 
adult diapers al1 the tirne, and had no interest in "being mortified by wetting al1 over myself while they're 
poking around down there." 

She also has chronic Iung disease and was womed that she wouldn't be able to quit coughing long enough, 
or hold still long enough, or one thing or another. In the end she didn't mind too much if they did the cath, 
just so long as she didn't have to be embarrassed or feel like she was being uncooperative. Her daughter is 
a CCU nurse, and part of the patient's concem was that she would be going against everything ber daughter 
stands for (her words) by refusing. She was going to bargain for MAJOR sedation and get a Foley cath 
before going to the cath lab. 1 expect she did wel once she had some control of what would happen (or at 
least the circumstances under which it would happen.) 1 don? know what l hope for this lady. 1 can't 
imagine her changing her lifestyle, so to even consider surgery seems really fooIish to me. If it is offered 
though, 1 expect her family wiIl talk her into it. 

I'm not sure if 1 managed any true presence with this lady or if 1 merely hung around at the right t h e  white 
she ran these things through her mind (out Ioud). 1 certainly didn't feel like I said much therapeutic, just a 
"How do you feel about that?" question now and again. Sometimes (most times?) timing is everything. And 
1 suppose I've said that before. 1s it because people's defenses are lower when they are dropping off to 
sleep or being awakened for inane things like pills and vital signs in the middle of the night? Somebody 
ought to study that. As for me, I'd rather just listen. This lady also told me about doing her one important 
thing this year that makes it al1 right if she should die now. She and her daughter rode the Orient Express 
last fall! 

Hoppy sums up 

HOPPY: The way 1 see the theory working in my own practice is probably very basic. I see it heIping to 
describe or explain the things 1 do, many things 1 have done for years, and some that 1 now do differently. 1 
think I have become a better listener since 1 have begun paying closer attention to the things that (a) I do 
and (b) the patients seem to respond to. 1 was much more eager to jump in and offer a solution rather than 
listen while the patients work out their own responses to a situation. It's okay to be there, to let them know 

383~eaving a hospital againsî medical advice. 



that I am willing to help, and then to let them decide what they need. 1 would have not thought it 
cornfortable to wait for them a few months ago. ia a sense, this takes a lot of pressure off me since 1 donTt 
have to solve everyone's problems. 

And yet-1 still cm? see the position that says when 1 am doing CPR 1 am not tnily present with my patient, 
If 1 am doing compressions or pushing dnigs, 1 think 1 am just as  t . y  present as anyone can be under those 
circumstances. What else wodd I be doing? Couid I be more effective cornforthg a fàmily member, king 
truly present with them, helping them to CO-transcend? Co-transcend what? The loss of their loved one 
when 1 might have been able to help prevent that loss by doing some medical something? 1 guess 1 probably 
won? get to the point where 1 can see that position. 1 still have the sense that dividing what 1 do into 
nursing and not-nursing piles is creating a fàlse division. 

More than that, 1 can't see a health care system that is into downsizing and cutting staff paying for the 
presence of a nurse or two on each unit who will have the job of being truly present with patients. That's 
the practical argument-or at least one part of it. 1 think there is another part that has to do with the Parse 
nurse: how long, how much, how well can a person be tmly present with a patient helping them to develop 
their human-universe-health relationship, to CO-transcend and move on as their lives unfold? Do these one 
or two nurses in a 40-bed nursing unit work around the dock? Do they spend as much time as the patient 
needs, or are they, like the rest of us, subject to the constraints of the staffing policies? It is ofien the case 
that patients have needs that do not fit into a schedule. When Mrs. Jones needs the Parse nurse at 0300, will 
that nurse be there? Or will Mrs, Jones depend on the technical nurse, also understaffed, just as she does 
now? WiIl Mrs. Jones be disappointed and fiustrated in ber needs? Or will she find herself talking to a 
nurse who has responded to her need in the best way she cm? Will that nurse be a Parse nurse or a 
technical nurse who has succumbed to the belief that she must be al1 things to al1 people? Sometimes those 
nurses can actually find the tirne to be with patients as weH as to deal with their technical needs. 

One semester later. . - 

The teleapprenticeship ended as it started; a whole semester had passed and 

Hoppy was once again studying for endsf-term exams. She found it had been a good 

expenence: she had really enjoyed writing about her nursing work, and greatly valued the 

relationship with her online mentor: 

Irene opened doors for discussion, certainly never closed any. Her responses were to 
the point, sometimes finding points of agreement, sometimes directing me in ways 
that I haddt  thought of looking. The fact that she was willing to question herself was 
very reassuring to me. 

Hoppy does not thhk she will be able to cal1 herself a Parse nurse, although there 

are things about the theory that she values: 

Probably the most valuable aspect is that of tme presence (at least for my practice). I 
can see true presence as a means of being with people while they work out their own 
meanings, rnobilize transcendence and perhaps become healed. 1 still have problems 
with the piles of technical versus "real" nursing. 1 still see part of my role in patient 
advocacy . 



Some of the discussions on PARSE-L had been very disturbing to Hoppy. It seemed to 

her that some questions people asked had "stirred up the dogmatism": 

Question the dogma (and after a while the theory began to feel like a dogma for 
precisely this reason) and nsk excommunication/shunningg Like a religion that is 
accepted or rejected, Parse's theory cannot be taken piecemeal. This al1 or 
nothingness presents a big problem for me. 

For Hoppy, the most meaningful part of the teleapprenticeship had not been the 

content, the study of a nursing theory, but the opportunity to participate in a distance 

leaming event. In her graduate course work, she had been encouraged to use the Intemet 

and to explore what could be done with distance education. The online expenence led her 

to think about other ways that online resources could be used for nursing. And the 

Intemet had broadened Hoppy's own world: 

One thing that I have come to value is the accessibility of opinions and thoughts fiom 
communities other than the srnall one in which 1 am a member. 1 have come to 
appreciate the idea of the world as  my community. 



Chapter VI 

REFLECTIONS ON THE JOURNEY 

The purpose of this research was to contribute to our understanding about a one- 

to-one educational form that 1 termed teleapprenticeship. 1 also wanted to know if 

teleapprenticeship was an appropnate way to support nurses in their study of Parse's 

theory of human becoming and to leam more about how nurses went about leaming the 

theory online with a mentor. While not the purpose of the study, 1 surmised that through 

the process of m e r i n g  the research questions new knowledge would be gained about 

the analysis of email transcripts. Eleven leamers and six teachers generously gave of their 

time by engaging in teleapprenticeships for varying periods up to 12 weeks. Although we 

al1 learned a great deal, as many questions were raised as were answered. In this chapter, 

1 will begin with an account of how my life expenence has contributed to this study. 

Then 1 will relate what 1 have leamed in this jouniey and will discuss implications for 

education and suggestions for M e r  research. 

THE CONTRIBUTION OF MY EXPERIENCE 

Ultimately, al1 research is autobiographical. 1 did not always know this; once upon 

a time 1 believed that if 1 followed procedures carefully I would have no effect on a 

research study. 1 think 1 saw myself as a sort of high-fidelity recording instrument-a 

medium "channelling" the participants' experience. Hollingsworth writes that "the 

researcher must be placed in as critical a perspective as the r e ~ e a r c h e d . ' ~ ~ ~  Our personal 

participation is part of anything we ~nders taud?~~ as researchers, we must begin with 

384~andra Hollingsworth, "Namuive anaiysis in literacy education: A nory of ehanging classroorn practices," W C  
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o~rselves,~" becoming attuned to and acknowledging the contribution of personal 

experience to the knowledge we have co~lsfrz~cted.'" 

Now the contribution of my experience is much more apparent to me: al1 aspects 

of why and how this study was conducted are simply a function of who I am. Peshkin 

explains that our subjectivity both enables and disables us: 

My subjectivity is the basis for the story that 1 am able to tell. It is a strength on which 
1 build. It makes me who 1 am as a person and as a researcher, equipping me with the 
perspectives and Uisights that shape ail that 1 do as a researcher, fiom the selection of 
topic clear through to the emphases 1 make in my  riti in^?^ 

P e s h b  searched for his own subjectivity, creating an incomplete map of himself. 1 will 

do the same, discussing those aspects of myself that seem pertinent to this study. 

Personal Self. During my course work in narrative inquiry, 1 discovered that the 

pervasive theme in my life is "knowing how"; 1 spend inordinate arnounts of t h e  

learning how to do things-1 seem driven to do this because 1 feel uncornfortable until 1 

"know how." This trait has served me well as a survival strategy, and I have leamed that 

know-how is marketable. 

Nurse Self. 1 have been a Registered Nurse for 38 years, and nearly two decades 

of that tirne was spent as a staff (bedside) nurse in various clinical areas. 1 have also 

worked in nursing administration and as a nurse educator. Fairly recently, while in an 

administrative position, a nurse working as a computer systems consultant said 

derisively, "You think like a staff nurse!" 1 took the intended slight as a great 

386~avid E. H u n ~  Beginning with oursefves (Cambridge, MA: Bmokiine Books), 1987. 
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compliment. 1 am very fond of nurses, deeply respectful of their work, '" and in awe of 

what they have to know-they are my heroes. My current job in an academic s e t h g  is 

rnuch easier than theirs. 1 may st i l l  be an RN, but 1 no longer think of myself as a Real 

Nurse. 

1 believe in the primacy of practice. Because 1 value "know-how" (practical 

knowledge), 1 am of the opinion that as a practice discipline nursing knowledge resides 

with the clinicians. MacLeod notes that nursing has devalued nurses' practical 

k n o ~ l e d ~ e ~ ~ ~ - w h i c h  she defined as "know-how in everyday situations, [which] is part 

and parce1 of ongoing, everyday a~tion."~' Practical knowledge reminds us of an 

inglorious time: 

Practical knowledge appears to symbolize a real and perceived nursing past 
characterized by subordination to physicians (as physicians' handmaidens), guided by 
obedience, habit, tradition or women's intuition. It recalls a time when nurses knew 
only how and not ~ h ~ . ~ ~ ~  

Maeve notes with sorrow that "bedside nurses are not encouraged to behold themselves 

as experts."393 She attributes this travesty to the chasm between the acadernic and practice 

worlds of nursing. Clinical practice has not been seen as scholarly, but Boyer (cited in 

-- - -  
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Maeve) proposes valuing ways of scholarship that do not involve research and 

publication: Scholarshi p within practice "is serious, demanding work, requirllig the 

rïgor-and the accountability-traditionally associated with research a~tivities.' '~~ It is to 

their credit that even the greenest nursing student instinctively recognizes the value of the 

Real Nurses' practical knowledge. 

Teacherkearner Self. Since 1 value "know-how," one of the ways 1 Iike to learn 

and teach is in apprenticeships. Like most nurses of my generation, 1 learned how to be a 

nurse through apprenticeship; and like many addts, 1 continue to seek opportunities to 

leam in this way for my personal leaming projects. For example, 1 apprenticed for severai 

yean with a succession of teachers to learn general and breed-specific dog conformation; 

I have also learned knitting, dog groomuig, and aspects of qualitative research by 

apprenticeship, and 1 have taught by apprenticeship methods in clinical nursing settings. 1 

value this way of acquirhg practical knowledge, even though this stance is contrary to 

prevailing nursing thought (see discussion on page 14). 

Nursin~ Theorv Self. At one t h e ,  the mention of "nursing theory" made my eyes 

roll heavenward. Like many nurses, 1 was of the opinion that nursing theory was 

completely irrelevant to practice. Periodically, hospitals wodd try to "implement" a 

nursing theory, but the nurses typically paid no attention; they knew that this latest wave 

of imiversity nonsense would recede with tirne. Connelly and Clandinin write about these 

kinds of implementations where the goal is to bcsqueeze7' practice into t h e ~ r ~ ; ~ "  later, 

3g4~aeve, "The carrier bag theory of nwsing practice," 16. 
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they use a b e l  metaphor to describe how policy may be "poured" into a scho01.~~~ This 

phenornenon, a familiar one to nurses, assumes that practice is applied theory and also 

that theory is more important than practice. Clandinin and Comeliy have noted the %e 

universality and taken-for-grantedness of the supremacy of theory over practice"3g7 in 

education. 

Through bel1 hook's chapter on "Theory as Liberatory ~ract ice,"~~* 1 came to a 

new understanding about the relationship between theory and practice in nursing. 

Suddenly I was able to see that (among other things) theory can be social practice- 

theory gives us a place fiom which to figure out what is going on around us. By looking 

around, seeing and then narning and making sense of our lives, we 'Tonnulate theory 

from lived e~~er ience . " '~~  Evenhially, 1 came to see theory as a container for our 

thoughts and experiences and to realize our practice and our theory are not distinct: 

"practice is our theory in action,'d00 although not as an application; theory disappears 

when it blends with practice in our actions.401 

For me, discovering Parse's theory has been about Iiberation-sethg me f?ee and 

giving me a way to understand the years of daily dissonance in rny nursing practice. 

Parse's theory has been a place of healing for my nurse self. 1 had felt that if 1 were a 

"good" nurse, then 1 must judge and label people, take the stance of expert in their lives, 

'%D. Jean Clandinin and F. Michacl Connelly, Teachers'profissionul knowledgo landscapes (New York: Teachcrs' 
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and cajole them to conform. 1 thin. that like many other nurses who find out about the 

theory 1 was h h g  in the way that hooks describes: 

1 came to theory because 1 was h h g - t h e  pain within me was so intense that 1 
could not go on living. 1 came to theory desperate, wanting to comprehend-to grasp 
what was happening around and within me. Most importantly, 1 wanted to make the 
hurt go away. 1 saw in theory then a location for healing.402 

Through hooks' work, 1 gained insight about why sometirnes, when Dr. Parse or 

one of the Parse scholars speak to a group of nurses about Parse's theory, that some of 

those hearing about it for the fist time burst into tears. One of the learners wrote: 

[A Parse Scholar] came to our class to speak and what 1 remember most about that 
day was the incredible beauty, creativity and love in her practice. 1 can remember my 
eyes f i lhg with tears as she shared about the different way of being that she had 
corne to know and live with her clients. 1 can remember thinking of ail the missed 
opportunities in my own nursing practice to be truly "with" persons during their 
hospitalizations. It was then that 1 admitted that focusing on unfolding hedth and 
quality of life fiom the person's perspective was in fact what 1 valued and I decided 
that this was how I wanted to practice. 

1 had had a sirnilai- experience upon first hearing about the theory but did not understand 

why until nearly seven years later. This is from my journal, 8 April 1996: 

I'm grieving my nursing career tonight. 1 was a nurse who ciidn't know how to fix 
people-didn't know how to Say exactly the right words to fix things, so 1 solved it 
by Ming behind rnachinery in ICUs and trying to learn more medicine. 1 even read 
medical textbooks. I'm dam mad. 1 didn't know there was another way until Parse 
came dong. 1 could have been a MIRSE! 

I becarne aware of Parse's theory when 1 was no longer a staff nurse, so although 

1 have shidied the theory for the past eight years, 1 am not proficient in the practice 

methodology. This research came about because of my interest in finding ways to 

accommodate the many nurses seeking ways to learn the theory. 

Cornouthg Self. 1 love computen and have been online for 12 years. 1 recognized 



the potential of CMC for connecting nurses distant fiom the centers where Parse's theory 

is taught and practiced with the Parse scholars. The focus of my doctoral course work has 

been on educational CMC. 1 enjoyed the oniine courses f have taken more than most 

face-to-face classes. Given a choice, CMC is my preferred medium for educational 

events. 

Researcher Self. 1 came to the university and to research late in rny work Me, so 

as the above-mentioned consultant correctly noted, 1 am a practitioner at heart. Not only 

do 1 need to "know how," but 1 am interested in conduchg research that helps us  know 

more about how things work in practice. 'ïhose with a penchant for "knowing how" are 

more cornfortable with research methods that have procedures attached to them- 

especidly when we are beginners. Oldfather and West explored the simïlar discornforts 

of being inducted into the cultures of both jazz and qualitative research. Newcomers m u t  

become accustomed to "ambiguities, unexpected fieedoms, and new ways of 

thinking.. . . [They] may search for the sheet music, or the instructions, and fmding none, 

may be quite uncornfortable until they develop an intuitive sense of the guiding deep 

~ t n i c t u r e s . ~ ~ ~ ~  

Many nurse researchers are uncornfortable with a lack of structure. One 

explanation for this may be that we are practitioners, and knowledge of and for practice 

tends by its nature to be procedural rather than decl~ative?~ Nurses are accustomed to 

the step-by-step "policy and procedure" manuals, which are usually required to be on 

every nursing unit, and many of us received our initial research training in stmctured 
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positivistic research approaches. When we can not find structure, we tend to create it. 

Until nurse researchers began using grounded theory, it Iacked structure; now it is an 

approach with detailed techniques and r n e t h o d ~ . ~ ~ ~  Furthemore, it has long been the view 

in nursing that research in practice disciplines should ultirnately produce theory for 

professional purpose.406 This background and the five research studies 1 have conducted 

using grounded theory or quantitative methods has reinforced rny proclivity for structure. 

This will aiways linger in my bones, but now I am aware that it is there. 

My journey with this project has paralleled the learners' stniggie to transform 

their practice. Haltingly, with d a m i l i a .  words, 1 spoke of (not yetfiom) rny new more 

postmodem perspective407 while tryïng to suppress the desire to code, classify, and write 

propositional statements about my "findings." I continue to search for des ,  models, and 

sheet music. The learners spoke of their awkwardness when attempting true presence or 

asked their mentors for a list of words to Say to their patients. Our identities relative to 

our new leamings are still 'Yictive," that is, not yet unified with and still in conflict with 

our lived identities408 a s  nurses and researchers. 

Like the learners, 1 invariably found myself "siipping back" -a process familiar 

to anyone who has studied Parse's theory. GiWig up old beliefs is not easy, as Donrnoyer 

writes: "Giving up sacrosanct notions is a slow and painful process, and time is inevitably 

4051une S. Lowenberg, "Interpretivc resemch methodology: Broadening rhe dialogue," Advances in Nursing Science 
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required to develop new ways of taking and thinking about the ideas that have guided 

our thinking and ou .  actions in the past'dOg The leamers and 1 still have a lot of dinicult 

(un)leaming work to do. Rockhill got it right when she wrote: "Leaming has always been 

depicted as this wonderfdly positive experience ... it's not always. It can be dowmight 

wrenching, and move us into long periods of chaos and crisis. ,7410 

NEW UNDERSTANDMGS 

Learnings: About One-to-One Teleapprenticeships 

1 learned that 

the teleapprenticeships were CO-created social situations for mutual l e d g  

@p. 65; 75); 

the teleapprenticeships offered the potential for transfomative learning @p. 

68); 

professional collegiality and practice situations were accommodated within 

the teleapprenticeships @p. 7 1 ; 75); 

participants' life context, other people and events, and resources (things, 

people, processes) dso comprised the milieu of the teleapprenticeships @. 

97); 

component by component, the teleapprenticeships looked a lot like cognitive 

apprenticeship, but that mode1 did not capture the essence of 

teleapprenticeship (p. 97); 

content and approach to learning was primarily determined by the learner (p. 

4"~obert DOMIOYC~, "Generalizability and the Niglc-case study," in Qualimive inquiry in oducation: 7he contiming 
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72); and 

7. the teacher met and was with the Leamer in the place where the learner was (p. 

100). 

In dratting remarks on what 1 have leamed about the teleapprenticeships, 1 want to 

avoid hxning the discussion nom a teaching perspective, although there is considerable 

relevant b'teaching-as'dll literature that ternpts me to do this. For example, 1 could 

accurately descnbe the teaching or rnentoring as having been enacted as cbdialogue,'A12 as 

as "partnering the learner in a dance,m414 or as a "mode of being in the 

~ o r l d . ' ~ ' ~  Denton's understanding of teaching as "a moment of human 

hterco~ectedness which can't be reduced to anythuig other than itself *16 is also 

rele~ant.~" But without detracting in any way fiom the teaching that was done, 1 want to 

direct the reader's attention away fiom a focus on either the teachers or leamers, to the 

relationship between them. Together they cocreated a situation where creative leaming 

conversations-a teleapprenticeshipbecame possib!e. 

For severai reasons, these leaming events were different from formal courses 

sponsored by institutions or organizations. There was no incentive other than personal 

- - 
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interest for these nurses to study Parse's theory: no grades, certification, or continuhg 

education credits were awarded. They voluntady availed themselves of the opportunity 

to leam fiom other nurses who were experts in the mbject matter they wished to explore. 

There was no deliberate instructional design for the leaming events-tke participants 

simply engaged in leaming conversations as people have always done when one knew 

soinethhg that another wanted to leam. In these teleapprenticeships, the participants 

comoborated Wilberg's claim that one-to-one teaching is a shared learning process and a 

social situation where teaching happens by nahiral, authentic personal communication.418 

The participants were "taking this ove?' rather than consciousiy engaging in deliberate 

leaming activities. Much of the t h e ,  the teaching and leaming were invisible. 

Leaminas: About Nurses Leaming Parse's Theory Online With a Mentor 

I learned that 

teleapprenticeship was a useful form for providing mentoring support for 

these nurses' learning about Parse's theory (p. 61); 

teleapprenticeship, even with suppiementary print and video resources, and 

group discussions may not be sficient  for a nurse to learn this practice 

methodology. Face-to-face practice demonstrations/retum demo~l~trations 

may be necessary (p. 63); and 

online, these nurses struggled in change and raised similar issues about 

Parse's theory as nurses do in face-to-face learning situations (see Table 3). 

This study demonstrated that teleapprenticeship can be a practical way to 

support a nurse through the requisite back and forth stniggle to change to a 

418 
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new worldview and practice rnethodology. Parse has noticed three major 

issues in her experience with human becoming practice projects. These 

invo lve : 

(a) sustaining the cornmitment to leaming and practicing the values and beiiefs of 

the human becoming theory in light of the differences with traditional practice and the 

perceived threat to the old paradigm; 

(b) cocreating an amiosphere where the pain and pleasure, the chaos and order, 

and the discontentment and contentment, al1 inevitable cornpanions of change, c m  be 

aired openly and gently; and 

(c) continuing the promotion of allocation of resources to the project in the face of 

other dernand~.~'~ 

There was ample evidence that the first and second of these issues were supported in the 

teleapprenticeships as the leames passionately discussed the theory in relation to thek 

practice. Further, although the dwation of the teleapprenticeships was short, there was 

some evidence of the particular type of change that occurs in the leaming of the theory. 

Mitchell describes this: 

Nurses Iearning the theory experience dramatic shifts in understanding at various 
times dong the way and when the shifts occur, everything that was known before also 
shifis. Like layers of the earth's crust as each new shift occurs, the nurse's 
understanding transforms to a different realm where everythuig again looks different 
and learning ac~e le ra t e s .~~~  

While it seems that teleapprenticeship could replace most aspects of the ongoing 

personal mentoring that Parse nurses have reported to be invaluable for their continuing 

419~owrnarie Rino Parse, The human becoming theory: Challenges in pmcîice and research." Nwsing Science 
Quarterly 9, no. 2 (1996): 59. 
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leaming, it is likely that there will still be a need for face-to-face instruction in actual 

practice situations. Several of the leamers missed being able to see the theory in practice 

and especially, to have their own practice observed. 

Learnings: About analvzinn email transcri~ts 

1 learned that 

1. the email messages in these teleapprenticeships were discontuiuous, 

disorganized, messy, multilayered, and not necessarily chronoIogical. The 

transcnpts were not as tidy and "on topic" as interview transcripts tend to be; 

rather, they reflected the achial nanirally disordered dolding of real Iife 

events (p. 107); 

2. stories contained in the email messages fiom these teleapprenticeships tended 

not to have a distinct beginning-middle-end structure. Presumably because the 

leamers' stories were still unfolding-happening now-and they did not know 

how things would turn out, their stories were sometimes provisional, 

incomplete, and subject to revision (p. 107);"' and 

3. email messages appear to be a distinct genre for which new methods of 

analysis and representation will need to be found (p. 107). 

Writing in 1992, Henri noted that educational researchers are rnissing out on a 

rich source of data fiom CMC events because we are not yet very good at analyzing 

email messages-new methods are required for this new form of data. She, too, observed 

that email messages fiom online educational events are polysemous and that sequential 

42i~hcryl Mattingly writes th& "We are motivateci, as actors, to create ruines while in the mi& of actingy7 (p. 8 12). 
She terms these kinds of storics "proto-narratives"-stories-in-the making. See Cheryl Mattingly, 'The concept of 
therapeutic 'emplotment'," Social Science & Medicine 38, no. 6 (1994): 820. 



email messages may not display continuity of meaning. She advised that "each message, 

each person's contribution has its own meaning and can be considered on its own? 

Messages must be considered singly and also in relation to o t h e r ~ . ~ ~ ~  Five years later, 1 

believe we still have much to learn about analyzing email messages. 1 would concur with 

Henri that email messages, like letters, must be snidied individually and then in relation 

to others in the data set- 

Over the course of this analysis, 1 progressed nom cding the transcripts "the data 

fiom hell" to appreciating and celebrating this type of field text for its "postmodernness" 

and value for educational research. The writings of George Marcus on juxtaposition and 

messy texts and Roland Barthes on textuai structure were essential to my growth in 

understanding. 

Marcus' writing about a form of poçmiodern inquiry-the "juxtaposition of 

seeming incommensurables"-helped me to see the learnee' struggle to understand in 

new light. In exactly this kind of educational inquiry, they said, "Look here, Pane's 

theory may work in sorne idealized setting, but my practice happens in the real world of 

nursing where this simply cannot work. Take this example.. . ." This kind of inquiry-as- 

juxtaposition and attendant learning conversation produces "messy texts" (open-ended, 

specuiative, incornplete, works-in-progress) as  "symptoms of stmggle" on a testing 

ground." But the leamers are merely giving their workuig hypotheses or the coordinates 

of their curent position; me1 y are they immovable. The texts are not foreclosed but 

invite differentiy positioned response. These messy texts are learning texts, texts of 

'%rance Henri, "Cornputer coderencing and content anaiyris" in Col l~~bor~~t ive  l eming  through compter 
confrencing. The Najaden Papers, ed. Anthony R Kaye (Berlin: Springer-Verlag), 1992, 1 18. 

4U~eorge E. Marcus, "What cornes (just) af€er "pon"? The case of ethnography,'' in Hanàbook of pafiirruivo 
reseurch, ed. Norman K- Denzïn and Yvonna S. Lincoln (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage), 1994,566568- 



inquky, writedy texts: 

The writerly text is a perpetual present, upon which no cornequent language (which 
would inevitably make it past) can be superimposed; the wrirerly text is ourselves 
writing, before the i . t e  play of the world (the world as fiinction) is traversed, 
intersecteci, stopped, plasticized by some singular system.. . 424 

Roland Barthes' writing was essential to my understanding of email messages that 

presented in the form of discrete reading units. Barthes uses the word lexias to denote 

blocks of that like the email messages, are po lysemous, unconstrained texts-O f-the- 

present; Barthes writes that to interpret these texts is to appreciate their plurality.426 He 

likens readerly text to a classical musical score that flows in a regular way. There is 

ordered sequence, and a clairn for tmth; "vectorized, it follows a logico-temporal 

order.'"' Writerly texts, in contrast to closed, authoritative readerly texts, permit access; 

in the case of the email messages, writerly text pennitted dialogue-the participants âid 

not shut each other down. 

The complexity of the email messages actually worked to guard against my 

constructing a one-dimensional dogmatic account of what happened in the 

teleapprenticeships. The necessity of adapting the analysis to the disconnected nature of 

the text (scene-by-scene construction) resulted in a more heterogeneous account. 

~MPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE 

T&g the Self-Directed Learner 

As was reported in Chapter N, the learners in this study were the directon of the 

teleapprenticeships, while the teachers responded situationally to the learners' 

"4~oland Barthes, SZ' Translated by R Miller. (New York: Hill & Wang), 1974, S. 

425~errida's temi for this is morceau. 

426~arthes, SZ, 5. 

427~arthes. Sn. 30. 



requirements. 1 was initially puzzled about why they had been markedly and atypicdy 

self-directed when nurses have so ofien demonstrated their preference for a dependent 

leaming r01e.~** In a discussion about this, a colleague pointed out that these learners not 

only had their teachers' respect as colleagues, but also their undivided attention for 12 

weeks, with no cornpetition fiom other leamers. They had the luxury of getthg their 

concems heard (and could safely persist util they were understood). As well, with only 

one or two students at a time to focus on, the teacher would be more likely to constnict 

respooses that met their needs. These factors would tend to build confidence for leamers. 

Greater risk-taking may occur in a supportive environment like t h i ~ . ~ ~ '  Moreover, there 

was no evaluation, grading, or peer pressure that might have impeded the leamers' self- 

directedness- 

Another factor was that these leamers were on their own turf-they were the 

experts in their clinical situation, not the teachers. For example, Glenn initially took a 

dependent-leamer stance (see page 132) but quickly realized that his knowledge of the 

clinical situation gave him the authority to direct this educational event that involved his 

own practice. It took me awhile to redize that it wodd have been unusual if the learners 

had no? been self-directed because the teleapprenticeships were essentially discussions 

they initiated about the theory in relation to situations in their practice. Moreover, the 

participants were a self-selected group. These were self-motivated nurses interested in 

studying a nursing theory that is situated outside the dominant paradigm of nursing 

practice. They volunteered to engage in teleapprenticeship leaming which by its nature 

428~artha L. P. MacLeob "What doa  it mean to be well taught? A hcmcncutic coune evaluation." Jourml of 
Nursing Education 34, no. 5 ( 1995): i 97-203. 



fosters selfairected learning."* 

Over the course of the analysis, 1 had written numerous memos to rnyself 

recording my thoughts about the teleapprenticeships. As the analysis progressed, it 

became clear that 1 had been thinking about the teleapprenticeships as  if they had been a 

course (which they were not), while the participants were relating as if they were 

nonformal mentoring opportunities for discussing specific content (which they were). in 

the memos, 1 had documented rny concem that there was almost no structure or 

continuity over the duration of a teleapprenticeship. The leamers did not always engage 

in foilow-up dialogue fiom the teacher's previous note, although the teachen responded 

to each note without fail. Patient assignments and clinical circumstances change rapidly, 

and it is likely that the learners' immediate concerns took precedence over following up 

on yesterday's issue. One learner said, 

As 1 reread the journal entries (both rnine-and [teacher's]) it was difficult to follow 
the flow of the discussion. It seemed that the timehappenings between journal entries 
dected the topics of discussion more than previous entries. 

The discontinuous, disorganized nature of the teleapprenticeships became 

immediately apparent as 1 began to analyze the transcripts. Not only did this factor make 

the andysis a challenge, but 1 womed that the lack of a framework may not have worked 

in the interest of the lemers. It seemed to me that by taking complete control the learners 

may have deprived themselves of a lot of content-they didn't know what they didn't 

know, so how could they direct their learning effectively? The teachers had taught the 

theory for years and had experience with sequencing the content, and they were well 

aware of the areas that nurses frequently have trouble with. On occasion, when the 

4 3 0 ~  am thankfbl to Dr. Rina Cohen for this point 



teachea did try to initiate a discussion of a concept or principle, the leamers did not 

respond with enthusiasm. Only theoretical discussions embedded in the context of their 

immediate real-life practice situation piqued their interest. As weU, the leaming events 

had seemed very labor intensive compared with the apparent outcome; Levin and 

colleagues write, "One disadvantages of apprenticeships is that they are very expensive in 

terms of time for both the experts and the apprentices.'d3' 

What telling memoing! Why was 1 concemed with the lack of f'kameworks, 

continuity, structure, evaluation, content "coverage," learning goals and follow-up when 1 

had asked the participants to do nothing more than discuss Parse's theory relative to the 

learner's practicewhich they did (magnificently)? 1 am able to recognize the parallel 

between my obvious distnist of the leamers and the concept of self-directed leaming and 

the phenomenon where nurses feel compelled to give patients unasked-for information. 

Both situations betray a worldview of the teacher or nurse as "expert knower"-knowing 

what's best for the leamer or patient. This phenomenon is illustrated in a teacher's note 

about giving unsolicited advice to patients: 

Yes, maybe 1 have a buming passion at some time to say, TRY THIS!! But how often 
have 1 offered something of that nature in 16 yem of practice when it: totally tumed 
the person off, shut down discussion, sparked feelings of guilt, silenced the person, 
was rejected outright, changed the subject to something that was obviously of little 
use, or just prompted a quiet but obviously insincere acquiescence to my wishes. The 
Parse nurse trusts that the person knows. If somethùig in you screams that the person 
doesn't h o w ,  then this is an issue of philosophy of nursing. But the belief that the 
person knows what is best for hersel£/himself, and can imagine and explore and 
eventually fïnd what will be the best path for self, this is at the core of Parse practice. 
You have to tnist the person and let go of the urge to direct and control. In my own 
expenence, being out in the comrnunity has been a great revelation in this regard. I 
can report that in about 90% of cases, the way people follow medical, health-care, 
and other human service professional advice is very much tailored to their own ways 

" 'james Levin Michacl Waugh, David Bmrm and Renk Clift "Tcaching teleapprentieahips: A new organizational 
h e w o r k  for improving teacher ducation using electronic networks," Machine-Mediated Learning 4, no. 2 & 3 
(1994): 150. 



and opinions, and bars only a remote resernblance to that which was originaily 
"prescnbed." And yet they survive. 

As 1 have had to struggle with my inclination to direct, control, and give 

information in nursing situations, this study has made me aware that 1 must also work on 

my urge to be the expert knower in educational settings. Fish points out that we are "so 

conditioned by the 'delivery' metaphor to think of teaching as 'giving to others' that the 

key notion of facilitating leamers to leam for themselves easily slips out of o u .  si&" 

This helped me to recognize my aspirations for content "coverage," even when I know 

that "reflection and leaming processes are more important. 77 432 

Although the leamers in this study were self-directive in their teleapprenticeships, 

I do not mean to suggest that teleapprenticeships are best conducted in this way. People 

are variously self-directive, depending on personal attributes and the situation."' For 

example, Grow reports deliberately taking the role of a dependent iearner in karate class, 

even though he is usually highly self-directed and independent: "A person who is out of 

shape may not have the intemal ability to choose good exercise. A period of submission 

to an expert teacher may be necessary before one can Ieam to design certain leaming 

expenences for oneself-as in learning a musical instrument." There is no one way to 

teach or Ieam well-it is situational; helpful teachen would adapt their teaching to match 

the learner's present degree of self-direction and would encourage the learner to move 

toward greater self-d~ection."~ 

432~ella Fish  QuoIii~t mernoringfi rtruient teachers: A principied appmoch to practice (London: David Fulton 
Publishers), 1995, 107. 

433~erdd O. Grow, "Teaching leamers to be relf-dircaed," A& Education Quarterly 41 (199111996): 125-149, 
Expanded version available online at: http~/~~~.famu.edu/sjmga~ggrow 

434 Grow, "Tcaching learnm to be xifditcd. ," 125-149. 



IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH 

The Cognitive A~prenticeshi~ Mode1 

A component-by-component cornparison of the teleapprenticeships with the 

cognitive apprenticeship model revealed that only a few elements of the model were 

missing, and these were for the most part either inappropriate for adult leamers or not 

relevant to the subject matter under study. These nurses seem to have created a cognitive 

apprenticeship leaming environment naturally, not by following an instructional design 

model, but by relating to each other in a certain way. How did this happen when none of 

the participants was familiar with the cognitive apprenticeship rnodel and no instructions 

or recommendations related to teaching methods were given to them? Was this a function 

of the teachers' constructivist worldview? Or are the elements of this model so genenc 

that they could be identified in almost any educational event? 

Online Constructivist Learning Environments 

The six teachers in this study, who were known to have a constnictivia 

worldview, created with their leamers sirnilar constnictivist leaming environments. Are 

online constnictivist learning environments the result of instructional design or teacher's 

philosophy? If teachers are constructivists with the intent to be with learners in a certain 

way, does ail else follow? 1s it necessary for instructional designers to specifi 

instructional principles for the design of a constructivist leaming environment, or do 

these teachers just naturally do these things as a way of relating? And conversely, are 

those who are not constructivists able to teach this way fiom a set of instructions? The 

practical implications of this phenornenon is that it may require a significant personai 

transformation to become a constructivist teacher, whether online or in face-to-face 

situations; to practice this way, some teachers may have to undergo a deiiberate struggle 



to change their belief systern about human beings and iearning. 

instructional Design for One-to-One Online Learning Environments 

Instructionai design is essentially a prescription for teaching methods and 

conditions to help learners obtain intended instructional outcomes; the principles fiom 

which a design derives rnakes a statement about the designer's beliefs about learning."' 

My contribution to the instructional design of the leaming events for this study consisted 

of choosing a particular kind of electronic environment for the participants' email 

dialogue and spec img a general time h e .  1 also provided information about: the 

challenge of leaming the theory; redistic leaming outcomes; joumalling and dialogue 

journalling; and expectations for participation. By not providing any other guidance, the 

rest of the design was left to the participants. The learners' explorations of the theory 

relative to a curent or pior clinical pnictice situation detemiioed the theoretical content 

that was discussed; and encouraged by their mentors to use instances fiom their practice 

as their primary guide to leaming, the approach to learning was aiso mostly learner- 

determined. 

I was unable to fuid any research that addressed instructional design for one-to- 

one learning relationships, although Ivan Illich has written that leaming does not need 

manipulation by others, only "ampered participation in a meaningful ~ e t t i n ~ . ' * ~ ~  Is 

design-primady-by-Ieamer a wise choice? A radical constructivist might answer 

affirmatively: "If students construct their own knowledge, what is there to design?A37 

43S~i11iam Winn, "A constructivist critique of the assumptions of instructional design," in Designing environments f i  

constructive learning, ed. Thomas M. DuW Joost Lowyck, and David H. Ionassen (Berlin: Springer-Verlag), 1993, 
190. 

"'lvan Illich, Deschooling society (New York: Harper & Row), 1970.39. 

4 3 7 ~ i ~  "A consmictivist critique of the asnmiptions of hûUcti0tId desigsn 201. 



But others might see this an abdication of responsibility in light of the evidence that some 

leamers may not have the ability to make wise decisions about ways to leam; given a 

choice, they tend to choose ineffective leamhg methods that result in less than optimal 

learning out corne^.^^^ We know that teleapprenticeships and other one-to-one educational 

relationships are very labor intensive. Do leamers lmow what is best, or would a more 

prescriptive instructional design for these teleapprenticeships have contributed to more 

impressive learning outcomes? 

The Parse teachers' Narratives of Exwrience - and Their O n h e  Educationd Practice 

Closely related to the above question is a more focused one that wodd address the 

relationship between the origin of these teachers' personal philosophy and their online 

educational practice in this study. For Connelly and Clandinin, personal philosophy is 

much more than a statement of beliefs and values. Philosophies are manifest in our 

actions and go "beneath the sufface manifestations of values and beliefs to their 

experiential narrative ~ r i ~ i n s . ' ~ ~ ~  These authors write that the meanhg of the teacher's 

actions may be explored narratively within the context of educational events. 

Can the Parse teachers' actions in this study be explained by their narrative of 

experience in nursing? Their way of being with these online leamers was consistent with 

the way they wodd be with persons in nursing situations. Was this because their theory 

and practice are so unified that they are this way (living the theory) even in unfarniliar 

and non-nursing situations? None of the teachers had taught online before, and we know 

that in UIlfaaZiliar or stressful situations we may revert back to a way of being that may be 

438~inn, "A constructivist critique of the asswnptions of instructional design," 198. 

439~onne11y et al., Teachers a~ cwricuturn planners, 66. 



unacceptable to our theory about how we want to be in situations.440 Are Parse nurses 

demonstrating a narrative unity when they teach in constnictivist ways?44' 

A Longer Studv of Teleapprenticesbi~ for Nurses Learning Parse's theorv 

Nurses who practice guided by Parse's theory have described the personal 

rnentoring relationships that they deem crucial to the ongoing development of their 

understanding of the theory. Some of these rnentoring relationships have been in place for 

years and may continue for decades. As was discussed on page 68, it was unrealistic to 

expect to see indicators of change d e r  a 12-week teleapprenticeship, even though there 

was some anecdotal evidence that subtle shifts had occurred. A longer study, perhaps 

over the course of a year, would give a researcher (and the participants) an oppominity to 

follow the evolution of leamers' understanding about the theory. As well, there is the 

potential for "profound leaming" to occur in long-term learning relationships between the 

same two peop~e.*2 

The Structure of Email Messages 

Email messages produce a very different data set than do other data-generating 

activities, such as in t e~ews  or observations. The structure of the email messages seemed 

to most resemble letiers, so 1 began my search for dues about how to d y z e  the data by 

looking at collections of letters as well as exarnples of research where senes of letters 

"O~or a ciramatic example of this phenornenon, see the aory "Escaping childhood: Gmwing up" in Connelly a al.. 
Teachers ar cwriculum planners, 90. 

" ' ~ o n n e l l ~  and Clandinin defie nanative unity as a th& or themc that nins thmugh a person's narrative of 
experience. It is "a continuum within a petson's expenence and renders Iife experiences meaningfiil through the unity 
they achieve for the person." Connelly et al., Teachers ar cr~riculum planners, 74. 

ec2~enise R Stephenson and Bob Maybeny, "Eleetmnic tutonng: Long distance and long term," W C  Downem 
Reproduciion Service ED377486 ( 1994): 2. 



have been analyzed in studies of experience. 443*444 The letters in the collections 1 

examined were similar to the email messages in that they, too, were multi-purpose, 

discontinuous, and stunning in their nchness. But this exercise, however enjoyable, did 

not provide much guidance to facilitate my anaiysis. 

It would have helped me to read about the structure of email dialogue. Much is 

known about the structural aspects of oral communication, but if we are to develop our 

ability to d y z e  conversational email messages generated in educational events, we 

need more basic research into the structure of such messages."5 No doubt there are 

universal structurai elements of conversational email messages, "6 and once these have 

been identified, we c m  then study how they are arranged in email messages that serve 

writers' various purposes. 

i'm only the person that I am at this moment. Tomorrow I'm somebody 
different, and the &y after that I'm sornebody different .... I'rn always changing. 
Everything is always changing. 447 

1 have presented my version of the story about how 17 participants engaged for a 

tirne through the medium of email to leam more about Parse's theory. I have also related 

"3~or example, Joyce Ann WaUrer, "Women's Voices, Women's L i m :  Understandings fiom women's Twenty-Four 
Year Correspondence" (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Minnesota, 1993); Helen Han% 84. Charing Cross Roud 
(London: Samuel French Inc), 1983; A R Gurney, Love Letters (New York: Plume), 1990. 

444The elassic volumes knom as The Polish Peasant, tint published in 1918. constitute a midy of transitions in foms 
of social organization through an interpetaiion of letters between immigrants of Polish origin and family members and 
ûiends. The writers' voices resonate in the text of the 764 letters, engaging us  in îheir dramas of eight decades ago. 
(William 1. Thomas and Florian Znaniecki, The Polish p e m t  in Europe and America, vol. 1 and 2. p e w  York: 
Octagon Books], 1974.) 

"'~ee Gordon Pradl. "Namîology: ï h e  midy of story stmcm," Available onlinc at 
h t t p - I / ~ ~ ~ . e d . g o v / d a t a b ~ ~ e s / E R I C ~ D i g e s t s l  

446 But maybe not if my argument that the email messages were writerly tex& is to hold. In Z, Barthes writes that 
"for the plurai tex& there cannot be a narrative structure, a gramrnar, or a logicw (p. 5). 

"' Mary Field Belenky, Blythe McVicker Clinchy. Nancy Rule Goidberger, and Ji11 Mattuck Taruie, Wornen's ways of 
knowing. The development ofsel/; voice, and mi& (New York: Basic Books, inc.), 1986'83. 



the story of my own joumey through the research process. Now, at the close of this 

inquiry, 1 am sûuck by how Cheryl Mattingiy's conception of the narrative construction 

of lived time is rerniniscent of our experience and of the process of human becoming. 

Narrative time is configurd in discrete episodes that belong to a unfolding 

temporal whole: "Narrative depth derives fiom a part-whole structure where episodes 

have their own authority; they, too, may be rnem~rab l e . ' ~~  Narrative time is structured 

by motive and intention. We need to be able to g h p s e  possibilities that we can imagine 

ourselves bringing about. Narrative time is a place of desire: %ere is no story where 

99 449 there is no desire ; desire sets the story in motion and propels us in our quest. 

Narratives depict change m e r  t h e :  "In a story, tirne is structured by a movement fiom 

one state of affairs (a beginning) to a transformed state of affairs (an ending). In story 

time, things are different in the end.'45o Narrative time is drcrmaric. Because there is 

conflict, nsk, doubt and the presence of enemies, our desire must be swng. Suffering is 

inevitable-sufEering is another name for expenence. Narrative time is a rime of 

uncertainty; endings are uncertain. This is a tirne of transformation-the dominated by 

the enduig; things may not tum out as planned.45' 

The stories we made and told of our lives during this tirne were of this narrative 

configuration: they were episodic short stories M l  of our ciramas, desire, doubts, troubles, 

conflicts, persistence, suffering and transformations. A successful story is one that 

448~attingly, T h e  concept of therapeutic ' ernplotments~ 8 13. 

449~attingly, "The concept of therapeutic .ernplotmait*," 8 18. 

4So~attingIy. "The concept of thcrapeutic .emplotment'," 8 19. 

4s'~attingly. "The concept of therapeutic 'ernplotments," 8 1 1422. 



rnatters and touches people; it does not give rise to the question, "so ~hat?'*~* This is 

also the hallmark of usefd re~earch-~ '~  To those of us who lived this narrative of 

lea-g, it hm mattered. Having g h p s e d  another way of being, we have each been 

motivated to struggie in change, and have beconie transformed in the process. For Parse 

this is cotranscendence, the process of moving 'beyond with intended hopes and drearns 

through pushing-resisting in creating new ways of viewing the familiar.'+<s4 We have dl 

been forever changed, dismpted and transformed by this experience-none of us c m  go 

back. Finally, although I have finished writing, the story has not been completed. 1 now 

invite the readers to write themseives into the story. 

4 5 2 ~ .  Labov and J. Waleaky. "Narrative anaiysis: oral versions of persona1 cxperience,' in Essqs on the verbal and 
visu41 arts, ed. J. HeIm (Seattle: University of Washington Press), 1967, 1 2 4 .  

453~argarete Sandelowski. ""To bc of use": Enhancing the utility of qualitative m h , "  Nrusing Chtiook 45, no. 3 
(1997): f 26. 

4 5 4 ~  R P m e ,  "Human becoming: Parse's thcory of nursing," Nwsing Science Quarterlly 5, no. 1 (1 992): 38. 
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Table 1 

Total Number and S i z e  of Messages Between Teachers and Leamers 

DY ad Leamer Teacher 

Number of messages Total Kilobytes' Number of messages Total Kilobytes 

Dyads that completedb the teleapprenticeship 

E 9 48 12 40 

Dyads that did not complete the teleapprenticeship 

' measured as ASCII text files 
Completing the teleappmnticeship meant that the memben of a dyad engaged with each other in the study 

of Parse's theory for a penod of at least twelve weeks, and that each completed a conciuding narrative. 



Table 2 

Cornparison Of The Telea~~renticeshi~s With The Cognitive A~orenticeshi~ Mode1 

Characteristics of Ideal Learning Environments Elements of mode1 present 
(Cognitive Appmticeship) in teleapprenticeships 
Content 

Do main kno w ledge J 

Heuristic strategies J 

Control Strategies J 

Learning Strategies J 

Methods 

Modelling 1/ 

Coac hing 1/ 

Scaffolding and fading d 

Articulation J 

Reflection d 

Exploration J 

Sequence 

uicreasing complexity 

Lncreasing diversity 

Global before local skills 

Situated Leaming 

Culture of expert practice d 

intrins ic motivation J 

Exploiting cooperation (collaboration) J 

Exploiting competition 

Note. Source for cognitive apprenticeship charactenstics: Collins et al., "Cognitive apprenticeship: 
Teaching the craft of reading, writing, and mathematics," 476. 



Table 3 

Content (Parse's theory) Discussions Between Teachers and Learners 

Number among Topics discussed by the 
CONTENT TOPIC dl dyads who five dyads profiled in 

Health 
Assessing 
Reassurance 
Living valued priorities 
Synchronizing rhythms 
Confidentiality 
Empowerment - -  

Nurse-person relationship 
Client's perspective 
Nurse's intention or intent 
An alternative way of being with persons 
Being with 
Goal of nursing;, goal of practice 
No expectations of others 
Nuse's perspective-agenda 
Client-focused care 
Going with, going where person is 
Patient. outcomes 
And the h i l y  

2 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 

5 
6 
6 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
1 

4  

J  
J 

J  
J 
J 
4 

J 

J  
' -  

J  
J  

J 

J  

J 
J  
J  

4  

J  

J  

J  

J  

J J J J  
J J J  

J J J J  

J J J  

J  
J  

4  
4  



TabIe 3 (Continued) 

Content (Parse's theorv) Discussions Between Teachers and Leamers 

Number among Topics discussed by the 
CONTENT TOPIC al1 dyads who five dyads profiled in 

discussed topic Chapter V 

J 
d 
d 

J  

4 

4 
' -  

B C D E  
J J J J  

J  

A 
J  

J  

4  

True Presence 
Intent of true presence 
How to talk in true presence (give me words) 
Just being there (presence) 
Lingering m e  presence 
What is not tnie presence 
Tnie presence with groups 

1 J 

1 

d  ' 

J 

10 
6 
5 
4 
2 
2 
1 

J J  
J  
J 

Unique ways to live true presence 

What's nursing, what's not according to Parse 
Medical somethingnesses 
Tasks 

d 

4 

1 

9 
5 
3 

4  
J  

What is unique to nursing 

Learner discussions related to Parse practice: 
Discusses satisfjhg experience with the theory 
teamer discusses self relative to the theory 

J  

J  

1 w 

J 
J 
J  
J 

J I J J J  

3 

5 
4 

~ i % g  the theory in non-nursing senings 
Living the theory means letting go of old ways 
Living the theory takes courage 
Living the theory can be risky 
Living our values in practice 

J  

J J J  

J  
J  

Activism-showing another way 
Conflict in practice setting 
Leamer observes the effects of own Parse practice 
How Parse's theory can benefit nurses (not self) 
Practicing theory in non-supportive setting 

Issues of nursing work relative to the theory: 
Tirne to "do" Parse 
Staffing patterns-workload measurernent 
Other disciplines 
Nursing work 
Nursing routines 

Discussions about living the theory: 

4 

- 

2 
2 
2 
1 
1 

4 
3 
3 
2 
2 

3 
2 
2 
1 
1 

7 

- 
J  

J - 
J 
J 

J  

J 

J 

J  
J  
J 
J  
J  

4 

J 

4 

J  

/ 
J 



Table 3 (Continued) 

455 G. J. Mitchell, "nie same-thing-yet-different phenornenon: a way of corning to know - or not?." Nwsing Scieme 
Qumerly 6, no. 2 ( 1993): 6 1-62. 

Content Parse's theorv) Discussions Between Teachers and Leamers 

Numbex among Topics discussed by the 
CONTENT TOPIC al1 dyads who five dyads profiled in 

discussed topic Chapter V 

Theoretical discussions: 
Paradigms 
Other theories 

A 

J  4 
3 

B 

J  

Philosophical consistency 

Parse tanguage 
Lanpge (rneaning of words) 
Parse's theory as right or wroag 
"Same thhg" phenomenon455 
Parse's theory and the discipline of nursing 

Learner's concerns about Parse's theory: 
About the workability of the theory in practice 
What about patients with communication problems? 
Afkid of doing harm 
Womed about short-term patient encounters 

J 
. 

J 
/ 

4  

4 

C I D  
1 

J I J  
J 

3 

7 
4 

2 
2 
2 

3 
3 
2 
2 

E 

1/ 

Will this lead to divisiveness among the nurses? 
Worried about conflict with registration body 
Theory not tested 
EIitism? 
Who will pay for nurses to practice Parse's theory? 

Leaming the theory is: 
A struggle 
Hard-it takes a long time 
Slipping back 
Living with risk and uncertainty 
Assisted by having mentors 
About being open to possibilities 
About living paradox 
Monumental paradigm shift 

1 J 

J 
J 

1 

4 

J 

J 
4 

J  

4 

4  

J 

4 

4 
J  

4 
J 

J J J  
J 
J 

2 
1 
1 
1 
1 

5 
5 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 

J  

4 

1 

i 4  
4 ' 1  
J .  

J 
J 

J 
J 
J 
I /  
J 
1/ 
J  
4' 

4 



Content (Parse's theorv) Discussions Between Teachers and Leamers 

Number among Topics discussed by the 
CONTENT TOPIC al1 dyads who five dyads profiled in 

discussed topic Chapter V 
B C D  

Theory-telated discussions of tensions betweedwith: 
Tensions among nurses 
Theory and practice 
Pane '90 iitics" 
Hospitals and nursing 
m e r  disciplines 
Other paradigms 
Nurses and h i l i e s  
Otd and new Parse nurses 

A 

J 
J 
J 
J - 
J 

4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 

J 

J 
4 
J 
J 
J 
J 

J 
J 

J 

E 

J 

J 
4 

Health care professionals and the public 
Theory and lemer's school 

1 
1 

J 1 



INFORMATION FOR TEACHER PARTICIPANTS 

TITLE OF STUDY: 
Nurses teaching and leamhg Parse's theory of human becoming by teleapprenticeship: A narrative 
exploration of the electronic mail transcripts. 

RESEARCHER: 
Judy Noms, EdD Candidate 
Curriculum Department (Cornputer Applications in Education) 
The Ontario Lnstitute for Studies in Education (OISE) 
252 Bloor Smet West 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S 1 V6 
Email: jnonis@oise.on.ca 
Phone: 0 XXX-XXXX 

SUPERVISOR: 
Dr. Rina Cohen 
Email: rcohen@oise.on.ca 
Phone: (4 16) 923-664 1 x 2477 

PURPOSE OF STUDY: 
1. To build knowledge about teleapprenticeship. This is the k t  study about 

teleapprenticeship. 

2. To build knowledge about how nurses leam Parse's theory. 

3. To develop new knowledge about rnethods for studying the abundant yet underutilized 
textual transcripts that are generated during educational computer mediated 
communication events. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS: 
1. What is the contexture of a teleapprenticeship experience? 

2. What is the experience of studying Parse's theory online with a mentor? 

DATA-PRODUCMG EVENTS: 

1. 10-12 week (flexible) online learning event where a more expert practitioner of Parse's 
theory engages in a rnentoring relationship with a nurse who is leaniing to practice 
nursing guided by the theory. ïhis interaction will be referred to as the "Iearning event." 

DATA SOURCE: the electronic ûanscript of the leaming event. 

2. Optional interaction among teachers on a teachers' mailing List (PARTEACH). 

DATA SOURCE: the electronic ûanscript of discussions on PARTEACH. 

3. At the conchsion of the learning event, online interviews will be conducted to alIow 
participants to relate their experience of teaching Parse's theory online. 

DATA SOURCE: the electronic transcript of the o n h e  interviews. 



4. After the leaming event, and during the analysis phase of the project, participants will be 
asked to respond to the researcher's interpretations of the leaming event. THiS IS 
OPTIONAL, but encouraged so that the event can be depicted as accurately as possible. 

DATA SOURCE: the electronic transcript of email discussions with participants 
about the tesearcher's interpretations of the leaming event. 

PROTECTION OF PARTICiPANTS RELATED TO CONFIDENïïALITY: 

No study is without the risk that confidentiality may be breached, however, the researcher will 
endeavor to protect the identity and confidentiality of al1 participants through the protocols described 
below. But as the electronic transcript of their own learning event is available to each teacher-leamer pair, 
and the messages posted to PARLEARN are available to al1 leamer participants, and the messages posted 
to PARTEACH are avaiiable to al1 teacher participants, the researcher cannot prevent distribution of these 
transcripts by participants. Tt is unlikely that this will pose a problem because as nurses, the participants 
have a intrinsic understanding and appreciation of confidentiaiity issues. 

1. Electronic Traascripts ftom the Leaming Event 

1.1 Each leaniing event will be conducted on a private LISTSERV list, Only three people 
(the teacher-leamer pair and Judy Norris) will have access to the electronic m c r i p t  of 
the learning event. When the leamhg event is finished, the e tectronic transcript will be 
downloaded and the LISTSERV Iist and its archives will be destroyed. 

1.2 Two UNALTERED copies of each learning event transcript will be kept: 1) in Judy 
Norris' private U N E  cornputer account at OISE, and 2) on floppies in a filing cabinet in 
Judy Norris' house. Both of these copies will be destroyed at the close of the study. 

1.3 At the the  each leamhg event transcript is downloaded, every occurrence of an 
ident img name or email address will be replaced with a code name known only to the 
researcher, As example: 

Leamer: Pat Jones <pjones@realgood.edu> and 
Teacher: Chris Smith <csmith@nearby.edu>or 
Dear Pat, or Hi Chris, 

will be replaced with codes such as: 

L-ONE and T-ONE, L-TWO and T-TWO, etc. and 
Dear L-ONE, and Hi T-ONE, 

Analysis will be done using messages that do not contain identifjring names and email 
addresses. Two copies of the ALTERED transcript will be kept: 1) on Judy Norris' 
cornputer at her home, and 2) on backup floppies in a locked cabinet in Judy Noms' 
office at work. 

2. Other electronic transcripts 

The same procedures for data storage and removal of identi@ing information will be carried out 
on the other data sources, i-e, the electronic transcripts fiom PARLEARN, PARTEACH, online 
interviews, and email dialogue with participants. 

3. Research Report 



The nsearch will be reported in a way that conceals the identitia of participants. While direct 
guotes f?om the transcript will be w d  as examples throughout the report, any identifying 
information will have been removed or altered. 

This study is not concemed with evaluation of the performance of either teachers or leamers. No 
evaluative statements about participants' performance wiil be made by the researcher at any time. 
The researcher will take care to structure the report so as to minimize opportunities for readers to 
make evaluative interpretations. Nonetheless, unintended evaluation of performance rnay be 
engaged in by participants themselves, or by readers of the research report. 

PROTECTION OF PARTICIPANTS RELATED TO PARTICIPATION: 
1. Even where persons had previously expressed an interest in participating in the research project, 

there is no obligation to do so; a person may decline to participate without jeopardy of any kind. 
Similarly, a participant may withdraw fiom participation at any tirne during the study without 
jeopardy. No reason need be given for either decision. 

2. Judy Norris or her supervisor, Dr. Rina Cohen rnay be contacted at any t h e  during the study to 
discuss questions or concerns. 

3. A signed consent form is required for participation, and participants wiil be given a copy of the 
form to keep. 

4. idormation about the study, participant expectations, and risks of participation will be posted to 
the PARLEARN and PARTEACH lists for discussion. 

EXPECTATIONS OF TEACHER PARTICIPANTS: 
The main premise of this study is that a nurse who wishes to leam to practice nursing guided by 

Pane's theory will engage in an online apprenticeship with you, a more expert practitioner of Parse's 
theory . 

1. There are no instructions related to teachuig methods. Leamer participants have been encouraged 
to keep a journal, but even this is optional. Leamers were informed that: 

JOURNAL WRITMG is widely believed to be a powerful way to l e m  about what we 
think and know. 'Fe often arenlt aware of what we know until we have written it, reread 
it, and thought about what we have written. Journal writing is a very useful tool for 
reflection and critical thinking about values and beliek 

Learner participants are encouraged to keep a persona1 journal related to theu study of 
Parse's theory, either on paper or on their cornputers. In this way, you will have a record 
of your experiences, and your progress in learning. Journals are not easy to keep. They 
require work and commitment to the learning process. 

2. DIALOGUE JOURNALLING is a way of describing purposefbl writing between teachers and 
leamers. Like individual journalling, the educational premise of dialogue joumalling is that 
writing itself is of benefit for critical thinking. 

Dialogue journal communication is defined by Jana Staton(1) as 
a written conversation between two persons on a fûnctional continuous basis, about 
topics of individual (and eventually mutual) interest ... effective dialogue journal 
communication involves much more than the written form or text; it involves the 
intentional use of writing to communicate, with two mhds coming together to think 
about the topic at hand. 

Dialogue journalling is a means of communication between teacher and student which "involves 
an implicit commitment of self, an engagement with the other."(2) It combines "purposefÛ1, 



heuristic writiag" which allows Iearners to elaborate inner thoughts about an experience and then 
to incorporate this writing into ongoing thoughts, and a "dialogic, responsive structuren where 
teachers' comments about the experience can provide new information to be explored.(3) 

One student descn'bed an experience of dialogue journalling this way: 

As I've been writing these jounials to yoy I rea lk  that you are not only an audience for 
my thoughts and feelings but also a backboard and rnirror. When 1 write to you, 1 also 
write to and for myself. Ifs a catharsis of sorts. 1 think that putting things on paper is the 
easiest, most efficient way to discover and say what you (1) think and feel .... I address my 
questions to you, but often answer them for myself and bring things into better 
perspective.(4) 

Dialogue journailing will occur naturally as you engage with your learner in purposeful online discussion. 
The discussion about diaiogue journalling was included only as information. 

The learning event is (with some flexibility) expected take place over a 10-12 week period. This is 
to encourage cornmitment to learning within a specified time period in a course-like structure. 
Leamers have k e n  asked to send at least two email notes (of any length) to their mentors each 
week Teachers wiIl respond to these as they deem appropriate, The leamers' messages may 
include sections fiom their jounials, responses to their mentors' questions, discussions about 
aspects of the theory, stories h m  their practice, or any other dialogue with their mentors that is 
pertinent to their learning. 

You rnay choose to interact with other teachers on the PARTEACH List. Et was a recommendation 
fiom the pilot study that the teachers have a place to discuss issues that arise during the study. 
Participation is, however, optional. Only the six teachers and Judy Noms have access to notes 
posted on PARTEACH. 

When the learning event is finished, the researcher will ask to interview you online in order to 
discover what the experience was like for you. This will be done through private email messages 
benveen you and Judy Norris. No one else will have access to this data, 

w 

The Iast (optional) part of the study will take place weeks or even months after the leaming event 
has been completed. As the data analysis progresses, the researcher will coastruct a narrative 
interpretation or story about the teleapprenticeship experience and ask you to respond to it. 
Providing feedback is optional, but is encouraged so that the depiction of your online experience 
can be as accurate as possible. 

*** *** *** 
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INFORMATION FOR LEARNER PARTICIPANTS 

TITLE OF STUDY: 
Nurses teaching and Ieaming Parse's theory of human becomhg by teleapprenticeship: A 
narrative exploration of the electronic mail transcripts. 

RESEARCHER: 
Judy Norris, EdD Candidate 
Curriculum Department (Cornputer Applications in Education) 
The Ontario institute for Studies in Education (OISE) 
252 Bloor Street West 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S 1V6 
Email: jnoms@oise.on.ca 
Phone: (XXX) XXX-XXXX 

SUPERVISOR: 
Dr. Rina Cohen 
Email: rcohen@oise.on.ca 
Phone: (4 16) 923-664 1 x 2477 

PURPOSE OF STUDY: 
1 . To build knowledge about teleapprenticeship. This is the first study about 

teleapprenticeship. 

2. To build howledge about how nurses Iearn Parse's theory. 

3. To devetop new knowledge about methods for studying the abundant yet underutilized 
t e d  transcnpts that are generated during educational computer mediated 
communication events, 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS: 
1. What is the contexture of a teleapprenticeship experience? 

2. What is the expenence of studying Parse's theory online with a mentor? 

DATA-PRODUCMG EVENTS: 

1. 10-12 week (flexible) online leaming event where a more expert practitioner of Parse's 
theory engages in a mentoring relationship with a nurse who is learning to practice 
nursing guided by the theory. This interaction will be referred to as the "leaming event." 

DATA SOURCE: the electronic transcript of the learning event. 

2. Optional interaction among leamers on a leamers' mailing list (PARLEARN). 

DATA SOURCE: the electronic traascript of discussions on PARLEARN. 

3. At the conclusion of the leamhg event, online interviews will be conducted to aliow 
participants to relate ttieir experience of learning Parse's theory online. 

DATA SOURCE: the electronic tramcript of the online interviews. 



4. After the learning event, and during the analysis phase of the project, participants will be 
asked to respond to the researcher's interpretations of the leaming event. THIS IS 
OPTIONAL, but encouraged so that the event can be depicted as accurately as possible. 

DATA SOURCE: the electronic transcript of email discussions with participants 
about the researcher's interpretations of the learning event. 

PROTECTION OF PARTICIPANTS RELATED TO CONFIDENTIALITY: 

No study is without the risk that confidentidity may be breached, however, the researcher will 
endeavor to protect the identity and confidentiality of al1 participants through the protocols described 
below. But as the electronic transcript of their own leaming event is available to each teacher-leamer pair, 
and the messages posted to PARLEARN are available to d l  learner participants, and the messages posted 
to PARTEACH are available to al1 teacher participants, the researcher cannot prevent distribution of these 
transcripts by participants. ft is unlikely that this will pose a problem because as nurses, the participants 
have a inirinsic understanding and appreciation of confidentiality issues. 

1. Electronic Transcripts fiom the Learning Event 

1.1 Each Iearning event wi11 be conducted on a private LISTSERV list- Only three people 
(the teacher-learner pair and Judy Norris) will have access to the electronic transcript of 
the leaming event. When the leaming event is finished, the electronic transcript wilI be 
downloaded and the LISTSERV list and its archives will be destroyed. 

1.2 Two LNALTERED copies of each Ieaming event transcnpt will be kept: 1) in h d y  
Noms' private üNIX computer account at OISE, and 2) on floppies in a filing cabinet in 
Judy Norris' house. Both of these copies will be destroyed at the close of the study. 

1.3 At the time each learning event transcnpt is downloaded, every occurrence of an 
identiQing name or email address will be replaced with a code name known only to the 
researcher. As example: 

Leamer: Pat Jones <pjones@realgood.edu> and 
Teacher: Chris Smith <csmith@neahy.edu>or 
Dear Pat, or Hi Chris, 

will be replaced with codes such as: 

L-ONE and T-ONE, L-TWO and T-TWO, etc. and 
Dear L-ONE, and Hi T-ONE, 

The original downloaded transcript will then be destroyed so that analysis will be done 
using messages that do not contain identifying names and email addresses. Two copies of 
the ALTERED transcript will be kept: 1) on Judy Norris' computer at her home, and 2) 
on backup floppies in a locked cabinet in Judy Noms' office at work. 

2. Other electronic iranscripts 

The same procedures for data storage and removd of identiwing information will be carried out 
on the other data sources, Le, the electronic transcripts fiom PARLEARN, PARTEACH, online 
interviews, and email dialogue with participants. 

3. Research Report 



The research will be reported in a way that conceals the identities of participants. While direct 
quotes fkom the transcript will be used as examples throughout the repo* any identifying 
information will have k e n  removed or altered. 

This study is not concemed with evaluation of the performance of either teachers or leamers. No 
evaluative statements about participants' performance will be made by the researcher at any t h e .  
The researcher will take care to structure the report so as to minimize opportunities for readers to 
make evaluative interpretations, Nonetheless, unintended evaluation of performance may be 
engaged in by participants themselves, or by readers of the research report. 

PROTECTION OF PARTICIPANTS RELATED TO PARTICIPATION: 
1. Even where persons had previously expressed an interest in participating in the research project, 

there is no obligation to do so; a person rnay dectine to participate without penalty or jeopardy of 
any kind. Similarly, a participant may withdraw 6om participation at any t h e  during the study 
without penalty or jeopardy. No reason need be given for either decision. 

3 -. Judy Norris or her supervisor, Dr. Rina Cohen may be contacted at any tirne during the study to 
discuss questions or concem. 

3. A signed consent form is required for participation, and participants will be given a copy of the 
form to keep. 

4. Idormation about the study, participant expectations, and risks of participation wilI be posted to 
the PARLEARN and PARTEACH lists for discussion. 

EXPECTATIONS OF LEARNER PARTICIPANTS: 
The main premise of this study is that you, the Ieamer will engage in an online apprenticeship with 

a more expert pmctitioaer of Parse's theory in order to assist you to learn to practice guided by the theory. 

It is assumed that at the BEGiNNING of the study the leamer will have the desire to study Parse's 
theory. It is recognized that over the course of the study that some leamers may decide that Parse's 
theory is just not right for them. In this case, a participant can choose to leave the study or stay in 
it until the end. 

Learning Parse's theory is not easy - the process has been described as involving challenge, 
struggle, frustration, and uncertainty. Learning Parse's theory takes t h e .  Gail Mitchell(1) wrote 
that 

Learning Parse's theory is challenging and at times fiustrating. In integrating the 
knowiedge base of Parse's theory, there is a rhythm of clarity-obscurity described by 
many nurses. This paradoxical rhythm represents the sudden glimpses of new insight and 
understanding that occur in the sea of obscurity when engaging a whole new way of 
thinking. in order to grow and learn with the theory, the nurse needs to be committed, 
open, and willing to live with risk and uncertahty. 

Leamers should not expect to be experts in Parse's theory at the end of the study, but they will 
have progressed in their understanding of it. 

Leaming Parse's theory requires that nurses examine their view of the world, and their values and 
beliefs about persons, health, and nursing. This is never easy - it requires hard mental work. 
Participants should be willing to devote tirne to this mental activity. 

JOURNAL WRiTlNG is widely believed to be a powerfùl way to l e m  about what we think and 
know. We often aren't aware of what we know until we have written it, reread it, and thought 
about what we have writtcn. Journal writing is a very useful tool for reflection and critical thinking 
about values and beliek 



Learner participants are encouraged to keep a personal journal related to their study of Parse's 
theory, either on paper or on their cornputers. Ln this way, you will have a record of your 
experiences, and your progress in learning. Journais are not easy to keep. They require work and 
commitment to the learning process. 

S. DIALOGUE JOURNALLiNG online is the purposefiil email dialogue that is likely to occur 
between Iearners and their mentors Like individuai j o d l i n g ,  the educational premise of 
dialcgue journalling is that writing itself is of benefit for critical thinking. 

Dialogue journal communication is defined by Jana Staton(2) as 
a written conversation between two persons on a functional conthuous basis, about 
topics of individud (and eventually mutual) hte =..effective dialogue journal 
communication involves much more than the written form or text; it involves the 
intentional use of writing to communicate, with two mincis coming together to think 
about the topic at hand. 

Dialogue jounialling is a means of communication between teacher and student which "involves 
an implicit commitment of self, an engagement with the otherSw(3) It combines "purposeful, 
heuristic writing" which dows learners to elaborate huer thoughts about an experience and then 
to incorporate this writing into ongoing thoughts, and a "dialogic, responsive structure" where 
teachers' comments about the experience can provide new information to be explored.(4) 

One student descnied an experience of dialogue journdling this way: 

As I've been writing these joumals to you, 1 realize that you are not only an audience for 
my thoughts and feelings but also a backboard and mirror. When 1 write to you, 1 aIso 
write to and for myself. It's a catharsis of sorts. 1 think that putting things on paper is the 
easiest, most efficient way to discover and Say what you (I) think and feel .... 1 address my 
questions to you, but of€en answer them for myself and bring things into better 
perspective.(S) 

5. The leamhg event is (with some flexibility) expected take place over a 10- 12 week penod. This is 
to encourage commitment to learning within a specified time period in a course-like structure. 
Leamers are asked to send at least nivo email notes (of any length) to theu mentors each week. The 
messages may include sections fiom your joumal, responses to your mentor's questions, 
discussions about aspects of the theory, stories fkom your practice, or any other dialogue with your 
mentor that is pertinent to your leming. 

6. You may choose to interact with other leamers on the PARLEARN list. It was a recornmendation 
kom the pilot study that the learners have a place to talk to people other than their teacher about 
what they are learning. Discussing your insights, practice stories, where you are stuck, and so 
forth, may be of benefit to you and the other learners. Participation is, however, optionai. Only 
the learners and Judy Norris have access to notes posted on PARLEARN. 

7. When the leamhg event is finished, the researcher will hteMew you online in order to discover 
what the learning experience was like for you. This will be done through private email messages 
between the learner and Judy Norris. No one else will have access to this data. 

8. The last (optional) part of the study will take place weeks or even months d e r  the learning event 
has been completed. As the data analysis progresses, the researcher will construct a nanative 
interpretation or story about the teleapprenticeship experience and ask you to respond to it. 
Providing feedback is optional, but is encouraged so that the depiction of your online experience 
can be as accurate as possible. 
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1 have been asked to participate in a research project titIed 1- 
m- This 
research is being conducted by Judy Norris, a doctoral candidate in the department of Curriculum 
(Cornputer Applications) at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education under the direction of Dr. Rina 
Cohen. 

1 have read the document entitied "INFORMATION FOR TEACHER PARTICIPANTS" which was 
uploaded to the PARTEACH k t ,  and 1 have had any questions about the project answered to my 
satisfaction. 

1 understand that my participation will involve oniine mentoring of one or more nurses who are learnuig 
about Parse's theory of human becoming. I agree to interact with my ontine mentee(s) by ernaii for an 
approximate period of 10- 12 weeks. 

1 understand that at the concIusion of the odine learnïs~g event, 1 will be asked to share my experience of 
the event with hdy Norris in an interview conducted by email. Some time later, 1 will be asked to 
respond to Judy Norris' interpretation of the teleapprenticeship event, but 1 understand that participation 
in this part of the study is optionai. 

1 understand that if 1 agree to participate in this study that 1 may withdraw at any time without jeopardy. 1 
have read the protocol for protecting the identity and confidentiality of participants outlined in the 
"INFORMATION FOR TEACHER PARTICIPANTS" document- 1 understand that while every effort 
wiii be made by the researcher to protect my identity and confidentiaiity, that tbere is sti l l  risk for 
breaches of confidentiality because other participants will have access to some parts of the data 
transcnpts. 

1 understand chat 1 am free to refuse to divuige any information chat 1 feel m y  jeopardize my privacy. 1 
understand that a summary of research findings WU be made available to me upon request. 1 understand 
that 1 may contact Judy Norris (416-XXX-XXXX) or by email at jnorris@oise.on.ca) or her supervisor, 
Dr. Rina Cohen (4 16-923-664 1 x 2477 or by email at rcohen@oise.on.ca) at any time throughout the 
project to discuss any concerns or questions regarding my participation. 

Having read the above information about the research project, I agree to participate and offer my 
wimessed signature as consent. 

Signature of Participant Date 

Signature of Witness Date 



1 have been asked to participate in a research project titled i ' s  the- 
.This 

research is king conducted by Judy Norris, a doctorai student in the department of Cwriculum 
(Cornputer AppIications) at the ûntario Institute for Studies in Education under the direction of Dr. Rina 
Cohen. 

1 have read the document entitied "INFORMATION FOR LEARNER PARTICIPANTS" which was 
uploaded to the PARLEARN k t ,  and 1 have had any questions about the project answered to my 
satisfaction. 

1 understand that my participation wili entail studying Parse's Theory of Human Becoming while using 
the theory to guide my practice in a ciinicaI setting. 1 agree to interact with my online mentor at Ieast 
twice weekly by email for an approximate period of 10-12 weeks. 1 understand that at the conclusion of 
the online learning experience, 1 wüi be asked to share my experience of the event with Judy Norris in an 
i n t e ~ e w  conducted by email. Some time later, 1 wiii be asked to respond to Judy Norris' interpretation 
of the teleapprenticeship event, but 1 understand chat participation in this part of the study is optional. 

1 understand that if 1 agree to participate in this study thar 1 may withdraw at any t h e  without jeopardy. I 
have read the protocol for protecting the identity and confidentiality of participants outlined in the 
"INFORMATION FOR LEARNER PARTICIPANTS" document. 1 understand that while every effort 
wiU be made by the researcher to protect rny identity and confidentiaiity, that there is still risk for 
breaches of confidentiality because other participants wiU have access to some parts of the data 
transcripts. 

1 understand that 1 am Eree to refuse to divulge any information that 1 feel may jeopardize my privacy. 1 
understand that a summary of research findings will be made available to me upon request- 1 understand 
that 1 may contact Judy Norris (416-XXX-XXXX or by emaü at jnorris@oise.on.ca) or her supervisor, 
Dr. Rina Cohen (416-923-6641 x 2477 or by ernail at rcohen@oise.on.ca) at any time throughout the 
project to discuss any concem or questions regarding my participation. 

Having read the above information about the research project, 1 agree to participate and offer my 
wimessed signature as consent. 

S igname: of Participant Date 

Signature of Witness Date 
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